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Abstract 

This dissertation develops a method for th e a nalysis of 
political discourse from the work of Fouc a ult which it 
uses to construct the Labour Party in the 1930s, in a 
speci f ic rel a tion to the i ssu e s o f a n t i sem i t i sm a n d 
Indian independence. These issues are cho s en because 
they are some of the issues in which a conception of race 
is posed in the implicit and explicit discourse. The 
central thrust of the investigation is to establish the 
ways in which the notion of political ~ommunity is 
constructed in these particular discourses, and then 
assess the extent to which this informs constructions of 
race. It has been possible to develop a method for 
'reading' political statements which asks how a particular 
position was arrived at, its conditions of formation. 
Two of the key mechanisms in this are constraint and 
structuring mechanism. This is a way of designating the 
factors which limit the range of political possibilities 
in the issue of statements. Through this method of 
reading it has been possible to construct the Labour 
Party as a discoursing institution from the variety of 
positions offered to it as definitions of particular 
issues. It. has been possible to determine which positions 
it chose to sanction as official and which it chose to 
reject. A close examination of official and unofficial 
statements facilitates a number of comments on the 
ideological nature of the positions which the Labour 
Party chose to sanction and those which were unacceptable 
to it. The Labour Party's definitions of Indian 
independence reveal its conceptions of commonwealth. As 
a key institution in defining the British commonwealth 
it awarded India second class status as a political 
community, through an independence constitution which did 
not enfranchise the majority of its population. On the 
issue of anti semitism the Labour Party revealed itself 
to be unable to countenance a multi racial political 
community by posing Fascism and anti semitism as separate 
issues, t~e former to be challenged by the Labour 
~~vement, the latter to be eased by Zionism • . The 
conclusions consider'the extent to which ~onstructions 
of race have changed and then what might b e the 
contemporary relevance of theie historical debates in the 
study of race. 
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Introduction. 

The central concern of this dissertation is to make 

a contribution to the theorisation of the emerge nce of 

race as an issue in British politics in the last half 

century. It is a n attempt to consider race as con s tructed 

through discourses with specifiable objects. Discourses 

serve as a focus for investigation without a reduction 

to some other non ideological factor, or assuming an 

underlying unity or essence. It is an attempt to explore 

race as a concept whose objects are ideological and 

constructed through discours~, that is, the process in 

which they are spoken of. Race is considered as the 

product of determinate ideological - practices which have 

their ow~ conditions of existence, which cannot be 'known' 

either through the sociological study of 'race relations' 

or as an aspect of class struggle in conventional marxist 

analysis. In order to conduct this kind of analysis a 

method for the examination of political statements has to 

be developed. This takes the work of M. Foucault in 

discourse analysis as its starting point. 

The conceptualisation of race through discourse has 

taken- place in a number of ways. It has been constructed 

through discourseS concerning biology, anthropology, 

sociology, the colonies, politics, economics, slavery, 

psycholog~, l law, nationality, community and philosophy to 

name but a few. Because race is a concept with a multipli

city of constructions, it is necessary for a small and 

detailed study to 'focus on only one of these constructions. 

This dissertation will thus focus on the construction of 

race through the concept ' political community ' . 

Political community is obviouily only one mode of 

constructing race, yet it focuses on many issues which are 

central to race as a concept. In political statements 

the specification of a community indicates a reLation 

of inclusion or exclusion, and is a promin~nt feature ~ 

many of the debates on race over the last fifty years. 

Such ideas are still to be found in the debates surro~nding 

immigration and nationality over the last twenty y ears 
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in British politics, although definitions of race are 

constantly changing. 

The concept of 'community' in political discourse 

is central to multi racialism. Terms like 'the Jewish 

communi ty!, the 'Asian communi ty', 'our people', 'the 

people', the national interest!, 'the Indian people' and 

'Indian workers' all offer a specification of the composi

tion of various communities in political statements. They 

all indicate those on behalf of whom a statement is made. 

Political statemen~s all have a representational function, 

but may be further defined in terms of the arena in which 

they are stated. A political statement is alsri defined 

in terms of certain constraints and otner structuring 

mechanisms under which it operates. These mechanisms 

will be elaborated in section 1.7. Political communities 

may correspond to national divisions, or may refer to 

divisions within the national political community. 

Political communities are units spoken of. They are dis

cursive. 

This does not automatically address itself to many 

of the central problematics of inquiriesinto nationalism. 

National units are only dealt wit~ to the extent that they 

are units spoken of in the discourse. At various points 

in the dissertation Britain and India become part of the 

discourse and are dealt with as discursive objects, not 

as pregiven realities. Whilst the study of nation and 

nationalism through dIscourse need not result in a reduc

tionism or essentLalism, it would restrict· the field of 

investigation to the constr~ction of national political 

communities. It would be of limited use in the study of 

race since 'nation ' and 'nationalism' are not adequate 

to deal with divisions withir natlinal units and as such 

do not address themselves to the problematics of multi 
racialism. 

Investigation of the discourses through which 

political community as an object may be constructed 

focuses concretely on two political issues in the 1930s, 

anti semitism in East London t1934-7) and the debates ' 

surrounding Indian independence (1930-3). This serves a 
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double purpose because as well as seeing how race is 

constructed through the object 'political community' it 

also allows an investigation into the historical 

conditions in which early conceptions of race were arti

culated. I should like to suggest that many of the 

ideological positions relating to race and the language 

in which they are currently expressed were developed in 

the 1930s, even though the conditions in which these 

disc6urses were developed no longer exist. The 1930s 

began to provide a terminology and a theorisation for 

race issues which persists into the post war debates on 

immigration and nationality, and which may be found in 

the new nationality proposals (1980) which retain the 

category British subject for people who were at one time 

subjects of the Empire, and in the debates surrounding 

the idea of multi racialism in Britain i~ relation to 

the presence of what were considered non British communi

ties in certain areas. 

Such an inquiry does not necessarily imply any link 

between the present day and the 1930s in ~erms of economic 

or political structures, neith~ does it imply that 

ideologies have a trans~historical essence. It does 

suggest that discourses have specifiable conditions of 

existence which go beyond any present conjuncture, and 

which may be described and explained. 

The specification of a discourse as that which 

constructs a concept and so is limited by that concept 

say 'race' or 'political community', can pose serious 

methodological problems as witnessed in the work of 

Foucault. To pose s uch a co~cept as the central object 

of a discourse does not deal with the problem of the 

delineation of discourse. Where does one discourse begin 

and another end? This question can be avoided by imposing 

institutional constraints upon the discourse. It is 

useful to look at an object as constructed in discourses 

associated with .a specified institution. Not only does 

this avoid methodological confusion but it also allows 

a knowledge of the institution chosen. This dissertation 

aims to construct 'pol itical community ' by confining its 
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construction to Labour Party statements, and thus at the 

same time construe the Labour Party as a discursive, 

rather than a pre-given, political entity_ Thus, it is 

also possible to enquire - what kind of statements and 

positions is the party capable of? In doing this it may 

be possible to arrive at a definition of the party in 

relation to issues broadly concerned with race without 

having to impose an essentialist definition of 'socialism' 

by which to account for the actions and positions of the 

party. A discursive analysis of the party offers an 

explanation of how statements were arrived at and the 

mechanisms of their authorisation. Thus the aim of this 

dissertation is two fold. It examines how race issues 

are ,constructed through Labour Party statements, and how 

the Labour Party emerges in terms of its responses to 

race issues. It claims not a general, but a highly 

specific form of knowledge ~bout both. A form of knowledge 

about the Labour Party in the 1930s cannot claim to offer 

a valid explanation appropriate to the present conjuncture 

but none the less it can claim to offer an explanation of 

the conditions in which certain statements on race issues 

were made. Many of the institutional features of the 

Labour Party described, persist. 

In general terms this tiissertation deals simultan- ' 

eously with three basic levels of analysis, the Labour 

Party as a statement issuing institution, race issues in 

the form of an analysis of ' political community' and a 

method for the analysis of political statements. 

India 

Indian independence became an issue in the 1930s for 

a number of reasons. As the jewel of Queen Victoria's 

Empire India was central to many British conceptions of 

' Empire' and the multiplicity of peoples whose daily 

lives were conducted under British sovereignty. There 

was a long standing connection between Britain and India 

which took the form of commercial 'and financial ' as well 

as personal links . British people for more than a century 

had occupied key as well as minor roles in the Indian 
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civil and security services. British trading, technological 

and political - mcin6~dlies had · structured ih~ dev~lci~ment 

of India. 

The severence of this historic connection was being 

actively pursued in Indb by the 1930s. India was in the 

process of seeking redemption of the various pledges 

made by successive British Governments, ·.that Indian 

independence was to be awarded when India was 'ready'. 

The Viceregql pledges of the nineteenth century were 

concretised in the Montagu-Chelmsford proposals (1917) 

and enshrined in statute in the Government of India Act 

(1919). 

It was in this context that Britain, as the colonial 

.authority pledged to cede independence, had to conduct 

negotiations with India in the 1930s. It was in this 

context that the Simon Commission was set up to conduct 

an exhaustive survey of conditions in India and to 

provide an understanding of the kind of government to 

which India might be suited. It reported in 1930 after 

having been met with anti Si~on demonstrations dver the 

length and breadth of India. These were in favour of 

indpendence, but against the kind Of . investigation the 

Commission was conducting. By . this time the British 

Government was fully committed to independence. 

"Anyone who has been in. the East will realise the 

. important thing for a Britisher is never to go back on 

his word~ a promise that has been given must be fulfilled 

••• It. (Campbell 2/1 ~/31 Debate on India. Hansard 

vol. 260 col. 1178). The majority of those engaged in 

parliamentar~ politics realised that the obligations 'of 

what was referred to as a 'long standing partnership' 

had to be reconciled wi th - liThe legi timate aspirations 

of the Indians to t ake a greater part in their own 

government ••• 1I (Goodman 2/12/31 Debate on India. 

Hansard vol. 260 col. 1212). 

It was with the resolution of this connection in 

mind that the Round Table Conference was set up in 

London (1930-31) as a forum for Anglo Indi a n discussion / 

as to the structure of the Indian constitution. This 
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was a forum in which Britain aimed to inform herself as 

to the wishes of the Indian people before she made a 

pronouncement on the nature of the independence constitu

tion. At the same time (1931) the Statute of Westminster 

Bill passed onto the statute books. This was to give 

dominion s tatus to certain parts of the empire, namely 

Canada, Australia, Ne w Zealand, the Union of South Africa, 

the Irish Free State and Newfoundland. The significance 

of .this bill lies in the fact that it marked a transition 

from empire to commonwealth as it terminated the 

sovereignty of the British Parliament over these areas 

reformulating the imperial bond: and because India, though 

actively seeking independence was excluded from it. 

The discussions in parliament surrounding the passage of 

this bill made much of the fact that these were countries 

run by peoples of European extraction and that India could 

not be included in such a formulation. 

The Statute of Westminster Bill was a recognition 

of a principle established at the 1923 and 1926 Imperial 

Conferences. 

"There are autonomous communities within the 
British Empire equal in status and in no way 
subordinate to one another in any aspect of . 
their domestic or external affairs, though 
united by common allegiance to the crown and 
freely associated members of the British 
Commonwealth of nations ••• " 
(Proceedings of the Imperial Conference. 20/11/31 
Debate on the Statute of Westminster Bill. 
Hansard vol.259 col.1174.) 

Hdmission to the Commonwealth was the only form in 

whi ch poli ti cal fre edom had to date, been awarded. India 

was most likely excluded from this formulation because 

she did not form an ' autonomous community' nor was she 

' equal in status' with Britain. For Britain to exclude 

India from this formulation at this particular pOint 

in colonial history was a re-statement of her political 

. superiority Over the colony. The fact that such a notion 

corresponded to something of a parliamentary consensus 

was demonstrated in the Labour Party's response to the 
bill . 

"We shall welcome the time when a greater 
and greater degree of self government and 
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self determination 
remaining parts of 
in particular. 
(Cripps 24/11/31 
Westminster Bill . 

can be given to the 
the empire and to India 

Debate an the Statute of 
Hansard vol.2S9 col.1186) 

A further dimension to the political problem which 

India was presenting to British administrations by the 

1930s was the underwriting of the demand for political 

freedom by the actions of the Civil Disobedience Campaign 

which began in India in 1929. It was the result of a 

protracted political struggle within the Indian National 

Congress and had varying degrees of success in disrupting 

aspects of Indian life and providing a problem of social 

order for the British administration in the colony. The 

Indian Natio nal Congress was the main, but not the only, 

political institution associated with civil disobedience 

(see section 4.6.). A .number of groups and parties which 

identified themselves broadly with the aims of ' socialism ' 

as well as Trade Unions became invoived in the anti 

British campaign. Some of the mast well known campaigns 

associated with civil disobedience were the 'no rent ' 

campaign of the peasants, the salt making and spinning 

activities which were an effective boycott of British 

products and the picketing of foreign cloth and liquor 
shops. 

The British response to the activites associated 

with the diverse leadership of the Congress was an 

extensive use of police and military forces. This was 

demonstrated by the reports of the All India Congress 

Committee which document the extent of arrests and police 

activity in all areas of India. ;atyagraha (passive 

civil disobedience) presented a direct challenge to 

Britain as a colonial authority and became the unspoken 

barg~ining counter upon which the negotiations surround~ng 

independence were conducted. 

Anti Semitism 

Anti semitism is a way of describing a series of 

issues in East London in the second haif of the 1930s. 

Jews were a distinct part of the population there as i~ 
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other big cities. As well as being physically distingui

shable through dress and appearance, what was spoken of 

as the 'Jewish community' had a cert ai n a utono my which 

was constituted through its occupatio nal structure, in 

some cases separate trade unions, separate living areas, 

religion, education, language and daily living practices. 

The 'Jewish community' had its own leaders , the Board of 

Deputies of Anglo Jewry, and its own labour party, the 

Poale Zion. On top of this it organised its own welfare 

system to look after its destitute. All of this was 

underwritten by a history of religious persecution and 

the belief by many in Britain that they were a 'race'. 

Jewish immigration to Britain had almost ceased by 

the 1930s. The Standard Jewish Encyclopedia (1966) 

estimates that the annual average of all migrating Jews 

declined from seventy thousand in the period 1881-1914 

to fifty four thousand in the period 1919-32. . Gartner 

( 1973) described the period 1870-1914 lithe greatest age 

of voluntary migration" (p.15). He estimates that 

120,000 Jews came to Britain in this period (p.30). 

Thereafter it rapidly declined. By the 1930s those who 

studied Jewish immigration to Britain, for example Gartner, 

did not consider it an issue. Despite this in ma ny cases 

Jews were spoken of as an immigrant group. They were 

also uniquely associated with the issues of poverty and 

social order. In fact these two issues are linked. The 

condition of Jews, living in some of the worst areas of 

East London, was a focus for concerns relating to urban 

decay and degeneration. They had been placed within the 

eugenicist problematic. Concerns over the condition , of 

Britain in terms of ' racial' health of her stock tended 

anyway to focus on the poor, and in the case of the Jews 

poverty was confused with the effects of the importation 

of poor stock from overseas. Poverty had become, at the 

turn of the cen tury, an outward sign of racial progress. 

Many of these concerns were linked to concern for the 

stability of the social order because poverty was thought 

to harbour characteristics antithetical to social stability. 

This particularly focused on the Jewish residents of t 'he 

big cities as they were the object of racial attacks by 
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the British Union of Fascists from the early 1930s. Anti 

semitism focused on public order issues for two reasons. 

Firstly because Jewish people were the object of personal 

attacks on the streets and secondly because they were 

seen to be the reason behind street clashes between the 

British Union of Fascists led by MosEeY , and those who 

sought to oppose them. This resulted in the Public Order 

Act (1936) and a re-theorisation of British toleration, 

liberty and free speech. 

In the 1930s the tast End of London was a forcing 

house for social reform as it had been in the nineteenth 

century. The missions from Oxford and Cambridge as well 

as the surveys of Booth and Rowntree specified for East 

London a special place in social reform considerations. 

This was exacerbated in the late nineteenth century by 

an influx of what were seen as 'pauper aliens'. Indeed, 

East London had been at the centre of the anti alien 

agitation which led to the first immigration act in 1905, 

the Aliens Act (Garrard 1971 p.55). This was supported 

by Jewish organisations and by resolutions passed at . the 

Trades Union Congress. These organisations and others, 

were concerned about the standards of the indigenous 

population and therefore supported the refusal to allow ~ 

the entry of those without means of supporting themselves. 

A lobby in support of this began in Britain in 1891 and 

was based on American legislation which introduced a 

poll tax for new immigrants, thus excluding the penniless. 

Events in Europe of course also played a part in 

constituting anti semitism as an issue in the 1930s. 

The rise to power of the Nazis in Germany accompanied by 

anti semitic activity and the destruction of the German 

Social Democratic Party gave many in Britain a ready 

framework in which to interpret the political style and 

activity of the British Union of Fascists. Indeed the 

British Union was fast to align itself with the symbols 

and attitudes of continental fascism. This kind of . 

analysis of events in Europe led the British Trade Union 

Movement and the Labour Party as well as the Communist / 

Party and others associated with 'socialism' and 'anti 
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totalitarianism' into confrontation with the British 

Union and its anti semitic activities. 

Finally, anti semitism in Britain must be set within 

the context of the movement for a J ew ish hom e l a nd in 

Palestine. This was a British is s ue, primaril y becau se 

Palestine had been a British mandate since the first 

world war, and becaus e the Jews ha d be e n promised a 

homeland in the Balfour Declaration (1917). This had to 

be reconciled with the promise to the Palestinians, who 

like the Jews, claimed they had a historic right to settle 

in Palestine • 

. By the late 1920s a special commission on Palestine 

had been set up under the chairmanship of Sir Walter Shaw 

which gave rise to concern amongst Jews domiciled in Britain 

as to the intentions of the British Government in respect 

of the mandate. This was followed by an investigation into 

land settlement, immigration and development by John 

Hope Simpson and became a white paper in 1930 under much 

political pressure from the 'Jewish community'. In many 

respects the political problems arising from Jewish 

persecution in Britain were thought to be ultimately 

resolvable through Zionism, and thus removable from the 

British political conjuncture. 

These accounts of the 'Indian situation' and anti 

semitism are just general outlines to demonstrate rather 

than assert that they were political issues during this : 

period. These are the two main issues which raise the 

question of race in the 1930s and are the case stUdies 

upon which the analysis is based. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Theoretica l and Methodological Consid e rations 

1.1 A Revi e w of Work on the Labour Party. 

Wi th th e exc e ption of Paul Foo t 's work on race as 

an issue in British Politics (Foot 1975) .there has been 

no attempt to examine race in terms of the political 

policies and strategies of the Labour Party. Foot takes 

up the Labour Party's relation to immigration issues 

from the 1950s onwards documenting a shift in official 

positions from opposition to immigration control of any 

kind, to immigration restriction in combination with 

urban aid programmes and the construction of the machinery 

of the 'race relations industry' in the mid 1960s. His 

explanation for this apparent reversal in policy (which 

involved a transformation of the concept~alisati6~ of 

commo~wealth) whilst documented in a most detailed and 

informative manner, ultimately relies on an interpretation 

of the Labour Party as pragmatic, lured by the promise_ of 

votes for an anti immigrant platform. This is but a 

variation on the thesis that the Labour Party is necessarily 

anti black and anti working class because of the strictures 

imposed on it by its adherence to parliamentarianism. 

~uch analyses interpret all political issues and forces 

in terms of their necessary correspondence to a . set of 

given class interests of a group of economic agents. 

There are numerous other accounts of the Labour 

Party, but they are not developed in relation to race 

issues. In fact, with one or two exceptions, accounts 

of the Labour Party are notable for their inability to 

address such issues. Such accounts are often extensively 

empirical and historical, providing a wealth of detail 

about the development of the party and its institutional 

structure. rhe work of G.D.H. Cole is in this tradition 

teole 1969). It is the most detailed account of Labour 

Party policy, institutions and activity so far produced. 

Many later accounts are derivative of its wealth of 

empirical detail. It is a chronological exposition of 
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events in the development of the central institutions of 

the Labour Party, as well as the major issues with which 

it was associated. Its comprehensive approach is 

demonstrated in its ability, unlike most other accounts, 

to deal with the issues of anti semitism and Indian 

independence, issues concerning race in the 1930s. 

Unlike other accounts it is very tentative in offering an 

assessment of the Labour Party in terms of the political 

options open to it. 

1947, it delicately 

Even in its conclusion~ written in 

depicts it as a party of struggle. 

"The note on which I should like to end is 
one of unquestionable admiration for the 
good, decent men and women all over the 
country who have built up the movement by 
their devoted service ••• finding their 
reward in the spirit of good will which 
has underlain all their striving to build 
a party strong enough to make a government 
bold enough to attempt the transformation 
of this dear land of ours into a home of 
security and justice for ' the common man. lI 

(Cole 1969 A History of the Labour Party 
from 1914 . p.477-8) 

This statement indicates that Cole believed the 

legitimate sphere of struggle for the Labour Party to be 

the capture of parliamentary power which could then be 

used to secure a kind of social justice for the ordinary 

ci ti zen. 

There are numerous accounts of the Labour Party, 

many of them adopting the same general class approach, 

but I shall confine my investigations to just two, 

Miliband ' s,because he has made an extensive historical 

analysis . and Pimlott'~because he has take~ u~ the 

thirties in a fairly detailed manner. The , general points 

made about these apply to many of the other studies. 

Miliband's 'Parliamentary Socialism' (1975) is a 

historical survey beginning with the Labour representation 

Committee from which the Labour Party was formed in 1906 

and ending with the regime of Harold Wilso n. His central 

aim is to recount the consequences of the party's approach 

to politics throughout its history. His work is an 

exposition of the consequences, for the working class 

and the Labour Party, of the latter's adherence to 
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parliamentary action a nd rejection of oth e r sph e res 

of political activity. Miliba nd's c e nt r al proposition 

is that th e Labour Party failed to bring about soci a lism, 

that is, to r e spond to the 'real needs' of the working 

class. His account is a documentation of this f a ilure. 

"Of political pa rties cl a i ming soci a lism 
to be their ai m, th e La bou r Pa rty has a lw a y s 
been one of the most dogm atic - not about 
socialism, but about the parliamentary syst em. 
Empirical and flexible about all else, its 
leaders have always made devotion to that 
system their fixed point of reference a nd 
the conditioning factor of their political 
behaviourl!. 
(~liliband 1975. Parliamentary Socialism. p.13) 

The notion of failure in his account is developed 

from the idea that the Labour Party failed to represent 

the working class in terms of the options open to it. 

He considers that it was offered, by those whom it 

claimed to represent, radical alternatives to the 

parliamentary system in terms of political strategies. 

In this way Miliband sets up oppositions between the 

workers and their leadership in the Labour and trade 

union movement. His book is, .therefore, an account of 

the 'betrayal' of the working class by its political 

leadership, against the background of the increasing 

incorporation of the Labour Party into the parliamentary 

system. One of many examples documentin g this failure is 

found in Miliband's account of the events of 1915 which 

saw the development of the militant shop stewards and 

workers' movement. 

"The trade union leaders' virtual transformation 
into agents of the state inevitably offered 
new opportunities to the militant 'left' which 
it was not slow to exploit. From the beginning 
of 1915 onwards, when some eight thousand 
engineers on Clyde side struck for higher wages, 
the industrial truce was repeatedly broken in 
one part or another of the country. The disputes 
were mainly 'unofficial' and under the leadership 
of local shop stewards' committees, such as the 
Sheffield Workers' Committee or the Clyde 
Workers' Committee. These local initi a tives 
not only fell short of the government but of 
the bulk of the trade union leadership as well, 
which is hardly surprising since every unofficial 
strike constituted a repudiation of th a t leadership.1! 
(Miliband 1975. Parliamentary Sociali s m. p.53) 
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Miliband, in this statement, is implicitly suggesting 

that the organised working class possesses a potential 

'left' reservoir of revolutionary or at least insurrec

tionary activity . He doc~ments this theme again in 

interpreting the events of the General Strike of 1926. 

ttIn his presidential address to the (Labour 
Party) conference, the chairman of the party, 
J. McGrath of the Miners ' Federation, was 
more explicitly hostile to the notion of 
direct action. Referr' ing to the movement 
'that was already afo ot to employ the strike 
weapon for political purposes' he said that 
this 'would be an innovation in this country 
which few responsible leaders would welcome ••• 
We are either constitutionalists or we are not 
constitutionalists, if we believe in the 
efficacy of the political weapon (and we do 
or why do we have a Labour Party?) then it 
is both unwise and undemocratic because we 
fail to get a majority at the polls to turn 
round and demand that we should substitute 
industrial action. I ••• 

1t 

(Milib and 1975. Parliamentary Socialism. p.69) 

There are in Miliband 's account numerous such examples 

of the advanced state of the working class in relation 

to'l 'itsleadership. 

Much of the value of Miliband's contribution is 

found in the detailed way in which he documents his points 

with long quotes which allow the reader to assess the 

statements he is offering and judge whether or not , they 

illustrate a particul ar point. Instead of asserti ng the 

advanced state of the working class in relation to its 

leadership as manv ' analyses of the Labour Party do, he 

carefully documents it with statements from labour leaders. 

His analysis, detai~ed though it is, does r~ise one or 

two problems for the analy~is of the Labour Party as a 

political institution. 

In demonstrating that the Labour Party failed in 

terms of the options open to it, Miliband is arguing 

against the ever present revolutionary potential of the 

working class as a fact of political analysis . This 

revolutionary potential was thought to be indexed in their 

relative militancy in certain selected incidents as 

opposed to the positions adopted by its leadership. This , 
interpretation relies on an assessment of political actions 
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in terms of their nearness to, or distance from, 'socialism' 

and on one of the main t~ets of Marxism-Leninism which 

considers that the true interests of the working class 

lies in revolutionary overthrow of the system, and that 

it is possible for the working class to be aware of its 

strategic position in terms of revolutionary struggle. 

Miliband 's analysis also assumes a split between the rank 

and file and its leadership in all political situations. 

· The claim that there is a permanent split between 

the leadership and the rank and file on all political 

issues in the labour movement rests on the consideration 

that the leadership is an integral part of the system 

(capitalism) upon which parliamentary action is erected. 

Lt was being suggested that the leadership of the working 

class, therefore"operates under a different system of 

rules than its memqership. The interests of the leader

ship and the rank and file are therefore in open contra

diction. This rests on the 2ssumption that all political 

action, calculation and ideology must be interpreted in 

terms of a set of exigencies wbich reside in another 

sphere, economics, in which the antagonism between labour 

and capital is played out. Political forces and issues 

are being interpreted in terms of their necessary corres

pondance with the given class interests of economic 

agents. ~uch a reduction of a complexity of political 

issues, processes and strategies to a single set of ever 

present determinants does not adequately describe the 

processes which Miliband seeks to explain, it simply 

reduces them to a ~ingle dimension. 

It is this reduction which allows an interpretation 

of working class political action, as distinct from that 

of its leadership, in terms of an automatic alliance with 

revolutionary action as the path of its true interests. 

This takes on the ~atus of a law of political action since 

every action on the part of the working class is interpreted 

in this manner. Whilst it is not appropriate to deny this 

potential completely, it must be pointed out that it is 

not always possible to assess all political actions and 

positions .in terms of SO simple a dimension. This is / 
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apparent in Mil iband's work where he is unable to give 

an account of some areas of Labour Party activity. He 

is able to deal with what may be thought of as some of 

the flash points in Labour Party history, trade union 

militancy during the first war, the post war years of 

discontent, the shop stewards' movement, the policies 

of the first Labour Government when it failed to use 

parliament to implement 'socialism' (something it repeated 

in 1929), the General Strike, the crisis of capital in 

the 1930s and the post second world war programme of 

nationalisation. 

Miliband was only able to deal with issues which 

allowed an interpretation in terms of class interest. 

He is unable to deal with the demands for political 

freedom which were coming from India in the 19305 or with 

anti semitism. Race issues were therefore excluded from 

his descriptions. It is unfair to accuse Miliband of not 

giving a complete account of Labour Party history, for he 

does not claim to have done so - "1 must make it clear that" 

I have not tried to write a somprehensi0e history of the 

Lab 0 u r Par t y, mu chI e 5 5 the Lab 0 u r 8'0 v erne n t " ( M i lib and 

1975 p.14). 

It is fair to say that he failed in terms of his 

own objectives which were to describe some of the major 

political 'issues and struggles in the history of the 

Labour Party, ,'as not even in describing the events of 

the 19605 is he able tQ deal with race even though 

immigration was a major issue from the point of view of 

the Wilson government. The ,resulting effect is that 

Miliband is only able to deal with trade union related 

issues surrounding wage struggles and labour economic 

policy. Eve n his brief examination of what he describes 

as 'fascism ' in the 1930s is in terms of its continental 

appearance in which its anti labour and anti socialist 

character is emphasized. The racism implicit in its 

anti semitic ' manifestations remains completely hidden 

in his acco unt. In fact, an account of anti semitism in 

East London would present a challenge to his central / 

proposition, the inherently revolutionary potential of 
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the working class . Miliband would then be r equire d to 

explain why the predominantly working class popul ati on 

of East London engaged in a nti semitic struggles. Many 

similar accounts us e the notion 'false consciou sness ' to. 

explain such divisi ve acti on which hinders a progre ssio n 

towards ' socialism '. The behaviour of the Labour Party 

at the appeara nce of the British Union of Fascists is 

related to demonstrate it s inability to confront 'fascism' 

unlike the Communist Party wh ±ch achieved a de gre e of 

mobilisation in the working class. 

"With the Nazis' conquest of power in Germany 
at the beginning of 1933, the spectre w~ich 
ever more insistently came to haunt the 
Labour mo vement was the spectre of Fascism, 
a nd of Fascist agg resssion •• • The first issue 
which Fascism raised was that of the Labour 
Party ' s relations with the Communist Party; 
the second was defence.1! 
(Miliband 1975. Parliamentary Socialism . p.216) 

A further problem arises in Miliband's use of the 

conce pt ' socialism ' in his account. This is related to 

some of the problems already outlined. Throughout the 

book Miliba nd mai nt ai ns a distinction between 'socialism' 

and 'l abourism'. Lab ourism is a generalised description 

of a set of ideological perspectives linked to the position 

of the Labour Party by virtue of its commitment to 

parli amenta ry institutions, but otherwise unspecified. 

Parliament is presented in his account as the arena in 

which the interests of the state are served . The interests 

of the state were thought to be synonymous with the 

interests of the Capitalist class. Therefore 'labourism' 

refers to a set of ideologies and practices by which the 

workin g class is misrepresented. Miliband constantly 

confronts 'l abo uri sm ' with 'socialism ' in which he considers 

the true interests of the working class to be represented. 

It is one of the a ims of this di s sertation to break down 

this category 'l abouri sm ' and establish how the Labour 

Party defined its own particular brand of socialism and 

wh at was at stake in such definitions . 

Miliba nd's definition of socialism is nev er made 

explicit , a lthough it would appear that he is refer ring ~ 

to a system (which serves as an ultimate goal) in which 
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the relations-of production between capital and labour 

are transformed in line with Marx's 'Dictatorship of the 

Proletariat'. This assessment of socialism features in 

his work by virtue of his judgement' of strategies in terms 

of their relation to the interests of the two opposed 

cl as s e s. All of the polici e s a nd strategies of the 

Labour Party are thus assessed in terms of their contri

bution to a movement in the direction of socialism. 

Movements towards socialism are those which challenge 

the power of capital. Parliamentarianism for Miliband 

was the antithesis of social~sm because it involved a 

complicity with the state as the political agent of 

capital. 

To judge all political positions and strategies in 

this manner denies a multiplicity of other considerations 

and effects. Not all considerations can be reduced to the 

notion of interests, though ultimatley such a calculation 

plays a large part in deciding on certain political 

strategies. But even if interests were the only calculation 

to be made it does not follow that the interests of the 

working class are unitary. An action which challenges 

the power of capital may only serve the interests of 

a section of the working class. The interests of black 

people and women are not necessarily concurrent with a 

challenge to capital. If this were to be the measure of 

the validity of political struggles, then many of those 

associated with anti racist initiatives would be judged 

as irrelevant ., or marginal to the struggle for socialism. 

This partially explains Miliband's reluctance to deal 

with anti semitism in the 1930s, choosing instead to 

examine the struggle between the Labour Party and the 

Communist Party to represent the working class. 

Anoth e r problem with Miliband's analysis lies in 

its inability to produce a description of the Labour 

Party other than as a completely pragmatic institution. 

Ap a rt from its ideological adherence to the practices of 

parliame ntarianism, the Labour Party is depicted as being 

guided solely by considerations of poular appeal or 

vote catching. This is not unique to Miliband but is a 

widely held view among Labour Party historians and analysts. 
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It suggests that the Labour Party does not have any 

ideological basis, however incoherent, from whi~h it 

forms positions on various issues. Even a cursory analysis 

of the statements which Miliband reproduces indicates a 

set of ideo16gical perspectives from which statements are 

derived. Such a n analysis can only be conducted with 

the aid of a method of 'reading' statements. Because 

Miliband does not use a theory of reading he is limited 

in that he can only interpret the st~ments of the 

Labour Party in their literal sense. His descriptions 

of the Labour Party's policies and strategies are thus 

somewhat limited in the kind of knowledge they are 

capable of producing. Pimlott shares this problem. The 

result is a limited analysis of the Labour Party which 

confines itself to the official pronunciations instead 

of being able to assess the range of positions offered 

to the party from which certain ones were selected as 

'official' statements. Because of this Pimlott is only 

able to describe the 'failure ' of what he calls the 'l eft' 

of the party because of its inability to offer 'official' 

pronunciations. 

Finally Miliband 's analysis makes extensive use of 

labelling different positions expressed in the party as 

'left', 'right' or 'centrist '. This practice is very 

widespread in descriptions ,of the Labour Party. I~deed 

the Labour Party itself has always subscribed to such a 

division as descriptive of the various political positions 

with which it is often associated. To describe a . 
position as 'l eft' or 'right' raises the question -

what is it to the left or right of? This presupposes 

some measurement which is usually unspecified. In some 

cases this may be an assessment of a position of equali

brium or consensus as a 'centre' position, or, as in 

Miliband 's case it refers both to a not ion of consensus 

within the party and to an unspecified notion of 

'soci alism '. A position may be described as 'left' if 

it is considered to be closer to the interests of the 

working class, that means a challenge to capital, than .-
other stated positions. Miliband ' s analysis does not 
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produce an assessment of possible positions because it 

is only concerned to examine 'official' policy and its 

relation to the political activity of the rank and file 

membership. 

Despite Miliband's treatment of the 'left' as a 

fact of existence in Labour Party structures he does not 

assume it had a unitary appearance throughout its history. 

He suggests that it has taken one or other concrete 

institutional farm throughout labour history, though his 

approach tends to suggest that there is an essence under

lying these forms. 

"From 1900 to 1932, its main political 
expression was the Independent Labour Party~ 
When the I.L . P. ceased, in that year to be 
a constituent body of the Labour Party, it 
was replaced until 1937 by the Socialist 
League. In the fifties it found expression 
in the 8evanite Moveme nt and then in .such 
organisations as Victory for Socialism . " 
(fhliband 1975. Parliamentary Socialism. p.15) 

Pimlott's book, 'Labour and the Left in the 19305', 

is a detailed study of the institutional arrangements and 

alliances of the left of the Labour Party during the -

1930s. Pimlott began by defining the character of 

essence of the period in terms of two political issues, 

mass unemployment and the threat of War. Pimlott con si

dered that fhese were the issues to which an effective 

Labour Party should have been able to address itself. 

In doing this he is specifying what the Labour Party 

should have been doing, : championing the unemployed and 

leading its adherents towards a resistance to war. He 

adds to this, ' socia'lism ', also a legitimate goal for 

the Labour Party. :: . The main thrust of his analysis was 

that the Labour Party was prevented from doing these 

things because of the behaviour of its 'left' wing. 

If ~1i g h t the Lab 0 u r Part y i nth e 1 93 0 s h a ve bee n 
used as an instrument for aidng the unemployed 
at home, restraining Fascism abroad, or making 
a significant step towards the achievement of 
socialism? The answer of this book is that the 
opportunities existed but were wasted - partly 
because of left wing pressures which, so far 
from encouraging brave initiatives inhibited 
the party leadership and resticted its room 
for manoeuver. f1 

(Pimlott 1977 . Labo ur and the Left in the 1930s. p194) 
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The main thesis of the book concerns Pimlott's 

assessment of the impact of the 'left' of the party on 

official pronunciations. In failing to find a 'voice' 

in the Labour Party's pronouncements he judges the 

left to have failed in terms of the opportunities open 

to it. He se ts this aga inst his assessment of the period 

as an age which favoured 'left' activity by which he 

means extra parliamentary activity. Pimlott had a 

different definitjon of the 'left' . from Miliband. Rs far 

as Miliband was concerned the Parliamentary party obstructed 

the cause of the working class, whereas the 'left' presented 

the possibility of representing their true interests. 

Pimlott considered that the 'left' had obstructed the 

true interests of the working class which could only be 

served through the process of Parliamentary intervention. 

Pimlott's definition of the working class is less theorised 

than Milibands. It refers to their immediate interests 

in struggles against unemployment and for peace. His 

definition of 'socialism' as the goal of the working 

class can be provided within the confine s of a Capita~ist 

system, whereas Miliba nd's requires a break with this 

system. 

Pimlott 's work is well documented by institutional 

assessme nts and descriptions of those whom he designates 

as 'le ft' . He provides an account of the Socialist 

League, the Society for Socialist Inquiry and Propaganda, 

the Fabian Society and the Left . Book Club as well as 

individual contributions by those in the parliamentary 

party who were associated with 'left' struggles. There 

is also an account of the movement in the constituencies 

for a greater representation within the party, especially 

on the National Executive Committee. This movemeht is 

absent from most accounts of the party in this period, 

with the exceptio n of Cole who is only able to give it 

cursory treatment. 

In setting up c~rtain institutions as 'left' and 

describing their activities, Pimlott is offering different 

definitions of leftness. In the case of the Socialist / 

Le ag ue Pimlott says-
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"8u t th i s tHe rbert ~lorr i son's publ i c co rpora tion 
model of nationalisation) was not enough for the 
L ea~ue, which demanded nothing less than full 
indu strial democr acy. In the eyes of the Le ague 
the issue was furAamental to the whole socialist 
idea , and was of deeper significance than mere 
economic efficiency. 'I believe in political 
democracy ' said Clay at Leicester 'but I don't 
believe that can become compl ete un til you 
have industrial democracy.' ••• 1I 

tPimlott 1977 Labour and the Left in the 1930s. p.66) 

In the case of the League he was defining industrial 

democr a cy as constituting its differences from the Labour 

Party. This was what constituted its leftness. Pimlott 

cites many such examples of deviation from the official 

position of the party and in so doing arrives at a 

fragmented definition of socialism which owes more to its 

deviation from official policy than to its actual conteht. 

Despite his decriptions of industrial democracy, in the 

case of th~ Socialist League, Pimlott ultimately describes 

as 'left' and ' socialist ' actions which are a betrayal 

of the 'legitimate' purpose of the party. The legitimate 

arena of action for the party was parliament, not mass . 

action as Milib~nd suggests. 

"It makes no sense, however, to blame the Labour 
Party for not doing what it never set out to do. 
For the reality is not that labour is bad or 
dilatory or half hearted about radicalisi~g the 
working class, or has not lived up to the high 'J 
hopes once placed in it, or any similar formulation • 
••• The Labour Party has never been a mass 
movement, still less a revolutionary vanguard. 
It was founded as, and remains, an electoral 
machine." 
(Pimlott 1977 Labour and the Left in the 1930s p.196) 

As far as Pimlott was concerned representation of organised 

labour in parliament was the principle upon which the 

Labour Party was founded. Parliamentarianism could not, 

therefore, represent a betrayal of its purpose as Miliband 

suggests. 

Whilst both Miliband and Pimlott provide detailed 

acco unts of Labour history, assessments of its effectiveness 

as a political instrument depend on their analyses of 

what it should be able to achieve and what it s political 

goals should be. Ultimate ly both of these writers 

implicitly offer a definition of socialism by which the 
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party is measured. Its performance as a political 

instrument is thus constantly being assessed in terms 

of a defined essence, which is ultimately reducible to 

a set of economic exigencies, defined as working class 

interests in Miliband's account. The method I intend to 
use in this dissertation avoids that necessi ty and seeks 
to represent the actions and policies of the Labour 

Party in terms of their conditions of existence. 

' In going beyond the official statements of the 

Labour Party and examining those offered to it by 

institutions inside and outside the~party, it will be 
possible to go further than Miliband and Pimlott and 
offer an explanation of how the Labour Party works as a 

statement issuing body, and some of the ideological 

premises , associated with certain positions. In this 
way it will be possible to arriue at a description of 
the Labour Party not simply in terms of its official 

positions, but as a diverse political institution in all 

of its complexity. 

In choosing to describe the Labour Party in terms 

of its own language and definitions of itself it should 

be possible to avoid reducing its activities to a set 
of economic interests associated with a class. It 
should be possible to construe the Labour Party rather ' 

then treat it as a predefined entity, as its constructions 

of political community unfold in the discourse. 

1.2 Discourse 

The struggles which were taking place in the Labour 

Party were not so much abotit the capture of political 
power as the right to define the central objects and 
concepts relating to the issues with which the Labour 
Party concerned itself. The specification of relevant 
issues was also an important aspect of this struggle. 

Discours~ is a concept central to this dissertation. 
Its early development was tied in with the work of 

Saussure and others in linguistics. The work of Saussure 

(1966) centred around the functioning of relations ; . / 
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between linguistic signs in a 'language state'. In this 

context discourse is to do with the relations of words 

in the linear structure of the language. Saussure 

conterposes words within discourse to words outside 

discourse where they have relations of a different kind, 

an associative relation in memory. Discourse in the 

Saussureian sense is the investigation of syntagmatic 

relations in groups of words. 

As it then appears in Barthes's linguistic analysis, 

a discourse is a succession of sen~ences. Within the 

organisation of sentences are messages of another kind 

- "at a higher level than the language of linguistics ll • 

(Barthes 1979. Image, Music, Text. p.83) This refers 

to a system of meaning. 

Whilst maintaining an emphasis on- 'relations t and 

much of the terminology of linguistics, analyses of 

discourse, such as those of foucault and others, have 

abandoned studies of the structure of the langu~ge 

itself in favour of a variety of other p~ojects. 

foucaulfs theorisation of discourse hinges on the conception 

of a discursive formation . A discursive formation can be 

said to exist, as far as Foucault is concerned, when a 

regularity between a number of statements can be defined. 

A regularity exists when there is a system of dispersion 

between objects and types of statements, concepts or 

thematic choices. In defining a set of objects, concepts 

and thematic choices as a discourse or discursive formation, 

foucault seeks to establish that such a unity actually 

exists. 

In describing a set of objects and concepts as a 

single particular discourse foucault describes a unity 

of a particu la r kind. He challenges the conception of 

unity which has credence in socio-historical analysis, 

that of a periodisation around certain disparate events, 

based on a stated organisational principle or underlying 

unity. Such analyses often rely on a definition of the 

spirit of an age which can be based on almost any 

organising principle in an arbti~ary fashion. Having 

defined the spirit or essence of an age a unity is award~d 
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which is not easily challenged. 

Foucault's unities are somewhat differently con

structed. He begins with the unities which he says are 

suggested by history and generally accepted as having an 

unproblemati c existence. He uses psychopathology as an 

example of a unity which he claims must be interrogated. 

By what right, he asks, is it claimed that this is a 

specific field? Rather than dismiss the notion of unities 

in discourse, he retains it, setting himself the task of 

constructing unities correctly, that is, in terms of 

discerning whether its objects and concepts form a 

regularity which can be defined. In ~Politics and the 

Study of Discourse' ~197B) he sets out the need to 

establish 'correct' principles of unification as the 

task confronting him. He calls this the "individualisation 

of discourse" (p.8). Such a task required the establishment 

of the limits of discourse, that is, where one begins 

and an9ther ends. What properly belonged to psychopathology 

and what to the discourse on medecine? 

Foucault suggests certain criteria adequate to the 

kind of investigation which would result in the individual

isation of discourses. The first of these was formation. 

Foucault suggests that the individualisation of discourses 

cannot be based upon the unity imposed by the object 

(aee section 1.3) of discourse but by the rules _of 

formation and arrangement of all the objects in a discourse. 

"There is an individualised discursive formation every-

time one can define a similar set of rules • ." (Foucault . . 
1977. The Archeology of Knowledge. p.9) The rules to 

which he refers are operations, concepts and theoretical 

option s . 

The second of these criteria (Foucault 1978.p.9) is 

'tra nsformat ion' or 'threshold'. This means that a 

discursive formation can be defined if it is possible 

to define the condtions which must have been effective 

together in order that its objects, opera tions, concepts 

and theoretical options could be formed. 
~ 

Lastly, Foucault considered a discursive formation 
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could be defined through criteria of correlation (Foucault 

1978 p.10). That is, the possibility "" of defining the 

ensemble of relations which define a discourse and 

situate it amongst other kinds of discourses and the non 

discursive context in which it functions. By non discursive 

context Foucault means institutions, social relations as 

well as economic and political conjuncture. Brown and 

Coussins (1980) claim in "The Linguistic Fault: the 

Case of Foucault's Archeology" that the concept of a 

discursive formation is at risk because Foucault failed 

to state its necessary theoretical supports, that is, 

the statement and the regularity of statements. Foucault's 

discursive formation is a group of statements, and, claim 

8rown and Coussins, Fouc.oult does not differentiate the 

statement from objects specified by linguistics and logic. 
He the~fore leaves an _ambiguity about the relation between 

language and statements. Because of Foucault's preoccupation 

with the specification of the discursive formation, he 

made a distinction between what belonged and what was 

exluded from any particul~r discursive formation. He-

was not, therefore, particularly concerned with the non 

discursive. The non discursive does not have any parti

cular status, either in Foucault's work, or in this 

dissertation. There is no non discursive reality governing 

the discourse. Discourses are not signs of something 

~lse, a reality behind a document. "No general relation 

exists between external events and discourse. As soon 

as external events are spoken about, they become discursively 

organised. 

Whilst this dj~sertatidn relie~ heavily on the use 

of discou~se, it is necessary to reject the notion of 

a discursive formation as Foucaultuses it. This is 

partly prompted by a concern over "the validity of dividing 

discourses up into individual unities and partly because 

of the use in the dissertaion of what Foucault refers to 

as the non dis~ursive, in this case institutions. As 

soon as institutions are spoken of, or enunciated on 

behalf of, they become discursive. In the discourse 

surrounding notions of political community, which need 
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not be a unit of discourse at all but a focal point for 

a series of discourses, the discourse is necessarily 

limited by the institutional structures of the Labour 

Party. Because this dissertation examines statements 

made by, or on behalf of the Labour Party, it is the 

property of belonging to the Labour Party which defines 

the body of statements as well as the two issues specified 

(Indi an independence and anti semitism). The notion of 

a political community (see sections 1.11, 1.12, 1.13) is 

posed as a focal point for discussion " on these two issues. 

The Labour Party is not difficult to define. It 

is an institution with a label to which individuals and 

institutions can claim allegiance by submitting to its 

rules and constitution. The Labour Party is defined in 

terms of its constitution, but it is also defined , through 

the statements it issues on a host of matters which may 

have a certain ideological structure or set of limits. 

As an institution the Labour Party is both discursive 

and non discursive in that it has an existence as an 

event in political processes, but it is also discursive 

in that it constructs itself through its constitution 

and statements . It is possible to ask - what sort of 

statements is the Labour Party capable of? It is then 

possible to describe it in terms of its statements on 

a'ny particuliar issue, rather than as a pre-existing reality 

which is available for description. 

It is necessary, given the objectives of this 

dissertation, to displace Foucault's central problematic, 

the delimitation of discourses, and use discourse as a 

tool of investigation of certain objects, concepts and 

the operation of an enunciating institution which has 

played a part in British politics and its strategies. 

Other aspects of Foucault's analysis add to, rather than 

detract from, the task in hand. Foucault's discourse 

is not a system of language, nor the formal rules of its 

construction, but indicates the laws of existence of 

sta t ements, that which has made them and no other statements 

possible in their place. He asks - what are the conditions 

of their singular emerge nce? What are their correlations 

with other events, discursive and non discursive? (1977 p28) 
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Discourse for Foucault (1977) is a combination of 

things. It is that which it is possible to speak of. 

it is that which enters the 'domain' of discourse. 

(1977 p.80) These have what he refers to as "limits 

and forms of con£er\;~ationtl, which means that some state

ments from various period will disappear without trace, 

whilst others will remain and are capable of re-use. 

Those wich are re-used refer to the limits and forms 

conS e rvation s. 

Discourse in Foucault's formulation is also to do 

with the forms and limits of memory. This seeks to 

establish which are the terms everyone recognises as valid 

or questionable, as well as the relations between past and 

present statements. it also refers to the limits and forms 

of reactivation. Reactivated discou"rses are those in which 

discourses are reformed, valued and imported. The question 

of the limits and forms of appropriation are also valid. 

This is an analysis of the individuals, groups or classes 

which have access to certain discourses. 

For Foucault, discourses are monuments to be 

des cribed . They have conditions of existence which can be 

specified and a practical field in which they are deployed. 

This formulation of discourse is quite appropriate to the 

task of this dissertation. Foucaul tasks - "How is it 

that one particular statement appeared rather than another?" 

(1977 ~ 27). He claimed that _ 
"We must grasp the statement in the exact 
specificity of its occurence, determine its 
conditions of existence, ••• and shoW the 
other forms of statements it excludes ••• We 
must show why it could not be other than it 
was ••• how it assumes a place no other could 
occupy. tI 
(Foucault 1977 The Archeology of Knowledge p.27) 

Foucault's use of discourse had been followed by 

many others. McCabe (1978 p.31) said it was to do with 

the articulation of a position, representation and its 

conditions af existence. Hindess and Hirst (1979 p.7) 

say it is to do with the construction of problems for 

analysis . The use made of the term discourse as an 
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analytic device in this dissertation follows from that 

outlined by Foucault. For the purpose of this dissertation 

it may be defined as a method for reading or analysing 

things spoken of, in this case, by or on behalf of, a 

political institution. 

Discourse manifests itself through statements, and 

it is through these that the analysis must take place. 

Things spoken of by the labour Party in relation to 

notions of political community refers to a specified 

field of objects. Discourse cannot be more completely 

defined without taking up no tions such as object, concept, 

text, statement, position, constraint and knowledge. 

1.3 Objects of Discourse 

The discourse with which this dissertation deals 

is delineated by the institutional boundaries of the 

labour Party as they affect 'political community'. 

Community is an object of discourse, but political 

communit¥ is not so much a term from the discourse as an 
" " 

organising principle regulating the discourse. Although 

it is not being defined as a total discourse or distinct 

discursive entity, it does appear to be the organising 

principle for a number of discursive objects; community, 

nation, India, Jews, citizen and subject to list but a 

few. These are the key objects of the discourse with 

which this dissertation is concerned. Objects are 

characterised by a dual relationship to both discursive 

and non discursive forms. Objects are defined in te"rms 
, 

of both their materiality and their occur~nce in discourse~ 

Foucault does not actually offer a definition of 

objects in relation to discourse, but rather names as 

examples, objects from the discourse on psychopathology 

such as hallucinations, speech disorders, etc . These 

display, in general terms, the duality just suggested. 

They are capable of being presented to the senses and 

exist outside of their construction in discourse. In 

discussing the formation of objects of discourse, 

Fouca ult asks - I1What has ruled their existence as obj e cts 

of discourse?" (1977. The Arc heology of Knowledge. p.41) 
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He considers that their emergence as objects of discourse 

is governed by three considerations, their surfaces of 

emergence (institutions such as the family) their 

authorities of delimitation (who names and establishes 

them as objects) and their gtids of specification (for 

example in psychopathology, the specification of different 

kinds of madness). This is relevant to the investigation 

in hand. The surfaces of emergence refer to the Labour 

Party and its constituent institutions (referred to as 

a site of enunciation), authorities of delimitation ~afer 

to the structure of authorisation of statements in the 

party and the grids of specification correspond to the 

different definitions of 'political community'. 

Foucault claims that discourse is more than a 

particular arrangement of objects. "It would be quite 

wrong to see discourse as a place where previously 

established objects are laid one after aoother like lines 

on a page ••• ". (Foucault 1977. The Archeology of Knowledge 

p.43). It is not the objects which in some privileged 
-

way characterise a discourse but the arrangement of a 

numb er of objects. 

"Psychiat ric discourse is characterised not 
by privileged objects, but the way in which 
it forms objects that are in fact highly 
dispersed. This formation is made possible 
by a group of relations established between 
authorities of emergence, delimitatio~ and 
specification ••• a discursive formation is 
defined ( as far as objects are concerned) 
if one can show how any particular object 
of discourse finds ••• its place and law of 
emergence. lI • 

(Foucault 1977. The Archeology of Knowledge. p.44) 

In the light of Foucault's form ulation of objects 

the term will be used in this dissertation to refer to 

members of a particular collection of objects. It is 

the particular combination of objects which makes it . 

possible to speak of 'political community' as a set of 

related discourses, if .not a single discourse. It is 

not a . unity with boundaries, it is no more than a focus 

or organising principle for a series of objects. As such 

it is both a n object and a concept. 
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1.4 Concepts in Discourse 

Concepts are abstract terms by means of which 

objects are formed, posed or arranged. For example, 

socialism is a concept which poses a series of concrete 

objects, depending on a number of things including the 

ori entatio n of the authorising and enunciating authority, 

these might be nationalisation, public ownership, or to 

do wi th indust r,ial organisation. Some of the key 

concepts to be encountered will be socialism, citizenship, 

pluralism, democracy and public order. They are often 

generalised ways of referring to, and thus orgainising, 

discursive objects. The concept 'socialism' establishes 

a set of relations between the objects 'nationalisation', 

'public ownership' and so on. 

The concepts 'socialism' and 'citizenship' have a 

particular statu~ in political discourse. In many of 

the statements examined they are described as 'constiu

enciei t (se e sections 1.11 and 3.4). These are peculiar 

to political statements and refer to a representatio~al 

function. A constituency is something being represented 

by an institution usually on behalf of a 'community' or 

a special group of people or sUbjects. There is no 

contradiction between something being a concept (an abstract 

organising principle) and a constituency. 

Foucault thinks that concepts may . be described in 

the following manner. 

"Theoretical choices exclude or imply, in 
the statements in which they are made, ' the 
formations of certain concepts, that is, 
certain forms of coexistence between 
statements ••• It is not the theoretical 
choice that governs the formation of the 
concept; but the choice has produced the 
concept by the mediation of specific rules 
for the formation of concepts and the set 
of relations that it holds with this level." 
(Foucault 1977. The Archeology of Knowledge. p.73) 

He considers that concepts are ways of organising objects 

in the discourse and are as important i(1 the discourse as 

the formation of objects. Both (discu rsive ) objects 

and concepts are formed in the act of discourse. The / 

arrapgement and emergence of the collection of objects 
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and concepts specified, characterises the formation of 

a discourse centred on political community, as opposed 

to a collection characterising another set of discourses. 

The philosophical debates from which many of these 

concepts come do not have a superior status to the objects, 

they are just a constituent part of the discourse. 

Because concepts provide an ordering of discursive , ' 

objects by establishi ng relations between them, they are 

necessarily absract . This does not mean that they are 

abstracted 'reality' or have a superidr status to objects 

in the discourse. , They do not represent anything other 
, 

than the organisation of objects in discourse, but 

because they are ways of organising and establishing 

relations, they are more purely discursive than objects. 

Objects may exist in an unspoken of state,~hey may have 
no relation to discOurse ., but concepts are only ways 

of organising discursive oUjects and as soon as they 

organise objects they become discursive. A political 

community is both a discursive object (it may refer to 

a specified group of people in the context of representation 

in political statements for example 'the lndian people' 

or 'the working classQand a concept as an organising 

principle for series of discursive objects. 

Definitions of objects and concepts are one of the 

structuring mechanisms (this is taken up later) operating 

on the construction of a statement. These key concepts, 

and objects, are defined in the disrourse in a variety 

of ways, they do not have a fixed meaning b~t are sites 

of struggle within ~he Labour Party. To sum uPJobjects 

and concepts may be distinguished in the following way. 

Concepts are abstract and objects have a concrete form 

in ~hich they appear to the senses, and concepts are more 

purely discursive. 

1.5 Texts 

Texts are the documents in which discourses are 

contained. Foucault claims that the accounts of events 

and thoughts contained in texts are monuments of the / 

past, and that through a method of interrogation of texts 
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th e past may be ma de known. Foucault's main problem with 

texts i s the qu e s t ion of their material unity. "Is " 

no t t he ma t e rial unity of the volume a weak accessory 

uni t y in re l a tion to the discursive unity of which it is 

th e s u p port.~ (Foucault 1977. Th e Archeology of Knowledge. 

p. 23). He wa s concerned that the apparent unity of the 

text i mposed by its material form should not overshadow 

th e unity of th e discourse, of which texts form only 

fr a gm ents. Unity was thus a characteristic of discourse 

r a th e r than text. 11 A s soon as one questions 'that unity 

it lose s its self evidence; it indicates itself, constructs 

' i t sel f, only on the basis of a complex field of discourse. 11 

(Fouca ult 1977. The Archeology of Knowledge. p.23) 

Unity for Foucault is interpreted and constructed, it 

does not just exist to be observed. 

A text is also a document through which objects 

and concepts are dispersed. It is the material form in 

which objects and concepts may be appropriated; a 

coll e ction of statemants through which the past may be 

con st ructed. Texts may be interrogated, but not to -

e st a bli s h the truth or falsity of its propositions or to 

con s id e r how far it produces a certain kind of knowledge; 

but to offe r a r e construction of voices from the past 

f r om which an assessment of their conditions of emergence 

may be obta ined. 

In thi s di sse rtation the text has no si gni fi cance 

other tha n as the raw material upon which the investigation 

i s ," conducted. It is the place whe re the thoughts" ideas 

and philosophies of the Labour Party were registered. 

Within the text are contained written statements which 

we r e originally spoken but have been recorded in documents 

a nd thu s p reserved. Because of this" the texts available 
fo r a ny pe riod in the past must be seen as fragments of 

di scourses . It would be impossible to capture every 

piece of a di scours e as the researcher only has access 

to wri tte n sta t ements and in some cases to the personal 

recollecti on s of tho se involved. 

This di sse rtation constructs the Labour Party in 
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the 1930s from a va riety of texts. It uses records and 

minutes of meetings . Ihese are verbal statements recorded 

in a written and probably much abbreviated form. Such 

accounts come from a variety of institutions within and 

surrounding the Labour Party. Use is made of p amp hlets 

which are usually ext~ed explanations of a set of political 

positions or circumstances. Policy documents are also 

used. These take a different form from pamphlets in that 

they state quite specifically the need for a certain kind 

of approach on an 'issue, or set of issues. They are 

general ly present~d with a particular audience in mind. 

Then there are political resolutions which state a 

position agai nst other competing positions, defining 

situations and issues and offering a programme for future 

action . There are also reports from various institutions 

associated with the Labour Party giving accounts of their 

acti vi ty and involvement in certain issues over a given 

time span . These may be annual reports, .which in the 

case of the Labour Party as a whole, represent a collection 

of reports from a ll the institutions in the party as well 

as the proceedi ng s of annual conference. Use is also made 

of letters betwee n individuals and organisations as well 

as interviews which result in personal accounts of events 

and situations . ~uch techniques can produce accounts which 

do no t belo n g s olely to the central institutions of the 

party, but represent ~he views of individuals and groups 

of individuals within it. 

Slightly different from the kinds of texts so far 

outlined are documents with some kind of official sanction, 

such as statutory reports issued by the government like 

the reports on India referred to in chapters four and f~ve. 

The Labour Party constitution is also a document of elevated 

status because it sets out the rules under which the party 

operates . Keports of parliamentary proceedings from 

Hansard are also u sed to give a wider perspective to 

certain debates . 

Books written by those active in trying to formulat e 

Labour Party responses to issues also offer fragments to 

the discourse , as do newspap e rs and journals. Books, 

newsp pers and journals may be regard e d as single texts 
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bec ause they u s ually state a s et of objectives, a range 

of issues and are the product of a particular editorial 

policy. Beyond these considerations the articles within 

them sho uld be regarded as quite diverse statements, ev e n 

in the case of those be longing to the same a uthor. 

In ge neral a ny text is the result of a numb e r of 

constraints and conditions and this in turn effects the 

kinds of statements which may be contained within it. A 

text defines passible audiences, propositions and positions. 

lt is also the result of a set of institutional procedures 

under which it is produced and published. This refers to 

the rules or practices of institutions authorising the 

statements . By using these general criteria it is possible 

to make broad distinctions between different kinds of 

statements . Different texts are produced by different 

enunciative sites and have different audiences. These 

factor s condition the kinds of statements of which they 

are capable . Text a nd statement are, therefore, very much 

r e l ated . 

1.6 Statements and Discourse. 

Statements are central to an analysis of discourse. 

Texts and documents are a mode of conveying statements. 

Te xts appear to h a v e a material unity, although as Foucault 

says, this should not be awarded any status. A statement 

on the contrary, does not have the same apparent unity. 

It is difficult to decide where one statement begins and 

another ends . Fouc ault recognised that the statement was 

the unit of anal ysi s in a discourse but as such it presented 

a problem of boundaries. Foucault asked, could a statement 

be the same as a proposition or a sentence? 

"This is not the place to answer the general 
question of th e statement, but the probl em can 
be clarified : the statement is not the same 
kind of unit as the sentence, the proposition, 
or the speech act ; it cannot be r e ferred therefore 
to the same criter i a ; but n e ither is it the 
same kind of unit as a material object, with 
its l~mits and indepe nd e nc e . lI 

(Foucault 1977 The Arch eo lo gy of Knowledge p.B6) 

" The statement in Foucault's work may be more 

accur tely described as a func ti on than a material unit. 
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This functioning refers to that which can be described 

in its actual practice, its conditions, the rules which 

govern it and the field in which it operates. This is 

what foucault refers to as "enunciative function" (1977 

p.88). foucault's enunciative function is characterised 

by a numb er of considerations. firstly, any statement 

must have a referent or a relation to that which it 

states. 
liThe referential of a statement forms the place, 
the condition, the field of emergence, the 
authority to differentiate between individuals 
or objects, state of things and relations that 
are brought into play by the statement itself; 
itdefines the possibilities. of appearance and 
delimi~ation of that which gives meaning to 
the sentence ••• lt is this group that 
characterises the enunciative level of the 
formulation, in contrast to its grammatical 
and logical levels: through the relation 
with these various domains of possibility 
the statement makes a syntagma, or a series 
of symbols, a sentence to which one mayor 
may not ascribe a meaning, a proposition 
that mayor may not be accorded a value as 
truth. It 

(foucault 1977 The Archeology of Knowledge p.91~~) 

He is suggesting that a set of linguistic signs may be 

cal led a statement if it has a set of relations which 

ascribe it meaning and may be contended, but is not derived 

from logic or grammar. 

Secondly, an enunciative function exists where a 

statement has a particular relation with a subject as 

well as a referential element. By this roucault fueans 

an enunciative subject. "A statement also di ffers from 

any series of linguistic elements by virtue of the fact 

that it posesses a particular relation with a subject." 

(foucault 1977 The Archeology of Knowledge p.92). 

The problem with this formulation is that any series of 

linguistic elements has a relation with a discoursing 

subject , and foucault does not indicate what is peculiar 

to the relation between a statement and a discoursing 

subject . in examining political statements, the situation 

is also complicated by the fact that the author of a 

statement is not always the same as the discoursing subject 

which might be an institution. The subject of a statement 
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i s no t s i mply th e author of a set of words which can be 

as c ribed a meaning. Foucault points out that there are 

a u t ho rities of formulation which are not identical with 

in di vidual a u t hors. The subject of a statement for 

Fou caul t i s a particul a r function which can be filled 

by a ny in dividu al. He also points to the difficulty in 

esta bl ishing th e author of a statement, because authors 

are s omet i mes doing no more than invoking past positions 

o f un s pecifi e d authors. 

Fouc a ult suggests that a series of signs can be 

ca ll ed a s t a t e ment if the position of the subject can 

be ass i gne d. 

lilt (subject) is a particular vacant place that 
ma y in f a ct be filled by different individuals; 
but in s t e ad of being defined once and for all, 
a nd maintaining itself as such throughout the 
t ext, a book or an oevre, this place varies ••• 
If a po s ition, a sentence, a group of signs can 
be c a ll e d 'statement', it is not therefore 
because one day, someone happened to speak them 
o r put th em into a concrete form of writing, it 
i s be c a use the position of the subject may be 
assig ne d." __ 
(Fouc ault 1977 The Archeology of Knowledge p.9S) 

The po s ition of th e subject refers to its relation with 

t he statement. Foucault's illustration of this is -

"l e a r l s traight a ny s e ries of points that •• ". In this 

examp l e th e r e l a tion of the subject with the statement 

is that i t se t s up the definition of a straight line and 

s t ates i t . In this dissertation the discau~ing subject 

i s ofte n a n institution. 

Foucault is suggesting that it is not -necessary to ' 

def in e th e position of the subject in each statement, but 

tha t par t of a definition of a statement is that there 

must be a n e mpty pl a ce whic l could be ascribed a subject. 

This is a he lp f ul suggestion for a definition of a 

statement i n thi s di s sertation, but in the analysis of 

political stat eme nts this empty position establishes a 

set of ideolo gi ca l components. For example, in terms of 

Foucault ' s de finition, the set of si gns - IIBritain should 

withdraw f ro m Indi a " i s a stat e ment because , the subject 

sets itse l f in r e l a tion to what Britain should do and 

it has a se t of r e f e r en t s which are capable of attracting 
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other statements on this issue. But in addition to this 

it states a position amongst other possible options and 

offers a definition of India in which British withdrawal 

was thought appropriate. This is explored later on in 

the case studies in chapters four, five and six. 

The third set of criteria by which a statement is 

identified in Foucault's deliberations is the existence 

of an ",associate d domain 11 (1977 p. 96). Thi s mean s that 

statements do not appear in isolation but within a series 
of other formulations, within which one statement. appears 

as an element . All statements reactivate other statements. 

Foucault calls this "enunciative co existence tl (1977 p.100). 

Lastly, a statement must have a material existence. 

This materiality consists in a voice, a series of signs, 

a place and a date. This materiality is - "Constitutive 

of the statement itself: a statement must have substance, 

a support , a place and a date." (1977 p.101). 

In the final analysis Foucault avoids giving a very 

general definiti on of a statement. His formulation is 

instructive in discerning a statement in terms of its 

enunciative function. It is possible to suggest in the 

light of his formulation that a statement may bea sentence, 

though it need not be. It must have a set of referents, 

and ends when the subject alters its position. The 

definition of positiori . to be used in this dissertation is 

somewhat wider than that used by Fou~ault. Foucault1s 

definition of a position is an empty formulation, it just 

refers to a pl ce , whereas position must be seen in terms . 
of a set of ideological considerations implicit within it 

(see sectio n 1.6). This will be more fully explained in 

the section exami ning the relation between ideology and 

discourse. 

statement for the pu~poses of this dissertation 

must be defined in terms of enunciative function, that is, 

it must possess a relation to what it states, it must be 

given meaning which is capable of attracting other 

contending st teme nts in discourse, it must ascribe a 

position to the subj ect and that position must have an / 
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ideological component. A single newspaper article for 

example, by an identified author offers itself as a 

single statement. But it is not enough to accept that 

it is such without inquiring into the ideological positions 

it sets up on any issue. It cannot be a statement unless 

it poses something as a position. A statement gets its 

name from its function. It states. 

lhe most important feature of Foucault's analysis 

in this respect is the line of reasoning to which it leads. 

lilt (the analysis of statements) does not 
question things said as to what they are hiding, 
what they are 'really' saying ••• lt questions 
them as to their mode of existence, what it 
means to them to ' have came into existence ••• 
What it means to them to have appeared when 
and where they did - they and no others." 
(Foucault 1977 The Archeology of Knowledge p.109) 

Whilst it is of vital importance to be able to define a 

statement because it is a key feature of discourse analysis, 

it is just as important to know how to use it once : it has 

been defined. The purpose of examining Foucault's 

formulations is to develop a mode of analysis of statements. 

Foucault rightly points out that the question to ask of a 

statement is what are the conditions of its singular 

emergence? statements in this dissertation are the raw 

material upon which the tools of the analysis are used in 

order to come to certain conclusions about the method of 

analysis of political statements, the Labour Party and 

political community as a concept informing discourses 

concerning race. The tools relevant to this purpose are 

developed in this chapter from the work of ' Foucault. 

1.7 Constraints and structuring Mechanisms. 

Constraints and structuring mechanisms do not feature 

in the work of Foucault. They are analytic devices which 

address themselves to the question which Foucault poses 

in relation to statements, their conditions of singular 

emergence. For this reason they are used as part of a method 

for statement analysis. Constraints and structuring 

mechanisms serve a specific function in aiding the provision 
", 

of a way of analysing political statements. They may be 

distinguished from each other in terms of the way they 
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function in the production of statements. 

Constraints function to compel. They impose a 

direction on statements which cannot be ignored. Constraints 

do not directly produce statements, they produce the 

conditions in which structuring mechanisms produce 

statements. A number of constraints may be identified in 

relation to any political statement or set of statements. 

'The first constraint which may be identified concerns 

pledges or declarations on a particular set of issues. 

These are not just statements or pronouncements, but have 

a special status which even official statements, such as 

those described in chapters two . and three in relation to 

the Labour Party, do not have. Pledges ' are backed by the 

authority, not of a political party, but on behalf of the 

office of government. They therefore concern the practices 

associated with statesmanship. This can be demon~trated by 

considering, as an example, the repeated pledges of the 

British Government that India would at some point to be 

determined, become independent. This is a statement of a 

very general nature, committing the British Governm~nt to 

a direction, but not a specific set of policies or proposals. 

Generaln~ss is a characteristic of pledges. The pledges of 

the British Government relating to India did not commit it 

to anything other than a direction, a movement towards, 

rather than away from independence. This is t~e nature of 

the compulsion, it does not have a direct relationship to 

a certain kind of statement and cannot alone, or in 

combination with otber constraints produce a certain kind 

of statement. Only structuring mechanisms have a direct 

relation to statements. 

Political circumstances form the second constraint on 

the conditions in which statements are made. The notion of 

a political situation or a set of political conditions is 

always subject to definition in the statement in which it 

is presented. But never-the-less they do act as a 

constrai nt in the production of a set of conditions which 

statements have to take into account. Using India as an 

example it is clear that however the set of political 
/ 

conditions pertinent to a description of the situation in 
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India was defined, statements issued to deal with or 

comment an that situation would necessarily have to take 

it into account. India may, far example be defined as a 

situation in which public order had collapsed , or as a 

country whose people were ready far self determination. 

Which ever of these was the position expressed it would 

be necessary far statements which addressed themselves 

to India as an issue to take account of the circumstances 

applic~ble to the situation. Again as in the case of 

pledges, political circumstances do not themselves specify 

statements,but ageneral direction, a set of conditions 

in which statements were made. 

Continuity is the third constraint to be considered. 

Continuity concerns the necessity to link one set of 

pronouncements or discursive events with those in the 

past, sa as to establish a continuity. Such links may 

take any farm stated. They are not governed by the 

rules of logic. All that is necessary is to establish 

one position in terms of past positions. This happens 

even in the event of an apparent reversal of policy. - A 

contemporary example may be used to illustrate this point. 

Take for example, the apparent reversal of Labour Party 

policy on immigration ~n 1964-5. At one point the Labour 

Party was officially committed to reversing immigration 

controls as instituted by the 1962 Commonwealth Immigration 

Act. But by 1965 it was itself officially instituting 

tighter controls. Whilst it is not possible to derive 

the 1965 white paper on immigration issued under the 

autho~ity of the Wi1son Government from past official 

statements, it is possible to see that the L~bour Party 

was constrained to produce such a statement in terms of 

its continuity with past statements. This was done in 

terms of the Labour Party1s concern for the welfare of 

'immigrant· . ~eoples in Britain and the 'community' 

relations upon which that welfare was premised. Therefore 

it was possible to draw a line·of continuity through a 

slight change in emphasis, from support of the unchallenged 

right of commonwealth citizens to enter Britain, to a 
/ 

selective protection of the rights of 'immigrant' peoples 

already in Britain to live here free from pressure and 
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hara s sment exacerbated by the flow of new 'immigrants'. 

Thus the Labour Party maintained for itself a set of 

credentials as the guardian of the 'immigrant' British 

resident. 

Another constraint on political statements concerns 

the concept of an audience. This refers to the totality 

of people to which a statement might be addressed, or which 

might receive a statement. The extent of an audience is 

partly the product of the site of enunciation (the point 

from which the statement is made in terms of institutions 

and authorities). The different sites of enunciation 

associated with the Labour Party are described in chapter 

two, the National Joint Council, the National Executive 

Committee and so on. It is obvious that a statement 

issued from "the central institutions of the Labour Party 

will have a more extensive audience than one which is 

issued by a local Labour Party branch. A statement 

issued in the Daily Herald, for example, has potentially 

a national or even international audience. statements 

are forced to take account of the general conditions 

produced by the potential audience associated with a 

site of enunciation. 1n this respect they must be seen 

as constraints. 

A final constraint operating in the production of 

political statements is the site from which a statement 

is issued, the site of enunciation. the main site of 

enunciation in this dissertation is the Labour Party 

a nd i ts va rious institutions. The Labour Party has very 

specific institutional mechanisms for the sa~ttion of . . . 

offici a l statements~described : in chapter two. These can 

only be varied by changing the constitution. Whilst not 

producing a particular kind of statement, the way in 

which the Labour Party issues statements stipulates certain 

conditions in which statements are made. 

The constraints just described, as already stated, 

do not dir e ctly themselves produce certain statements. 

Con s tr a in ts a re only the beginning in establishing that 

which ma d e a certain statement and no other possible. , 
Con s tr a int s only produce a general set of conditions from 
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which statements are produced by another process, the 

structuring mechanism. It is structuring mechanisms 

which actually produce certain statements in combination 

with constraining factors such as those just outlined. 

Apart from the statement which is being analysed 

the other statements in a discourse act as a structuring 

mechanism. Statements are rarely made in isolation, but 

in the process of a debate, even if the debate is fragmented 

and the statements issued at an interval of years!" Therefore, 

a statement made in a Labour Party policy resolution, may 

in fact be a response to a statement concerning a similar 

issue made in a Parliamentary debate. A statement such as 

'India is not yet ready for independence' is a response to 

the contention that she is. A statement is not the procuct" 

solely of this structuring mechanism,but this in combination 

with the constraints just outlined above and the other 

structuring mechanism to be examined below. These are all 

linked and produce a statement through their combination. 

The manner in which a statement is presented also 

acts as a structuring mschanism. Whether a statement- is 

produced in verbal or written form will condition the kind 

of statement it is and its conditions of emergenc~. In 

general it is possible to say that a verbal statement may 

be less considered than a written one which may be considered 

to be more permanent, or the product of greater deliberation. 

Verbal statements may be made in the expectation of an 

immediate response, whereas this cannot be true of written 

stateme nts. This difference is discernable in the 

parl~amentary debat~s reproduced in Hansard where ihe 

debate has its own momentum. 

~tatements are also structured by their conditions 

of authorisation . These may be conditions of publication 

in the case of books or news articles. Conditions of 

publication refer to editorial policy and the laws of 

libel. They also relate to the nature of the authorising 

institution. Statements issued by the Labour Party for 

example may be issued from any of its associated institutions, 

but official statements are issued in a particular ,manner. 

This is e xplained throughout chapter two in which the 
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Labour Party is presented as a discoursing institution 

accepting certain statements and rejecting others. This 

is a development of Foucault's (1977 p.75) concept of an 

enunciative modality. Whilst the Labour Party as a site 

of enunciation is a constraint because it operates in a 

particular way the conditions of authorisation are a 

structuring mechanism because they do not specify particular 

statements, they do not compel, whereas for statements to 

be official they have to pass through certain channels. 

lhis is more fully explored in chapters two and three. 

Voice may also be seen as a structuring mechanism. 

Foucault uses the term voice to indicate that it is 

concerned with the right or qualification to enunciate. He 

poses the question - who is speaking? He considers voice 

to be an aspect of the materiality of a statement as it is 

through the process of being spoken that it is given a 

concrete form. Ihis can be further developed as an 

analytic device. A voice is the point of delivery of a 

statement. As such it is necessary to enquire into its 

identity as Foucault suggests. Its identity may conc~rn 

an individual or an institution. In political stat~ments 

this is complicated by the fact that they have an 'on 

behalf of' identity as well . as a voice identity. This is 

more ful 'ly developed in sections 1.11, 1.12 and 1.13 in 

which the notion of a community is developed. 

Most voices in political statements have a dual 

function in that they speak on behalf of institutions 

which have a structure of authorisation, and they specify 

a relation to a com~unity. This can be illustrated by 

examining the Labour Party. It is possible for an 

individual, or collection of individuals to be authorised 

to speak for the Labour Party. But the Labour Party does 

not exist purely to represent itself. Its reason for 

existence is that it claims to provide a 'voice' for a 

specified sectio n of the community. The manner in which 

this section of the community is defined varies but within 

a range of specifiable definitions. This is discussed 

more fully in section 3.4. 

This formulation of voice is vital in the reading 
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of political stateme nts as it goes be yond the f a ct of the 

singular emerge nc e of statements and asks no t only, who 

is spe a king?, as Foucault suggests, but, what is the 

identity of the community being spoken for? Such a group 

is presented as a community because there is some factor 

by which it can be collecti vely iden tified. Voice acts 

as a structuri ng mechanism on statements because of it s 

relation to the identity of enunciating individuals or 

institutions a nd to a specifiable community. 

It remains only to consider briefly the : two final 

structuring mechanisms which produce statements in 

combination with the constraints and the ideologies which 

organise the concepts in a position. Positions may be 

derived from a statement. (See 1.8 and 1.10) These 

structuring me ch a nisms are community and constituency. 

Community is considered in more detail in section 1.11. 

As already menti oned community refers to a specifiable 

group of people on whose behalf a position is being 

stated . As is demonstrated in chapter three, particularly 

in section 3.4, the Labour Party has a range of possible 

communities with which it associates in discourses 

concerning domestic a nd colonial definitions of socialism. 

Different Labour Party statements variously specify certain 

communities, for examp le, 'the working class' or 'the 

people' or the 'Indi a n people' depending on the nature of 

the statement . These represent different claims by the 

Labour Party to associate itself with certain communities, 

as its 'vo ice '. 

Constituency refers not to who is being represented 

but what is being represented? The main constituency 

associated with t he Labour Party is ' socialism' in its 

various definitions . Again in discourses concerning 

dom es t i c and colonial definitions. of socialism it is 

possibl e to find a range of con stituencies. Socialism is 

a con s titu e ncy whic h poses oth er constituencies, for example 

public own e rship or Indian ind epe nd e nce. This may be a 

s e t of policies or somethi ng more abstract. It i s also a 

conc ept. Constituencies are usually, though not always 
~ 

associ ate d with a community. lhere is, however, no 
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necessary link between certain constituencies and certain 

communities. If such links exist they are discursively 

cre ated and are not permanent features of discourses. 

Constituency and community are of course closely 

related to the concept of ideology in discourse. Ideology 

is discussed in section 1\.10 and refers to the manner in 

which concepts and objects are arranged in a statement 

and the thinking by which they are linked to produce the 

conditions in which statements are made. The decision to 

represent a certain constituency and community in a 

statement is closely linked to these ideological conditions. 

No structuring mechanism produces a statement in 

isolation. statements are the product of the effects of 

all of the structuring mechanisms, including ideological 

conditions in combination with constrairits. The effects 

of all these link together in the production of a certain 

statement. structuring mechanisms, in combination with 

constrai nts are the tools which make it possible to 

specify a statement, which is the unit of analysis in 

discours e a nal ysis. It provides a way of accounting for 

the singular emergence of a statement and a method for 

reading or interpreting that statement so as to construct 

the objects Labour Party and political community. 

1.8 Position. 

foucault does not use tpositiont as a tool. of analysis. 

But it is a device which facilitates the analysis of 

statem~nts in political discourse. Positions may be 

described as points of intervention in a discourse. One 

position may give rise to a number of statements depending 

on the nature of the constraints and structuring mechanisms 

operating upon them. Positions pose a series of objects 

in a particular way, and will invariably offer definitions 

of objects. They are closely related to the ideological 

component of discourse. ~ositions are implicit and 

invisible. They are pegistered through statements, and 

may be deduced through a 'reading' of statements. for 

example a n exami nati on of the statements made in relatiop 

to the issue of political freeedom in India indicates 
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that a number of positions can be identified. These are 

broadly the following. Britain has the right to remain 

in India . Britai n should withdraw from India immediately. 

Britain shoul d withdraw from India in the future at an 

appropriate ti~e. 

Each of the positions outlined lends itself to a 

variety of express ions ·through statements. The statements 

in which they might be contained are produced by the 

considerations outlined above, audience, conditions of 

publication a nd so on. A distinction sh.ould be drawn 

here between a n object and an issue. Though they are in 

fact closely r elate d, an iss~ is more than an object. It 

refers to the political possibilities surrounding an 

object. lndia is a discursive object, but it is also an 

issue because it has become a focus for a series of 

positions in the course or a political debate. Even more, 

it has become an issue of issues, that is of struggle for ·

competing defi nitions of an issue. 

1.9 Conjuncture . 

Conjunctur e is a convenient methodological device 

in discourse a nl a ysis because it avoids a periodisation 

of history by ' means of arbitrary criteria. It does not 

allude to a ' spirit t or 'essence' but allows the pin 

pOinting of a moment in time and an examination of the 

influences brought to bear upon it without ignoring the 

fact that any point in time is the result of a set of 

historically constituted conditions of existence. It 

does not require a specification of dates to have a 

particular significance, it is just a point of time upon 

which a multiplic ity of forces converge. The period 

examined in this dissertation may be thought of as a 

conjuncture . 

1 . 10 Ideology and Discourse. 

Ideology in this dissertation has been accorded a 

particular status because or its relation to the formation 

of a position. lt is therefore necess a ry to be more 

specific abo ut the relation between ideology and discourse. 
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Important de ve lopm e nts have taken place in the 

theorisation of ideol ogy since Althusser1s formulation 

of it as an imaginary relation to the real in the notion 

of an ideological state ap paratus (1971 p.127-184). Pau l 

Hirst (1979 p . 72 ) maintains that Althusser retain s this 

distinction through his insistence on distinguishing 

id eology from science . Thus, however much Althusser 

attacks the idea of ideology as falsity in his later 

work he ultimately retains it as an unreality. Hirst 

claims that his conceptua lisation of ideology as lived 

relations in the concrete forms of institutions, ultimately 

relies on a unitary conception of ideology in the 

ideological state appa ratuses, their unity residing in 

their associatio n with the interests of the ruling class 

in the reproduction of capitalist relations (Hirst 1979 

p.SO). His theorisation of ideology is, then, in the last 

instance reductionist . Is a non reductionist theory of 

ideology possible? Is it possible to operate with a 

conception of ideology which is not reducible to capitalist 

relation s or indeed a ny other factor? 

In pursu~ng an analysis of discourse it is possible 

to retain a conception of id e ology as such, as collections 

of ideas clustered aro und certain positions. Ideology 

does not have any existe nce outside of the realm of 

discour se . It cannot have, for it does not belong to the 

realm of non discur si ve objects. It is a way of organising 

and presenting objects in the discursive field. In this 

respect it has somethi ng in common with concepts. - Because 

it is confined to the realm of di sco urse it does not 

follow that ideology does not have a materiality. It 

has a material existe nc e in the form of statements which 

are modes of expression of positions, and the product of 

specifiable constraints . Ideologies have a further 

materiality in that no t ,only are they contained within 

statements, nd may be approp ri ated through a method of 

readin g , but they are contai ned in discourses produced 

within the confines of institutions. All political 

statements bear a relation to some kind of institution. 

In looking for ideologies relating to 'racism' it / 

is therefore appropriate to look at immigration legislation 
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or at the policy of political parties. A search to 

specify the ideologies relating to race is a very wide 

one, and in the case of this dissertation it has been 

narrowed down to 'politica l co mm unity' as a focus for 

analysis , and to see if it can add anything to conceptions 

of race availab le during the 1930s. It is a mistake to 

characterise ideology as a general property or capacity. 

Although it certainly exists in all discursive forms it 

does not have ge neralisable charactersitics, but a 

specificity which may not even be generalisable as for 

insta nce 'racism' except as a way of organising a certain 

class of objects of discourse. 

oucault rightly points o~t that ideology is an 

element of discourse , but not a privileged element. 
"To tackle the ideological. functioning o'f a 
science in order to reveal and modify it is ••• 
to tackle not the formal contradictions of 
its propositions but the system of formation 
of its objects , its types of enunciation, its 
concepts, its theoretical choices. It is to 
treat it (ideology) as one practice amongst 
others ." 
(Foucault 1977 The Archeoloqy of Knowl~dge p.18£) 

Ideolo gy may be seen as an aspect of discourse. In the 

construction of positions, made apparent in statements, 

ideology is one of the considerations. In reading ideology 

from statements it is necessar y to specify all of the 

constrai nts a nd structuring mech anisms outlined above 

which operate on the formation of statements. It is then 

possible to reduce a number of statements to another set 

of constraints and structuring mech~nisms whi~h are not 

those imposed by th~ statement of positionso These are 

partly ideological and partly constitutional, produced 

by the rules which gover n the operation of an institution o 

Such institutional structures are not just technical 

mechanisms, but are at least partly the product of past 

ideologic 1 considerations . In asking - what produced 

this and no other positio n? - the way is opened up to 

speculate on the ideological conditions of its formation. 

Technical or constitutional constraints in the formation 

of ideologies are deal t wi th in chapter two which 'contaiJ1s 

a description of the ways in which the party op e rates as 
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a statement issuing body. It also attempts to speculate 

on the nature of the ideo logical limits of the pa rty 

which condition the acceptability of certain positions. 

Ideological considerat ions are active in the 

formation of positions , but they also inform the specific

ation of discursive objects and concepts. for example 

' socialism' as used by t he Labour Party may have a number 

of meanings upon which ideological considerations act as 

structuring mecha ni sms • . Ideological considerations are 

also acti ve in relations between a voice and a community. 

This formulatio n does result in a negative definition of 

id e ology as a non constraining and non institutional 

factor in discourse a na lysis. Its positive side is that 

it is active in the formation of ppsitions, objects and 

specifications of community and constituency. 

1 .1 1 Community: Some General Considerations. 

Community is a term often rather loosely employed 
-to design ate , as a unit, .a collection of people with a 

specifiable gro up of characteristics in common. Communities 

are ofte n spoken of as bei ng based on geographical, class 

or cultural criteria , 'th e Asian community', 'the working 

class community ', ~the East London community'. These all 

rather loosely refer to the idea that there is a group of 

people which can be referred to collectively. 

The socio logical stu dy of community has tended to 

by-pass all but the vaguest of definitions in favour of 

the empirical ~ind1ngs whic h proceed from s uch a 

formulation . The th~oreti cal dev~lopment of notions of 

community has not really takeri place in sociology. As 

a sociological concept , 'community' refers to structures 

of human bo ding o Sociology has attempted to distinguish 

communiti es from other social groupings by considering the 

extent to which bonding is vbluntary and dispensible, 

or obligatory and rooted in the very existence of a group. 

Th e socio logy of community has attempted to establish a 

co mmu n ·ty ' s existe nce by defini ng the natu re of the web s 

of interdependencies which define it as a single unit o~ 

collective existence. 1n the case of sociology which 
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claims to specify ' ethnic ' communities this is often 

don e in terms of life style, dress and physical appearance, 

reli gion , e conomic and political alliances. 

H level of integration and homogeneity is the basis 

for specifications of community. Descriptions of these 

are often no more than hinted at, much less established, 

and rely on the estab lishment of an empirical distinction 

betw ee n 'co mmu nity' and 'society'. To constitute a 

community, a group must be distinguished from the rest of 

society for a particular set of reasons. in fact a 

distinction between community and society is no more than 

a distinction between a national commur.ity (society) and 

another specif ied community (ethnic group for example). 

The national community, or society, is based on 

notions of organic solidarity found in the work of 

Durkheim . Solidarity was a condition necessary for the 

existence of the social unit as a Whole. A community 

in sociolo gical analysis must be distinct ' eoough from the 

r est of society to form a cohesive unit, yet integrated 

enough to still form a part of the 'organic' unit, th~ 

national co mm unity . The national political unit or 

co mmunity is indexed in the commitment of its constituent 

parts to at l east common legal and political structures. 

Th e col l ecti ve existe nce of a specified group as a 

co mmunity is the claim of a sociological discourse. In 

the introduction , the description of anti semitism as an 

issue was partly constructed upon the distinctiveness of 

Jews as a pop ul tion category . Jews, were an , element of 

the population in East London, and various claims were 

made to describe them as a community. They are an 

exampl e 0 political community constructed through 

pol~ tica l disco ur se . Political communities (communities 

in the process of being represented) are discursive. 

Th d'scursive community is a much wider concept 

th a n that constructed soci ologically. It allows for a 

definition of community in any way the voice, 

r epresentin it, considers appropriate . Because 

co mmu nity m y be de fined in many ways, it does not 
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necessitate a distinction between society and community, 

because community may refer to a nati onal community as 

well as to any other specified community. In the 

discourses under investigation communities are variously 

defined as ' Indians ', 'work ers ', 'J ews ' 'East Londoners' 
to name but a few . The se claims are not made abstractly, 

but in relation to particular political issues and 

constituencies. 

for a political community to appear in discourse 

it must have three basi c properties, a collective and 

specifiabl e identity a range of constituencies and a 

voice. If a community did not have a collective identity 

of some sort it could noi be represented in a debate 

because there would not be a way of referring to it. 

Communities are represented in terms of a set ·of positions, 
with which they are identifie d in the course of a 

political debate . -It is this sharing of a political 

position which defines it as a collectivity. This 

identificatio n may ha ve an institutional identity for 
example the Indian National Congress · was thought by 

many to represent the Indian people. But that does not 

preclude it from also representing a smaller community, 

for example , the ' common people ' of India. Communities 

must be distinguished from institutions. Institutions 

are the political rep r esentatives of communities, their 

voice. 

It does not f ollow that the relationship between . 

a voice a nd the community it represents is a . simple one. 

A community may be the subject of more than one voice. 

It is not uncommon for there to be rival voices claiming 

to represent a si ngle political community. The 

relationship betwee n a commu nity a nd its voice is partly 

to do with the rights a nd qualifications of a particular 

voic e to r ep resent a specif ied community in its 

enunci tions . The establishment of right takes pl ace 

throu h a de cription of the population category or 

community in question . This is illustrated in various 

Labour p rty descriptions of 'the working class' as 
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its particular community. In this context, working 

cl ass is no t only a population category but a set of 

necessary characteristi cs a nd conditions in which it is 

established as a unit requiring representation. Having 

established the conditions in which a community is 

cap able of representatio n,. the voice will then establish 

its own relat ion to the community in question. That is, 

it sets out the r easons why it and no other institution 

is th e n atu~ a l or logical tool of representation. This 

u sually consists of a n insistence on a special understanding 

of th e conditions of existe nc e and interests of a particular 

community. A relatio n of closeness to or empathy with 

a particular community is often established in support 

o f such a claim . Most claims to represent, contain a 

description o f the community in terms of an assessment 

of it s needs . 

In many c ases the claims made by a voice to 

represent a community are based on a certain kind of 

reaso ni ng . The voice may claim to be a part of the 

community in question or claim special knowledge of it_ 

bec ause of a particularly close association. Because 

of this closeness i t may claim a privileged understanding 

of the commu nity's position in terms of a set of 

interests . In vi ew of this kind of reasoning, the voice, 

which has pl ace i n the are na of politics from which 

it may represent the community , w~ll translate the 

percei ved needs of the community into the language and 

strategi s of political practici. 

n the case of " the Labour Paity the voice is 

cl aiming to have a special status in relation to both 

th e community a nd the political are na. It would be a 

mistake to r duce th e voice to the community, as it is 

cl early its po ition relating the two spheres of 

knoul dge which constitutes it as it is. 

The discourses constructing political communities 

are inform d by other disco urs es . Pluralist sociology 

has offer d n interpreta tion of community which is 

in turn i form d by other discourses dev e loped in 
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political philosophy . Such discourses are central to 

the two case studies in this dissertation. The debates 
surrounding Indian independence describe India as a 

plural community as a way of accounti ng for its 

. un derdevelopment . The question central to deliberations 

about the efficacy of awar ding independence was the 

possibility of India ' s transformation into a single 

nation al political community . This transformation 

was a condition of colonial freedom in which the 

achievement of nationhood was the established formula. 

Independ e nc e without nationhood was inconceivable. This 

theme is developed in ch a pters four and five. 

In the anti sem itism case study, political 

community is posed differently . The nationhood status 

of Britain was not at issue. what was at issue was the 

extent to which Jews formed an autonomous · political 

community in Britain which presented a challenge to the 

national political community, and whether they should 

be awarded a territory . in Palestine. This all depended 

on the extent to which they were constituted in 

discour se as 'our people ' or as 'alien people'. 

1.12 Community in Pluralist Socicilogy. 

Conflict between the national political community 

and the communities within the political unit is the 

main problem tic of pluralist sociology. Much· of its 

theoretic 1 deve lopment took place within social 

anthropolo Y nd in relation to the withdrawal of 

coloni al rule, which' a nyway formed the practice against 

which soc i 1 nthropology was developed. Alth6ugh 

pluralist ociology post-dated colonial practice and 

coloni 1 re dom in India, it undoubtedly formed a 

body of st toment which c ame out of the lessons learned 

in aw rdin independe nc e . 

h co truction of community in pluralist 

sociolo y i insop r le from the problematic of social 

order . KUp r demonstrotos this in his introduction to 

' Plur i m n Afric '. 
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"Ch anges in their structure are often 
accompanie d by violence and bloodshed, as 
in the many internal wars during ' the past 
generation from the time of the Hindu 
r~uslim conflict in India ••• 11 

(Kup er 1969 Pluralism in Africa p63) 

This concern for social order most certainly featured 

in the debates surrounding Indian independence and 

anti semitism . 

A plural society is one in which communities were 

thought to possess a certain degree of autonomy from the 

society as a whole. At a philosophical level this 

refers to a toleration of more than one principle of 

existence within a single entity. Beyond this most 

general formulation sociological assessments of pluralism 

have defined it in a variety of ways. Kuper says they 

are societies with "Sharp cleavages between different 

popul atio n groups brought together within the same 

political unit ... (Kuper Pluralism in Africa p3). 

Stability in such societies, claimed Kuper, was 

"precarious" a nd threatened by "sharp cleavages" (p7). 

Furnival was one of the first theorists to 

develop a pluralist perspective. This was done in 

relation to the problems posed by the withdrawal of 

coloni al rule. He wrote of plural societies -

" Society as a whole comprises separate racial sections, 

each section is an aggregate of individuals rather than 

a corporate or otg'anic whole." (Furnival 1948 Colonial 

Policy and Practice p306). The organic analogy quite 

possibly is derived from the tradition of sociological 

analysis developed from Durkheim and others who claimed 

that societ i es were natural eritities and that certain 

divisions threatened their stability. As far as 

coloni a l practice was concerned, Furnival considered 

plur a lism might be rectified by integrative practice. 

liTh e fundam ent a l problem ••• (is to) transform 
society so that it shall be capable of 
independence and thus capable of framing its 
own institut ions in its own way without 
havin g the machinery of Western political 
or ganisat ion imposed upon it by a foreign 
power ••• First ••• building up a common social 
will, and then enlightening this common 
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social will, so that the people will 
gradually be brought to do of its own 
accord those things which of ne cessity 
it must do, for therein alone lies perfect 
freedom ••• " 
(Furnival 1948 Colonial Policy and Practice 
p506) 

Furnival ' s definition of pluralism rested on the 

absence of common will. Societies lacking in common 

will lacked a common purpose, direction and community 

of understanding. Common will is a concept borrowed 

from discourses on political philosophy. This theme was 

also taken up by Furnival in another of his works. 

IIIn a.plural society there is no common will 
except possibly in matters of supreme importance, 
such as resistance to aggression from outside. 
In its political aspect a plural society resembles 
a confederation of ••• provinces, united by treaty 
or within the limits of a formal constitution, 
merely for certain ends common to the constituent 
units and, in matters outside the terms of the 
union, each living its own life. 1t 

(Furnival 1939 Netherlands India p.447) 

.It would appear that Furnival was offering a minimum 

definition of common will in a society of an extreme 

plural structure . He is indicating a point" at which it 

might cease to be appropriate to refer to an entity as 

a single society . 

Will is a philosophical construct, which Furnival 

considered to be built upon another principle, economic 

needs. He reduced his anlaysisof societies in their 

complexity to this single dimension. 

"Every political society ••• builds up ••• its own 
civilization and distinctive culture, its own 
ethos; it has its own religious creed or complex 
of creeds, its own art - ~nd its own conventions 
in the daily round of life: part of this large 
process is the building up o f a system of 
informal education: by which each citizen, quite 
apart from all formal instruction is moulded as 
a member of that particular society, and develops 
social wants ••• all cultural needs have an 
economic aspect because they find organised 
expression only as economic wants, as demand •• 1I 

(Furnival 1939 Netherlands India p.449) 

All social will was thought to manifest itself as economic 

demand in the market place. Although that was not their 
" 

only manifestation , it was through such structures alone 
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that the most plural societies were co ordinated. 

tlFor there is one place in which the various 
sections of a plura l society meet on common 
ground - the market place; and the highest 
common factor of their wants is the economic 
factor ••• individuals of all sections have 
in common ••• the economic motive, the desire 
for profit ••• the natural law of the survival 
of the fittest in the economic world." 
(Furnival 1939 Netherlands India p.449) 

Th is is a restatement of discourses developed in 

relation to the principles of social Darwinism, Adam 

Smith and Malth us. The community at , the national level 

existed as a productive unit through which social demand 

could find expression. Such a society resulted in a 

restricted form of citizenship . A,-.restricted form of 

citizenship became a well established colonial formula, 

as will be demonstrated in the case of India~ 

"In a plural society, then, the community tends 
to be organised for production rather than 
social life; social life is sectionalised, and 
within each section of the community the social 
demand bec om es disorganised and ineffective, so 
that in each section the membeis are debarred 
from leading the full life of the citizen in a 
homogenous community; finally the reaction 
agai nst these abnormal conditions, taking in 
each sectio n the form of nationalism, sets 
one commu nity . against the other so as 'to 
emp hasize the plural character of the society 
and aggra vate its instability, theTeby enhancing 
the need for it to be held together by some 
force exerted from outside. 11 

(Furniv a l 1939 Netherlands India p.459) 

In the debates surrounding Indian independence, membership 

of a plural soc iety was considered to be an obstacle to 

attaining a full, na~ional citizenship. 

Furnival's contribution to ' pluralist theory falls 
wi thin what is referred to as the It conflict model tl. (Kuper 

and Smith 1971 p.10) This is based on the belief that 

conflict Was the inevitable outcome of a plural social 

structure in which the imposition of a single structure was 

only possible throug h the domination of one plural element 

by a noth er . Furn i val 's theorisation of pluralism would 

appear t first to be l ess rigorous than that of Smith and 

Kup er who attempt to establish the conditions necessary / 

for the development of plural features in a society. But 
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his use of 'common will' as a philosophical descriptfu n 

of colonial societies" provides valuable insights into 

the nature of plural societies, even though it does not 

provide a way of empirically distinguishing the plural 

from the heterogeneous social structure. Plurality is 

firmly placed in the field of under development. The 

development of such societies was thought to be dependent 

on the provision of another principle for the organisation 

of demand, for example federation or nationalism. 

The equilibrium model of pluralism offers a conception 

of community which is radically different from that of 

fuinival (Kuper and Smith 1971 p.7). It usually refers to 

heterogeneous societies rather than plural ones in which 

divisions are more radical. Equilibrium pluralism is often 

called 'political pluralism' and produces an all together 

more stable political structure, often referred to as a 

'liberal democracy' (Kuper and Smi th 1971 p. 7). In such 

societies pluralism is a feature of the political structure, 

where competing" interest groups form a stable political 

feature. Such a structure provides a divided politic?~ 

elite which will carry with it the 'will' of the people 

represented as citizens. The result is an integrated 

political communiiy based on conSBnsus rather than 

repression. Such a model of heterogeneous societies serves 

not only as a d~scription of Western political systems but 

was offered as ,a m"odel fa r colonial" freedom. 

furnival did not really manage to make a firm 

distinction between pluralism and heterogeneity'. A plural 

society in Kuper' s work . is one where there is no sharing 

of basic institutions and is characterised by diversity 

and cleavage. He claimed that societies in a situation of 

'culture contact' threw up new cultural patterns which were 

not reducible to either of the parent cultures from which 

they were developed. 

Smith, like Kuper, worked broadly within the confine s 

of furnival's conflict m6del. He de veloped the riotion of 

culture as an important factor in a pluralist analysis. 

He defines cultural pluralism as the practice of differept 

forms of compulsory institutions such as kinship, education, 
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religion and economy. In this context culture refers to 

a complete way of life. Smith ~ried to isolate the 

minimal conditions necessary and sufficient to constitute 

plu·ralism and the manner in which they operate to sustain 

the social cleavages constituting pluralities. One of 

the dimensions of this distinction lies in the status of 

the members of societies. 

In non plural societies the nation is coterminous 

with the community and its people are citizens. 

"The nation is usually a single inclusive 
corporate group whose members, or the . majority 
of them - share common traditions, institutions, 
history and ethnic identity_ In the nation 
state, the state is the derivative political 
expression of the nation's cohesion and unity_ 
The members of the nation are the citizens of 
the state, which provides all with equal 
representation, protection and regulation." 
(Smith 1971 in Kuper and Smith Pluralism in 
Africa p.32-3) . 

In a plural society the communities are not the same as 

the nation and the people ire subjects. 

"In a plural society the mass of the people are ._ 
not . citizens but subjects and the state, instead 
·of being the collective political expression_of 
the inclusive aggregate is merely the external 
political form of the dominant coporate group.1! 
(Smith 1971 in Kuper and Smith Pluralism in 
Africa p.33) 

Smith considered that plural societies could be 

distinguished from heterogeneous societies because the 

former were divided along the lines of basic social 

institutions such as kinship, education, government, law, 

cult and economy_ 'Non plural societies were those in 

which divergence took place at the level of secondary 

institutions such as economy, education, occupation and 

religion. There appears to be some overlap in this 

formulation as education and economy appear to be 

distinctions of both kinds of society. Smith's division 

between secondary and basic institutions, ultimately 

relies on a distinction between public and private spheres 

of activity. This is derived from Locke's conception of 

public and private property and is a speculative 
,-

philosophical concept. It would appear from this that 

Smith is suggesting that public domains of cultural 
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practice constitute a plural society whereas internal or 

private divisions · amo~nt to heterogeneity. 

1I1n the structural context of a plural 
society, each corporate section develops 
sectionally specific institutions, organisations, 
and procedures that constitute its distinctive 
public domain ••• lf these social sections are 
also segregated spatially, as is often the 
case, then the public domain of either unit 
enjoys corresponding freedom from external 
competi tion or immediate internal challenge.·1 

(Smith 1971 in Kuper and Smith Pluralism in 
Africa p.52) 

Many plural theorists have attempted to provide 

definitions of pluralism based on empirical criteria. 

In this task, many of them rely of philosophical notions 

of community derived from the discourses surrounding 

political philosophy. Community in these discourses was 

theorised in a rather abstract way. This was demonstrated 

in Furnival' s use of "common will ll as well as various 

distinctions between subject and citizenship (1939 p.447). 

1.13 Community in Political Philosophy. 

Community is central to the speculative enquiries 

of political philosophy in its attempts to investigate 

the first forms of human collective, or social, existence. 

It is in discourses concerning political philosophy that 

enquiries into the 6ri ginal state of human social bonds 

have been investigated. 

Maine, in common with others, suggested that the 

primeval social bond consisted of blood ties of familial 

relations. 
"The commonwealth is a ' c'ollection of persons 
united by common descent from the progenitor 
of an original family ••• all ancient societies 
regard themselves as having proceeded from one 
original stock ••• holding together in political 
union. The history of political ideas begins, 
in ·fact, with the assumption that kinship in 
blood is the sole possible ground of community 
in political functions. It may be affirmed then 
of early commonwealths that their citizens 
considered all groups in which they claimed 
membership to be founded on a common lineage." 
(Maine 1965 Ancient Law p.76) , 

These blood relationships, in Maine's formulations, were 
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extended through "legal fictions" or mythical accounts 

of lineage. (Maine 1965 p.77). This was succeeded by 

Illocal contigui ty" as a principle of reckoning the extent 

of a community (Maine 1965 p.78). Groups who lived in 

contiguous territories began to see that fact as a basis 

for a level of collective existence. After the blood 

ties imposed by nature, existence in the same territory 

became a basis for community. This was the first 

condition of community in political functions and was 

not based on blood ties. with this, Maine suggests, . the 

concept of the individual replaced that of familial 

obligation in civil law and community became to be based 

on a 'social contract'. "Nor is it di fficul t to see what 

is the tie between man and man which replac~s by degre~s 

these forms of reciprocity in rights and duties which 

have t~eir origin in . the family. It is contract." (Maine 

1965 Ancient Law p.99) 

This position, like that of other political 

philosophers, was based partly on abstract conceptualisations 

of the nature of ~uman social organisation, and partl~ on 

a speculative anthropology developed in an evolutionary 

perspective. Rights to territory and property were 

established by the right of first occupancy and purchase. ' 

Blood ties and territory were the first ways in which the 

identity of a community was established. 

"Original citizens of a commonwealth always 
believed themselves to be united by kinship 
in blood, and resented a claim to equality 
of privelege (by immigrants) as a usurpation 
of their birth right." 
(Maine 1965 Ancient Law p.28) 

For Locke, the concept community, or the possibility 

of collective existence, documented man's exit from the 

state of nature. This represented a deliverance from 

man's original condition of isolation in the Hobbesian 

'state of warre'. Like Maine, Locke's communlty began 

with conjugal society (1970 . p1S5). This, he considered, 

fell short of a definition of political society, or 

political community. 

"No political society can be, nor subsist, 
without having in itself the power to preserve 
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the property, and in order therein to punish 
the offences of all those of that society, 
there, and there on~y is political society. 
Where everyone of the numbers hath quitted 
his natural power, resigned it up into the 
hands of the community ••• The private judgement 
of every particular member being excluded, the 
community comes to be umpire, and by understanding 
indifferent rules and men authorised by the 
community for their execution decides all the 
differences that may happen between any 
members ••• 
it is easy to discern who are and are not in 
political . . society together. Those who are united 
into one body and . have a common established law 
and judicature .to appealto with authority to 
decide controversies between them and punish 
offenders are in civil society one with another." 
(Locke 1970 Of Civil Government p.159) 

For Locke, a group of people became a political community 

upon subjecting themselves to >the same collective 

authority, a set of powers non reducible to the individuals 

of which the community was composed. 

The reason why individuals chose to subject - . . 
themselves to this collective authority was to enjoy the 

benefits of property and security. 

It ••• it is not without reason that he seeks out 
and is willing to join in society with otheri 
who are already united, or have a minq to unite 
for the mutual preservation of their lives, 
liberties and estates, which I call by the 
~eneral name - property.1t 
tLocke 1970 Of Civil Government p.180) 

It was this desire for security and property which 

provided the community of interests upon which political 

community was based in Lockets formulations. The 

authorit y of this community was established in the act of 

contract itself. This took place between . individuals 

and the collectivity of individuals, and certain powers 

were ceded to the community. As Althusser (1972 p.129) 

points out this act takes place as though the parties 

to the contract pre existed the act of contract itself, 

whereas logically, as the community was constructed through 

contract, it cannot have. Thus the community is both 

formed by and pre exists the act of contract. 

Montesquieu ·also saw the establishment of civil 

society as produced by a conjunction of wills, but 
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considers that the desires for property and security are 

too complex to be the first considerations of human 

social existence. Nourishment and sex, rather than the 

desire for collective existence in Montequieu's 

formulations was what drove individuals into community. 

tiThe idea o'f Empire and domain is so complex, and depends 

on so many other notions, that it could never be the 

first which occured to the human understanding." 

(Montesquieu 1949 The Spirit of the Laws p.4) For 

Montesquieu laws were the authority under which societies 

were constructed. Laws were th~ught to reflect the 

disposition of the people for whom they were intended. 

Laws were thus a form of social or general will. They 

were thought to be a universal characteristic of collective 

existence. 

IILaw in general is human reason, insomuch as 
it governs all the inhabitants of the earth : 
the political and civil laws of each nation 
ought to be only the particular cases in 
which human reason is applied." 
(Montesquieu 1949 The Spirit of the Laws p.5) 

Sovereignty in M6ntesquieu resides in the operation o~ law 

over the community. 

Hobbes's formulation of community is in some respects 

similar to that of Locke. The establishment of 

commonwealth was a departure from a 'state of warre' for 

individuals, and their unity into one body, "civitas", 

the generation of "Leviathan il, "our peace and defence 11. 

(Hobbes 1970 Leviathan p.B9)o 

liThe essence of commonwealth ••• is one person 
of whose acts a great multitude, by mut~al 
covenant one with another have made themselves 
everyone the author, to the end that he may use 
the strength and means of them all as he shall 
think , expedient, for their peace and common 
defence ••• this person is called soveraigne ••• 
and everyone besides his subject ••• men agree 
amongst themselves to submit to some man ••• 
a political commonwealth. 1I 
(Hobbes 1970 Leviathan p.90) 

Rousseau takes up this conception of sovereignty. 

If the sovereign is the embodiment of the community, then 

he suggested, it was indivisible from its constituent 

parts, the subjects. ~overeign and subject are but two 
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parts of the s a me relation, they are the community. 

tiThe total alienation of each associate together with 

all his rights, to the whole community ••• " (Rousseau 

1973 The Social Contract p.174). Sovereignty was simply 

thought to be the exercise of the general will of the 

subj e cts. The general will was the common interest of 

the communi ty as a whole. ;ITake away from these same 

wills (of individuals) the plusses and minuses that cancel 

one another and the general will remains as the sum of 

the di f ferences ••• 1I (Rousseau 1973 The Social Contract 

p.185). 

Right in political deliberations was thought to be 

based on an assessment of the general will of the 

community. Sovereignty is no more than the expression 

of general will and thus the right by which government 

is exercised. 

These theories of sovereignty are in many ways an 

abstraction from Machiavelli's Prince which was a manual 

on how to maintain sovereignty once acquired, rather than 

a justification of it. Machiavelli, as foucault points 

out, does not attempt to define sovereignty as much as 

give ins t ructions as to how it might be maintained. The 

sover e ignty of the Prince was thought to owe more to 

divine right than the consent of the subjects. Sovereignty 

was considered a product of the ability of the prince in 

the arts of conquest and subjection. 

ItThose who by valorous ways become princes 
••• acquire a p~incipality with difficulty, 
but they keep it with ease. The difficulties 
they have in acquiring it arise in part from 
new rules and methods which they are forced 
to introduce to establish their government 
and their security.1I 
(Machiavelli 1920 The Prince p.47) 

foucault points out that in the case of the Prince, 

sovereignty was being exercised over both subjects and 

a territory. These were, he considered, the founding 

principles of sovereignty. Although sovereignty is 

carefully defined in terms of the exercise of collective 

authority in political philosophy, ultimately, it comes / 

down to the exercise of the laws of the sovereign. 
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Ultimately, claims Foucault, the concept of sovereignty 

is tautologous . It is no more than the exercise of 

sovereignty itself. Foucault points out that this concept 

of sovereignty was subject to transformation from its 

sixteenth and seventeenth century usag e . The notion 

that an art of government could be derived from a theory 

of sovereignty was assumed and built on. Sovereignty 

was given an institutional and juridical form in the 

eighteenth century. 

Along side this devloped the apparatus of a 

disciplinary society with its schools, factories and 

other disciplinary institutions. Foucault claims (1979) 

that the modes of organis~tion of the disciplinary society 

and the transformed notions of sovereignty survived to 

exist along side what he re.fe rs to as a "Governmental 

Society" (Foucault 1979 p.13). Foucault claims that 

there has been no sub~titution between a society of 

sovereignty, disciplinary society and governmental 

society, but that all three coexist and have as their 

target the population and its security. This development 

affects the further transformation of a concept of 

sovereignty as a part of this triangle. 

By governmental society, Foucault means three things. 

Firstly -

"the ensemble formed by the institutions, 
procedures, analyses and reflection, the 
calculations and tactics that allow the 
exercise of this very specific albeit 
complex form of power, which has as its 
target, popula~ion, as its principal form 
of knowledge political economy and as its 
essential technical means apparatuses of 
security." . 
(Foucault 1979 Governmentality in Ideology 
and Conciousness p.20) 

Secondly it was presented as something which was attaining 

a pre eminance over sovereignty and discipline which had 

resulted in the formation of a series of specific state 

apparatuses pertaining to governmeot. Thirdly the 

development of the administrative state from the fifteenth 

and sixteenth centuries onwards. 

The major concepts defining community in the accounts 
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pf political philosophy are general will, sovereign and 

contract. , Jhese are heavily US~9 in pluralist sociology 

and add to 't 'he various empirical defini tion offered. It 

must be pointed out that the use to which pluralist 

sociology puts these concepts is somewhat different to 

the ways in which they were developed in political 

philosophy. This difference hinges on the distinction 

between community and society. Political philosophy 

treats these as two aspects of the same empirical reality. 

A society was thought to be a community of individuals 

represented in the form of the sovereign, or collective 

~uthority. These concepts are ultimately subsumed 

beneath the apparat~s of the state, which claims to 

exercise sovereignty, or general will. In other words, 

society and community are identified as a single unit. 

The idea of a multi racial society, like the other 

divisions which have been made within , pluralist sociology 

require a multiplicity of sovereigns, and a division of 

the general will into separate communities. Thus, for 

example, in a multi racial society, a particular community 

will be associated firstly 'with its immediate sovereign 

and secondly with the sovereignty imposed by the society 

as a whole through its legal and political structures. 

A divided sovereignty would be unthinkable in political 

philosophy. 

"Sovereignty '; for the same reason as ' makes it 
inalienable, is indivisible; for will either is. 
p~ _ is .not general; it is the will either of the' 
body of the people, or only a part of it. In 
th e first case, the will ••• is an act of 
sovereignty and,constitutes law: in the second 
it is merely a particular will." 
(Rousseau 1973 The Social Contract p.183) 

Political philosophy is a theorisation of a particular 

kind of community, the n~tion. It was unable to theorise 

the division of the national unit into smaller parts in 

the way pluralist sociology has done. By examining the 

discourses concerned with political philosophy and the 

discourses of pluralist sociology it is possible to 

assemble many of the ideas peitai~ing to community. As 

the various discursive communities constructed by the 
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Labour Party are examined, it must be remembered that the 

discourses just outlined inform these divisions and the 

principles underlying them. 

1.14 The General Aims of the Dissertation. 

The set of analytic devices outlined in this chapter 

developed from the work of f.oucault are presented as a 

method for conducting a discursive analysis of certain 

political statements, those identified with the Labour 

Party. The key features of this analysis are the 

statement, the te~t, constraints, structuring mechanisms, 

voice, community, constituency, audience, site of 

enunciation and the conditions of authorisation of 

statements. These provide a method by which the statements 

of the Labour Party on certain issues can be read. 

Using this method of reading it should be possible 

to construct the Labour Party as a statem~nt issuing 

political institution, in a specific relation to the 

concept of a political community. Political community is 

a notion which will be developed in the course of the -

dissertation and is a discursive concept. It is suggested 

that political community as a focus for a s~ries of 

discourses informs the concept of racial divisions in use 

at this time. A number of levels of analysis will be 

simultaneously condurited. There is the organisation of 

statements in their explicit terms, an analysis developed 

from foucault, the production of the notion of a political 

community, other terms which mayor may not have appeared 

in the text, for example race, and my conceptions of 

political discourse. , 

The next chapter ' will deal with the Labour Party as 

a site of enunciation, one of the constraints in the 

discursive analysis. It will examine the way in which 

the party operates as a statement issuing institution 

before going on to consider what sort of statements it 

has issued to define socialism in chapter three, India 

in chapters four and five and anti semitism in chapter 

six . 
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CHAPTER TWO 

The Central Institutions of the Labour Party: 

Discipline and Disaffiliation. 

This chapter sets out ·to describe the manner in 

which the Labour Party operated as a site of enunciation. 

It was pointed out in chapter one that the site of 

enunciation defines both the audiences of a statement 

and , in combination with other constraints and structuring 

mechanisms, actually produces the statement. This chapter 

confines itself to an examination of central institutions, 

although some of the local enunciative sites are pointed 

out in chapter six in which their relation to central 

institutions is examined. 

The constitution of the Labour Party is influential 

in defining the manner in which the Party is able to 

operate as an enunciating or statement issuing body. 

The constitution of the Labour Party affects the kinds of 

statements which ' can be made and the ways in which they 

are issued on behalf of the party, their conditions of 

authorisation. The constitution stipulates the rules 

under which the party must operate. These appear as a set 

of technical considerations, but must be seen as a 

combination of' technical conditions and the results of 

past ideologies ensh~ined in a set of rules. 

The Labour Party as a site of enunciation with 

specifiable conditio~s of authorisation, is not a 

monument to be described, as much as a site of struggle 

over certain key definitions. At any time a wide range 

of statements and positions may be attributed to the 

party. These do not particularly attach themselves to 

certain central institutions rather than others. Indeed 

there appears to be no relation between certain 

institutions and a particular kind of statement or 

position associated with , a specifiable set of ideological 

assumptions . Ne ver-the-less some statements are taken 

up by authoritati ve enunciative institutions and other / 
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r emain uno f fici al. This chapter attempts to distinguish 

whi c h we r e the a uthorising sites of enunciation and 

whic h were not . Why certain statements were accepted as 

o ffic i a l a nd others rejected . 

Durin g the period under examination it is possible 

to di s tin guish struggles t o ~xclude certain positions, 

not ju s t from official pronouncements, but from being 

a sso ci a t e d with the Labour Party at all. ~n examination 

of th e se struggles such as those with the League of Youth, 

th e Communist Party and the Independent Labour Party, 

ma ke it possible to distinguish which positions were 

exclud e d from the party and the mechanisms by which this 

wa s achieved. This process of exclusion is important 

be ca us e a discursive analysis of the Labour Party takes 

account of the range of statements associated with it. 

If certa in statements are excluded then this changes the 

di s cu rs ive definition of the party. As far as this 

di ssertation is concerned the Labour Party has no 

pre- s pe cifi e d e s s e nce, but can be constructed through an 

a naly s i s of its statements . In this manner it is possible 

to es t a blish it~ ideological diversity as a political 

in stitution. fhe distinction between official and 

unof f ici a l statem e nts is taken up in chapter three and 

in the thre e chapters dealing with the case studies on 

Indi a a nd anti-semitism . 

The 1930s appears to hav e been an important period 

in which the Labour Party was active in defining its 

i deo l og i cal limit s as a political institution, by stating 

which positions did'or did not belong to it ·as a statement 

issuin g body . It was a period in which it ~tablished 

th e limits of its eclecticism . These were defined and 

r e de fined throughout its hi story. Some local branches 

di sa f f ili a ted, the Executive Committee of the League of 

You t h was di s banded, MosleY and the New Party and 

MacDon ald a nd the Labour Nationalists were expelled, the 

I ndepe nd e nt La bour Party decided to disaffiliate and 

th ere we r e r e newe d warnings about the dangers to the 

Labour mov eme nt of Communism and Communist related 

orga ni sa tion s . Th e se struggles were all part of the 
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' wider struggle to define the Labour Party and the issues 

with which it should legitimately be concerned. 

Cole depicts this period as crucial in the Labour 

Party's development. The 1930s were, without doubt, 

import a nt to the Labour Party, in that it was a period 

in which it developed a particular organisational 

structure as well as a set of policies on a wide range 

of issues. It is important that this is not depicted as 

a process of linear development up to the present day. 

All that is being examined in the 1~30s are the features 

of the Labour Party in terms of its organisational 

structure as part of a conjunctu re . It must be seen as 

part of a process of struggle to define the party which 

does not admit a concept of progress. However, Cole's 

description does give an idea of the state of the party 

during the 1930s in terms of the extent to which it was 

able to develop policy and organisational features. 

"The Labour Party itself (in 1914 ) save in one 
or two very special constituencies had posessed 
practically no local organisation of its own : 
it had relied for its electoral work mainly on 
the local Trades and Labour Councils and on 
branches of the Independent Labour Party, and 
most of its M.P.s had been retained primarily 
as Trade Union nominees • • • in practice it owed 
nearly all its seats to Liberal support and 
had been, up to 1914 ••• an obedient satellite 
of the Liberal Government. By. 1918 it had 
created at any rate the r udiments of an 
organisation of its own in the great majority 
of constituencies and had begun on the task 
of building up an individual membership in 
competition with the socialist societies, 
which thus fou~d their status within the 
party profoundly altered. . . The adoption 
of 'Labour and the New Social Orqer ' as the 
master statement of the Labour Party 
principles involved a radical break with the 
Labour Party's past, for it committed the 
party to a definitely socialist objective 
and thus converted it from a loose federation 
of socialists and Trade Unionists to a 
!:)ocialist Party with Trade Union Support." 
(Cole 1969 A History of Socialist Thought 
Vol. 14 part 1. p421-2.) 

This chapter will examine the mechanisms by which 

the Labour Party acted as a site of enunciation for the, 

issue of statements, and the conditions of authorisation 

of statements. It will not really take up the question 
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of what sort of statements it was capable of at this 
sta ge . Chapter three looks at struggles to define 

socialism , chapter four and five struggles to define 

India and chapter six the manner in which statements 

took up anti-semitism. The tools of analysis developed 

in chapter one are the me a ns by which this is undertaken. 

There does not appear to be any contradiction between 

those who were being represented by the Labour Party and 

those eligible to engage in struggles on their behalf. 

It was probably the party's long term aim that these two 

communities would , at some point, be the same. 

2 .1 The Conditio ns of Me mbership. 

The constitution had the status of establishing the 

technical structure of the Labour Party. None the less, 

it was negotiable rather than a permanent feature of 

party organisati on. 

liThe existing con st itution, or any part 
thereof, may be ame nded, recinded or altered 
or additio n s made thereto by resolutions 
carried o n a card vote at an Annual Party 
Conference , in the manner provided in the 
Standing Orders hereto. Notice of resolutions 
embodying any suc h proposals must be sent in 
writing to the Secretary at the offices of the 
Party , as provided in the Standing Orders. lI 

(Labour Party 1929 Constitution and Standing 
Orders . p7) 

In defining those eligible for membership, the 

Labour Party wa~ defining its community and ' those who 

might legitimatel y be its political representatives. 

Membe rs fall into one of two categories, individuals or 

affiliates . Labo ur Party membership had a federal 

structure ' as eve n individual members were linked to the 

pa rty through Co n sti tu e n cy Labou r Pa rti e s. It was 

incumbent on individua l a nd affiliated members to accept 

the constitutio n, standing orders, "programme , principles 
1 

and policy" (Labour Part y 1929 p2) of the Party a nd, if 

eligible , be a member of a Trade Union . In order to 

affiliate to the Labour Part y a Trades Union had also , 

to be affiliated to the Tra des Union Congress. The 

General Council of the Trades Union Congress was thus 

responsible for polici ng this defi nition of eligibility 
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in terms of Tr a de s Union .practices. Other affiliated 

mem be rs we r e a l s o those who belonged to the Co-oper a tive 

and Sociali st Societies as well as profe s sional 

org ani satio n s which ha ve "interests consistent with 

t hose o f o t he r a ffiliated organisations. It (Labour Party 

1929 Co ns t itut ion a nd Standing Orders p.2). 

In defining a group of people in this way, the 

Lab our Pa rty is defining its community, a group of people 

on who se be half it was operating as an institution with 

a r epr e s e ntative function. But it was also defining those 

who we r e eligible to participate in struggles on behalf 

of thi s community by stipulating membership of certain 

institutions as a condition of Labour Party membership 
( f or ex ample Trades Unions) and in also stipulating 

c e rta in constituencies, for examp~e co-operativism and 

soci a l ism . These are very abstract and general definitions 

o f con s titu e ncies. Trades Union struggles cover a wide 

r a nge of constituencies but were none-the-less strategic 

to de finition of Labour Party . members. 

Th e La bour Party Constitution links a community 

with a se t of policy constituencies as well as abstract 

con s ti t uenci e s. Adherence to the objectives and 

progr amm~ of the party were a condition of membership. 

Th e pa rty's objectives were partly organisational and 

pa rtly informed by certain ideological commitments. The 

org a nis a tional objectives of the Party centred around, ' 

th e need to develop and maintain itself as a force in 

Par l iament . This a~sa indicates an obvious ·ideological 

ori e nta tion, a deci~ion to op~rate within the practices 

of Pa rli ament rather than outside of. Parliament, and to -

"Co-oper a te with the General Council of the Trades Union 

Con g r ess , and other kindred organisations, in joint 

politica l or other action in harmony with the Party 

con st itution a nd Standing Orders." (Labour Party 1929 · 

Con st itution and Sta nding Orders p.3). And thus _ 

tlTo se cure for the workers by hand or by 
br a in t he full fruits of their industry, and 
th e most equitable distribution thereof that may 
be po s sible, upon the basis of the common 
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Also -

ownership of the means of production, 
distribution and exchange, and the best 
obtainable system of popular administration 
and control of each industry or service. tJ 

(Labour Party 1929 Constitution and Sta nding 
Orders p3) 

ttGe ne r al ly to promote the Political , ~ocial 

and Eco nomic Ema ncip ation of the people, and 
more particularly of those who depend 
directly upon th eir own exertions by hand or 
by brain for the means of life." 
(L abo ur Party 1929 Constitution and Standing 
Orders p3) 

These policy objectives are the key to a general 

defi nition of a programme which relies , heavily on action 

in Parli ame nt. Such a n organisation of production, 

distribution a nd exchange would constitute a programme 

in favour of a certain community of which the Labour 

Party could claim to be the voice. This community is 

va riou sly referred to as the 'people' or the 'workers'. 

This was qualified a nd made a little more specific by 

adding that the kinds of workers ' and people being spoken 

for were those who depended directly on their lab~ur forthe 

means of li fe . That is those who did not own property 

in the form of capital and who lived on their labour 

r ather than on profits or rent. 

The objecti ves of the party were not just domestic 

and national . The community of the party was not just , 

the natio nal labourer. The spheres of activity of the 

Labo ur Pa rty may be describe as 'domestic ,', 'international' 

and 'dominion '. Internat ion all y the Labour ,Party was 

pl edged t o -
"Co-operate with the labour and socialist 
organisatio ns in other countries ,and to 
assist in organising a Federation of Na tions 
for th mainte na nc e of Freedom and Peace , 
for the establishment of suitable machinery 
for the adj ustm e nt a nd settlement of 
international disputes by Council action or 
Judici 1 Arbitra tion, a nd for such 
Intern tio nal Legislation as may be practicable." 
(Labour Party 1929 Constitution & Standing 
Orders . p3) 

As far as the Dominio ns were concerned its stated 

objectives were -
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"To co-operate with th e Labour a nd Socialist 
organisations in the Dominions a nd De pendenci es 
With a view to promoting the purposes of the 
Party and to take common ac tion for the 
promotion of a higher s tandard of social and 
economic life for the working population of 
the respective cou ntries." 
(Labour Party 1929 Co nstitution and St a nding 
Orders . p3) 

There are important differences betw e en these two 

spheres of activity. It was thought legitimate to 

promote the purposes of the party in the dominions, but 

not elsewhere. Domi nion in this contex refers to the 

colonies and is in line with the party's view that the 

Empire should be transformed into a commonwealth of 

dominions . A definite policy statement is being made 

in the constitution as far as the dominions were 

concerned , in favour of the pr.emotion of higher standards 

of social and economic life, on lines similar to those 

followed by the party domestically. Internationally, it 

was in favour of a ge ne.ral statement of its orientation 

towards 'p eace and freedom ' to be maintained through 

the mechanisms of international forums for negotiation. 

The communites referred to in these two statements 

are very different. The Labour Party does not claim an 

international community, but merely to co-operate with 

organisations with communities and constituencies 

similar to its own. Yet it extends its community beyond 

national bo undri es to include the 'working people' of 

the dominions . 

This stated responsibility for a particular 

colonial comm unity and constituency is amply registered 

in a number of forms in the I ndi an Labour and Trade 

Union movement . The influence of the British Labour 

Party on the Indian Labour movement is documented below. 

The Labour Party alig ned itself to a certain section of 

the Indian National Cong r ess , those who associated with 

the political position of Gandhi (see section 4 . 6). 

Communications between the Indian Natia nal Con gress and 

the British Trades Union Congress indicate that the 

Indian Natio na l Co ng r ess was both intereste d in 
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developing i nstitut iona l allia nces with i t s own tra de s 
union ~ovement and in obtaining advice on how this 

might be organised . 

"As we s uppl y info r mation when eve r asked fo r 
and eve n ad vi se trade unions here, it is 
necessary fo r us to be in posession of exact 
informatio n ab ou t conditions abroad and to 
be in to uch with their Labour organisations. 
We coul d s upply th e information about India 
labour ••• " (L abour Research Department of 
t he I ndian Nationa l Congress 5/6/29 Letter 
to the Bri tish Trades Union Congress.) 

Letters from t he Ta t a Iron and Steel Compa ny a nd the All 

India Railway Federa tion to the Indian National Congress's 
Research Depa r tme nt during 1929 congratulate it on taking 

a n i nterest in l a bour issues and " supplied various 
pi eces of 'in f ormation. 

The Bri ti s h Tr a de s Union miovement offered to train 

Indian trade un i oni st in the 'correct' principles of 
trades union pra cti ce . It was also instrumental in 

defining bonqfi de or l e~itimate trade unionism in India, 
in competition wi t h the British" Communist Party. The_ 

definition of l egit im ate principles was being played out 
over the split ca use d in the Indian Trades Union movement 

over the issue o f whether or not Indian trade unionists 

should attend the Round Table Conference in London. 

( see chapter fi ve ) In 1929 at the annual conference of 

the All India Tra des Union Congress there wa s a basic 
di sagreeme nt over trade union representation at the 

Lon do n conference , which led to the formation of the 
Trades Union f ede r ation as a split from the "All India 

Trades Union Co ngre ss. 

All o f t hi s s ug ge sts that the Labour Party, in 

competitio n wit h th e Communist Party, was active in 

encouragi ng th e In dia n mov ement to develop in a certain 

manner . Both of t hese parti e s were anxious to suggest 

the correct pri nciples of l a bour a nd tra de s union action 

as organs of struggl e . Both ha d infl uence with differe nt 
sections of t he Co ngress , a politically div e r se mov ement 

( see section 4 . 6 ) which was trying with va rying de grees 
/ 

of success to alig n its du al con s titue ncy of na t ionalism " 
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(in struggle against Britain) and trade union struggles. 
Th e influence of the t hinking and general orientation 
of the British Labo ur mo vement is further docume nted in 
the minutes of the Executi ve Co mmittee of the All India 
Trades Union Congress ( Apri l 1929) which contain the 
suggestion that its affiliate d organisations were 
interested in starti ng a fund for IIpolitical obj e cts". 
This was very much in lin e with earlier movements in 

the British Trades Union movement which had set up the 
Labour Party as its political wing. 

Numero us examples of links between the British 
Labo ur Party and the Indian Labour (f),ovement exist. The 
British Labour moveme nt frequently sent personnel to 
India on fact finding missions to investigate the 
conditions of Indian labour, and the British Labour Party 
and Trades Union Congress acted as the 'voice' of Indian 

labour in maki ng representations to the National Government 
on num e rous occasio ns during the 1930s. The Labour Party 
ensured that the Indian Trades Union federation gained 
a place in the Indian delegation at the constitutional ' 
Round Table Conference and on the Joint Parliamentary 
Committee set up after the failure of the Round Table 

Conference to find a constitutional settlement for India. 
All of this is documented in the correspondence between 
Indian and British Labour l eaders, and mai be found in 

the files of the All India Trades Union Congress and 
the Trades Union federation. 

In addition to this kind of intervention, the 
British Trades Unioh Congress offered to train Indian 
trade Unionists in Britain, in the practices of their 
particular style of organisation. 

"The Council (T rades Union Congress General 
Council ) think that the proposal they now 
make would have more profitable results as t he 
native would be able to use our methods to 
greater advantage ••• they (Indian wo rkers ) of 
course unde rstand the mentality of the Indian 
people ••• The period of training required is 
about three ye ars . The industries they have 
in mi nd to start with are railways and iron 
and steel. The firs t six months might be 
spent in the Trades Union Congress offices 
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here dealing wit h ge ne r al informa tion in 
regard to the British Tra de Union Movement ••• 
special emphasis being pl a ce on the t wo 
industries concerne d ••• The next two and a 
half years could be s pent in th e service of 
the unions ... They s hould be two young 
reliable and conscientiou s trade unionist s 
from societies affili a t e d to your Federation 
and they should be willing to give a 
guarantee that whe n th ey r e turn to Indi a they 
will continue to work a nd give service to the 
Trade Union r~o v em e nt ••• " (Gene ral Coun cil 0 f 
the Trades Uni on Congre ss 15/2/38 Citrine 
letter to Joshi .) , 

This led to the fostering of contacts between the Indian 
Trades Union Federat ion a nd th e British Labour movement, 
as evidenced i n the s trike bulleti~s ~sent by the 

Federation to t he Bri t i s h La bour movement, indicating 

the particul ar styl e of political activity of the 
Federation , and its ·di ffe rences wi th the rest of the 

I ndi an Trades Uni on movement. 

"Membershi p ••• t he Fede r ation shall consist of 
bonnFide trade union orga nisations affiliated 
in the manner prescribe d ••• 
Affiliation ••• An y bon~lid e trade union 
organisation s ubj ect to the following exception '
shall be enti t led to ma ke application to become 
affiliated ••• Exception: No trade union 
organisation which is, or is known to be 
communistic or whose aims, objects or methods 
of work are , i n whol e or in part, the same as 
or similar to t ho se of communism, or which is, 
directly or i ndi re ctly affiliated or connected 
with an I ndia n or foreign organisation which 
is comm uni sti c ••• If 
(Trades Unio n Fede r ation 1929 Constitution.) 

The prim d finition o f bona U de activity in this 

context was a lack of contact with communism. This was 

certainly very much in line with the official position 
of the British Labo u r Pa rty a nd Trades Union Congress 

which used the label ' communi s t' as a short hand way of 
design ting a number o f methodological a nd ideological 

differences with the comm uni s t Party ( se e section 2.8). 
The document tion of the Tra des Union Fe de r a tion 

indic ted that by Comm unism, it was refe rring to th e use 
of the general strike as a poli t ical weapo n a s ' well as 

the f ct that the Trades Union Fe de ration was prepa r e d 

to take part in constitutional ne go t i ations wi t h th e 
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colonial government, whilst the communist-supported 
Trade Union Congress in India was not. 

It is useful at this point to reflect on some of 
the main points from this chapter so far, and in 
particular on the usefulness of two of the analytic 
devices developed in chapter one, community and 
constituency . As indicated in section 1.7 these operate 
as structuring devices which help constitute the 

ideological conditions in which statements are made. 
What contribution have community and constituency made 
to the nalysis of statements? They have made it possible 
to comment on who and what the Labour Party claims to 
represent. The La bour Party discursively constructs 
that of which it is the political representative, and 
part of this is a reference to a community. 

The Labo ur Party defined its community in terms of 
domestic policy to include those who were workers "by 
hand and brain" ( 1929 Constitution p3). Thi s refers to 
tho se who rely upon their labour, whatever form that may 
t ake , to provide the means of life. The Labour Party's 
community does not therefore own any other means of 
making a living, s uch as capital. This is a wide 
definition, which was more closely d~fined by the 
stipulation that the La bour Party's community should also 

be members of trade unions and thus believe in the 
collective power of organised labour. Trade union 
membership was strategi c to a definition of the Labour 
Party's community . As far as international issues were 
concerned , the Labo ur Party had no community, although 
it did have a constituency, if a very general one, 
" freedom and peace " (1929 Constitution p3). It woul d 
co-operate internatio nally with those who shared this 

constituency . 

In the dominions (dominion was a terms used by the 
Labour Party in this period to designate areas which 
were still colo ni es as well as those which had acceded 

to dominion status as ' equal partners' in the empire) 
the Labour Party ' s community was an extension of its 

domestic community , the "working population" (1929 p3). 
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This is further demonstrated by its intervention in the 

Indian Trades Union movement. 

The Labour Party's main constituencies set out in 

its constitution were general and abstract, Trade 
Unionism, Co-operativism, Socialism, and Parliamentarianism. 

It is likely that these allegiances inform official 
positions adopted by the Party, although all of these 

constituencies require definition. It is also likely, 

that each of these con~tituencies pose a range of possible 

definitions. The constitution qual~fies these formulations 

slightly by stating that its aims were the "political, 
economic and social emancipation" (Labour Party 1929 

Consitiution p3.) of workers and securing an equitable 
distribution of goods in the common ownership of 

production. Again, these are vague formulations which 
could take a number of policy .forms. 

The use of community and constituency has made it 

possible to make certain observations about the discursive 
construction of the Labour Party from the statements set 

out in its constitution which would not otherwise have 

been possibie. It provided the beginings of a method 
for interpreting texts. The notion of a site of 

enunciation also facilitates such an interpretation. 
Breaking down the party as a statement issuing body into 

its central institutions and examining the functions of 

each makes it possible to build up a picture of how the 

Party operates in the sanction of statements as official. 
It is to this that the rest of this chapter addresses 

itself. 

2.2 The National Executive Committee. 

In order to establish the conditions of authorisation 

of statements by the Labour Party it is necessary to 

examine some of its key enunciative institutions. An 
examination of the conditions of authorisation of 

statements gives an indication of what may be called 

'official' statements and of how the party as a whole 

operated as ~ site of enunciation. 

Official statements were those issued by the 
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National Executive Committee of the party or passed by 

the conference. Between conferences the National 
Executive was the constitutional head of the party. 
The composition of the executive was stipulated in the 

Standing Orders. For the purposes of nomination its 
twenty three places were divided into four categories. 
Twelve were nominated by the trades unions, one by the 
socialist, co-operative and professional organisations, 

five by the constituencies and five by women members 

from all affiliated organisations. 

Because of the strategic position of the executive 
within the party as an authorising body and a clearing 

house through which all party business passed, the 

proportions in which various organisations were 

represented was in itself a site of struggle. Throughout 

the 1930s the constituencies waged a struggle within the 
party to increase their representation on the executive 

in the light of their increased numerical importance 
within the party. This quest for a greater voice in party 

affairs on behalf of individual members, culminated . in 

a victory at the 1937 conference where a sucessful bid 

was made to increase the constituencies ; representation 
on the National Executive committee from five to seven 

se~ts· . This struggle was at least partly a stand against 
the enormous influence of the trade union vote both on 

the National Executive committee . and at conference. 
Constitutional wrangles over the size of the voice 

awarded to certain sections in the party was becoming 
established as a feature of labour Party history even 
in the 1930s, and was a way of defining other issues. 

These struggles represent bids to define the objects 

and areas of struggle with which the party should concern 

itself. 

One of the functions of the National Executive 

Committee was secretarial work. It dealt with all the 

correspondence addre~sed to the ~arty from outside 

institutions as well as institutions within the labour 

movement • . An examination of its documentation reveals 

that much of its correspondence was from constituency 
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parties and affiliated organisations, and were requests 

for advice and information on a range of issues. Often 
these were asking for guidance on party policy and 

practice, but there were also requests to the executive 

to intervene in local disputes. The e xecutive was also 

indirectly responsible for the secretarial work 
surrounding the annual conference; the compilation of 

agendas, the processing of resolutions and the multitude 

of other tasks involved in conference organisation. 

Perhaps one of the most important functions of 

the National Executive Committee was in the formation 

of party policy. The National Executive discharged its 

policy making functions through the auspices of its 

policy committee. Policy was actually formualted in 

the policy sub-committees and then passed on to the 

executive through .the policy committee which co-ordinated 
this aspect of the executive's work. 

Although the executive was in a good position to 

suggest which issues ought to go to the appropriate 

policy committee for consideration, pressure for certain 

issues to be considered may have come from a number of 
sources. The unions, the constituencies, the 

parliamentary group or a lobby from one of the socialist 

societies ~ight petition the executive for the development 

of policy on certain issues. In response to this kind 

of pressure, or of its own accord, the executive defined 

the issues upon which policy SUb-committees should be 

set up, and appoint~d the appropriate personnel to staff 

them. Members of policy sub~comittees were usually from 

the Labour Party or 'experts' brought in, who were 

sympathetic to the Labour movement, for example Keynes. 

Indeed, these committees tended to produce experts in 

certain areas. Leonard Woolf's expertise in foreign 

and coloni al policy was much developed through his 

contribution to policy sub-committees. 

Wh~lst th~ policy sub-committees were a permane nt 

feature of Labour Party organisation, the issues to 

which they addressed themselves varied. Committees were 

frequently set up to deal with certain issues and then 
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abandoned when the issue resulted in a party policy 
statement. A comparative analysis of the nature of 
policy committees during the 1920s and 1930s reveals 
something about the 3tate of development of policy in 
the party in the 1930s, as well as its ideological 

orientation towards a certain kind of issue as the basis 
for policy deliberations. 

!hroughout the 1920s the following issues were the 
subject of policy sub-committees: army and navy pensions, 

education, industrial policy, international affairs, 

local government, public health, temperance policy and 
trade and finance. These were the policies the Labour 

Party was offering as a way of realising its 
constituencies. The sub-committees t . output for 1932-4 

was described under the following headings: economic 
reconstruction, social reconstruction, the constitution, 
general reports on issues described as 'socialism' and 

foreign and imperial policy. 

A number of differences between the two period~ 

may be discerned. Temperance and public health were} 

in the 1930s no longer prominent issues. This shows a 
shift away from the old concerns of liberalism and 

social reform towards what may have been regarded as the 

causes of such issues, the social and economic structure. 

Also the ~eport~ of the 1930s were becoming more 
specific. Instead ·of 'industrial affairs', 'industrial 

reorganisation' become an issue. It is likely that by 

the 1930s there wa~ an increased attentioh to the details 
of policy which would ·be required when the Labour Party 

become the government, and a body of policy to offer to 
an " electorate which presented a credible and realistic 

assessment of the requirements of government, as well as 
the requirements :of socialism. Foreign and imperial 
policy did not appear in the 1920s reports of policy 

making. It is ·possible that this represents an extension 

of the range of issues with which the party was able to 
deal by the 1930s. The accounts of Woolf (1947 p6.) 

indicate that the Labour Party was a little hesitant in 

applying its definitions of socialism, so rooted in 
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' social and industrial reorganisation, to foreign and 

imperial relations. Discussions of Labour Party 

'socialism' are the subject of chapter three and therefore 

receive only cursory attention in this context. 

There is some evidence to suggest that the policy 
making activity of the party, as indexed in its policy 
reports, both declined in the 19305 and becQme more 

systematic. In 1920 over two hundred and fifty reports, 

pamphlets and memoranda were submitted from the policy 

sub-committees to the executive. In 1924 this figure 

was two hundred and thirty seven, in 1925 it was a 

hundred and seventy, in 1929 it was sixty. By 1930 the 

total number of reports was no longer listed in this 

way. This may be related to _8 change in emphasis in 

policy sub-committees towards more ~ detailed policy, or 

to the increased activity of groups such as the Society 

for Socialist Inquiry and Propaganda and the New Fabian 

Research Bureau which worked on the fringe of the party 

offering policy blue prints. 

In any case by 1931 the system of policy making 

was systematised with the app~ntment of a policy com~ittee 

by the National Executive Committee to co-ordinate new 

policy statements with the existing body of policy 

statements. This committee was appointed by the National 

Executive ~ommittee and comprised both members of ~he 

executive and experts co-opted by them. 

"In 1931 ••• it was thought that the stage had 
been reached in the formation of party .policy, 
rendered necessary the appointment of a 
single body compos~d of members of the National 
Executive Committee who ' could survey already 
accepted policy with ' a view to supplementing 
or elaborating ••• This method has been highly 
successful." (National Executive Committee 1935 
Report to Annual Conference. Annual Reports 
of the Labour Party. p18) 

The policy committee was the institutional mechanism 

tr~ough which a continuity of party policy, was assured. 

By 1934 the Labour Party was able to boast of its 

accumulation of policy statements. 

liThe foregoing statements represent a body of 
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doctrine and policy which no other political 
party can show ••• (the) party has worked out 
in considerable detail ••• what its policy on 
major national issues actually is, and how it 
proposes that policy should be carried into 
effect ••• to translate actual policies into 
heads of Bills. tI (National Executive 
Committee 1934 Report to Annual Conference. 
Annual Reports of the Labour Party. p19-20) 

In the final analysis al~ reports produced in this manner 
were channelled through the National Executive Committee 

which "decided whether to issue them in the form of policy 

statements to be ratified by a two ~hirds majority vote 

at conference. Such statements could then be considered 

official policy. The National Executive Committee thus 
occupied a privileged position in this authorisation 

process. 

As far as the constituencies were concerned, the 
National Executive Committee discharged its 

responsibilities as a focus for the party through the 
National Agent. The National Agent was directly 

responsible to the National Executive. It was the task 
of this office to report on the application of the 

Constitution and Standing Orders of the party in all 

areas of local organisation, thus ensuring its operation 

as a single party. The work of the Nati o . al Agent was 

conducted through Local "" Ag~nts. The office of the 
National Agent was one through which a two way process 

of communication was enacted. Local parties were kept 
informed about the decisions made by the central 

institutions of the party, and the National Executive 

Committee kept itself inf~rmed " :of the " kinds of ~6tivity 
which existed locally. It was through this mechani~m 

that the executive exer6ised" its function in deciding 
whether or not to endorse Labour Party candidates for 
election. The National Agent was an institution through 
which the party centrally policed the label 'Labour Party' 
as a way of describing the diversity of political 

thinking and actions existing in local constituencies. 

The National Executive Committee also functioned 

as a focus for the semi-autonomous bodies in the Labou~ 

Party, the Women's Section and the League of Youth. 
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_These organisations had their own conferences and 

organisational structure, yet were accountable tothe 

executive for their actions. The nature of this 

accountability and the limits imposed upon autonomy are 

examined in the section which describes the National 

Executive Committee's disbanding the executive of the 

Le ague of Youth. 

The National Executive Committee was also the 

instit~tion through -which the international relations 

and obligations of the party were channelled. It received 

communications, on behalf of the party, from Labour 

organisations in the colonies and from international bodies 

such as the Labour and Socialist International, the 

Disarmament Campaign and the continental Social Democratic 

Parties. 

Finally, the National Executive Committee kept in 

touch with some of the technical aspects of party organisation, 

such as financial and pUblicity and propaganda work. It 

did this thro~gh the reports of the Finance and General 

Purposes Committee and the Propaganda Committee. 

2.3 The National Joint Council. 

The National Joint 'Council existed before 1930 as 

a forum for dicussion between the Labour Party and the 

trade unions. In May 1930 it was reconstituted in an 

effort to provide an institutional expression of the 

unity of the Labour movement. In 1~34 it was renamed 

the National Council of Labour. It was a body consisting 

of thirteen seats of ' which the Trades Union Congress was 

given seven, . the National . Executive · Committee. three and 

the Consultative Committee of the Parliamentary Labour 

Party three. As such it was a forum for arbitration 

between the three major enunciative institut{ons in the 

Labour movement. 

The formation of the National Joint Council was a 

bid to provide a single voice in place of three voices 

on questions considered to be of national importance. 

The function of the National Joint Council was to-
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11 Consi der matte rs affecting the Labou r 
Movement as a whole, and make provision for 
taking immediate and united action on all 
questions of national emergency. Endeavour 
to secure a common policy and jOint action, 
whether by legislation or otherwise, on all 
questions affecting the workers as producers, 
con sume rs and ci ti zens. 11 (National Joi nt 
Council. 25/11/31 rlinutes.) 

Workers were the community of the National Joint Council. 

It was claiming to be their voice. Because it was 

claiming to be the collective voice of the Labour movement 

it could claim to represent workers in all aspects of 

their lives. This is an (added dimension, as neither 

the Labour Party nor the Trades Union Congress could 

alone claim to represent this group completely. The 

representation of producers was the community of the 

Trades Union Congress and the representation of workers 

as . citizens was the tasks of the Labour Party. By 

linking the political and industrial wings of the party 

the National Joint Council could claim a more 

comprehensive set of constituencies and communities • 

.The unity of the council fS constituency was first 

challenged by the Parliamentary Labour Party in April 1932 
in a bid to protect its enunciative autonomy. 

"There are matters upon which it will be 
necessary to preserve a definite trade union 
or Labour Party point of view. Under certain 
circumstances ••• the Labour Party Executives 
may feel compelled to pay some regard to 
industrial or political expediency." 
(Parliamentary Labour Party 26/4/32 Report to 
the National Joint Council. Minute~.) , 

~This appears to be a bid by the Parliamentary 

Labour Party to preserve for itself a greater authority, 

unchallenged by the National Joint Council, in relation 
to the constituency to which it was the closest, 

Parliamentarianism. The ,constituency of the Parliamentary 
Labour Party was to guide 'socialism' through the 

mechanisms and practices of Parliament. It wanted, 

therefore, to maintain for itself the right to 8 position 

which was not necessarily shared by the General Council 

of the Trades Union Congress 0 r the National Executi ve .

Committee of the Labour Party, and which was able to 
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respond to "expediency" rather than be tied to jOint 

policy decisions. 

The National Joint Council was more than an 

institution on which the collective voice of the Labour 

~ovement was expressed through a process of arbitration. 

It was also the institution where an arbitration of 

issues, or generalised objects, was being negotiated. 

Each of its three constitutive institutions made a bid 

to define, through its reports, the kinds of issues it 

thought required the authority of the collective voice 

of the National Joint Council. 

General patterns may be discovered in the reports 

submitted by the three institutions. The Parliamentary 

Labour Party gave a report of events in Parliament. The 

reports it submitted in 1931 indicated an emphasis on 

matters of fiscal policy (especially taxation and import 

~uties), the state of the nation's economy, the budget, 

employment, armaments, the international situation and 

colonial issues. Its community was the representation 

of labour in Parliament, and as such it had access to 

the process of government, a position from which it 

was able to inform the rest of the movement. In fact 

the Parliamentary group was both informing the movement 

of its activities and opening itself up to criticism and 

pe tition from the National Executive Committee and the 

trades unions, to represent particular positions in the 

process 'of Parliamentary debate. The National Joint 

Council was the m?in institution besides national conference 

through which the Parliamentary group was accountable to 
the executive. The National Joint Council was obliged 

to report to the executive. It should be noted that the 

Parliamentary group was conditioned in its representations 

by the processes of Parliamentary debate and procedure. 

It is unlikely that whilst in opposition the ~arliamentary 
group would often be able to take the initiative and 

introduce issues for Parliament's consideration. 

Like the Parliamentary Labour Party, the National 

Executive Committee reported issues to the National ~oint 

Council ,which arose from its particular sphere of activity. 
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-The executive submitted reports from the policy sub

committees working under its direction. In November 

1931 it reported on fiscal is s ues (m ai nly finance, 

taxation and trade ) the reorganisation of indu stry a nd 

the nation's eco no my , un employme nt, ~ int ernatio n al and 

colonial i ssues • . Th §se are virtually the same as those 

of the Parliamentary group but are the p roduct of 

different kinds of conditions. 

Th e National Exe cutive Committee operate d as an 

authorisi ng institution with a different audience from 

th e Parliamentary Par ty. Its audience was ultima~ely 

the Party as a whol e , whereas the Parliamentary Party's 

audie nce was potentially wider and not necessarily 

confined to the Labour Party. Whilst its communit~ was 

the same as that of the Parliamentary Party, as mentioned 

earlier in this section, its constituency was not as 

close to the structures imposed by Parliament. This was 

particul a rly true when the Labour Party was in opposition. 

Also a Labour member of Parliame nt was required to 

represent a group of people living in a specified 

geogr~phical a r ea .(ihis is the way 'constituency' is used 

in political discourses, rather than the way it is used 

as a n analytic device in this dissertation). The 

community with which the Labour Party constitutionally 

associated itself (see section 2.1) and his or her own 

consci en ce. 

The input of the General Council of the Trades 

Union Co ngress into the National Joint Council gives an 

indication of its sphe re of acti v i ty and the' range of 

issues appro pri a te to its constituencies. Whilst the 

parliamentary group and the executive shared to some 

extent a range of issues, those of the Trad es Union 

Congress were quite distinct. This difference is partly 

accounted for in the locat ion of pres s ures on the congress. 

As the.voice of the trades union movement, it was 

petitioned by trades union br ahc he s a nd trades councils 

to make a_particul ar kind of intervention in its 

di scussions with the oth e r sections of the Labour 

Ilovement . 
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In general the Trades Union Congress was concerned 

with issu e s relating to employment and unemployment. In 

Nov em be r 1931 the Congress made it clear that it expected 

th e Pa rli ame ntary group to push for a shorter maximum 

workin g wee k in it's deliberations on the Children and 

Youn g Pe r s ons Bill, and for a forty hour working week 

for a dult workers. As well as these issues of a domestic 

ch a r a cter, the congress was concerned that the resolutions 

of th e International labour Organisation conferences 

reg a rding working conditions and length of the working day 

be implemented in the British Parliament. In addition to 

this it was also concerned to report on the International 

Di s armament Conference and the trial of the Meerut prisoners 

(pres ented as Trade Unionists) in India. As with the 

Labour Party, the constituencies of the congress extended 

beyond Britain to include organised labour in the colonies. 

It was acting, during this period, at the request of the 

Indi a n Trade Union Federation , as it's agent in Britain. 

This interest in Indian issues may be compared with the 

Labour Pa rty's interests which were wider and included not 

just Indi a n trade unions but the independence constitution, 

poverty and repression as well as aspects of nationalist 

stru gg l es . 

The s e are just a sample of the kinds of issues which 

were fe d into the machinery of the National Joint Council. 

Out of this came certain statements backed by the authority 

of the Council. An examination of the issues for 1931 

indica tes that the Trades Union Congress dominated in the 

struggle for enunciative control in .the Nati9nal Joint 

Council. This is demonstrated in the statement issued by 

the Council on India in the form of a pamphlet called 

' Meerut: Rel ea se the Prisoners ' (1 933) . Whilst this 

combin e d th e fears of the Parliamentary group and the 

Na tion ai Executive Committee over the independence 

con s t itut ion a nd the negotiations through which it might be 

achi e ved, Mee rut was defined as a trade union struggle, 

r a ther t ha n as a na tionalist one. This is more fully 

explain ed i n ch a pter 4.6. 

Th e Meerut is s ue may be seen as an indication of ~ 
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the Congress 's enunciative domination on this parti cular 

issue. It cannot be concluded that in all instan c es the 

Trades Union Congr ess dominated the Council as Pimlott 

(1977 p.19) s ugg ests . In ord e r to establish wh ether or 

not this was true it would be necessary to examine the 

output of th e Council on all issu es and co mpare this 

with the input of its three constitutiv e institutions. 

2.4 The Parliame ntar y La bour Pa rty. 

Th e method of selection of parliamentary candidates 

was stipulated in the constitution of the Labour Party, 

a nd demonstr a tes the nature of the links between the 

constituencies, the parliamentary group and the National 

Executive committee. Candidates were selected by the 

constitu encies in co operation with the executive. 

Selection was restricted to those who were party members 

a nd who undertook to confo~m to the "Con~titution, 

Programme, Principles and Policy of the Party" in 

"s eeki ng to disch a rge the responsibilit~es established 

by parliamentary practice" (Labour Party 1929 Constitution 

a nd Standing Urd ers p.6). in General Elections candida tes 

were obliged to give prominence to the ma nifesto of the 

party (written by the National Executive Committee) in 

th e electio n address. This required a degree of agreement 

between the ca ndida tes and the official policy of the party. 

Non L bout Party me~bers were excluded from candidature. 

Desp ite this kind of institution~l link with the 

party as a whole, t~e position of the .parliamentary group 

offered a certain autonomy. This autonomy was partly 

constituted by the na ture of its enunciative _ function, 

and pa rtly by its site of enunciation. its ~nunciative 

function was separate from that of the National Executive 

Committee. The National ' Executive Committee enunci a ted 

on behalf of the part y a s a whole, under the a uthority 

of conference to which it wa s a ccountable. Offici ally 

it a lso enunci ated on behalf of the parli ame ntary group, 

though not in practice. The function of the pa rliament a ry 

part y was to enunciate on policy issues selected by ~ 

government, or by the pa rty as a whole when the Labour 
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Party was the gov e rnment. lt functioned somewhere in 

be t wee n t he pa rty a s a whole and the requirements of 

pa rl iame nta ry gov e rnm e nt. 

Th e Na ti o nal Ex ecutive Committee and th e pa rli ament

ar y gr ou p op er a ted from different enunciative sites. 

Th e Nat ional Ex ecutive Committee operated from party 

head qua rt ers with the authority of the party behind 

i t . The pa rli a me ntary party enunciated in the pa rliament

a r y a r e na , wh ere from autumn 1931 it was the official 

o ppo s ition, a position it affirmed in the 1935 General 

ll ec ti on. The Labour ~arty remained out of office until 

i t join e d the wa r time administration. 

At first it appears that because the executive and 

th e pa rliam e ntary group operated from different sites 

th er e was .a division of labour between these t~9 important 

cent ra l in st itutioAs. This is not, how~ver, the . case. 

80th we r e actively formulating and enunciating positions 

a nd def inin g objects and issues on behalf of the Labour 

Pa r t y. Thi s wa s a source of conflict between the two 

in s t i tutions a nd a usurption of the function of the 

Nat iona l Ex ecutiv e Committee , as the constitutional head 

of the party betwee n con fer enc es . Th e op e ra t ion of th e 

pa rli ame nt a ry group in so-public an arena was a threat 

to the e xecutive. This autonomy was defended by the 

pa rli am ent a ry group on the grounds that it was necessary 

in orde r for it to operate effectively as the voice or 

th e l a bour Pa rty in the legislative process. Its interven

t i o n in pa rli a ment wa s necessartly an arbitration betw~en 

th e s trictures imposed by the legislative process and 

pa rli ame nt a ry pr a ctices, and the expression of Labour 

Pa r t y po s itions. It claimed that the mechanisms of 

pa rl iame nt a ry procedure prescribed the range of political 

po ss ib i litie s . 

Th er a was a l s o a nother condition oper a ting on 

t he par liame nta ry group, its rel a tionship to its community, 

those whi ch i t cl a i me d to represent. The Pa rli ame nta ry 

gr oup was r equir e d to represent the labour Party's community 

as set out in th e constitution, those who lived by me a ns 
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of a wage . 1n a ddition to this, as members of parliament, 

th ey were a l s o required to represent a second community 

be i ng el ect e d to represent a geo graphi call y de fined ,': :-, ., 

cons ti t uency. 1n this case the word constituency is 

being use d in its usu al sense in political discourse 

to r efe r to a body of electors in a parliamentary division. 

1-1 mem ber of parli a ment was required to express the "will" 

of hi s or her electors as well as the community of the 

La bour Pa rty defined in its constitution. The definition 

of community offered in the Constitution is used in this 

ca s e bec a use it was the definition which the members of 

the La bour Party were required to accept as a condition 

of membership. 1t is possible that this dual community 

led the p a rliame~tary group into conflict with the 

ex ecutive over whose interests were being represented in 

a ny pa rticular ~osition. 

I-I fter the 1931 General (lection the Labour ' 

pa rli a ment a ry group was reduced to forty-six seats, a 

position it improved a little in the 1935 General 

tl ection. 1n 1931 it was to form the official parliamentary 

opposition with most of its leading f~gures, including 

Hend er s on who was party leader, excluded from parliament. 

Lansbu r y beca me leader of the party ' in the House or 
Co mmons . Thus for most of the 1930s the Labour ~arty had 

two l ea d ers ~ one in parliament and another outside. The 

stru ggles which took place in this period between the 

pa rli a me ntary party and the National Executive Committee 

were not empty power struggles, but bids to define the 

Labour Party's objectives and strategies, 

It might be useful at this stage to comment on 

wh a t the theoretical mechanisms set out in the finst 

ch a pter ha ve been able to offer to the material examined 

so f a r. It ha s become apparent that the Labour Party as 

a s ite o f enunci a tion is made up of a number of smaller 

enunci a tiv e sit e s. So far the National Executive Committee, 

th e Nat ional Joint Council ' and the parli amentary party 

ha ve bee n exa min ed. Others a~e examined later in the 

ch a pt er. 
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Each of these enunciative sites has fairly distinctive 

conditions of authorisat ion. The National Executive 

Committee may enunciate on beh alf of the party as a 

whole, that is, it may state positions as official between 

conferences a nd has the advantage th a t executive backed 

resolutions at conference were usually sucessful. 

Ultimately it was ac countable to the ~arty as a whole 

through the Annual Conference . The Parliamentary Labour 

Party was not condtioned by the need to express orficial 

party positions. Individual members of parliament had 

licence to state personal opinions and to even abstain 

from voting in line with party policy on matters of 

'conscience'. The conditions of authorisatio n of statements 

made by the Parliamentary Labour ~arty were partly a 

product of its complex representative runction outlined 

earlier in this chapter. The conditions of authorisation 

of National Joint Council statements were a combination 

of the conditions in which statements from its three 

constituent organisations were made. The statements 

pre sente d to the Natio nal Joint Council by the ~eneral 

~ouncil of the Trades Union Congress were authorised by 

the unions making up the congress. It was open to any 

one of these institutions to dominate in terms of the 

kinds of statements which were issued on behalf of the 

movement as a whole. In the example of enunciati ve 

domination given in section 2.3 the Trades union Congress's 

statement took precedence over those of the other 

institutions. 

The different 's ites of enunciation may also be 

distinguished by using the concept of an audience . As 

set out in section 1.7 audience is a constraint upon 

the general conditions in which statements were made. 

The audience of the Natio nal Joint Council was both the 

political and industrial wing of the movement. This may 

be extended depending on the statement. It is possible 

that the statement on the ~eerut Qrisoners also had an 

audience in lndi a . The National Executive Committee's 

audience was the part y as a whole, although it may on 

occasions have extended beyond that to oth er political 
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org a ni sa tions in opposition to the labour Party, for 

in s t a nce th e Com munist ~arty as well as the Tory and 

lib era l pa rti e s. The audience of th e ~ a rliam e ntary 

l a bour Pa rty wa s pot entially wider than this as it 

primarily loca ted its statements within the parliamenta ry 

a rena . 

Fina lly these sites of enunciation may be 

di s tinguished from each other in terms of their stated 

functions as 'voic es' of particular communities and 

cons tituencies. The Trades Union Congress was primarily 

the voice of the organised Labour movement, its unit of 

orga ni sa tion was the trades union branch. The National 

xecutiv8 Committee was the voice of the party as a 

whole, and the representative of workers who relied on 

their l abour power to produce the means of life. The 

precise identity of communities and certain constituencies 

va ried with the statements "being issued. The ~arliamentary 

Labour ~arty was the voice of the Labour Party's community 

as set out in its constitution, its electors, the 

individu al consciences of the members of parliament and 

when in government, the nation. 

The La bour ~ a rty Conference was a most important 

site of enunciation. It was both the sovereign Jinstitution 

of the pa rty, its collective voice, and a forum where a 

diverse range of positions were arbitrated and policy 

of f ered to be sanctioned as Official was decided upon. 

It was, along with parliament, the forum where the most 

di s sent from official positions was voice. it is therefore 

possible to gain an ' idea of the range of positions within 

the pa rty on any issue by examining its documentation. 

1n cons tructing the Labour Party in terms of its range 

of enunciations the Labour conference prrivides a rich 

s ource of material. 

2.5 Th e La bour ~ a rty Conference. 

Th e Hnnual Labour Party Conference had a delegate 

s tructure through which its members were represented. 

All a ffili a ted bodies were entitled to send delegates in 

proportion to their membership. Conference was both 
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the sovereign body of the pa rty and the are na in which 

the ' voices ' in the party were a ble to find expression. 

As such it was able to , a ccomodate , subject to the 

limit a tions of a delegate structure, the div e rsity of 

positions which existe d within the pa rty a t a ny pa rticul a r 

time . An investigati on of the party 's response to 

particular issues demonstrates that whilst it may be 

attributed a single official position on an issue, a 

diversity of positions were on offer, and the selection 

of one position as official, implies a range of ideological 

and other conditions surrounding this apparent 'choice'. 

Amongst the del egates were trade union representatives. 

Because the La bour Party shared the trades union movement 

with the Communist Party, at least some of the trades 

union delegates to the conference would h~ve been Communists. 

Members of soc i a list societies such as the Independent 

Labour Party a nd the Social Democratic Federation, Fabians 

and representat ive s from the women's section and local 

constituency parties sent delegates to conf e rence. 

The str uctur e of the conference, as set out in 'the 

constitution, impo se d a certain number of conditions on 

it as a site of enu nciatipn. For example, resolutions 

offered for the age nda were not to , exceed three from any 

0~affi1iated organisation. Conference was , not allowed 

to discuss a ny business which. did not appear on the 

agenda or from the Conference Arrangements Committee. 

In additio n to this it was most likely that many of the 

resolutions discussed were composites, a process which .. 

may have compromised some of the positions expressed. 

It was also possible that some of the resolutions 

s ubmitted were not s~lepted for discussion, and that 

even those discussed were subject to constraints of 

time . Conditio ns on the site of enunciation possibly 

effect the kinds of voices which may be articulated, 

and indirectly, the represent a tion of certa in communitie s 

or constituencies . 

The conference bega n with the Chairman's Address. 

The Chairman was selected from the previous conference. / 
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A review of conferences for the 1930s indica tes that 

ch airmen assesse d their tasks differently, but none-the

l ess there was a general pattern inscribed in this office. 

Most bega n with an assessment of the work of the party 

over the pas t ye a r. This generally focused on the centr a l 

institutions, and in particular on its parliamentary 

work. H comp a rison between the written reports of the 

parliamentary party, the National Executive Committee 

a nd the Chairma n indicates his reliance on a conformity 

between these three institutions in defining the issues 

facing the pa rty. 

The National Executive Committee and the Parliamentary 

Labour Party submitted written reports on their work over 

the year to the conference. This provided the delegates 

with the opportunity to question the validity of this 

work on behalf of the movement. This was the mechanism 

through which the executive was accountable for its 

actions to the party as a whole. 

The majority of conference time was spent on 

re s olutions. This was the method by which party policy 

was made or sanctioned. Once a resolution had been 

passed by conference it was constitutionally deb a rred 

from the conference agenda again for three years except 

in c ases where t~e executive considered it necessary to 
reconsider the party's position. Subject to this 

condition any delegate could, on behalf of an organisation, 

put forward a resolution as a bid to define party policy 

on a pa rticular issue. The National Executive Committee 

also ha d to use this method to sanction its policy · 

reports. 

The number of resolutions moved by the executive 

at conference va ried throughout the "1920s and 1930s. 

In 19 20 it offered three, in 1924 five, in 1927 nine, 

in 1930 none, in 1932 five, and in 1936 four. All were 

passed. It was in f a ct, rare for any resolution to be 

defeated, with the exception of In~ependent Labour 

Party (I.L.P.) resolutions which were quite frequently 

defeated. In 1930 the I.L.P. lost three resolutions. / 
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The success of the majority of resolutions indicates 

that there may ha ve ' been s om e sort of negoti ati on with 

the National Executive Committee prior to the conference 

abo ut the kind s of resolutions ~hich were a cceptable . 

The proportions in which the various kind s of 

org a nis a tion s submitted resolutions varie d. In 1920 

the unions proposed five resolutions a ga inst four from 

the constituency pa rties and three from the executive. 

In 1924 the unions proposed three resolutions, th e 

constituencies one and the executive five. In 1930 th e 

constituencies and the unions increa se d their a ctivity, 

the unions proposing seven resolution s and the 

constituencies six. Th a t year the executive did not 

offer any resolutions to conference. In 1933 the activity 

of the constituencies re a ched a peak when they ,successfully 

proposed fifteen resolutions, against five from the unions 

and two from the National Executive Committee. By 1936 

the activity of the 'constituencies had declined and they 

offered only four resolutions, the same number as the 

executive and the unions. Theoretic ally any institution 

which was a constit~ e nt i p~itof the La bour Party could 

o ffe r re s olutions as defi nitions of par ty issues, object s 

and policy. In practice, resolutions as statements of 

policy were subject to a n~mber of structuring mechanisms. 

~n ex a mination of certain statements which were 

offered as resolutions indicate what these might be. 

Take for example, statements offered to the conference 

on India in 1931 on, behalf of the Na tional Executive 

Committee. 

ti T his con fer en c ere a f fir m in g its bel i e fin 
the right of the Indian people to self 
government (exact wording of the 1927 
resolution of the executive passe d at the 
conference) is convinced that the Round 
Ta ble now assembled in London offers a ' 
unique opportunity of est a blishing this 
right in a most effe ctive and cert a in 
ma nner through negotiations between the 
British Government and the representatives 
of all sections of the popUl ation in Indi a . 
It expresses the hope that a ll members of 
the conference will co op era te to this 
gr ea t end with a single mind e d desire 
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to inaugurate a new era of friendship 
between Great Britain and India upon the 
basis of free co operation and consent of 
the Indian peoples." 
(Lansbury 1931 Resolution on' India. Labour 
Party Annual Heports. p.215) 

This demonstrates that once the Labour Party had 

established a policy position through conference, it 

was anxious neither to abandon the position or the 

terminology in which it is expressed. Thus a certain 

continuity was established between past and present 

statements. 

The voice being expressed in this statement was 

that of the Indian people as a single political community. 

The constituency associated with this community was 

independence, reason and right. The audience was the 

Labour Party as a whole through the dele9ates who also 

constituted the co~ditions of authorisation of these 

statements. It is possible that this statement originated 

in the Imperial Advisory Committee under Leonard Woolf, 

which was iet up to consider such matters and then report 

to the National Executive Committee. This statement -

expressed an orientation towards a promptly negotiated 

settlement in conference with lndian representatives. 

This was a position the Labour Party would not abandon. 

Even after the failure of the Round Table Conference it 

continued to support negotiation with , India despite 

much 6riticism from within ,the party for the Joint Select 

Committee on the Indian franchise which replaced the 

Round Tabie as a forum for negotiation. 

In 1932 the National Executive Committee again 

offered a definition of the Indian situation which may 

be seen as an elaboration on its 1931 position. 

"This Conference reaffirms the ' right of the 
Indian people to . choose the form of government 
which they consider to be in harmony with 
their national aspirations (the 'right to self 
government' in 1931 has become the 'right 
to choose a form of government' in this 
resolution) and profoundly regrets that the 
government should have abandoned the policy 
of consultation and conference with represent-
atives of all sections of the Indian people ••• , ' 
Through a general resort to rule by Ordinance 
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through a policy of intimidation, wholesale 
internments and imprisonments (This is taken 
directly from an Imperial Advisory Committee 
document of 1932 which was critical of the 
methods of the National Government in dealing 
with the situation in India, although the 
words 'intimidation' 'internments' and 
'imprisonments' were not part of this document 
and were ~hus, presumably, added by the 
executive). In a return to the autocratic and 
tutorial methods of constitution making, the 
good work accomplished during the last three 
years has been undone. (This was a quote from 
the 1932 Imperial Advisory Committee document). 
The Conference considers that we should take 
steps to convince the Indians that the British 
Government has not departed ••• from its avowed 
policy of establishing a responsible Federal 
Government with such Provincial Assemblies as 
may be decided upon (The Federal solution to 
the Indian issue was implicit in the structure 
of the first Ro~nd Table Conference and the 
result of the ~eport of the Indian Statutory 
Commission in 1930) ••• an amnesty for all persons 
not guilty of crimes of violence (a provision 
inserted in the Joint Council statement on 
Meerut). The Conference further calls attention 
to the intolerable. and unjust delays involved 
in the Indian criminal procedure as revealed 
in the Me8rut conspiracy case, and calls for an 
immediate reform of this procedure. 
(Stataments like this were frequently made by 
local party branches trade unions and the 
Parliamentary group.~ In view of the report of 
the Whitley Commission on Indian Labour ••• to 
pro m 0 t e the g row t h 0 f t r a de un ion ism. ;: 

(Lansbury 1932 Resolution on India. Labour 
Party Annual ~eports. p178) 

The voice and site of enunciation in this statement 

remain the same as in the previous conference resolution. 

The · community being spoken for however, was ~ore closely 

specified. It retains its relation to a community 

composed of the entire population of India, yet makes 

special mention of the Meerut prisoners and Indian labour 

as special communities. The resolutionds ideological 

orientation was still towards a strategy of consultation 

rather than repression, but the Labour Party begins to 

add other points which offer an indication of the 

institutions from which various demands were being voiced. 

Instead of just demanding Indian independence a more 

concrete demand for a federal structure was expressed. 
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· . 
The Labour Party's interest . in the conditions of Indian 

labour, and the improvement of its conditions through 

trade unionism was evidenced in its association with the 

lJhitley, .Commission on Indian Labour 1931 (see section 4.7). 

The criticisms of the Indian judicary expressed in the 

resolution come from the Trades Union Congress, which 

from the evidence suggested by its correspondence was 

being petitioned by its membership to take action on the 

Meerut issue. 

This statement expresses a definite position on 

India and comes from a number or sources rather than 

being completely defined by the executive, although there 

is evidence to suggest that the executive did impose 

certain ideological structuring mechanisms upon statements 

which appeared as resolutions. 

The contention that the executive imposed certain 

ideological conditions on statements offered as resolutions, 

can be ' demonstrated by comparing the resolution on India 

for 1932 just outlined with one proposed by the Independent 

Labour Party in 1930 and seconded by 8ath Labour ~arty. 

This resolution was rejected by the conference, 

"The Conference extends greetings of 
solidarity to the Indian people in their 
struggle for political and economic freedom, 
recognises their right to full self 
government and self determination, including 
the right to independence, welcomes the 
development of a mass movement in India to 
secure these rights and expresses the hope 
that this movement will develop into a mass 
~truggle against landlordism and capitalism, 
The Conference regrets that the Labour 
Government di~ not, in its early stage~ ~: 

Accept full reponsible government ••• b) 
Release the Indian political prisoners.,.(and) 
s~rongly c6ndemns the severe repression with 
which the Civil Disobedience ~ovement has been 
met. The Conference calls upon the Labour 
Government to end the function of serving as 
the policeman of imperialism by withdrawing 
immediately all repressive measures in India, 
lib e rating the pol'itical offenders and opening 
up negotiations ••• " (Brockway 1930 Resolution 
on India. Labour P~rty Annu a l Reports p216). 

The first difference between these two positions 

is the site of enunciation. Although they share the / 
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party conference as a site, one statement came from the 

executive, a privileged site in Labour Party statements 

which was strategic in policy enunciations. The other 

was authorised by the I.L.P. The community being 

represented was the same in both cases, workers, and the 

Indian people as a whole in their quest for independence. 

The only" difference wa s in the I.L.P. 's concern for 

political prisoners which carried no qualification about 

crimes of violence. Also the I.L.P. statement will have 

been issued under different conditions of authoris a tion 

than the executive statement, 

As far as the ideological differences were 

concerned the two resolutions use very different concepts. 

The key concepts defining the constituencies in the I.L.P. 

resolution ' were 'struggle'~ 'solidarity', 'mass struggle', 
:~Iandlord ism', 'capita lism' and 'imperialism'. The key 

concepts in the resolution of the National Executive 

Committee were 'consultation' and 'responsible government'. 

The I.L.P. concepts reveal a different ideological 

orientat ion both in its a ssessment of the situation i~ 

India and the strategies through which that situation 

could be "removed. The I.L.P. were suggesting that the 

situation in India may be descrided by the concepts 

landlordism, capitalism an d imperialism. This was 

removable not through consultation processes leading to 

a responsible independent Indian government as the 

executive suggests, but through mass struggle on the part 

of the Indian people. 

The I.L.P. mentioned the Civil uisobedience 

Campaign as a factor in the political analysis which the 

National Executive Committee ignored in favour of the 

Meerut issue which it defined as a trade union struggle, 

thwarted by the injustices of Indian judicial procedure. 

Both resolutions contained a criticism of the handling of 

the Indian issue, but the I.L.P. wa s criticising the 

Labour Government's methods a nd the Na tional Executive 

Committee was criticising the methods employed by the 

National Government. 
"" 

The basic position being expressed in both 
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resolutions wa s the s a me. 80th c a lled for a rapid 

movement toward s Indi a n irid ependence, but diverg e d in 

terms of the strategies considered necess a ry to achi e ve 

this. 

The 19:52 policy sta tement on India just described 

wa s overridden by a nother in 1933 moved by Leyton Labour 

Party. This will be ex a mined beca use it demonstrates a 

further development of Labour policy on this issue, and 

because it was the result of a negoti a tion with the 

National Executive Committee. The file s of the executive 

contain the original resolution as submitted by the 

Leyton party.fhe motion as it arrived at conference 

had been changed in a number of ways. This demonstrates 

that the executive found certain statements ~ unacceptable 

in a resolution on India. 

"This Conference c .ondemns the Bri tish 
Government's resort to, and persistence in 
a policy of internments and imprisonments 
(originally 'naked terrorism'was added to 
this list) which has led to the use of the 
a rm e d fo r c e s of the crown a ga inst the 
civilian population. The Conference also 
protests against the Government's repudiation 
of pledges repeatedly given by recent 
governments ••• the new constitution of India 
should be negotiated in consultation and 
agreement with the representatives of the 
Indian peoples. (The following was deleted 
at this point 'The imposition of a 
constitutional plan which is not only 
unacceptable to India, but is not based on any 
democratic principle .. or calculated to lead to 
the political pr economic emancipation of the 
masse~'). The Conference reaffirms the policy 
of self determination and self government for 
India accepted at the various party conferences. 
(At this point the original resolution 
condemned the Round Table for its failure to 
achieve a solution acceptable either to the 
Iridian people nr the Labour Party), and 
declares that the party whether in office or 
opposition will continue to do its utmost to 
promote the work of constitution making on 
the basis of equality with, and in consultation 
and conference with all sections of the Indi a n 
people. (This last sentence replaced the 
wording 'to ma ke its own con s titution through 
the medium of a democratically elected 
constituent Assembly with full powers to / 
formul a te th a t constitution' ). The Conf e rence 
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demands from the government the immediate 
release of all prisoners not guilty of crimes 
of violence. (The violence qu a lification did 
not appear in the origin a l resolution but wa s 
added by the executive) •••• The Conference 
demands the immediate release of the Meerut 
prisoners in view of the partisan injustice of 
their trial and the imprisonment they have 
already suffered, (taken from the National 
Joint Council statement on Meerut), asks that 
they should be granted adequate compensation 
and condemns the use of the mechinery of law 
for the supression of trade union and working 
class organisation. The Conference deplores 
that even after the lapse of four years no 
action has been taken on the report of the 
Whitley Commission ••• and appeals to the 
government of India to promote labour 
legislation in co-operation with the leaders 
of the Indian Trade Union Movement." (Leyton 
west Labour Party 1933 Conference Resolution 
on India. Labour Party Annual Heports. p22S) 

By examining what was added to and omitted from 

the original resolution it is possible to draw out the 

ideas and concepts to which the executive objected and 

those which it found acceptable. It objected to the 

de scription 'na k e d terrorism' as a wa y of ref e rring t~ 

the activity of the British Government in India. It 

also insisted upoM the stipulation that it was only in 

support of those )ndian not guilty of violence 1n their . 
political act~vities. It rejected the suggestion that 

the constitutional arrangements so far suggest~d did not 

effect the 'emancipation of the masses' and the suggestion 

that the Round Table Conference had been a failure. It 

insisted on upholding both negotiation as a method of 

settling the Indian constitution (which it w~s defining 

' as one of the key issues in the Indian situation) and 

8ritain'~ position as the authority awarding calonial 

freedom. It was not in favour of Indians settling their 

own constitution, but only aiding Britain to fulfill its 

colonial resonsibilities in framing a constitution for 

India. 

The examination of the Labour ~arty Conference 

in ' this section indicates that it was quite possible for 

a number of institutions, local party branches and trad~ 

union branches to make sucessful bids to define Labour 
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Party policy and official statements. This is true of 

any issue. Indian independence was chosen in this case 

because resolutions concerning this are relevant to the 

Indian case study. in 'order to be acceptable to the 

National Executive Committee, bids to define policy appear 

to need to conform to 6ertain id~ological conditions. 

H closer examination of what the National £xecutive 

Committee accepted and what it rejected in the conference 

resolutions on India make possible a number of comments 

on the sanctioning of positions in conference statements. 

As iridicated earlier in this chapter, two 

identifiable ideological elements in the classification 

of political statements are the communites and constituences 

with which a statement associated itself. There are 

other abstract principles but these are the most 

accessible. It is possible to begin to define the 

differences between what was acceptable and what 

unacceptable to the National Executive Committee by 

examining these structuring mechanism. 

The communities acceptable to the National £xecutive 

Committee were the Indian peoples as a whole and 

political prisoners interned by the British Raj as long 

as they were not guilty of crimes of violence. It 

rejected a bid by the Independent Labour Party to define 

its community as all political prisoners. The constituencies 

acceptable to the ~xecutive were independence to be 

achieved th~ough a strategy of negotiation with India. 

It did not accept the I.L.P. formulation which suggested 

that independence was to ~ be achieved through a strategy 

of Imass struggle'. In this case differences in 

constituencies are not wide enough to specify the 

differences between what was acceptable to the I.L.P. 

and what was acceptable to the executive, as both were 

in favour of independence. But the strategies by which 

those constituencies were to be realised do. The 

executive favoured negotiation rather th a n mass struggle. 

Other communities supported by the executive were trade 

unionists as defined in , the Whitley Commission / 

(see section 4.7), and British Indian citizens as 
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indicated in its limited defence of the ~eerut prisoners 

(see section 4.5 and 4.2). 

Next, the Daily Herald, the Labour Party·s newspaper 

will be considered in terms of its operation as a site 

of enunciation and conditions of authorisation of statements. 

Its f~nctions were quite different from the central sites 

of enunciation already examined in this chapter. 

2.6. The Daily Herald. 

The Daily Herald was the Labour Party's newspaper 

and its point of access to its widest audience. ~t the 

1931 conference it was reported that the paper had a 

daily circulation of one and a quarter million. Editorial 

control was autonomous in the sense that it was subject 

neither to the intervention of the National ~xecutive 

Committee nor the rigours of party policy except in the 

broadest sense. Bevin took over the editorship in 1931 

and in fact complained that the party centrally did not 

make more use of it as a propaganda instrument. 

"They are not receiving sufficient facilities 
for government publicity or from the head 
office of the party, for general party 
publicity, and they (the management of the 
Herald) had expressed the hope that means 
would be ~rovided for closer association in 
order to utilise the paper for propaganda 
purposes and deal more effectively ~ith the 
government proposals." 
lBevin 2414/31 minutes of the National 
Executive Committee.) 

The DaiLy Herald was described by the National Executive . 
Committee as the "authentic voice of the Partyll (1931 

Report to Conference). Who did it thinK was represented 

by this authentic voice? - "the trade union and socialist 

point of view" (1932 Report to Conference). The main 

function of the Uaily Herald was the reporting of 

industrial news from what it considered a trade union 

view point. 

The Daily Herald had a far wider appraisal of issues 

than the Labour Party in general. For example in its 

coverage of Indian affairs it gave detailed accounts of ~ 
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the Civil Uisobedience Campaign, the movements of the 

Viceroy in India and many aspects of Indi a n life and 

industrial af fairs. Pa rty policy on the other ha nd, 

dealt with a much narrower range of issues, confining 

itself to the conditions of Indi a n l a bour a nd the state 

of development of trade unionism, the Meerut prisoners 

and the constitutional settlement. The Daily Herald 

could not possibly have followed pa rty policy, for it 

was required to comment in areas where there was none. 

It was required to produce a commentary on a diversity 

of issues as they presented themselves as 'news I. Yet 

at the same time it had to do this within the general 

framework of a Labour Party point of view. whilst its 

coverage of issues was wider than pa rty policy, the 

Herald did not appear to challenge party policy. 

2.7 The Institutions of Party Discipline. 

The two major institutions for the mainte~ance of 

discipline within the party in this period were the 

Organi s atio n Sub-Committee a nd the Joint Committee o~ 

Party Uiscipline ~ From the activities of these two 

organisat ions it would appear that 1931 was a year in 

which the Labour Party was both establishing the limits 

of its political toleration and scrutinising its relations 

with those institutions which were its close political 

allies. In the aarly part of the 193Ds it was defining 

itself as a party both institutionally and ideologically. 

The instituti~ns under which this was .being 

conducted were set up and controlled by the central 

institutions of the party. 80th reported directly to 

the National lxecutive Committee. 8efore examining the 

various splits and confrontations which tooK place within 

the part y, it is important to underst a nd the institutional 

mechanisms through which discipline was administered. 

It was the job of the urganisation Sub-Committee 

to con s ider disciplinary issues and then pass its 

recommend a tions on to the National ~xecutive ~ommittee 

whose job it was to decide on the appropriate action 
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to be t a ken. The activities of this committee demonstrate 

th a t only cert a in aspects of br eaches in party discipline 

c a me to the attention of the executive. For example, the 

construction of the disciplinary machinery was such that 

it focused on Members of Parliament and Agents who were 

indirectly responsible for ensuring that local branches 

oper a ted within the framework of official party statements. 

fhe disciplinary apparatus was focused on certain instit

utions in the movement rather than on others. 

The Organisation Sub Committee focused on the 

activities of the local Agents. This was mostly a response 

to complain~s from local branches concerning divergence 

from offici~ policy at branch level and depended on the 

willingness of local Agents to co operate. This is made 

clearer thoughout chapter six, when over the issue of 

anti Fa scism many East London Labour Parties defied 

offici a l policy and attended confrontative demonstrations. 

Such branches were unlikely to have been reported to 

dis c iplina ry committees unless there was an active and 

vociferous lobby in a local party in favour of adherence 

to offici a l policy. The Urganisation Sub Committee was 

the mechanism through which the central institutions of 

the party supervised the implementation of party policy 

and practice in the local branches. The case study on 

anti semitism demonstrates the difficulties for the 

central institutions in ensuri.ng that party policy was 

implemented {n East London. 

It wa s through the Organisation Sub Committee 

th a t the National Executive Committee kept in touch with 

its semi autonomous institutions such as the woments 

section and the League of youth. It was thus in a 

position to ensure that the general ideological orientation 

of th ese org a nis a tions wa s in line with official party 

policy. 

Thi s committee a lso focused its attention on the 

policy sub committ e e s of the Na tiona l Executiv e Committee 

in ord e r to ensure that they were fulfilling the porposes 
/ 

for which they were created. ~s indicated in section 2.2 
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policy sub committees were set up for very specific 

purposes. The Organisation Sub . Committee provided a 

critical commentary on the operation a nd conclusions 

of these committees and reported to the National 

Executive Committee. 

Finally, the Organisation Sub Committee acted as 

an arbitor in intra-institutional disputes within the 

party. 

This brief description of the functions of the 

Organisation Sub Committee serves to illustrate that 

disciplinary consfderations were structured in such a 

way as to spotlight the activity of certain institutions 

rather than others. The policing of the ideological 

limits of the party such as was undertaken by the 

National Executive Committee must be considered in the 

light of the operation of this and other disciplinary 

institutions. 

The Joint Committee on Party Discipline' ~as 

formed in April 1931 to supplement the activities of -the 

Organisation Sub Committee on disciplinary issues. It 

was set up to focus on institutions excluded from the 

terms of reference of the Organisation Sub Committee, 

mainly the Parliamentary Labour Party. 

The terms of reference of the Joint Committee 

were set out . in the following way:-

"Var'ious breaches of ~tanding Orders governing 
the relation of individual members to the 
party as a whole have been reviewed ••• · , 
Our people in lhe constituencies look to 
the members of parliament to conduct their 
parliamentary activities as to bring honour 
to the party and promote our claims for a 
clear majority in the House of Commons 
whenever it is found necessary or desireable 
to appeal to the electorate. Recent events 
have shown that there is a steady sense of 
loyalty in the constituencies which we would 
do well to emulate. The Committee feels 
that the latitude allowed under the existing 
Standing Orders ••• " which in the main has 
satisfied the Parliamentary Labour Party for 
many years should be acceptable to all our 
members and the Committee appeals to all 
concerned for a fuller measure of loyalty 
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in the future." 
(N a tion a l Executive Committee April 1931 
Minutes). 

This implies that some found the Standing Orders restrictive. 

The est a blishement of the Joint Select Committee in the 

l a st few months of the Labour Government before it fell 

in . th e Autumn of 1931 may be seen as a bid by the National 

Executive Committee to control the enunciative autonomy 

of the pa rty in parliament and bring it into line with 

the rest of the party. 

It was in consultation with this committee that 

the executive suggested a revision of the Standing Orders 

under which the parliamentary party operated. 

"i) Any member who has conscientious scruple 
on any matter of Party policy shall be free 
to abstain from voting. 
ii) In the case of Private Member's Bills or 
motions which do not raise any question of 
Pa rty policy, or ' on which the government or 
th e Consultative Committee or a party meeting 
ha s come to no decision, members be allowed 
a n entirely free hand. 
iii) ~embers should take the fullest advantage 
of th e opportunity at Party meetings of raising _ 
questi ons of pa rty policy conc e rning which th e y 
may ha ve doubts. 
ivY Divisions should not be called e~cept when 
the whips have been informed and the leaders 
in ch a rge have given their approval. 
v) In cases affecting Party policy it may be 
decid e d to give members a free hand ••• , any 
memb e r taking part in such a debate should 
ma ke it clear that he is expressing only a 
persona l opinion. Members ~ho are speaking 
should take special care to refrain from 
a ttacks in their speeches on other members of 
the Pa rty ••• . It has always been the practice 
whilst in opposition that all amendments of 
a ny substance ••• . should pass through a 
committee of the party.lI 
( Na tion a l Executive Committee. June 1931 
Minut es.) 

This a me ndment of parliamentary Standing Orders 

r epr ese nts a red e finition of the conditions under which 

th e pa rty in pa rliament oper a ted. The result was a 

tigh te r control o~ the r a nge of positions which ~embe!s 

of Pa rli ame nt were a ble to express. Members were also 

c om pell e d to vote in line with party policy except where 
'" non e exi s t e d and no directive wa s given. 
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The first meeting of the Joint Committee was 

domin a ted by two issues. The first was the disciplinary 

action t a ken a gainst Members of Parliament who ha d been 

absent, or voted against the Government in 'important 

decisions'. These turned out to be the Representation 

of the Peoples 8ill and Army and Navy lstimates (defence 

expenditure). These were judged to be matters of 

fundamental principle. The second issue was the problem 

posed when a Member of Parliament's membership of an 

organisation presented a clash of interests with pprty 

policy. 

Even these stricter definitions of the party which 

were attempts to more closely specify its enunciative 

function allowed the possibility of representing a 

multiple community as outlined in sect&on 2.4. In 

addition to this a great deference was paid to matters 

of 'conscience' and allegiance to other organisations. 

The next fiQe sections in this chapter deal with a 

variety of institutions with which the labour Party ca~e 

into conflict. These were different kinds of conflicts 

because the institutions involved had different kinds of 

rel a tions with the labour ~arty. The Independent labour 

Party was an autonomous organisation with its own 

Conference and organisational structure; It was affiliated 

to the labour Party and as such was subject to its 

constitution and standing orders. Section 2.9 examines 

the struggles in which the Independent Labour Party . 
disaffiliated frbm t~e labour Party, and the -ways in 

which their differences were expressed. The Communist 

Part~ was completely autonomo~s, but constantly sought 

alliances with the labour Party in one form or another~ 

Mosiey's New Party began by setting itself up within 

the l a bour Party because some of its original key members 

were l a bour Party memb er s •. They wer e expelled. The labour 

Nationalists were also labour Party members. They too 

were expelled. Finally, the league of Youth was a 

con s tituent part of the labour Party. 

into line with official policy. 

It was brought 
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In th e cas e of ea ch of these struggles th e La bour 

Part y was forc e d to st a te its differenc e s with th e 

appropr i ate in s titution. In so doin g it was de fining 

itself . Th e next five sections look a t how it did thi s . 

2 . B Re l a tion s with the Communist Party 

The La bour Pa r t y officially e s t a blished its dista nce 

fro m th e Communist Pa rty "through ' t~ch~ical or in s titution a l 
me c ha ni sms . This principle wa s firmly est a bli s hed in 

th e a pp e ndix of the Constitution and Standing Ord e rs 

which quot e d r esolution s from conferences going ba ck 

t o 1Y2 4 in which the position of the La bour Pa rty vis a 

vi s th e Communist Party was set out under the a uthority 

o f conf e rence. It was : - " That the applica tion for 

a ffili at ion from the Communist Party be refused." 

(L ab our Pa rty 1929 Constitution and St a nding Order s . p.11) 

By th e 192 5 conference it declared that :- "No member of 

th e Comm unis t Pa rty sh all be eligible to become a me mber 

of a ny ind i vidu a l section of any affiliated local Labour 

Party. or be entitled t o rema in a mem ber . 1I (L a bo ur Part y 

1929 Co ns ti t ution a nd St a nding Ord ers p.11). By 1928 it 

ha d bee n decl a r e d by conference that:-

Af f ilia tion to the Labour Party "impli e s 
ge nera l loy alty to the decisions of the 
Pa rty Confer e nce a nd debars affiliated 
orga ni sa tion s a nd their br a nches from promoting 
or as soci a ting in the promotion of candida te s " 
for public authorities i n opposition to 
tho se of the La bour Party . " 
(L a bour Pa rty 1929 Constitu t ion a nd St a nding 
Or ders p.11) " 

Th ese pr onouncem e nt; effectively prohibited La bour Pa rty 

members a t loc al a nd na tional level from sh a ring political 

pl atforms by 1929 with:-

" Mem ber s of politica l pa rti e s not eligible 
for a ffili a t i on to the La bour Pa rty. including 
the Comm uni st Pa rty, or a ny individu a l who 
opposes con sti tuti o na lly select e d Labo ur " 
candidates ." 
( Labo ur Pa rty 1929 Con s titution a nd Sta nd i ng 
Orders p.11) 

Th us , th e La bour Pa rty constitutiona lly defin e d 

i ts boundaries t o ex clud e th e Com mun is t Pa r t y a nd a ny 
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one else who stood agai nst Labour candidates in a ny kind 

of public election. This establishment of institutional 

and technic a l boundaries was just a way of expressing 

other, ideological differences, for which the label 

Communist Party became a symbol. In establishing itself 

as the voice of the trade union movement the Labour 

Party had to displace the Communist Party. The struggles 

which took place between the two parties in the 1930s were 

about the authority to enunciate on behalf of the Labo ur 

movement. Each claimed to represent the interests of 

workers as a community more closely. 

Many of the officially expressed objections of the 

Labour Party to the ideologies and strategies of the 

Co'mmunist Party focused on the trade union movement a nd 

the right to define legitimate principles of trade union 

activity . In the National Joint Council report to the 

1933 confe~ence the Commu~ist Party was accused of 

"attempting to disrupt the trade union movement". 

(National Joint Council 1933 Annual Reports of the 

Labour Pa rty p.18). This was a reference to the beli~f 

that the Communist Party urged its members to become 

Shop Stewards in order to discredit union officials by 

sending out circulars challenging their ability to 

represent the workers. Many of the official objections 

posed to communist work in the trade unions centred on 

its strategies and the use of conflict in the place of 

conciliation. 

"The first objection to these bodies i~ 
that they mean'a diversion of working class 
efforts in our own movement in Great Britain 
••• . . Our people, the rank and file, many 
of them who ought to be concentrating their 
efforts in the development of the trade 
union movement " ... and the Labour Party . ••• f 

are not concentrating on the real work 
in hand. 1t 

(Shinwell 1933 Annual Reports of the Labour 
Pa rty. p.146) 

This statement made on behalf of the executive 

makes an implicit reference to two points of divergence 

with the Communist Party. In the first place the Communist 

Party was the representative of a slightly different 



community than the Labour Party. The Communist Party's 

community refers to workers as a class whatever their 

nationa l associations . Workers were those who had a 

particular relation to the processes and means of 

production, rather than those who lived by means of their 

labour. The second point of difference with the Communist 

Party was in terms of purpose and strategy. The Labour 

Party considered that trade unionists should be directing 

their ·activities towards the development of their 

instruments of representation, the Labour Party and 

trade unions. It , suspected that the class-struggle 

strategy of the Communist party led trade unionists into 

conflict with their representatives and was, therefore, 

a diversion from the proper practice of trade unionism 

and the political strategies appropriate to it. 

One of the principal objections to the Communist 

Party was its association with Moscow. The dangers of 

this associatio n were spelled out in the Labour Party 

pamphlet liThe Communist Solar System" (1933). This 

pamphlet, rather than set out the Labour Party's political 

objections to communism, relied on an understanding 

that the Communist Party was an ... influence which undermined 

the legitimate work of the Labour movement. It pointed 

out that the Communist Party in Britain was but a 

satellite of Moscow, and as such a point of access to 

Britain for Russian influence. It was stated in the 

official pronouncements of the Labour Party (1933 p.21) 

that national Communist Parties were but focuses for 

Comintern intervention in the affairs of nation states. 

Communism was thus synonimous with a kind of foreign 

invasion. This is more fully investigated in section 6.7 

"The Communist International may be regarded 
as a central fer via of like association 
with a number of similar bodies each of which 
being dark itself is indabted to the sun 
(Moscow) both for light and heart." 
(L a bour Party 1933 The Communist Solar System p.2 2 ) 

' Dff{~ially the Labour Party beleived that it was 

a focus for Communist Party attacks because of its 

strategic position within the Labour movement. Pollit / 
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wa s r e ported to have said "We shall crush them in our 

embr a c e " (L a bour Party 1933 The Communist Solar System 

p.5). This a ttack was thought to be rooted in the 

Com muni s t Pa rty's dislike for the democratic methods 

to which the La bour Party subscribed. The Labour Party's 

position on this was captured in the slogan "d emocracy 

versu s dictatorship" (Labour Party 1933 An~ual Reports 

p.217). Which was a way in which the Labour Party 

officia lly sought to distinguish itself from the Communist 

Pa rty. These differences are one of the subjects of 

ch a pt e r six. 

The threat which communism posed to democratic 

politica l institutions was thought tu be amply documented 

in the c a se of Germany wher~ it was considered that both 

communism and ' Nazism posed equal if distinct threats to 

tr a de unionism. It was believed in Labour PartY(193i~ 
circles th a t the entry of the German communists into 

pa rli a ment, in an effort to bring about its destruction,. 

was r e sponsible for the rise of militarism and the dangers 

pres ented to politica1 and civil liberties. The link

between f a scism and communism was made by reference to 

their styles of activity and rooted in their anti 

parliame nt a ry character. 

Throughout the 1930s the Labour Party issued 

wa rnin gs a bout the dangers associated w~th the infiltration 

of individual communists into the Labour movement . The 

a pplic a tion of the Communist Party to become affiliated 

to the La bour PartY,was turned down at ·~ tbe .. J924 :,. 1925 and 

19 28 La bour Party Conferences, as were invitations in 

the 1930s to form a popular front against Fascism. 

Ihe Labour Party1s official objections to the 

Communi s t Party extended to all those campaigns which 

it c ons id e red to be fronts for Communist Party activity~ 

Ihe links between the Communist Party a nd its supposed 

'fron t ' org a ni s ations were established in terms of 

th e ir pe r s onnel a nd methods of political activity . 

From 192 5 onwa rds the Labour ~arty began issuing what 

wer e known a s 'black circulars ' . containing lists of 
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pro sc ri be d org a nisations with which local branches were 

in st ruc te d to ha ve no contact, even though the aims and 

pro grammes of some of these organisations would not have 

been i nc o ns istent with membership of the Labour Party. 

By 193 3 t he list of proscribed organisations included 

the Work ers International Helief, National Labour Defence, 

Le ag ue Aga inst Imperialism, Meerut Prisoners Relief 

Co mmi tt ee , Friends of the Soviet Union, The Anti War 

Mov eme nt, The Le a gue of Militant Atheists, Guild of 

Milita nt Co op e r a tors, The Labour Research Department 

and th e Relief Fund for the Victims ' of German Fascism. 

2.9 Re l a tions With the Independent Labour Party. 

The dircumstances-in which the Labour Party began 

to distinguish itself from the Independent Labour Party were 

produced by the Labour Party's revision of its Standing 

Ord e r s which governed the " manner in which Labour M.P.s 

might o pe r a te; a nd a demand from the I~L.P. conference 

th a t its pa rliamentary group undertake to represent 

I.L. P. policy in parliament. This resulted in a clash 

betw ee n th e La bour Party which was being increasingly 

s t rict a bout the statements of Labour Members of Parliament, 

a nd th e I .L.P., whose conference was demanding that its 

policy be represented by the I . L.P. group in parliament. 

Bec a use the I.L.P. group in parliament came under Labour 

Pa rty St a nding Orders there was an inevitable clash with 

the La bour Party. This situation was the result or 

incre a sing national and internat~onal pressure on the 

I.L.P. to esta blish , its differences with the Labour 

Pa rty. Int e rna tional pressures ~ere implemented through 

th e Lea gue Ag a inst Imperialism, an organisation built 

to s upport anti imperialist struggles and considered by 

ma ny i n t he La bour Party to be under communist influence. 

Th i s o rg a ni sa tion wa s highly critical of the colonial 

policy o f th e La bour Government. James Maxton who 

wa sCl membe r o f the British section of the League and a 

l ea di ng I . L . P . member wa s being called upon by the League 

t o ef in e th e diff e rence between the Labour Party and 

I nd e pe nde nt La bour Pa rty on a range of issues pertaining 
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"to "colonial policy. 

In additio n to being prompted to define its 

differences with the Labour Party and assert the policy 

set out in " Soc ialism in our Time" and "Internationalism 

in our Time" (the major statements of LL.P. policy) in 

Parliament, which meant a challenge to the Labour Party, 

the I . L . P. was q~ite possibly disillusioned with the 

mode of operation of the Labour Party. The possibility 

of a speedy movement to socialism when the Labour Party . 

managed to fo'rm a government in ·1924 and again in 1929-

31 was quickly discredited in I~L.P. circles. The I.L.P. 

was also denied a voice iri policy making in the Labour 

Part y. In 1930 it ha d three resolutions defeated at 

Labour Party Conference . This was the only avenue open 

to it in policy making, apart from the possibilities 

posed by its single seat on the National Executive 

Committee. The I.L.P. must have realised by 1931 that it 

was unable to have much of an impact on the policy and 

strategy of the Labour Party. 

This particular combination of circumstances led 

the I,L.P. into defining its differences with the Labour 

Party at a time when the "policy of the Labo ur Party was 

quite left" (Brockway 1977 Interview.) and therefore more 

acceptable to the I.L~P. The LL.P.?·'s request for a 

debate with the Labour Party in which their political 

differences might be established was met with the response 

that the issue to be settled was whether or not the I.L.P. 

was prepared to instruct its parliamentary group to 

operate under Laboui ~arty Standing Urders. HS with 

the Lommunist ~arty, the Labour Party insisted in 

defining its differences in a technical way through 

references to the Constitution and Standing Orders. 

Brockwa y (1931 Annual conference) considered that 

the two parties had differing fundamental views. He was 

of the opinion that the Labour party, having been elected 

to Parliament s hould have boldly presented a 'socialist~ 

policy by which it could stand or fall electorally, rather 

than:- "Seek to maintain office and do all it could for' 

the working class under the circumstances." (Brockway 
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1931 Annual Re ports of the Labo ur Party P.174). 

H further criticism of Labour Party strategy came 

from Ma xton (1931 conference) who complained of the pace 

a t which the Labour Party was approachi ng "soci a list 

o b j e c t i v e s " ( 1' 1 a x ton 1 93 1 Ann u a 1 Rep 0 r t s 0 f the La b 0 u r 

Party p.179) 
"80th of them (Clynes a nd Morrison) seem to 
me to visualise socialism still as something 
in the dim and distant future and that it is 
still possible to maintain the capitalist 
system in the same kind of being, while by 
small instalments, you insert a socialist 
fabric in the middle of it . I •• . fhe people 
are prepared to respond to a call to working 
class power now l " 

(Maxton 1931 Annual Reports of the Labour 
Pa rty PI179). . 

Brockway suggested in "The I.L.P. and the Crisis" (1931) 

and "Socialism with Speed" (1928) that the LL.P. stood 

for a mass movement of workers organisation outside 

parlia me nt in industry, where it stood for worker control, 

as well as supporti ng the Labour Party demand for higher 

working class living standards. 

The major differences between the Labour ~arty and 

the I.LIP. lie in the speed with which socialism was to 

be brought abo ut as well as some diff8rences in what 

soci alism consisted of. in addition to this there was 

also a critical difference in their respective spheres 

of operation. The Labour Party was centred on parliamentary 

activity and found certain kinds of extra-parliamentary 

activity questionable, whereas the I.L.P. professed an 

adherence to mass action. This was a point at which 

the I.L.P. shared certain strategies with the Communist 

Pa rty. 

The split. which-occured beti.Jeen -- the· Labou~ Party .tand 

tb~ I .L.P. came at a time when the I.L.P. required more 

fr ee dom to express itself in parliament than the Labour 

Party was willing to allow . Uhilst the I.L.P. did not 

a ppe a r to ha ve deep policy divisions with the Labo ur 

Party it r equired the freedom to criticise its operation 

in pa rli a ment. The National Executive Committee of the / 

La bour Pa rty claimed in its report to conference, that 
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' it ' did not wa nt a "part y within a party" (N a tion a l 

Executive Committee 1931 Annual Reports of the Labo ur 

Pa rty p.300). 

The vote in the I.L.P. in favour of disaffili a tion 

from the Labour Party was by no means una nimou s . Two 

hundred a nd forty one were for disaffili at ion at the 

conference a nd one hundred and forty two were agai nst. 

Many would ha ve preferred to stay within the La bour 

Party a nd many in the Labour Party would have preferred 

the I.L.P. to remain affiliated. In many cases on a 

local lev el the two continued to co operate. In 1935 

at the La bqur ~arty Annual Conference the deleg a te from 

Holderness Labour Party stated that the local I.L.P. 

branch ha d been very helpful and that there wa s much 

co operati on between them locally. None-the-Iess the 

I.L.P. disaffiliated in July 1932 after much correspondence 

with the secretary of the Labour Party. 

2.10 The Leaq ue of Youth. 

The history of the League of Youth is marked ' by,

its development from a series of small organisations in 

1924, and ,its struggles with the National Executive 

Committee for the funds necessary to develop an 

or gahisation a l structure of its own. 

Whe n the Le a gue ~as founded the Labour Party 

officially, was clear about ' its function. It was to 

act as a recruiting mechanism, whereby young people 

could be e nticed ' into the Labour Party. It was to 

organise c erta in recreational and entertainment facilities 

to appeal to th e youthful wing of the Labour movement, 

and to org a nise political education. It was quite 

specifical ly not to "deal with matters relating to the 

constitution or policy of the Party.1t (National Executive 

Committee. 1936 Annual Reports of the La bour Party p.17U) 

In 1929 the Le ag ue won the right to hold its own 

conference a nd e l ect its own Executive Committee which 

was to act und er the a uthority of the National Executive 

Committee of the pa rty. Hlso in 1929 it won the tight to 
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ln~rease its upper age limit from twenty one to twenty 

five years of age. This had the effect of increasing the 

age overlap with the parent party as the league took 

members from Yourteen, and the Labour Party from sixteen. 

It was accepted that the league was, to some extent, 

providing an alternative to the party. Many of the 

struggles around , the ~eague , focused on the age limit. 

There was much discussion at party conference about the 

need to lower the age limit. It was recognised that the 

most active of the league's membership was at the upper 

part oY the age limit and resisting joining the party, 
,.- :-

making the league into _an alternative. At the 1931 

conference of the Labour Party the League of Youth moved 

that the age limit be raised to thirty, but this was 

defeated. 

8y 1931 the lea~ue had established its r{ght to 

send representatives to local Labour Party branches. In 

1933 after a struggle with the National Executive Committee 

for funding, the League was allowed to employ a National 

Organiser. 8y 1934 it had persuaded the executive to _ 

allow one of its representatives onto ~he National 

Executive Committee and had also won the right to attend 

Labour Party ConYerence. 80th of these arrangements were 

in an ex-officio capacity which meant they did not include 

the right to vote. The League of Youth had also by this 

time, set up its own journali 'New Nation'. 

Not only was the league engaged in a struggle to 

build up its organisational structure, it was also trying 

to establish an enun~iative function for itself wi~hin 

the party. At the 1936 conference of the league, a 

proposal from the National Executive Committee suggesting 

a reduction of the age limit, to twenty one was rejected. 
" 

In addition to this the conference went on to demand that 

the league's journal, the New Nation be given editorial 

autonomy, including the right to ' criticise party policy 

as laid dow~ by La~our ~Party ' Conference~ The League 

also made a b~d for the right to determine its own policy 

on all issue 5, i r r 'e specti ve of party policy. Th is 
'" represented an institutional challenge to the ideological 
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brientation imposed on the party as a whole. This 

conference also voted in favour of increased autonomy 

for its executive. This represented a challenge to the 

sovereignty of the National ~xecutive Committee. 

In addition to these institutional challenges to 

the Labour Party, this conference of the league made a 

more directly ideological challenge by voting in favour 

of a united front of youth organisations in response to 

a request from the Communist Party. In view of the 

Labour Party's repeated warnings ab~ut the dangers of 

communism and joining alliances with the Communist Party, 

this was a direct challenge to official policyp The kind 

of united front which the Communist Party was suggesting 

was regarded as a plot orchestrated from Moscow. 

These were the incidents which led the National 

Executive Committee to report later in 1936 that it had 

disbanded the Executive Committee of the League of Youth, 

suspended publication of the -New Nation' and assumed the 

responsibility for calling the next Annual Conference of 

the League i tsel f. The National Executive considered -

that its action was intended to rest6re the league to 

its original constitutional pdsition in the 'Labour Party. 

2.11 The National Government and the Labour Party. 

The resignation of' the ·: Labour cabinet in the Summer 

of 1931, prompted by the publication of the report of the 

May Committee which recommended a package of cuts in 

public expenditure in .line with pre-Keynesian economic 

orthodoxy, led to the formation of the National Government 

in which several prominent Labour Party members served. 

The most eminent of these were I'lcDonald and Snowden . .. 

The result was that a number of Labour Party members 

became Nationalists in the National Government which was 

an alliance of political elements. The National Executive 

Committee considered that membership of the National 

Government was inconsistent , with membership of the Labour 

Party. This decision was duly endorsed by the conference. 

"Party members who support the National Government~ 
The National Executive Committee has under 
consideration the position of the members of 
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the Labour Party who have associated themselves 
with the formation of the so-called National 
Government, and have instructed me to convey ••• 
a copy of a resolution adopted by it on Monday 
September 28th ••• 'That members ••• of the Party 
who have supported the new National Government 
thereby cease to be members of the Labour Party' ••• 
It was strongly felt that no distinction could 
be made in the attitude of the N~tional Executive 
Committee to the actions ••• leading to the threatened 
anti Labour combination from that shown in the 
establishment of the New Party by Sir Oswald 
Mos l~ earlier in the present year ••• 11 

(Henderson November 1931 Circular on the National 
Government.) , 

Henderson's argument rested on two con siderations. The 

first was the precedent set by the expUlsion of the New 

Party. The second was a concern for the threat posed to 

the Labour Party constitution by certain key members 

placing themselves under the authority of th~ National 

Government as a combination of political influences not 

under Labour Party authority. 

These arguments were supported at the 1931 

conference when the National Executive Committee reported 

on the expulsion and asked for party approval for its -

actions. Instead of outlining its differences with the 

Labour ' Nationalists, the executive issued a statement on 

the importance of party unity. This was outlined in the 

chairman's address ' to conference. 

"Never was unity more essential. We have too 
many uncontrolled sectional or individual 
interests in our ranks at present, and it 
requires some magnetic influence or policy 
to bring them into a complete unity. We are 
not a coalition, we are a single movement. 
Loyalty with reservation is not enough ••• l 
have no desire ••• to stifle freedom of ppinion 
or to prevent protest agiinst any action ••• 
by the National Executive of the Party, or 
by the Labour Party in Parliament. But 
protest and criticism should be made within 
the Party Constitution and inside the Party 
walls. When protest has been lOdged and a 
decision has . been arrived at by a majority, 
the very least we must expect is that the 
minority will loyally abide by the decision ••• " 
(Conference Chairman 1931 Annual Reports of ~ 
the Labour Part~ p.158) 

The Labour Party did not outline its ideological 
;-

differences with the Nationalists until it issued a joint 
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-manifesto with the Trades Union Congress. In this it 

claimed that · the National Government was "a government 

of persons acting without the authority of the people" 

,Trades Union Congress, National Executive Committee 

and Parliamentary Labour Party 1931 Annu al Reports of 

the Labour Party p.5). Further-more this report claimed 

that the Government was" -

I'Determined to attack the standard of living 
of the workers in order to meet a situation 
caused by a policy pursued by private banking 
interests ••• It is an attempt to reverse the 
social policy which, in this country, ha s 
within limits provided for the unemployed , 
the aged and the sick ••• It is irrevocably 
commi tted 'to seriou s cuts in unemployment 
benefits ••• cuts in public health and education 
(it has united) the entire Labour movement to 
determined opposition ••• " 
(Trades Union Congress, National Executi~e 
Committee and the Parliamentary Labour Party 
1931 Annual Reports of the Labour Party p.5) 

The closest the Labour Party got to defining its 

differences with the Nationalists in its own ranks was 

through its defence of working class living standards 

upon which the National Government was mounting an attack. 

In line with the Keynesian influence in the Labour Party 

policy machinery, the statement went on to criticise the 

Nat ional Government for its financial orthodoxy. 

2.12 Mosley and the New Party. 

Although the New Party was used as a precedent when 

the Labour Nationalists were expelled from the Party, the 

only reason officially given for the expulsion of the New 

Party was that it had stood against the Labour Party in 

elections. Mosl ey and his supporters were therefore 

posing a constitutional threat to the Labour Party by 

standing against it. This represented an implicit 

renunciation of the authority of the Labour Party. 

The Labour Party again in this instance, cho se to establish 

its differences with the New Party in 1931 in terms of 

technical . or constitutional rather than id eo logical . issues. 
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2.13 Conclusions. 

Examining the struggles in which the Labour Party 

engaged with the Communist Party, the Independent Labour 

Party, the Labour Nationalists, the League of Youth and 

the New Party, it has been possible to determine the 

manner in which it defined its differences with these 

institutions. What appears to have been at "·stake, as 

far as the Labour Party was concerned, was its right to 

maintain its enunciative sovereignty. It was not prepared 

to allow within its ranks, those who did not subscribe to 

the conditions of authorisation of statements within the 

Labour Party, in which the National Executive Committee 

had a privileged position through its influence on 

conference and right to enunciate on behalf of the party 

between conferences. The" Labour Party was maintaining 

its right to police the conditions of authorisation of 

statements. This partly explains its relations with the 

Independent Labour Party, the New Party, the League of 

Youth and the Nationalists. If these had been allowed 

to both remain in the party, and maintain their right -to 

aut~orise statements, they would have presented an 

enunciative challenge to the Labour Party challenging its 

right to authorise statements. 

It almost seems as if it did not matter whether 

these institutions challenged the kinds of statements which 

the Labour Party wished to make; although they most 

certainly would have done or they would not have bothered -to challenge the Labour Party I s way of issui.ng and 

authorising statemerits. Ther~ wo~ld have been little 

point in challenging the Labour Party's conditions of 

authorising statements unless : it was to establish the 

right to disagree. The Labour Party demonstrated that it 

was not prepared to tolerate those who were not subject 

to its constitution and Standing Orders by which it 

demanded that all members subscribe to its policy, 

principles and programme as a condition of membership. 

Apart from challenging the institutions described 

in the last section on the grounds that they usurped the 

enunciative sovereignty of the party, the Labour Party did 
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~n 'some cases state its differences with some institutions 

in terms of principles or ideologies. This was certainly 

true in its relations with the Communist Party which did 

not present an enunciative threat. Recognising that it 

shared the trade union movement with the Communis~ Party, 

the Labour Party insisted that it more closely represented 

the interests of trade unionists through its twin 

constiuencies of conciliation (rather than conflict with 

trade union leaders) and democracy as represented in its 

orientation to the methods of parliament. 

THe Labour Party also defined its differences with 

the Labour Nationalists ideolog~cally. The Labour Party 

defined its community in its condemnation of the National 

Government as workers, the sick, the old and the unemployed 

(see section 2.11). It claimed that the Nationalists were 

misrepresenting this community because they did not take 

as their constituency the living standards of these people, 

choosing instead to represent a constituency which 

concerned itself with financial orthodoxy. 

Finally this chapter also demonstrates the manner 

in which the Labour Party operated as a site for the 

enunciation of statements and their conditions of 

authorisation. lt demonstrates that whilst it is possible 

for statements to come from a variety of sources and be 

accepted as official, it is necessary for them to conform 

to certain ideOlogical conditions. The notions of 

community and consitutuency have made it possible to . 

draw out certain of these ideological conditions • . Because 

of this it provides a method for analysis of Labour Party 

statements in terms of the structuring mechanisms which 

produce them. By looking at the communities and 

cons.tituencies . of a statement it is possible to make 

comparisons with other statements and begin . to establish 

some of the differences between official and unofficial 

statements, a recurring theme in this thesis. 

Because this dissertation is an analysis of Labour 

Party statements, it is important to establish the manner 

in which they are authorised, how they are voiced and 

where they come from. The next chapter will examine the 
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ways in which the Labour Party defined socialism, and 

which of these definitions was acceptable as official 

policy. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Labour Party Socialism 

Chapter two examined the manner in which the 

Labour Party worked as a site of enunciation, a place 

from which statements were issued. It looked at the 

various claims made on behalf of the Labour Party to 

defined its communities and constituencies, that is, who 

and what it represented. These are important to the 

whole of this dissertation which focuses on the way race 

issues were posed by and on behalf of the Labour Party 

and the extent to which they were informed by notions of 

political community. 

Chapter thre~ takes up another theme important to 

the case studies in this dissertation, socialism. 

Socialism was the Labour Party's key constituency. 

It is general, abstract and problematic as a concept. 

It poses a range of other constituencies and strategies 

by which they might be achieved. !::iocialism is problematic 

because it has no simple range of definitions associated 

with it. It is constructed in the statements issued by 

the Labour Party and its members. Socialism was what the 

Labour Party staod for and a focus for a number of 

competing definitions~ It is the aim of this chapter 

to give an outline of the ways in which it was constructed, 

and how these constructions informed statements on 

foreign and colonial relations. 

''' Definitions of socialism as statements of what 

the Labour Party stood for are part of the ideological 

structuring mechanisms which produce statements of a 

particular c~aracter. On whatever the Labour Party 

pronounced, it was required to offer an approach which 

could be called 'socialist'. Once the manner in which 

the Labour Party works in issuing statements (see chapter 

two) and the range of definition of socialism associated 

with the Party has been established, it will be possible 

to examine the structuring mechanisms producing specific 

statements on anti semitism and India in the light of 
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-this. 

Socialism is a concept which organised and defined 

a series of discursive objects for the Labour Party in 
the 1930s. Many of the statements made by the Party were 

claims to define socialism. These claims were, in some 

ca ses, made in terms of policy definitions, for example 
public ownership. 1n other cases claims were more 

philosophical and concerned issues such as democracy. 

Most definitions of socialism offered by the 
Labour Party described the situation in Britain. These 

will be referred to as definitions of domestic socialism. 

But it also developed and offered policy and philosophical 

definitions of socialism in international relations. 
80th domestic and international definitions of socialism 
are the subject matter of this chapter. The examination 

of socialism offered in this chapter is to replace 

Miliband's 'labourism'. This is something which he sees 
as a perman~nt and uniform essence in Labour Party 
deliberations, to be measured against his definition of 

socialism. Definitions of socialism are important to -

the examination of Labour Party statements as they 
shape the formation of objects and concepts in the 

discourse and t hus act as a structuring mechanism on 

statements. 

socialism was the key constituency with which the 

Labour Party identified itself as a political institution. 

This was a claim asserted throughout the party's history. 
The labour Party does not state in its constitution that . 
it is a party of socialism, yet it did define itself in 

t~rms of ~arliament, ' trade unionism and co-operativism. 
It broadly states its policy in the constitution in 

terms of the representation of workers in pursuit of ' a 

more equitable allocation of society's resources. This 
may be seen as a very general bid to define socialism, 

to which it repeatedly stated its adherence at successive 

conferences. For example in 1931 under the heading 

of a "General Resolution on Policy" Clynes moved the 

following resolution at party conference:-
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"This Conference re-affirms its conviction 
that socia lism provides the re a l solution 
to th e evils resulting from unr eg ul ated 
competition on th e one ha nd and the dominatio n 
of vested in terests on the other, and pre sses 
for the exten tion of publicly owned in dustries 
and services conducted solely in the interests 
of the people." 
(Clynes 1931 An nu a l Reports of the Labour Party. 
p. 176) 

By the 1930s the Labour Party was firmly associated 

with s oci al ism. , Socialism was the basis of its claim 

to represent a new force in British parliamentary 

politics distinct from Liberalism and Toryi sm. 

3.1 Policy Definitions of So~iali s m: Public Ownership. 

There were two major areas of Labour Party policy 

which ma y be described as policy claims to define 

socialism. The first was welfare policy and will not 

be dealt with except as a local issue in East London 

( see section 6.2). The second was public ownership. 

Public own ersh ip of certain areas of the economy in 

conju ncti on with financial control was a key element -

in Labo ur Pa rty policy claims to define socialism. A 

.definition of socialism offered to the Labour Party by 

the ~ oci et y for Socialist Inquiry and Propaganda provides 

a good example. 

"lJe c a nnot set o'u t upo n th e task 0 f co ns t ru cti 0 n 
(of socialism) as long as the key portions of 
t h e economic system remain in Ca pitalist ha nds. 
For th at reason, we must begin by taking 
effective control of finance into our own 
h a nds~ The complete socialisation of the 
great banks - including the Joint Stock Banks 
as well as the Bank of England - is an 
indespensible first step · towards Socialism. 
The ba nk s will rule us and thwart our endevours, 
unl ess we ma k e their power firmly our own. 
But, if we ha ve full control of the fi nancial 
machine, we will gain th erewith the power to 
reorganise industry; for the depress e d 
industri es are everywhere in pa wn already 
to the banks. 
lJith finance und e r our a uthority, we must 
set out on a thorough-going policy of 
indu strial reorganisation." 
( Be vin E. Cole G.D.H. Pritt D.N. 1931 For 
Those Over 2 1 Only p.1). 
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One of the Factors operating on this statemeot was 

the function of the Society for Socialist Inquiry and 

Propoganda as a site of enunciation. The Society had 

a pa rticul a r relationship with the Labour Party. It 

offered policy statements. As shown in chapter two 

Labour Party policy came from a number of sources. 

The Society for Socialist Inquiry and Propaganda as 

a site of enunciation did not constrain its statements 

in the same way as the statements of the Labour Party 

were constrained to be pronounced as official by certain 

institutional mechanisms. Founded at the same time as 

the New Fabian Research Bureau (February 1931) the two 

institutions worked closely together. The New Fabian 

Research Bureau offered its considerations of socialism 

to the labour Party in the form of reports. Neither 

institution sought affiliation to the Labour Party or 

played a direct part in party politics. Coie considered, 

the New Fabian Research Bureau would be - "able to plan 

ahead with less regard for immediate expediency or the 

current state of the party or Trade Union sentiment." 

(Cole 1969 The History of the Labour Party from 1914. 

p. 2B2). It was the job of the Research Bureau to 

translate socialist thinking into concrete legislative 

forms. This was set out in a series of letters found 

in its files for 1931. It was the job of the Society 

for Socialist Inquiry and Propaganda to diffuse the 

research findings of the Bureau in pamphlet form, to 

establish small active branches to undertake educational 

work in the Labour movement as 8 whole, and . to offer 

information and assistance to local Labour Councils. 

Both the Society for Socialist Inquiry and 

Propaganda add the New Fabian Research Bureau had an 

orientation towards policy rather 'than the vague 

statements on socialism so often made by the Labour 

Party since it was set up in 1906. Both were anxious 

to offer their se~vices to the Labour Party. 

"we are always at the disposal of the labour 
Party in any educational or propaganda work 
in which we could be of assistance. Should 
there be any specific piece of research 
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work or statistical work which you may require 
done we are always ready to work in any way 
we can, and I want to assure you that you can 
always rely on the assistance and co operation 
of this office in any work you may do." 
(Society for Socialist Inquiry and Propaganda 
May 1932 letter to Middleton) 

The community of which the statement of the 

~ociety for Socialist Inquiry on public ownership 

was claiming to be the voice was the working class. 

"We must fight the working class battle henceforth 

on the plain issue of Capitalism versus Socialism and 

on the basis of an immediate Socialist policy.'· (Society 

for Socialist Inquiry and Propaganda 1931 'For Those 

Over 21 Only'. p.1). The working class was the community 

to be represented and socialism was its general 

constituency. The Labour Party represented certain 

constituencies on behalf of specified communities. 

The National Executive Committeet~ report ~'!:)ocialism 

and the Condition of the People" published in 1933, a 

key statement of Party policy in this period, wa~ an 

attempt to define socialism as something produced by -

planning in industrial and fiscal. policy. In this 

respect it would appear to subscribe to the definition 

of socialism offered by the pamphlet, "For those over 21 

onlY" prepared by the Society for !:iocialist Inquiry and 

Propaganda. Moving the acceptance of the report on behalf 

of the executive at the 1933 conference Arthur Greenwood 

defined the report's conception of socialism in the 

following manner. 

"It sets out our socialist objective. it explains 
how we must enlarge the sphere of public 
ownership and control. It explains that 
the sector of industry and trade which may : :.'.' 
for the moment be left in private hands, 
must toe the mark of public responsibility 
that even when industry is to be left for 
the time being in private hands it must 
become re organised with a view to ultimate 
absorbtion by the state." 
(Greenwood. 1933 Annual Reports of the labour 
Party. p. 156) .. 

Public ownership and public accountability for 

private industry was only one side of the definition of / 
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_socialism being offered in this resolution. The other 

wa s to do with finance, banking and investment. Dalton 

moved acceptance of the finance side of "Socialism and 

the Condition of the People". 
" ••• , the National Investment Board must be 
regarded as one of the most essential of 
a ll the instruments for state planning, 
occupying a very central position in the 
machinery we are seeking to build up for 
bringing about a planned socialist economy 
in this country, and that in particular we 
have got to use the National Investment Board 
as an instrument for determining not only the 
total amount of long-term credits which 
should be given, but also the direction and 
distribution of the long-term credits as 
between different industries ••• ' 
In a sentence what we ask you to accept is 
this, that the existing organisation for the 
supply of short term credits shall be merged, 
amalgamated into one publicly owned and 
controlled Banking Corporation ••• , they should, 
although not ' fused with the 8ig Five and 
the others in this banking corporation, 
none the less in future carry out their deposit 
banking business under licence issued by the 
government ••• , , ~hey would be expected to 
take their part •••• ," wi th the carryi ng out 
of the National Economic Plan on which the 
next Labour Government must embark.H 
(Dalton 1933 Annual Reports of the ~ Labour 
Party p. 172). 

Public control of finance was thought to be an 

integral part of any socialist policy of public ownership. 
Even so the National Executive Committee did not as is 

demonstrated in its statement, attempt to include all 

industry into its framework of public control, but 
accepted that certain areas would remain in , private 

hands. The site of enunciation and conditions of 

authorisation of statements made by the executive were 

examined in chapter two (see section 2.2). The community 

of which this statement claims to be the spokesman is 

the producer, consumer and more generally, the citizen. 

This marks the division of the individual into a 

specialisation of functions and capacities similar to 

that of Cola ( ~ 9S,:~e.ction 3.5). 
"We want that new system, first in order 
to ensure to the producer all the elements 
of a decent standard of life, and to give 
to the producer some share in the industry 
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in which he works. We want industry to 
give to the producer the maximum not only 
in wages, but also in leisure. We want 
industry, in the second place, to yield to 
the consumer the lowest possible prices 
compatible with the satisfaction of the 
interests of the producer... . Thirdly, we 
want this new system in order to give the 
citizen the certainty that he is free from 
the domination of economic dictatorship that 
has robbed democracy of its opportunities 
in the past." 
(Greenwood. 1933 Annual Reports of the Labour 
Party p.156). 

Socialism in this statement was the constituency of a 
plurality of communities in which the producer was 

prioritised, as the community represented by the definition 

of socialism es public control of certain aspects of 

finance, industry and services. The interests of the 

producer were posed in terms of a planned distribution 

of resources. 

This position was not without its critics. Other, 

competing definitions of socialism were offered at this 

same conference. Hobson, the conference delegate for _ 
Hemel Hemstead Labour Party suggested that flSocialism and 

the Condition of the People" (1933) was a capitalist 

rather than a socialist policy. He said, during the 

debate which followed the moving of the resolution:-

"Our other criticism in general is that· 
there is no correlative improvement in the 
condition of labour arising 'out of this 
banking consolidation system, and therefore 
we feel that the time has come when we must 
really face the main issue of whether we are 
going to carry .through our programme by our 
industrial power or rely on the purely illusory 
powers involved in finance. Moreover we say 
that it is not merely formal control of banks 
which is required, but an actual change in 
the str~cture and methods of the banks, ••• ' , 
It is a grave departure from Socialist theory 
to take under our control banking as it is nou 
carried on ••• . , However able and disinterested 
the Boards may be, the work they are going to 
do from the point of view of socialism is 
bound to prove illusory, in fact quite as 
illusory as the London Transport Board has 
turned out to be from our point of view ••• 
The report is not a socialist document at all; 
it is a proposal to make the industrial world 
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safe for the capitalist investor instead 
of making the world safe for labour."-
(Hobson 1933 Annual Reports of the Labour 
Party p. 157). 

The main ~thrust of this statement was to suggest 
that the National Executive Committee had got things the 
wrong way round in prioritising finance capital, as a 
constituency, and taking over banking in its current 
form. Hobson was arguing that conceptions of socialism 
should subordinate finance to industrial needs under a 
measure of public control. 

"I want theref'or8,.~ to ask Conference definitely 
to declare that finance must not be ' the 
governing factor in our ~ocialist programme, 
but that finance must be brought into 
subjection to the industrial programme, 
and the" only way to do that is by the 
form of democratic control of industry." 
(Hobson 1933 Annual Reports of the Labour 
Party p.158). 

This statement was claiming that a legitimate definition 

of socialism should represent those who live by means of 
their 'labour' rather than any wider category, and shpuld 
concentrate on public control of industry under some 

kind of system of public accountability. Hobson was 
suggesting that socialism amounted to a constituency 

priority of industrial reorganisation in which finance 
was the servant of industry and not the other way round. 

The two policy definitions of socialism ' just 

examined were contested by a definition offered at the 
same conference by Stafford Cripps on behalf of Bristol 
East Labour Party •. Cripps considered that such definitions 
were secondary to an immediate strategy for the implement

ation of socialism. Ha defined socialism through the 

mechanisms necessary for its achievement. These were the 
abolition of the House of Lords, the passing of an 

Emergency Powers Act to give the government the authority 

to socialise key industrial and financial institutions 
immediately, a revision of the machinery of government 

in the House of Commons and an economic plan for industry, 
finance and foreign trade to end the present system and 

" abolish unemployment and poverty. This implicitly aligned 
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itself to the same constituenc~es and communities as the 
l ast stateme nt. but cons idered also the position of the 
poor and the unemployed as an additional co mm unity. 

Of these three claims to defi ne socialism the one 
propos ed by the Natio nal Executive Committe e 's policy 

report "Socialism and the Condition of the Peopl e " (1933) 

was accepted by the Conference as Labour Party policy. 

This meant the acceptance of the constituency of public 

control as a definition of socialism. Public control in 

this statement was limited, leaving. considerabl e resources 

in private hands, although it was proposed to make private 

industry publicly accountable. It also involved state 

control of existing financial structures ~o facilitate 

planning and investment. Its community was a plurality 

of functions and capacities; producers, consumers and 

citizens. In this formulation, the producer wa~ prioritised 
a nd citiz ens would have new political freedoms, relieved 

of the strictures of an economic system in which they had 

no authority. 

The acceptance of this definition of socialism · 

meant the rejection of the other definitions offered. 
The two opposing claims ' examined shared a constituency 

and community. Both considered that industrial reorgan

isatio n should be a priority constituency into which 

financial structures should be fitted, and that the 

nature of finance appropriate to Capitalism should be 

brought into line with socialist objectives. ' Cripps's 

definition of socialism varied from Hobson's in that 

he thought that the strategy by which public control 

sho uld be instituted uas mor. important than the details 
of what should be done. He thought that the machinery 

of government was not appropriat~ to the task of 

establishing socialism. 

The London Passe nger Transport Bill, examined in 

sectio n 3.2. demonstr ates th e kind of policies the 

Labo ur Party actually instituted to fulfil its policy 

definitions of socialism as pub1ic ownership. 
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3.2 Public Ownership: The Labour Party's London 

Passe ng er Tr a nsport Bill. 

Th e La bour Party had whilst in government, made 
a limit ed attempt to implement certain policy definitions 
of s ociali s m. The London Passenger Transport Bill (1930) 
is an ex ample of this. The implementation of the Bill 
provided a site of struggle for competing definitions 
of socialism as "Socialism and the Condition of the 

People" did in 1933. 

Public ownership as an issue lent itself to a 

variety of political and ideological orientations. It 
was Baldwin's. Liberal administration which had set up 

the Central Electricity Board as a public corporation. 
The London Passengar Transport 8ill which gave control 

of passenger transport to the London County Council was 
established along similar lines. The Labour Party 
officially, claimed that this was a socialist policy. 
The New ~tatesman pointed out that in fact it was little 
mor e tha n a n a dvance on Liberalism. 

"In practice the policy of the Labour Government 
was actually less advanced than that adopted 
by the official Liberal Party ••• . When the 
lLabour) government introduced the Coal Mines 
8ill it not only did not offer to nationalise 
the mines it did not even nationalise mining 
royalties though that had, for many years, 
been an accepted item of Liberal policy." 
(7/11/31 The New ' Statesman p~564) 

As a ~ite of enunciation .the New ~tatesman had a 

particular relationship with the .Labour Party. Founded 
in 1913 by ~idney and Beatrice Webb and a group of 
fellow Fabians, it also stated an adhererice to socialism. 

"It was not and never has been the property 
of any party nor the slave of any dogma. It 
has opposed reaction and stagnation and 
advocated political, social and industrial 
reforms on the lines of constructive socialism. 
The Nation (amalgamated with the New Statesman 
in 1931) on its side has a distinguished history 
and has won and maintained a wide reputation 
for its vigorous radicalism.) 
(21/2/31 The New ~tatesman P. 564) 

The New Statesman asserted for itself the right to 
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comment on matters of a 'socialist' character. Its 

contributors were well known political thinkers and 

writer s , including for example, J.A. Hobson and J.M. 
Keynes who ware Liberals and Stafford Cripps and G.O.H. 

Cole who were in the Labour Party. 

The London Passenger Transport Bill set up a 
single controlling authority to manage the system of 

public transport in the metropolitan area, defining 

socialism accordi ng to the New ~tatesman in the following 

way. 
" But London's traffic services are not to be 
natio nalised or municipalised in the sense 
which used to be attached to these terms. 
Neither the London County Council nor any 
federal union of municipal authorities is to 
control the management ••• , . 1'lr. Herbert Morrison 
ri ghtly holds that so difficult an administrative 
task cannot properly be assigned to a body 
consisting of delegates from a number of 
separate authorities ••• . , The management is 
accordi ngly to be trusted to a small body of 
full time commissioners, chosen on account 
of their technical and business capacity, and 
accorde d in matters of judgement, a wide 
freedom from any form of pol~tical interference.
Parliament will always be able to interfere 
wi th them by fresh legislation ••• .. the idea 
is to leave them as free as is consistent with 
protecting the public interest to manage 
affai~s in their own way.~ 
(11/10/30 The New statesman P.S) 

This comment from the New statesman was in favour of 

th e Labour Pa rty's approach to the 8ill and its definition 

of socialism. Its definition of socialism favoured 
autono mous management with Parliament retaining an ultimate 

if r ather remote kihd of control in the name of the public. 
Parliamentary control was the Dnly measure of public 

accountability built into the 8ill. The key issue was 

po sed not as ownership or control of transport services, 

but efficient administration. In fact the administration 

of the Board and its form of funding were consid e red by 

th e New statesman to be its most important features. The 

Board raised its own ca pital from private sources with 

the government as gu ara ntor of the interest. Thus it 

was not necessar y for the state to find the funds to 
/ 

establish the Board. Both the New Statesman and official 
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La bour ~a rty policy vere of the opinion that such a 

measure r epresented a feasible form of socialism, at 

lov co s t to the tax pa yer. The community being represented 
was the public as a whole through the authority of 

Parli a ment . Th ere was no reference to the workers as a 
special commu nity. This was just an extension of the 

political represe ntation of the public into industrial 

affairs which had hitherto been in private hands. 

The Bill t s critics offered other definitions of 

socia l ism in pl a ce of this one. At the 1931 conference 
a trade union repre sentative from the Associated Society 
of Loco moti ve Engineers offered a more carefully worded 

policy definition of socialism. 
"In the first place, the movement - again both 
politically and industrially - has advocated 
for ma ny years the nationalisation of essential 
industries. Nationalisation, in our opinion, 
has not mea nt mere public control, or turning 
things into public utility services... . It is 
certainly not socialism. Lt is not even 
nationalisation... . There was not a page or 
paragraph (in the Bill) which gave protection 
or representation or recogni~ion of the unions 
of any of the workers employed." 
( Bromley 1931 Annual Reports of the Labour 
Party ' p. 172-3). 

Thi s statement concluded by saying that the Bill did 

not amo unt to socialism but a security measure for 

capitalism . Bromley was offering a definition of 

sociali~m rooted not in public control or nati~nalisation, ' 

but in trade unionism as a privileged constituency, and 

orga nised l a bour as a privileged community. 

The claim that socialism meant not just public 

control exe rcised through parliament, but worker cdntrol 

wa~ al s o made by the representative of the Transport and 

General workerts Union at the 1931 L~bour Party Conference. 
"We felt, in supporting lLabour and the Nation' 
(1 92B a major statement of party' policy) that 
when we vere voting for th e transference of 
private industry, either to public own ers hip 
or to some form of .public utility association 
similar to this, that ue were al s o voting for 
the principle, not s imply of control by the other 
people, but of some measure of control being 
exerc i sed by the industrial uorkers th emselves." , 
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(Clay 1931 Annual Reports of the Labour 
Party p.173) 

The ideological orientation towards worker control 

und e r public ownership was an important element in Cole's 

~xposition of Guild Socialism, more fully examined in 

section 3.5. These positions sought to identify industrial 

control as the key element in socialist thinking, 
di s pl a cing many of the political issues onto the ground 

of economic and industrial policy at the point of 
production. These ware to some extent, policy claims, 

although they were also blue prints, rather than detailed 
plans for specific industries. lt was in this area that 

Cole made a significant contribution to Labour Party 

pronouncements writing in a variety of journals as well 

as for the New fabian Research Bureau. 

Public ownership was the single biggest policy 

claim of the Labour Party to define socialism, its 

claim to represent a special constituency in Parliament, 
in the 1930s. Although welfare was al~o an important 

issue. Despite that, the Labour Party's conception of 

public control was a limited one, which did not really 

challenge the kind of public Corporation set up by 

Baldwin's Government in the Central Electricity Board. 
In the London Passenger Transport Bill, public control 

meant no more than public accountability, administered 

through Parliament. It did not attempt to implement 

any form of worker participation in the control of 

public transport, and in fact posed the public in general 
as its community with no reference to workers. The Bill 

rejected the claims made by its opponents in the Labour 

movement, that public control alone did not amount to 

socialism, but that public control in combination with 

a degree of worker representation in the service, did. 

Referring back to the analytic devices developed 

in Chapter one to be used to examine statements such as 

the London Passenger Transport Bill, this section 

demonstrates clearly the need for · constituencies to be 

fully defined. for example, many definitions of socialism 
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in terms of policy uphold the need for public ownership 
and control as constituencies. But as this brief 
examination of the debates surrounding the London 
Passenger Transport 8ill demonstrates, public ownership 

and control as constituencies can "have a number of 

constructions. 

In presenting any particular construction of public 

ownership and control, the Labour Party is accepting 

certain definitions of socialism and rejecting others. 

In so doing it associates with certain constructions 

which it authorises as official. In examining constructions 
of socialism which belong to the Labour Party it ~ is 

possible to discern a variety of definitions, few of 

which become sanctioned as official policy. It is just 
as important" to comment on what is rejected as what is 

accepted. The range of acceptable and unacceptable 

definitions of socialism show the eclectic nature of the 

Labour Party as a discoursing institution with a range 

of ideological perspectives. 

The next section looks at some of the more philoso- " 

phical or abstract claims to define socialism made on 

behalf of the Party. 

3.3 A Review of Some of the Philosophical Claims 

To Define Socialism 

The philosophical claims to define socialism are 

those which deal not just with policy but with more 

general principles a~d abstr~ctions. Many of the policy 

statements examined in this c~apter so far were also 
making claims of a more philosophical nature. For example 

statements on public ownership also offered a definition 

of the constituency and community on behalf of whom the 

claims were being made. Philosophical claims are informed 

by the discourses on liberty and political philosophy 

outlined in the first chapter. (see section 1.13). 

There are two key concepts which may ba said to 

organise the philosophical discourses in which socialism 
/ 

was being defined. These are community and democracy. 
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Definitions of community contained in claims to define 

soci alism represent an attempt to describe those on 

beh alf of whom a statement is being made. This chapter 

is not an attempt to define an authoritative construction 

of community but to review some of the definitions offered 
to the Labour Party and to demonstrate the variations 
from its constitutionally defined constituencies and 

communities discussed in section 2.1. 

Partly because socialism was also the province of 
the Communist Party, the Labour Party has taken care to 

establish its particular orientation towards socialism. 
lt has done this by establishing itself in a democratic 

as opposed to a totalitarian mode of socialism. In 

making this distinction many definitions of democracy 

have been offered by and on behalf of the Labour Party. 

An analysis of socialism through its philosophical 

discourses as they focus on the key concepts democracy 

and community, focuses on a third concept, citizenship. 
Citizenship is constructed in these debates because it 

refers to mem~ership of a community (the national 

political community) and the possibility of represent

ation through the mechanisms of democracy. ~ome of the 

suggestions of the qualities necessary for citizenship 

will be examined in this chapter, although the opportunity 

for closer scrutiny is presented in chapter five when 

the possibility of Indians becoming citizens in their 

own right leads to a series of political debates about 

the necessary qualities of citizenship. 

3.4 ~ocialism's Constituencies and Communities. 

Positions offered to the Labour Party to define 

its community appear to emphasize two particular communities, 

the poor and the worker. Definitions of these communities 

vary. Any policy claim may contain a definition of one 

or other or both of these. Whilst these two communities 

represent competing claims to define socialism's 

constituencies they are often both used and one awarded 

a certain priority. 
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'Workers' and 'the poor' are capable of a nu mber 

of constructions. Workers may be defined, as they are 

in the Labour Party Constitution, as those who live by 

their labour rather than any other means; they may be 

defined as the organised trade union movement or as a 

class. The poor may be thought of as the mass of the 

people who are not rich, or as a particularly under

privileged section 0 f workers. Which of these two 

communities was represented by the Labour Party, was a 

site of struggle to define socialism, and the Labour 

Party as its instrument. This conflict was demonstrated 

by Stafford Cripps's discussion in a New ~tatesman 

article on the future of the Labour Party. 

"Socialism has largely been, and still is 
widely considered to be the creed of the 
'Under dog', trying to wrest justice and 
a share of the good things from those who 
now largely monopolise them, and thus govern 
and rule the life of the . common people." 
(Cripps 3/9/32 The New ~tatesman p. 255) 

Cripps went on to argue that supporting the "under dog· .. 

was not an adequate definition of socialism. He argued 

that it was time for the Labour Party to make bolder 

moves in the pursuit of socialism. 

liThe Labour Party has undoubtedly suffered 
in the past from its repeated attempts to 
bring ame~ioration to the lot of the working 
classes within the capitalist system. These 
efforts have led many people to regard its aim 
as being organised ~tate charity rather than a 
fundamental change of the whole eco~omic system. 
An undue insistence upori the importance of the 
amount and the administration of unemployment 
benefit, old ' age pensions, workmen's compensation 
and similar matters has tended to mask the far 
more important features of the party programme. 
The failure of such expedients to either bring 
about Socialism or to make the capitalist system 
tolerable has now been fully demonstrated and 
it is essential that the party in its approach 
to the electorate, should place .the fullest 
emphasis upon its economic programme of co -
operation, planning and control as an alternative 
to the present basis of financial and industrial 
organisation. It 
(Cripps 3/9/32 The New jta tesman p. 255) 

This statement challenges the legitimacy of poverty 

as the constituency of the Labour Party and suggests that 
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-the Labour Party support a policy of financial and 

industrial reorganisation. This was a challenge to 

definitions of socialism as the protection of the under

privileged. It was suggesting that the Labour Party 

define socialism in terms of policies which challenge 

the central structures of capitalism, rather than insist 

on a slightly more equitable system of distribution, on 

the grounds that poverty was an unacceptable way of 

being human. 

Crippts definition of socialism demanded a reorgan

isation of industry and finance. Thi s was in fundamental 

opposition to Lansbury whose consituency was a socialism 

prioritising the poor, in demanding welfare benefits 

rather than industrial and financial reorgani sat ion. 

The specification of these two competing communities 

as the beneficiaries of socialism were premised on competing 

policiy definitions. The poor were thought to be represented 

in the implementation of welfare policy and organised 

labour in general in the process of industrial reorganisation. 

The key concepts in Cripp's statement are economic planning 

and co operation and control as opposed to state welfare 

for the poor. 

The examination of a statement on behalf of each 

one of the two comm~nities outlined (workers ~nd the 

poor) allows them to be further defined. Lansbury's 

parliamentary speech on unemployment in 1931, and a 

statement i~ the New Statesman in the same year on the 

future of the Labour Party provide ~n illust~ation of 

definitions containe~ within the constituencies labelled 

'poor' and 'worker'. 

Lansbury speaking in a parliamentary debate on 

unemployment prompted by Cripp's question to the National 

Government on the same issue, dealt with unemployment 

by outlining the Labour Partyts policy of public control 

and planning. In so doing he was suggesting that the 

workers were the Labour Party's special constituency. 

To illustrate his point Lansbury began describing the 
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- evils of unemployment and in so doing began to describe 

the general condition of the 'ordinary people' shifting 
his definition of . the Labour Party's community sharply 

to its poorest section. This demonstrates how Lansbury's 

community priorities differ from those of official Labour 
Party statements. Un this occasion it appears that as 

leader of the Labour group in Parliament, Lansbury began 
by stating his support for one of the main communities 

of th~ Labour Party~in relation to issues such as unem

ployment and public ownership. He quickly reverted 
however to the community of which h~ was a promine·nt 

spokesman . in this period, the poor. 

"The question of housing the people, of 
providing decent accomodation for children 
and parents, is one of the most urgent and 
one of the most important this House can 
tackle. Anyone who has had anything to do 
with any of the poorer districts of London 
knows that while it is perfectly true .we 
have cleared slum areas and built some fine 
estates, it is equally true that we have not 
made provision for the people who live on 
very low wages or poor relief or anything 
of that kind." 
(Lansbury 10/12/31 Hansard vol 260 col. 2107) • . 

Lansbury's definition of the poor described them as those 
who lived on the lowest wages and in the worst housing 

conditions. He presented them as a discursive community 

on the basis of an appeal to human compassion, and 

because they shared the experience of deprivation. ~A 

few words about rents . ••• . Listen tOI ·this. Nine people 
in two rooms. Nine people in one room . . ••• Slums have 
been talKed about for the last century." lLansbury 

10/12/31 Hansard voi. 260 col. 2106). 

Whilst no particular unity should be attributed to 

Lansbury's statements, this position is consistent with 

much of his writing. He was one of the foremost exponents 

of the continuity between socialism and christianity in 

this period. The christian themes of love and brotherhood 

were perhaps the basis of much of his socialism which he 

described as . a "r~ith~. Indeed, the Labour Party (1981) 

still officially describes socialism as a 'faith' in its 

membership application form. 
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IIWe require courageous christians in our 
political life more than ever today. For 
since this moral driving power is essentially 
designed to influence political decisions, 
its creation and its growth must impinge 
directly on political thought and action. 
Christian principles must be made to permeate 
public opinion" ••• ' and those principl es 
must be related to the social and economic 
problems of the movement~1I 
(Lansbury 1945 Towards Christian Democracy. p. 9) 

,This christian concern for the underdog was under
wri tten by an emphasis on poverty and social wel fare 

which came from Lansbury's orientation towards the plight 

of the people in his East London constituency. 

"My aim has always been to strive to raise 
the standard of life of the people, and 
in company with my friends in the Labour 
Movement, to do my best to assist those in 
need of help within the borough council, 
poor law and other organisations . ••• ~ II 
(Lansbury 1930 - 4 Personal papers. vol. 30) 

Lansbury's community in these statements a~p~ars 
to be a double one, the ordinary people and the poor. 

The constituency he wanted the Labour Party to represent 

was a standard of living which was acceptable to his 

humanitarian sentiment. He was presenting a notion of 

humanity at a philosophical level, in terms of a way of 

life with certain acceptable standards of existence. He 

explicitly rejects the division of this humanity in classes. 

~... the s~ar of hope which is co operation 
Each for all and all for each ,' ••• " we mus t 
anihilate all distinctions , ••• 1, we must abolish 
class distinction .. ••• which enables man to 
be accepted as superior to his fellows .... 
(Lansbury 1934' My England p. 20) 

The notion of a human brotherhood, undivided by class is 

also expressed in a number of his other texts. (1930 - 4 

vol. 10 Personal Papers, 1934 p. 203, 1945 p. 12 and p. 

49) Lansbury presents the notion that there are standards 

of life involved in being human. 

The dividing line between Lansburyts two communiti es 

was probably considered a fine one. The poor were those 

unable to work, hence Lansbury's stress on the evils of 

unemployment, and the ordinary people were those who / 
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lived by the sale of their labour rather than any other 
resource, in line with the community defined in the 

Labour Party Constitution. Low wages and unemployment 
were presented in the debate on unemployment in which 

lansbury spoke, as the causes of poverty. He was 
responsible for presenting a picture of a community of 

! 'decent·folk' rendered poor by the injustices of the 
social and economic· system. 

Claims to present 'workers' as the community of 
the labour Party were numerous. The following statement 
contained in an article in the New statesman has no· 
particular status in this respect, but offers a particular 
definition of workers as a class. 

"In the first place labour is like all other 
parties, a 'class party'. That is to say that 
its basis must rest upon the trades unions 
and working classes, just as the basis of 
Conservatism and Liberalism, in the days 
when they were clearly divided, rested on 
the division between landed aristocracy and 
gentry on the one side and the industrialists · 
and shop keepers on the other . ••• ' But to say 
that the Labour Party, like other parties, 
has a class basis, is not, of course to say 
that it does not need and will not obtain 
the adherence of manY people who do not come 
from the working classes." 
(7/11/31 The New ~tatesman. p. 564). 

This defintion of the Labour Party's community as 
a class with a trade union structure, also included a 
claim to represent those who did not come from the 
working class. In many s~at~me~ts . asserting the import
ance of the 'workers' to the .Labour Party, the trade . 
unions were given a privileged status. Bevin and Citrine 

, 
were two of the key Labour Party figures associated with 
this kind of position by virtue of their trade ~nion 

links. During the second Labour Government they sat on 
McDonald!s Economic Advisory Council, and were concerned 

to voice the position or organised Labour in the context 
of the Labour Party's strategy to reorganise industry 

and financial policy, in a bid to define a particular 
. kind of socialism. 

An examination of statements made by and on behaYf 
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' of · the Labour Party claiming 'workers' ' or the 'poor l or 

both as its communities, shows them generally to make 
reference to a third constituency, the national political 
community. Indeed the Labour Party's ability to offer 
itself as a party of government must be premised on some 
kind of claim to represent the nation as a whole rather 
than just a particular section of it. 

Lansbury was an expon~nt of the ability of the ' 

Labou~ movement and the Labour Party to represent every
body in Britain. 

"We in the Labour Movement must throw down 
all barriers and call into our ranks men 
and women of all trades and classes. There 
is a place for them all. They need us to 
save them from the poverty with which the 
present day threatens them. These are the 
classes from which the Blackshirts hope to 
gain support from the old gospel 6f divide 
and conquer." 
(lansbury 1934 My England. p. 203) 

This claim to represent the national political community 
made by Lansbury was based on the consideration that the 

national community was really a single political body--
which could be represented through the structures of 
government. for Lansbury (1945 p. 12) national unity 

extended to an international unity, the unity of mankind, 
which was a common theme in his statements. This conception 
transcended national barriers encompassing notions of 
the 'brotherhood' pf man and a belief in a human essence 
which was everywhere the same. 

The statement in his 1929 ele6tion address - "God 
has made of one blodd all the nations of the earth" was 

tempered by some of the consideritions of political 
philosophy concerning the existence of a national political 

community with a will which could be represented, and 

represented by the Labour Party. 

If the nation was a single bod~, it i.is legitimate 

to ask what constituted its division into worker and 
employer and into riclj and poor? The division made by 

Lansbury and others in specifying the poor as a priority 

community in definitions 6B socialism reflect divisions ' 
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in the allocation of r e sources in the political community, 

It follows that the adoption of the 'poor' as a special 

community may be an attempt to re-establish a unity 

in the national political community, threatened by the 

inequalities built into the capitalist system, which 

produced two nations in Britain, rich and poor. Lansbury 

(1945 p.10-11) indicates that socialism (which he calls 

practical religion) is the method by which soci al injustice 

could be removed. 

, The same is true of the statement in the New statesman 

claiming the 'workers' as a special community of the Labour 

Party. The claims made on behalf of this community for a 

larger degree of worker control may be interpreted as a claim 

to establish a particular place for them in the community in 

relation to those who controlled their lives through the 

industrial process. Even many of the claims to represent 

workers as a class are only claims to reconstitute the 

national political community on a basis of some kind of 

equality. These are distinct from those class theories 

which required the dictatorship of the working class. 

'Claims to represent the community at a national 

level in Labour Party statements are based on a particular 

conception of the 'Socialist Commonwealth', so frequently 

a key conception in Labour statements (see section 3.5). 

The notion of a commonwealth requires a conception of 

the general well-being of the community as a whole. The 

claim of the Labour Party to be the best representative 

of this collective ~ell-being lies in its ability to 

represent the entire community through a programme which . ' 

places an emphasis on those fa~tors which prevent some 

kind of equality. Equality is, of co~rse, an empty 

formulation which was specified in different ways. This 

amounts to a claim to be the best or closest representative 

of the general will of the community as a whole, and a 

dual notion of sovereignty, in that certain discurs ively 

constructed communities relate to the party." as a 

sovereign and through the party to the community or 

, society as a whole. This is a formul a tion informed 

by some of ' the central ' principles of political philosophy / 
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set out in the first chapter (see sections 1.11, 1.12 

and 1.13). 

The notion of a socialist political coummunity, 

with its insistence on equality is guaranteed by the 

existence of the labour Party as an ins t r ument of repres

entation. Whilst the labour Party was claiming, like all 

other national political parties, to represent the 

political community as a whole, it was also offering 

descriptions of how it would re - constitute that community. 
The labour Party was offering the electorate a slightly 

different kind of society, constructed around conceptions 

of social justice. In achieving this society, the labour 

Party required the allegiance of sections of the national 

political community, rather in the manner of a sovereign, 

in ~rder to assert what appears to be a partial represent

ation of the community, for example, workers or the poor. 

A political force, offering itself for national election 

on a programme which emphasizes the needs of a particular 

section of the community is making a bid to redefine that 

community and the political 'will' which it generates~ 

The conceptions of social re construction associated 

with the Labour Party on the basis of some kind of equality, 

which is incidentally, a general formulation open to a 

number of competing interpretations on "behalf of different 

~ommunities, may be sh~rply contrast~d with many of the 

claims to re ~ construct society through the reformulation 

of the political community by the representation of 

workers as a class, made on behalf of the Communist Party. 

The representation of the working class by the Communist 

Party w~s a task which required the working class to 

enter into mass struggle with capital rather than a 

search for parliamentary representation even by a party 

which would weight" its political community in favour of 

workers. The community of the Communist Party was different 

from that constructed by the labour Party. The Communist 

conceptiori of a socialist community based on classical 

Marxism - Leninism amounted to a struggle to establish 

a dictatorship by and on behalf of the working class 

where capitalism was supressed and obliterated, rather 
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- than accorded a particular place in the community and 

the general will. The general will of the Communist 

Party was based on a transfer of power to waged labour 

which would then become the community represented through 

a particular kind of government, under which everyone 
becomes a worker. 

The struggles to which Lenin refers in 'What is to 

be Done' are more than proletarian struggles. Lenin 

claimed, and his work informed the positions adopted by 

the British Communist Party re - enforced by the influence 

of the Comintern, that spontaneous proletarian struggles 

were not capable or more than trade union consciousness, 

which was ultimately rooted in bourgeois ideology. He 

therefore stressed the necessity for there to be links 

established between struggles based on a revolutionary 

theory. Popular Front approaches to political struggles 

(such as those described in section 6.7) were based upon 

this line of reasoning, rather than an opportunistic 

alliance of communities in struggle.(Lenin v. 1. 1972 

In ~arxt [ngels, Lenin On Historical Materialism. p.384 

- 392) 

The Communist Party's conception of a society was 

one in which everyone became a worker, and poverty was 

controlled thro~gh wage levels. This involved the 

creation of a society in which workers were the only 

politicel community. It was fundamentally different 

from the society of the Labour Party which was constructed 

around competing claims to define equality in which a 

plurality of . discursive communities co-existed with 

disadvantaged communities being awarded a privileged 

position. 

3.5. Socialism's Democracy. 

Recogintion that the Labour Party shared its claimed 

socialism, as a focus for defining its policy, philosophy, 

community and constituency with the Communist Party, led 

it to distinguish itself from the Communist Party on a 

host of issues. One of the key issues on which it did / 

this was democracy. Whilst the Labour Party was not 
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' slow in offering definitions of its differences with 

the Communist Party, it had to concede that the main 

thing shared by these two institutions was a claimed 

community. Cole recognised this and its implications. 

Each considered that its constituencies more closely 

represented workers as social isms community. 

"In the decade immediately after the first 
world war the centre of interest from the 
stand point of socialist thought was the 
struggle between social democracy and 
Communism for the allegiance of the workers 
throughout the world." 
(Cole 1961 History of Socialist Thought. 
Vol.4 part 1 p.1) 

As well as sharing to some extent a community Cole 

recognised that the Labour Party and the Communist Party 

also shared certain policy definitions of socialism, but 

did not share a conception of a socialist society or the 

strategies by which it might be achieved. 

"However sharply divergent Communism and 
Social Democracy , ••• , may be in their 
philosophies and methods of action it is 
undeniable that they do have certain 
common elements - for example the advocacy 
of public ownership and control of the 
essential resources and instruments of 
production and a belief in the historic 
succession of the working class in bringing 
about the transition from Capitalism to 
public enterprise." 
(Cole 1961 History of Socialist Thought. 
Vol.4 part 2 p.848). 

Cole's specification of the div~rgence of the two parties 

in terms of their philosophy and methods, provides a 

useful starting point for a discussion of Labour's 

conceptions of 'socialist' democracy. Democracy provides 

an organising principle for many of the Labour Party's 

definitions of itself as distinct from the Communist 

Party. 

Democracy was characterised in terms of its 

qualities as a method and its philosophical orientation 

towards socialism in Labour Party statements. Durbin 

was one of the most prolific writers on democracy in 

this period, and this section will draw upon some of the 

statemants in his work. ~ ~~b~V~ candidate in 1931 and/ 
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-1935, he was finally elected to parliament in 1945. 

Throughout the 1930s he wo r ked with Cole in the New 

Fabian Research Bureau. Gaitskell sa id of his work in 

the foreward to Durbin's book (1940 P.?) that it was 

influenced by Woolf, Cole and Keynes. As far as Durbin 

was concerned democracy was the guarantee of the socialist 

commonwealth. 

"If by socialist Commonwealth we mean a 
society in which a large measure of social 
justice has been established through the 
instrumentality of a planned economy then 
I believe that the democratic method is an 
inherent part of socialism and cannot be 
separated from it;~ 
(Durbin 1940 The Politics of Democratic 
Socialism. p.235) 

In Durbih's formulations, democracy was contained 

in the political institutions of government which were 

"responsible to and replacable by the people" (1940 p.32). 

This responsibility for, and responsiveness to, the 

people as an expression of their common will was guaranteed 

as a method by the existence of a legal political opposition 

in parliament which was ready to take over the task 6' 
government as soon as the government of the day no longer 

represented the will of the people. " , ••• . democracy in 

my sense is the only institutional framework within 

which the spontaneous emotional unity of the nation is 

possible . ••• " (Durbin 1940 The Politics of Democratic 

Socialism. p.245) Democracy was characterised as the 

method through which the expression of the general will 

of the national political community was most closely 

expressed. 

Durbin considered the formulations of democracy by 

J.S. Mill to be "Something like a final form" (1940 p.244). 

In fact his conception of democracy as a method of 

politica l representation does not represent an advance 

on the conception of liberal democracy outlined by Mill. 

It only differed in its philosophical alliance with 

socialism. Durbin's conception of socialist democracy 

was a classical lib era l conception of democracy with a 

broad definition of socialism in terms of social justice 
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and equality of distribution tacked onto it. 

Socialism as defined by Durbin amounted to:-

11 ••• the belief that that greater equality 
in the distribution of income and property 
can be combined with economic efficiency 
only in an industrial system that is centrally 
controlled. By Socialism in the broader sense 
I shall mean the more complex conception of 
social justice." 
(Ourbin 1940 The Politics of Democratic 
Socialism. p.32) 

This offers a definition of socialism through policy 

claims broadly in line with others already examined. It 

also defines socialism in terms of a conception of social 

justice. What then, does he mean by social justice? A 

just society was one in which all "cause for sighing and 

ue epingll (1940 p.235) have been removed. This must be 

a reference to the kind of human hardship produced by 

poverty and rectified by redistribution:welfare and 

economic planning. As these were part of policy definitions 

of socialism a natural alignment between democracy and . 

a social justice definition of socialism uas being 

suggested. 

Socialism through democracy was not claimed by 

Durbin as a universal property of human political 

organisation, but as rather a selective principie linked 

to a concept of development. Democracy was seen by 

Durbin as a psychological disposition on the part of 

people. " . ••• . democracy is the epiphenomenon of a 

certain emotional balance in the individuals comprising 

a nation .. ••• tha kind of personality that, in my view, 

alona makes democracy possibl"e. 1I (Durbin 1940 The 

Politics of Democratic Socialism • . p.241) Durbin set ;. 

his discussions about democracy against a background of 

communism and what he claims were its anti democratic 

methods and philosophy. He goes on to equate communism 

with barbarism. He considered it to be founded on the 

emotions "hatred" and "terror" (1940 p.151) as opposed 

to the principles and practices of co operation upon 

uhich democratic systems were based. This notion of 

co operation (1940 p.43) appears to have been borrowed 
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from the discourses on political philosophy examined in 

sections 1.11, 1.12 and 1.13 in which the human faculty 

for co operation was considered responsible for man's 

exit from a state of nature and conflict. 

Cole's definition of democracy had a different 

emphasis from Durbin's.It was rooted, through the 

tradition of Guild Socialism from which he came, in a 

mode of organisation of production. Unlike Durbin's 
definition it was not so narrowly placed in a concern 

for liberal political democracy. Cole considered that 

individuals could only be partly represented through 
liberal parliamentary traditions and methods. He thought 

they could be more fully represented through their 
participation in all spheres of life, as groups defined 
by a common purpose. His conception of democracy was 

thuB, highly pluralistic and dispersed. Representation, 

Cole (1961 p.25-6) considered, must be specific and 
functional rather than general and inclusive. It was 

not confined to the sphere of politics. Political 

rights, in Cole's assesssment were of little use unless 

accompanied by a conception of democracy which p~rvaded 

the organisation of the working day. 

The policy claims associated with this claim to 

define democracy were those which demanded not just , 

certain measures of public control in industrial 

organisation, but a large degree of worker control at 

the point of production. 
"But they (Guilds) held that the community 
should entrust the actual management to the 
workers by hand and by brain engaged in 
each type of undertaking a~d that Social 
Democracy would be a sham unless the workers 
became self governing iri their daily work 
as well as through the possession of political 
rights." 
(Cole G.O.H. 1961 History of Socialist 
Thought • . Vol.4 part 1 p.454). 

Guild Socialism, at its height in the 1920s when the 

building guilds were in operation, had declined as a 

movement by the 1930s. Never-the-less its conceptions 

of industrial democracy informed the debates of the 
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1930s in which policy and constituency were vital issues 

for the Labour movement. 

Cole's conception of democracy was premised on the 

existence of two basic communities. One represented the 
people as a whole at the level of the state and may be 
called the national political community. The second 

represented the workers at the point of production. Th~ 

two communities were differentiated by their functions 

in representation. The representation of workers 

effected a more specific representation in addition to 

their general representation as subjects of the national 
political community. People were thus represented in 

terms of a plurality of capacities and functions which 
, 

behaved as interdependant specialities ,co,ming together 

to make up the political - industrial whole. This dual 
representation was thought to allow a more completely 

democratic ' representation of the political community. 

Assessments of communism were important to the 

construction of notions of democracy in Labour Party __ 

discourses, as in many cases they were constructed ; 

against a notion of 'totalitarianism' which was thought 
to be a central principle of communism. lsee for example 

Durbin 1940 p.151). In this process the Soviet Union 

played two distinct roles. Some positions portrayed 

the SQviet system as a demonstration of all that was 
worst in communism. (see Durbin 1940 p.218). uther 

positions portrayed the Soviet Union and communism as 

two separate issues. (see Cole 1961 p.7). 

Durbin's analysis of communism was conducted in 

terms of the emotions inspired. In this respect he 

aligned communism and fascism in opposition to democracy. 

Totalitarianism versus democracy became a short hand way 

of referring to such debates within the Labour Party. 

This position was very much associated with Labour's 

objections to the political alliance ., riferred to as the 

'popular front' and is taken up in chapter six (see 

section 6.7). , 
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"Hatred has bean made into a religion by 
these two extreme political groups (fa s cism 
and communism) of our time. The soci a l 
obj ectives of the fascist and communist 
movements may differ but the emotion on 
which they both depend for their strength 
is the sam e - hatred - and the method of 
th eir government and the tone of their 
society is the same - terror - ••• It is 
therefore necessary to ask of any body of 
political thought what emotion of set of 
emotions does the acceptance of this doctrine 
justify.u 
(Ourbin 194D The Politics or Democratic 
Socialism. P.151) 

Ourbin considered that this particular assessment 

wa s illustrated by recent history in the ~oviet Union. 

lilt is tw e nty years since the Communist Party 
gained undisputed power in Russia. still the 
victims tramp down to death. There is no end 
to the suffering, the river of blood flows 
on. For those of us who live in greater and 
happier lands, this is not the way. To those 
who really seek a better social order - and 
are not merely seeking in political action 
relief from the explosive violence of their 
own natures - I would say with assurance: 
this is not the road." 
(Ourbin 1940 The Politics of Oemocratic 
Socialism. p.218) 

The two ma in implications contained in this statement 

are that Russia has an inferior status to nations 

ch a r a cterised as democratic, and that communism in Russia 

wa s rooted in the psychological disposition of the people 

as a political community. Violence was thus characterised 

as an individual and collective property of human 

behaviour reflected in a method of governmeryt as the 

expression of ~ gen~ral will. 

Woolf considered " t~at whilst communism had its 

roots in some of the "finest political motives" (1967 p. 

19), the practical application of these motives in Russia 

ha d bee n responsible for "the torture and killing of 

hundr e ds a nd thous a nds of human beings." (Woolf 1967 l!.!l 

Au t obiogr a phy of th e ye a rs 1919-39 p.19). Russia had, 

th er e for e , ma nag ed to distort these fine philosophical 

principl es . Woolf's position is one of the few statements, 

a part from some at party Conference, which off ered any / 
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ki~d of support, however limited, for communism, on" the 

part of the Labour Party. There was a strong anti 

communist tradition in the labour Party which did not 

always extend to a criticism of the Soviet Union. 

Cole (1961 p.3) expressed a position which, whilst 
deploring the evils of communism, supported the Russian 

I. 
revolution as an advance for Russian workers whose 
conditions of life were a vast improvement upon those of 

the Tsarist regime. From the statements made at conference 
it would appear that this position had quite a credible 
support base in the movement. (ses, for example 1931 
Annual Heports of the Labour Party p.230-1). 

~Working class sympathy with the Russian 
revolution remained a ve~y lively sentiment 
among the masses of persons who rejected 
the communist doctrine l ••• ( even the Social 
Democratic and Labour leaders who were the 

~~ most vehement in their denunciations of 
communist dictatorship and in their operation 
of the principle of Parliamentary democracy 
••• r .s were careful to disclaim hostility to 
the new Russia, to urge the governments 
of their own countries to take no action 
against it." 
(Cole 1961 History of Socialist Thought. 
Vol.4 part 1 p.2.) 

Cols's support for the Soviet Union, was based on a 
belisf that whilst communism could not offer anything to 

the more advanced nations, it had helped the ~oviet 
Union develop from a semi feudal system to an industrial
ising nation in which the workers had been able to make 
a series of gains in terms of wages and conditions. 
This implies that c9mmunism may, in some cases, be a 
stage in the development towards a better kind of society 
based on a democratic political order. 

Totalitarianism was presented by Cole, Ourbin and 
Woolf aa a mode of organising a political community 

which was inferi?r to democracy in terms o" .the quality of 
the society it producedi and the kind of citizenship 
associated wi th it. The. nEt"~.t. sect.iQ.n examines conceptions 

of citizenship advanced in definitions of socialism. 
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3.6 Socialism and Citizenship • . 

Underlying the claims on behalf of sociali~m to 
construct or define its · constituencies, communities 

and conceptions of democracy, are implicit claims to 
also define the nature or citizenship. Discussions 

surrounding the participation of the Labour Party's 
communities, in the national political community as its 

member citizens, empha~ized the need for education. The 

mechanisms of democracy were thought to place a heavy 
burden on citizenship. This was at least one of the 

considerations underlying the Labour movement's orientation 

towards worker and adult education. 

Durbin's conception of democracy required individual 

members of the political community to be capable of 

choosing a government. He considered that because 

individuals had different views, democracy required them 
to submit to arbitration, in order that a consensus or 

general will could be arrived at. ~ocial democracy 
required the participation or disadvantaged sections of 
the community in order that a 'just' society might be 

achieved. This placed a particular responsibility on 

the Labour movement to ensure that its community was 

able to participate in democratic processes. 

Cole's conception of democracy produced a multiplic

ity of citizenships or a plurai membership of the 

political community. Individuals · were expected to 

participate in the organisation of their ev~ry day life 

in all of its aspects and at the work place as worker 

citizens. They were also expected to participate at a 

more general level as citizens of the national political 

community represented at the . level of the state. In 

this respect their general interests as citizens were 

represented. Du~bin's conceptions of democracy and 
citizenship only concerned themselves with this narrower 

form of political representati~n. 

These constructions of citizenship may be contrasted 

to that which was constructed for India in its independence 
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constitution. As demonstrated in sections 5.14 and 5.16 

citizenship was debased when awarded to India. 

This is an appropriate juncture at which to sum 

up some of the philo s ophical claims to define socialism 

made in Labour Party statements. Philosophical claims 

to define socialism are not distinct from policy claims. 
~ocialist policy represents a translation of some of 

socialism's abstract notions into a form in which they 

could become law through the processes of parliament. 

Laws are the mechanisms by which social, political and 

economic institutions can be organised. There would be 

little point in a philosophical definition of socialism 

which could not be translated into a set of concrete 

proposals for the alternat~ve organieation of society. 

There was considerable disagreement in the Labour Party 

about what constituted a 'socialist policy just ae there 

was disagreement about what constituted the philosophical 

foundations of socialism, its ideologies. ' 

As indicated in the sections on policy claims, 

communities, discursively constructed, are an :~important 

ideological element in defining socialism. Claims to 

define policy revealed two communities associated with 

the Labour Party, workers and the poor, the latter having 

a relationship to a notion of the 'people' or the 'common 

people' as described by Lansbury. section 3.4.~ revealed 

a further community, the (national) political community 

as a whole. This theme is also taken up in section 3.6. 

when citizenship as a constituency constructed in the . 
name o( socialism is examined. As is demonstrated in 

the statements examined in this chapter, the communities 
of the Labour Party were subject to a fairly limited and 

specifiable range of definitions. In determining why 

the Labour Party issued a particular statement as opposed 

to any other, this range of possible communities end 

their range of possible definitions is of great value. 

An examination of philosophical claims to specify 

socialism as a constituency led the Labour Party to state 

a range of constituencies which may be seen as definitions 
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of ·socialism. Two key constituencies in these statements 
wer e citizenship and democracy. If the Labour Party 
di s tinguished itself from the Liberal Party by its 

as s ociation with socialism, it distinguished itself from 
the Communist Party by its association with democracy. 
Uemocracy was a way of stating the Labour Party's adherence 
to a range of possible definitions of socialism. There 

were few claims to define socialism~s democracy on behalf 

of the Labour Party in this period of the early 1930s, 

and those Offered by Durbin did n~t offer any advance 

on the conc eptions of Mill. All that was different 
about the Labour Party's democracy was its alliance with 

soci a lism. 

It was Cole who presented a challenge to this 

definition by suggesting that classical liberal conceptions · 

of democracy in terms of Parliament were partial; a 

fuller form of democracy being produced when individuals 
participated in the organisation of their lives as 
workers as well as citizens, Consequently Cole's 

conception of citizenship as a pluralistic function in 

terms of particular capacities, was different from that 

of uurbin's which was defined in terms of parliamentary 

representation of the constituency socialism. 

When socialism is defined in official statements, 

in a specific relation to the issues raised in the case 

studies on India and anti semitism, it is possible to 

recognise some of the definitions of socialism'S democracy, 

presented in the statements of Ourbin in this chapter. 

Whilst not wishing to reduce an interpretation of the 
La bour. Pa rty to the dimension ' of its parliamentarianism, 

as Miliba nd does, conceptions of democracy in defining 

soci a lism a s a set of policies . capable of implementation 

in pa rli ament do structure Labour Party statements. 

This cha pter, so far, has shown that it is possible 

to pin point a range of possible communities and constit

uenci e s by examining some of the policy and philosophical 

cl a ims ma de by the Labour Party to define socialism. 

Thi s r e f ers to soci a lism in Britain. Socialism took a ' 
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slightly different form when defined in relation to 

colonial and international issues. 

3 .7 Socialism and International Relations: 

Some General Considerations. 

The earl y sections of this chapter offered some 

definitions of socialism which were relevant to the 

domestic situation in Britain. The rest of this chapter 

will be concerned to establish what socialism meant in 

terms of international and colonial relations, and the 

extent to which these were informed by domestic 

constructions of socialism. 

The reason why foreign and colonial relations are 

being discussed, is both to demonstrate that socialism 

had a dimension which was not solely focused on Britain, 

and because the most extensive case study in this disser

tation concerns the manner in which the Labour Party 

constructed the problems posed by Indian independence. 

Before considering socialismts empire, which became its 

commonwealth, it is useful to examine some of the ways 

in which socialism was defined generally in connection 

with colonial relations. 

Unlike domestic definitions of socialism, colonial 

and international relations were constrained by the 

necessity of a bipartisan approach. International relations 

forced the government of the day to pay attention to 

statesmanship and the continuity which it imposed. 

International relations were necessarily. th~ product not 

only of statesmanship, but an arbitration between states

manship and socialism. The definitions of socialism in 

international relations constructed in the remainder of 

this chapter must be considered in the light of this 

constraint . 

Because socialism was constructed in a relation 

to domestic affairs over which the Labour Party, when 

in government , could legislate, this presented problems 

to the Labour Party in the field of international relations, 

in id e ntifying itself as a force for socialism. Policy 
/ 

cl ims to define domestic socialism focused on welfare 
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and public owner ~hip of certain key areas or the economy. 

At a more philo sop hical level these contain e d cl a ims to 

define socialism ' s communities and constituencies, and 

the forms of democracy to which socialism was suited. 

How are such definitions to be appli ed to the field of 

international relations? 

The set of policies referred to as international 

relations is a wa y of indicating all that was not to do 

,with the internal affairs of Britain. In fact foreign 

and colonial policy ref~rred to under this heading, are 

conceptual ly distinct. This distinction is structured 

by two considerations. In the first place colonies 

were not yet nati ons in their own right. uealing with 

their arfai rs did not require Britain to deal with another 

government only a department of British Government. 
Because of the jurisdiction of the British Government 

ov er the colonies it was possible that definitions of 

socialism in colonial relations could at least take their 

starting point rrom dome~tic definitions of socialism to 

be i mplemented through policy and programme. ~econdly, 

the two areas of policy may be distinguished because, 

as mentioned ih section 2.1 ., British socialism claims 

directly to represent communities and constituencies in 

the colonies, where as any rel~tionship established with 

workers from non colonial countries was mediated through 

the workers organisations of that country. The Labour 

~arty could only claim to directly represent British and 

colonial labour. 

Although ther~ were other attempts to define 

socialism in interna tional relations, the work or Leonard 

Woolf must ' be cons idered as a most important contribution. 

woo lf's contribution to these issu e s was certainly the 

most consistent and e xt e nsive over twenty years of party 

policy making. Woo l f ts contribution was partly structur e d 

by hi practica l ba ckground as a coloni a l administrator 

in the Ceylon Civil ~ervice. As early as 1914 he was 

uriting for the Fabian journa l 'Nation' on international 

affairs . He said of himself in this period:- "journal- '" 

istically at a ny rate I had become an a uthorityll (woolf 
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1961 An Autobiography of the Years 1904 - 1911. P.111). 
He also points out that at that time there was no body 
of theory exploring the politics of international 

r el atio ns . woolf was part of it~ formation. 

Evidence of his strategic position in the formation 
of not just the Labour ~arty, but British Government 

policy, is demonstrated in the use of Woolf's paper 

'International Government' (1916) ' by the British delegation 
at the Versailles Conference in 1919, at which the League 
of Nations was sat up as an international peace-keeping 

force. woolf's central concsrn at this time was the 

setting up of an international body to arbitrats in 

disputes between nations. 

Virtually the entire foreign and colonial policy 

of the Labour Party during the 1930's bore the imprint 
of his thinking and formulations. In 1917 Woolf was 

invited by Sidney Webb to become the secretary of 
the policy committee in the Labour Party set up to deal 

with international and imperial questions. This ' was 

part of a general initiative to establish for the Labour 
Party, a set of policies and theories upon which it 

could draw when taking office. After the first war the 
committee split into two, the International Committee 

and the Imperial Rdvisory Committee. woolf was th e r ·2 
secretary of both for over twenty years. woolf (1969 p. 

169) ~ays ,of his work in this period, that it occasionally 

influenced the Labour Party on important issues. 

Perhaps more significantly he was responsible, in 

the operation of the committees, for the education of an 
entire generation of Labour Party members who became :. . 

experts on various aspects of foreign and imperial affairs. 

These included Charles Roden-Buxton of the famous anti slavery 

family and chairman of both committees, Sir John Maynard 

who was a retired servant of the colonial service and 

succeededBuxton as the chairman of the Imperial Advisory 

Committee, Norman Leys of the Kenyan Public Work~ Department, 

Orummond Shiels who became Under Secretary of State and 

Arthur Creech Jones who became Secretary of State for the 
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Colonies. Their expertise and experience inform e d 

La bour Party approa ch es to internatio nal relations in 
its first ma jor a nd prolong ed period of office after 

th e s econd wa r. 

This apprai~al of Woolf's contribution do es not 

represent a n assertion that his work or the statements 

he produced contained some kind of discursive unity. 

They did not, but they should be considere d against 

this background becau se it i nformed those statements. 
It uas one of the factors uhi ch uas responsible for 

their appeara nce and formation. 

3.B. A Soci alist Approach to Colonialism: A look at 

Policy a nd Philosophical Claims. 

The existence of an empire and the need for it to 

be embraced , uithin a socialist frame of reference uas 
not unprobl ema tic for the Labour Party. Hou uas a 

definition of the 'colonial encounter' described by 

Brockuay (of the Independent Labour Party and later, 

the Labo ur Party) as "The exploitation of one people by 

anot her" (The Colonial Revolution p.I J ) to be r~conciled 
with any of the definitions of socialism examined in 

the sphere of domestic relations? Was the Labour Party 

the reluctant heir of imperiali~m or uas it fully 

implicated in the ,administration and development of the 
empire a nd the conceptions upon uhich it uas based? 

Ma ny in the Labour Party considered that the 

colonial bond was incompatible with sociali~m and were 
anxio us that it should be quickly d{ssolved. 

"Did ue , go into India because India wanted 
us? We went there not for the salvation of 
India, not for India's good, but for Great 
Britai n's good. We are an imperial country 
a nd India offered us markets and wealth that 
could not be given by any other country. 
what is the use of saying we have freed India 
from famine a nd given her justice and pea ce 
whe n all the time we have been thinking of 
the commercial domination of Britain and not 
of lndia 's good." 
( Buchana n 3/12/31 Ha nsard vol.260 cal.1356) 
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- Other~ (~ee 1931 Annual Reports or the Labour Party p. 

216) prote~ted that whilst they were not imperialists 
the empi ra 'existed' as a reality which could not be 
ig nor ed but which would have to be dealt with. Indeed 
it was this 'reality' which the Labour Party administered 
briefly in 1924 and again from 1929-31. Speaking of 
this administration (1929-31) at L~bour Party Conferenc8, 
Wedgewood who was ~ecretary of State for India, outlined 
the difficulties of administering India in line with 
party policy. 

"But I want you to remember that here is one 
man standing, with a bureacracy 6,000 miles 
away with a minority in parliament, a man who, 
for all his faults is striving zealously and 
tirelessly to carry out the programme or ~ 
emancipation, which is the programme of the 
Labour Party." 
(wedgewood 3/10/32 Annual Reports of the 
Labour Party. p.179-BO) 

Wedgewood's statement suggests that a socialist 

colonial administration was hampered by the parlia~entary 
situation of the Labour Government. He later in the 
same statement complained of the lack of responsiveness 

of the Viceregal administration in India to socialist 
definitions of policy. 1n fact the Labour Party's 

administration of India as a colony brought much criticism 
from it~ member~ and the alienation of the Independent 
Labour Party which w~s directed by the League Against 

Imperialism to define its differences with the Labour 

Pa rty on colonial issues. (see section 2.9. which 
documents the I.L.P.'~ split with the Labour Party) • 

. 
what then should a socialist colonial policy look 

like? The analysis of the development of policy on 
India in section 2.5 already provides some clues. In 

general these policy statements sanctioned by conference 

based their claims upon three elements. The first was 
a concern for the well being of the Indian people, 

especially the poorer sections who comprised the majority. 
The second was a concern for the workers and the devel

opment of a trade union structure. These two may be seen 

as developments from domestic conceptions of socialism. 
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The third was a demand for independence. This varied 
a great deal in terms of the speed with which it was 

demanded and the conditions which might accompany it. 
Never-th e-less it r epr ese nted a policy clai m that at 

some point the empire should ceasato exist. These 

three elements can be seen as claims to define socialism 

in relation to colonial issues and can be found in many 
statements on the empire. 

A number of claims to define socialism in colonial 

policy were being put foreward along these lines as 

early as 1928 in'Labour and the Nation,' one of the early 

policy statements of the Labour Party, issued as a 

pamphlet. Its main policy declarations included the 
following. Land distribution in the empire:-

"A labour Government should urge the various 
states concerned to co operate in a survey 
of land resources of the British Commonwealth, 
with a view to subordinating the private use 
of land to the general interests of a scientific 
redistribution of the population within it, 
and to securing, by improving the cultivation 
of its land, increased supplies of food 
for the population and of raw materials 
for its industries." 
(Labour Party 1928 Labour and the Nation p.50) 

This statement contains a policy shift from private use 

of land to a form of public o~nership followed by 

redistribution of the population depending upon it for 

survival. This may be seen as an application of the 

principles of domestic socialism to the field of 

colonial relations. 

The second major policy contained in this statement 

concerned the development of an industrial labour force 

through migration from the land and training. 
"Migration and training schemes are part 
of the policy of the Labour Party. A Labour 
Government would see that reliable information 
was available for intending emigrants and 
would establish centres in which suitable 
training for their new life could be given 
them. ~t would use the machinery of the 
Commonwealth Labour Conference, through 
which Labour in Great Britain is already 
in close touch with Labour in the Dominions, 
to establish a full measure of supervision 
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and control over their prospects and 
conditions." 
(Labour Party 1928 Labour and the Nation. P.SO) 

This policy amounted to the creation of an indu s trial 

workfo rce out of a rural, peasa nt, workforce. In 

general terms a development towards an industrialised 

economy was one of the cornerstones of statements on 

colonial socialism. This was seen as part of a develop

ment upon which independence would be based, in which 

a labour force would be established and protected in much 

the same way as in Britain. Industrialisation and 

independence were presented as part of the same process 

in the debate concerning India. 

This statement also contained as policy, an 

affirmation of commercial links between the colonies 

and Britain. 
"A Labour Government would provide facilities 
for overseas producers in the marketing of 
their produce in this country with a view to 
establishing prices and eliminating unnecessary 
intermediaries, whilst it would co operate 
in the control and cheapening of the transport 
of food supplies to Great Britain." 
(Labour Party 192B Labour and the Nation P.SO) 

The statement suggests that such a relationship would 

be to the mutual advantage of both colonies and the 

mother country. In fact it ~epr9sents little more than 
a restatement of a very traditional colonial relationship 

with the addition or a certain amount of control and 

price fixing. 

Labour and the Nation also demonstrated that sections 

of the Labour Party considered that the welfare or colonial 

peoples, especially in the face of exploitation by the 

mother country, was also an important aspect of a socialist 

colonial policy. 

"The Labour Party views \Jith grave concern 
the appalling evils produced by capitalist 
exploitation in certain of the tropical 
and sub tropical parts of the British 
Commonwealth of Nations. It holds that 
the welfare of indigenous races, their 
economic prosperity, and their advancement 
in culture and civilization, must be the 
primary object of colonial administration, / 
to which all other interests must be rigorously 
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subordinated." 
(Labour Party 1928 Labour and the Nation p.50) 

Welfare in this statement was tempered with a concern 

for a dva nc e s in ways oth e r than tho se associat ed with 

industrial development. This was also part of a demand 

for independence. This statement represents a re

statement of the prime object of colonial administration, 
placing ' the prosperity and advance of colonial peoples 

ahead of all other objectives. This statement also places 

"indigenous races" in an evolutionary framework by 

expressing concern for their "advancement in culture and 

civilization." 

The demand for independence was a feature of most, 

but not all, Labour Party statements on colonialism. A 
socialist colonial policy required the end of the colonial 

relation, its dismantling. Assessments of the speed 

with which this should be done and the conditions under 
which it should take place varied enormously. 

"it will take steps, therefore, to transfer 
to the inhab tants of these countries without 
distinction of race or colour, such measure 
of political responsibility as they are 
capable of exercising, while imperial 
responsibility for their government will 
be maintained during the period preceding 
the establishment of democratic institutions." 
(Labour Party 1928 Labour and the Nation P.SO) 

In this particular statement the demand for '-. independence 

depended on an assessment of a peopl,e's ability to be 

self g6verning, and the possibility o~ establishing 

democratic institutions through which independent govern
ment could be exercised. 

The position being expressed in this particular 

statement has an orientation tOYards development, indust-

rial and cultural, in ' creating a situation where a 

certain amount of political freedom might be awarded 

through democratic institutions. Whilst this process 

was in operation, an emphasis was to be placed on the 

welfare of the people, especially workers, underwritten 

by certain redistributions of material resources and the 

ma intenance of links with 8ritain in which ' Britain served 
'" a s a mo del 0 f development a nd a market for raliJ ~, ' ma t er ial s • 
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One of the mo~t obvious ~tructuring mechanisms 

operating on this statement i~ an interpr e tation of 

official do me~ tic definition~ of socialism and conceptiona 

abo ut t he requir em en ts for na tionhood. Th is stat ome nt 

waa also constrained by the ne3d for continuity in orficial 

labour ~arty pronouncements. The Labour Party had long 

been stating its support for a particular kind of independ

ence coupled with the need for advance, land reform and 

protection of the worker and the poor. Thia atatement 

la also structured by its key objects and concepts which 

give it a particular ideological orientation. The key 

objects in this position were industrial labour force, 

trade with Britain, emigrant labour force, industry, and 

land distribution. Its key concepts are development, 

culture and civilization, welfare and political 

reaponsibility. 

The statement was further atructured by aome of 

the philosophical claims it waa making to define socialism 

in colonial affairs~ The labour Party wa~ defining itself 

aa the representative of various communities. The state

ment examined also contains a reference to a number of 

constituences. ~t various points in the statement, the 

labour ~arty was claiming to rep~esent the people of 

Britain who were to benefit in .terms of cheap food 

transported over from the colonies, thecoloniaed people 

as a wh01e against the e~ils of capitalist exploih~tion, 

the colonised poor in need of land, and the workers, or 

potential workers, in the colonies. These four communities 

are often represented individually or in groups in 

aocialist definitions of the colonial situation. Ultimately 

the emphasis in this ' statement is on coloniaed people as 

a whole and the possibility of their development .towards 

na tionhood, and the severence of the colonial bond. 

~Ia ny posi tions expressed in labour Party statements 

on colonial issues were a focus for conflict over which 

co mmuniti e s the Labour Party should represent. jome 

consid ered that British communities should be prioritised 

over colonial ones. juch debates often focused on issu e'a 
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in which the interests of British and colonial workers 

were opposed. This is amply docume nted in the Indian 

case study. Even in considering colonial is sue~ alone, 
thar s were often conflicts ov er which communities should 

be prioritised, the people as a whole in the qu es t for ~ 

independence, or a particularly disadvantag ed section of 

the people. 

Many Labour Party statements make reference to a 

fifth community, the Commonwealth, a s a form of association 

between Britain and her dominions • . Perhaps a key element 

in Labour Party statements concerning the colonies was 

the . ultimate disappearance of the empire and its relations 

of subordination between coloniser and colonised. This 

did not necessarily require the destruction of the empire 

as an association of British subjects, but its transform
ation into a new kind of relationship. ~any in the 

Labour Party (see for example Lansbury 1931 Hansard vol. 
1260 col. 1393) expressed the desire that the empire 

be transformed into a Commonwealth of free peoples living 
as autonomous nations. For this to happen it was necessary 

for them to be awarded ~th8 status of nationhood, as the 

basis for participation in a new kind of relationship 

with Britain. Lansbury was one of the foremost exponents 

of this socialist commonwealth. In relation to India, 
he expressed the wish that independence should be the 

basis for a new association with Britain, a partnership. 
It ••• " whether she will or will not become 
a partner in the British Commonwealth of 
nations, her answer will be y~s, but the 
choice must be hers. The words 'self deter
mination' mean this or they mean nothing." 
(Lansbury 3/12/31 Hansard vol.260 col.1393.) 

Woolf was also an exponent of the greater community 

than that of individual nations, as part of a conception 

of an international society. 

"It is no longer a world of isolated units 
moving majestically along in their own 
orbits, it is a world of states, nations 
and peoples closely interrelated parts of 
a vast international society with its own 
economic and political organisation. It 
(Woolf 1933 Imperialism and Civilization. p.1"1'6) / 
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' Woolf, in f act, was making refer e nce to a greater 

conc eption of society, as one including all nations in 

which a so cialist commonwealth would be just th e beginning. 

Th e s ociali st co mmon wealth r e pr e3ent~ a limi t e d f o rm o f 

international brotherhood and co oper a tion. It was 

premised upon the need for a development on the part of 

the colony, variously expressed in terms of the need to 

develop culture and industry to a point where it was 

fit for nationhood. 

Lansbury, like Woolf, saw the Commonwealth a~ the 

beginning of a greater federation. 

"l am a firm believer in the union of British 
Dominions. I have great faith that India 
will become one of the foremost partners, 
that together with her we will ~tart on the 
road to the federation of the world •••• . Ye 
have to substitute comradeship, brotherhood 
and co operation in place of domination and 
imperialism and in dealing with our Indian 
comrades remember that India is their country, 
their motherland which they love as we love 
Britain." 
(Lansbury 3/12/31 Hansard vol.260 col.1397.) 

In this statement Lansbury was making a claim to define 

the new qualities on which the socialist Commonwealth 

would be based. He ~as making a claim to distinguish 

it from the old conception of the empire by making 

reference to the human emotions upon which it would be 

based. This represents an extension of the principle ,of 

n~tionalism which Laski define~ as ari "essentially 

spiritual quality", a "sense of kinship which binds men 
into oneness" emanating from "traditions created by a 

corporate effort". (Laski 1967 A Grammar of Politics. 

p.219) 

The socialist Com~onwealth was an extension of 

many of the qualitie~ of nationhood and nationalism. It 

was pa rtly con~tructed through a common sharing of 

government, and other close ties with the imperial mother 

country, and partly through a belief in the unity of all 

nations. Such notions were developed by extending the 

discourses concerning political philosophy, developed 

in sections 1.11, 1.12 and 1.13, as the practice of 
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community ~ithin nations, to include the practice of 

community between nations. 

Ourbin wa rn e d of the pos s ibl e con f lic ts t ha t coul d 

arise ~hen communities ~ere brought into conflict with 

each other. 

"If the common good i~ only felt to reach 
the limit~ of a racial or geographical, or 
a social group, there will be no force in 
thi~ recognition of a limited common good 
within the group to prevent the use of force 
outside and on behalf of it." . 
(Ourbin 1940 Oemocracy and Socialism in 
Britain. p.43) 

Ourbin is ~uggesting that the principle of collective 

~elfare must extend beyond the community to embrace 

~ider groups and ultimately the totality of nations in 

order to overcome the destructive aspects of human 

existence. The maintenance of civilization and its 

possibilities uas constructed around a conception of 

community more inclusive than that of the nation or 

even the commonwealth. It uas to such conceptions of 

community that socialism's international or foreign -

policy addressed itself. 

3.9. Socialism and foreign Policy. 

The difficulties presented by attempting to apply 

the principles of domestic or even colonial socialism 

to foreign policy ~ere enormous. woolf commented upon 

this difficulty in the follo~ing way. 

"Between socialism and a wide field of 
domestic and imperial affairs the relation 
i~ obvious, direct and immediate. The 
Government, provided it has the power 
through a parliamentary majority, can 
nationalise the mines or transport, or 
control investment and ~o give the control 
of the means of production and distribution 
to the community and eliminate private 
profit ••• It can implement socialism 
imperially by starting a gr at scheme for 
growing ground nuts in East Africa ·through 
a public corporation or by nationalising 
cotton growing in the Sudan , ... < None or 
these thing~ is true in the international 
field. The relation between socialism and 
questions of foreign policy is nearly always 
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remote and obscure." 
(Woolf 1947 Foreign Policy: The Labo ur 
Party's Dilema. P.S) 

In foreign pblicy, wher e socialism could not be constructed 

upon the reorganisation of production and distribution, 

or a belief in the ~ Ei ght of all peoples to national 

self determination, the Labour Party found certa in 

difficulties in establishing a style. 

Although Woolf had been working on foreign policy 

for the Labour Party since 1917, this difficulty had not 

been resolved by 1931 when the ~ociety for ~ocialist 

Inquiry and Propaganda held a discussion to decide whether 

there was a "Distinctively socialist point of view on 

foreign policy, guided by definite principles". (Society 

for Socialist Inquiry and Propaganda 1931 Report on a 

Discussion of Socialist Foreign policy p.1). Cole, 

Attlee, Dalton, Gaitskell and 8ertrand Russell played 

a prominent part in this discussion, which centred on 

the debate about whether the interests of the working 

class were best served by an unrese~ved policy of peace, 

or whether it was legitimate to defend places where 

advances in working class interests had been made, as 

in the case of Russia. The institutions on which the 

discussion focused were the ~eague of Nations and its 

International Labour Organisation. In the course of 

this discussion the central principle by whi~h foreign 

policy was assessed was the interests of the working 

class. "This was not true of all assessments, and involved 

the construction of a set of constituencies which could 

be " demonstrated to implicate an improvement in the lives 

of workers. 

woolf considered that socialism was to do with 

the distribution of wealth in the community and foreign 

policy was to do with the relations between foreign 

states and their governments. ~o there was a level at 

which international strat egy was beyond the realms of 

socialism. Never-the-Iess numerous attempts were made 

within the Labour Party to define at lea s t general 

principles, by which it might be guided in the discharg e 
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of its duties in foreign policy, in which it was 

required to participate as a potenti al party of 

government. 

It is possible to discern two general principles 

around which many Labour Party statements defining an 

appropriate foreign policy were centred. These are 

co operation with Labour and Socialist organisations 

in other countries, and above all a commitment to peace. 

There came a point in the 1930s (around 1933) when these 

two principles came into conflict, and it became necessary, 

at least in terms of official policy, for there to be an 

arbitration of the point at wh~ch socialism and its 

democracy were defended against Fascism, with armed 

force. This was the point at which the Labour ~arty 

decided officially to defend socialism and democracy 

against its destruction, and joined in the war effort, 

defining freedom and democracy, rather than peace, as 

the workers constituency. 

The Labour Party has, throughout its history 

maintained these two strands of ideology. They have 

surfaced in different issues and in different conditions 

at many different times. The point at which socialist 

conceptions of 'civilization' were to be defended against 

the 'barbarity' of totalitarianism, begs an assessment 

of which is the greater barbarity, war or the destruction 

of socialism's democracy. This equallY ' applies to the 

case of Germany in the 1930s and 19405, and to the Soviet 

Union after the second world war. 

The 1930s cannot be characterised as a whole in 

terms of official Labour policy and thinking. A change 

in emphasis occured, prompted by the failure of the 

Disarmament conference, and Germany and Japan's withdrawal 

from the League of Nations. Anti fascism replaced pacifism. 

Statements outlining Labour's foreign policy included 

support for the Labour and Socialist International, the 

League of Nations, the International Labour Organisation, 

disarmament, peace and anti fascism. 

Support for the labour and Socialist International 
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in which the labour Party participated with soci a l 

democr atic parties from oth er, usually dev elop ed, 

countri e s demon~tratad a measure of internationali s m. 
This was f ur t her e vid enc ed in i ts assoc i at i on with t he 

Int ernational labour Organisation of the League of 

Na tions. This was a forum for the discussion of l a bour 

conditions in all countries in which the labour 
representatives from the colonies were encouraged to 

pa rticipate. It acted as a pressure on national 

governments for the implementation ,of improved labour 

conditions. It was an international alliance of worker~ 

within a greater alliance of all nations, r8pre~ented 
in the League. 

'It wa~ perhaps its support for the League of 

Nations which was the basis of Labour Party policy in 
thi~ period. woolf (1936 p.28) said that the "Labour 

Party has always stoo~ officially for the league system". 
(woolf 1936 The League and Abyssinia p.28). As early a~ 

1915, writing for the 'Nation' he spoke of the necessity 

for an 11 i nterna tional authori ty to pr event war ". (Woo-l f 

1964 'An Autobiography of the Years 1911-18 p.186). The 

League was the incarnation of colle~tive security, a 

guarantee that future wars were impossible because of 

its ability to arbitrate between nations in ~ dispute. 

Writing in 1933 of the league, he said:-

"The Party is right in renailing its policy 
more firmly to the mast of the League, 
because the League system is, at the moment 
the only available instrument for ensuring 
peace." . 
(woolf 1933 Political Quarterly. vol.4 p.51?) 

He was, even in 1936 after the failure of the league 
to prevent the Italian invasion of Abyssinia, quite 

specific about its purpose:-

"The League of Nations is not a super state ••• . . 
It is an organisation of existing states for 
certain, specific purposes , ••• , It was 
consciously and deliberately created in 
a nswer to a world wide demand, and to ~ake 
certain specific changes in the pre war 
system of inter state relation~, to substitute 
for the claims and pretensions of ~overeign 
states to seek to settle things by war the 
right and obligation to have disputes settled 
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peacefully." 
(Woolf 1936 The League and Abyssinia. p.7) 

As far as Woolf and many others were concern e d the 

pr i mar y task of th e Lea gu e was th e maint e na nc e o f pea c e 

by the method of settlement of disputes through negotiation. 

8evin thought this alliance of nations should be built 

on a more concrete basis than a general desire for peace. 

He suggested that it be the instrument through which a 

pooling of national resources COuld be affected. It 

could then be the basis of a greater efficiency in world 

production and co operation. 

It should be emphasized that even though the focus 

of Labour foreign policy was the peace and collective 

security offered by the league system, there were also 

statements which corisidered the other kinds of alliances 

Britain should make in foreign policy. Some were in 

favour of a neutrality in the face of Russian and American 

power blocks. Woolf (1947) was in favour of an alliance 

with America on the basis that there was a greater amount 

in common between Britain and America than Britain and 

Russia. Bevin (1938) was in favour of an alliance into a 

"united states of Europe ll an alliance which woolf supported 

in the post second world war period, This was to avoid 

having to ally with either Russia or America, and gave 

a more local collective basis to security inside the 

greater aims of the league system. 8evin was in favour 

of a European alliance with an economic base, produced 

by the pooling of the European nation's colonial resources. 

He believed this would provide a material bisis for 

collective security, rather than relying on the faculty 

for human co-operation as woolf's notion of collective 

security in the league of Nations did. 
"The great colonial powers of Europe should 
pool their colonial territories and link them 
up within a European Commonwealth, ••• . such 
a European Commonwealth, established on an 
economic foundation, would give us a greater 
security than we get by trying to maintain 
the 01 d balance 0 f power . ... It woul d make 
a direct drive towards a United States of 
Europe which would give her a chance to live 
adequately. " 
(8evin 1938 The Hecord P.154) 
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At a more philosophical level the League of Nations 

was a bid to define socialism in terms of an int ernational 
system of co operation as discussed in the cont ext of the 

soci alist Commonwealth. It was the incarnation of Durbin's 

"practice of community" (1940 p.180) as an index of 

civilization. Socialism and peace were rooted in the 

negation of the Hobbesian state of "warre". The ability 

of the human race to live collectively was underwritten 
by that property of humanity which had allowed civilization 

to take place at all. It was upon "the possibility of 
human co operation that a conception of society was 

constructed. Unless this principle was extended to the 
human race as a whole then the security of any of its 

units, national and otherwise, would be threatened. 

National collective existence, which was accorded a ~ 

special status, would not be possible unless guaranteed 

by collective existence at an international level. 

In this context the League must be considered to 

be a "trust on behalf of civilization", the construc~_ion 

of an "international society" (Woolf 1933 Imperialism 

and Civili~ation p.132-3). This was why the question of 

peace was SO central to conceptions of socialism in 

foreign policy. The totality of mankind in the face of 

its destruction became a single community and the guarantee 

of the continued existence of all communities. Man's 

capacity for collective exist~nce, for Durbin,(1940 p.186) 

was what distinguished h~m from all other forms of life. 
The ability to liv~ in a society was thus considered an 
integral part of the human condition. National collective 
security, through the mechanisms of an international body, 

was thus presented as the logical extension of the principles 

of human nature. 

It was a matter of debate whether the continued 

exi s tence of this collectivity, or its democracy and 

standards of civilization was more important. Attlee 

was of the opinion that collective security should be 

armed. "The only war like act of the Labour Government 

must be international policing." (New Fabian Research / 
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Burea u. 1934 Report of a Discussion on the La bour 

Party' s Foreign Policy in the .Imm ediat e Future p.2-3). 

Lask i provided a formulation with which ma ny similar 

assessments agreed when he said that ul timately "Civil

iz a tion is either international or it is worthle ss ." 

(L a ski 1966 A Grammar of ~olitics. p.226). 

If it is being suggested that the possibility of ~ 

collective existence is one of the highest principles 

of civilization, this begs the ·question of whether the 

organisation of civilization in terms of a democratic 

frame-work was not an even higher one than peace in 

these debates. It is quite possible that these debates 

consider a particular organisation of the human community, 

such as existed in Hussia, outside a definition of 

civilization. Any defence of democracy would then amount 

to a defence of civilization itself, which is not the 

breakdown of the international human community, but the 

breakdown of democracy in certain nations • . If this line 

of reasoning is follow e d, then the defence of democracy 

amounts to the defence of civilization itself. These-

are some of th~ argu~ents which the Labour ~arty invoked 

in:.its claims to support the collective security of the 

human community as a whole, i~ its backing for a foreign 

policy .which encouraged arbitration between its national 

units. Labour's internationalist outlook in foreign 

policy was firmly based on the national unit. One of the 

most important facets or Labour ideology therefore res~s 

on the definitions or. democracy and civilization which 

are being referred to. 

These arguments are particularly pertinent in the 

examination of colonial policy with its emphasis eon the 

development of nationhood and the socialist Commonwealth. 

Here definitions of democracy and civilization are being 

expressed and arbitrated as the philosophical r~quirements 

of independence linked to the possibility of development. 

These will be more fully explored in the chapters on 

India. 
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3.10 Conclu s ions. 

Thi s ch apter has examined the principal constituency 

o f t he Labour Part y, soci ali sm. It has show n, by us ing 

the mech a nisms cons tituency and community, that socialism 

is subject to numerous constructions. Thes e constructions 
define the Labour Party as a statement issuing, or 

enunciative institution. The Labour Party can be defined 

both in terms of the multiplicity of positions and 

statem ents it tolerates within its institutional framework, 

set out in the constitutlon, and constantly re-stated in 

its policy formulations. lt can also be defined in terms 

of the relations between the statements which it sanctions 

as official, and those which it finds unacceptable. All 

statements offered to the Labour .Party to . be sanctioned 

are bids to define the positions with which the Labour 

Party should associate itself. 

~ocialism, in its many constructions, is an important 

eleme nt in all Labour Party statements. 8ecause it was 

the . Labour Party's claim to a distinctive approach. to __ 

British politics, it was presented in every statement as 

a Labour Party way of doing things. The early sections 

of this chapter outlined some of the constructions of 

socialism in relation to domestic policy. This was done 

by examining both policy and philosophical claims to 

define soc1alism using the mechanism set out in chapter 

one, mainly ~ommunity and constit~eAc¥. The statement~ 

presented by .the Labour Party were defined and interrogated 
to determine who and what the Labour ~arty w~s claiming 

to represent. It was discovered that claims to define 

socialism in domestic policy contain~d a range of 

constituencies, which might be represented. It was also 

discovered that the Labour Party had only a limited 

range of communities with which it associated, it only 

claimed to r e present certain discursively constructed 

groups of people. 

Wh e n it came to socialism's approach to foreign 

and coloni al policy it was di s covered that there was 

a heavy reli a nce on definitions of socialism constructed 
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in relation to domestic policy. This was particularly 

true of colonial policy. In examining colonial policy 

it was not necessary to present a whole range of definitions, 

as this i s done in r el ati on to India in chapters f our a nd 

five, and to do so here would involve repetition. Mainly 

official statements on the colonies were examined in 

order to give an indication of a range of definitions 

of socialism in colonial relations. Many of these issues 

are not relevant to the Indian situation, for example 

proposals for land distribution and nationalisation, and 

will not, for that reason be dealt with again. They are 

dealt with in section 3.8. because they are a part of 

Labour's general approach to the colonies. 

Colonial definitions of socialism, like domestic 

definitions, posed a range of possible constitueDcies. 
These were land distribution and state ownership as 

set out in the statements extracted from 'Labour and the 

Nation' (1928), a major policy document of the party at 

that time. A second constituency was centred on the 

notion of development applied to the economic structure. 

This might best be described as industrialisation, 

involving the transformation of the workforce from a rural 

to an urban one. A third constituency was the development 

of trade unionism and welfare policy aimed at certain 

communities. All of these " constituencies so far are a 

direct translation from domestic definitions of socialism. 

colonial issues had two constituencies which were not 

derived from domestic socialism, independence and the 

commonwealth. 80th'of these are tbe~ subject of a 

multitude of definitions and are taken up mo~e fully 

throughout chapters four and five in relation to India. 

They were not, however, unconnected to some of the other 

constituencies, for example notions of development were 

often described in the context of a move towards independence. 

The colonial communities of the Labour Party wer e 

a reflection of those claimed in Britain. The Labour 

~a rty variously claimed to represent the colonised peoples 

as a whole, or a section of those peoples, the poorest / 

sections, and the workers. Its support for workers links 
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into what wa~ just said about development as a constituency. 

~oci alism in the colonies was concerned with the creation 

of an indu5triali~9d workforce. It did not claim to 

r epr ese nt rural peoples, or peasants except a5 the poor 

in terms of a constituency which centred on living standards. 

The labour Party did not appear to bo able to represent 

those who lived in rural areas as such, only as peoples 

in transition to becoming an urban workforce. This is 

clearly demonstrated in the Indian case study, and is no 

doubt related to the manner in which the labour Party 

had developed a representative function on behalf or 

certain communities in Britain. That is not to suggest 

that the Labour Party was not able to represent rural 

peoples, but it represented them as 'the Indian people' 

or the 'Sudanese people', it was not able to construct 

them discursively as rural peoples other than as a 

population in transition to becoming an industrialised 

work force. 

As indicated in section 3.8 the question of community 

priorities set up tensions within the Labour Party i~ 

cases where there was a conflict of interests. Whilst 

the Labour Party stood officially for the dissolution 

of the colonial bond, a position which attracted much 

support, it was often faced with opposition from within 

its ranks claiming, if indirectly, that the prosperity 

of the Bri tish working 'class was premised upon poor living 

standards and low wages in the colonies, in combination 

with the privileged position of 8ritish goods in many 

colonies. An exampie of this kind of Jeasoning is 

presented in relation to India in section 4.2. t In cases 

where there was a clash of interes.,ts involved in 

representing colonial constituencies, for example welfare, 

there was usually a debate about which community should 

be prioritised. Arbitration between the interests of 

British and colonial labour were a prominent feature or 
many debates in the Labour Party and the Labour movement 

as a whole during this period. 

'" As far as foreign policy was concerned, definitions 
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of socialism were only partly derived from domestic 

formulations. The nee d for Labour Party co-operation 

with socialist and similarly orientated org anisations in 

other countries was an exte nsion o f it s protect ion o f the 

principl es upon which the Labour Party itself was 

construct e d. Socialism's defence of pea ce was not 
necessarily an extension of domestic definitions of 

socialism, although this might be explained a s an 

international dimension of the party's adherence to the 

methods of democracy and civil order within Britain as 
factors conditioning the conduct of internal political 

affa irs. This is more fully explored in section 6.6 in 
relation to public order in East London. In international 

relations, the cause of peace was identified with the ~ : 

interests of the workers who had suffered so badly in 
the first world war. This was transformed later in the 

19305, as indicated in section 3.9, in order to defend 

what was described as the cause of democracy and freedom, 

from foreign domination. 

Because in its statments and policies the Labour 

~arty must express a socialist point of view, this 

preliminary excursion into the constructions of socialism 

has been instructive. uefinitions of socialism, whilst 

potentially differing in every statement, do seem to have 

a limited range of possibilities in terms of communities 

an~ constituencies to be represented. These are a part 
of the ideological structuring mechanisms which, in 

combination with others and constraints, col~ectively 
prOduce Labour ~arty' statements. ~n examination of hoy 

the Labour Party issues statement, its institutional 
arrangements for the authorisation of statements , 

and its possible definitions o~ socialism provide the 

background with which to examine statements of the two 

case studies on India and anti semitism. In relation to 

these two issues , defintions of socialism can be examined 

in deta il as the Labour Party is constructed in relation 

to them. The case studies also aid a further dev elopment 

of the method outlined in chapter one as a method for / 
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reading Labour Party statements, as well as a fuller 

dev elopment of the notion of a political community. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Th e Labour Party's India. 

4.1. Context. 

India was both an object of discourse and an 
issue in the early part of the 1930s. it actad as 

a site upon which constructions of political community 

ware focused. The variety of discourses informing this 

construction were centred on concepts such· as develop~ent, 

civilization and culture. This chapter is concerned to 

establish a range of definitions of the situation referred 

to as India and claims of uarious institution~ to the 

right to discourse on this issue. 

This chapter examines the ways in which India was 

constructed by and on behalf of the Labour Party. By 
making a distinction between official and unofficial 

statements it is possible to discover which positions 
the Labour Party was prepared to tolerate and which it 

was prepared to sanction. ~uch a construction give~ an 
indication of th~ ideological diversity of the party and 

makes it. possible to speculate on why certain positions . 

were accepted · and others excluded from official enuociations. 

These positions may be explained in terms of the kinds 

of constraints, and structuring factors, which were 

effective in their production. 

In fact the chapter deals simultaneously with 

three levels of analysis. It interrogates the concept 
race through focusing on the concept political community, 

which is both a concept and an object of investigation 

in this dissertation. Constructions of India are 

constructions of this concept and its field of concepts. 

This chapter also produces a construction of the Labour 

Party in a specific relationship to this organising 

concept. It is then possible to ask how the Labour 

Party acted in relation to issues which, in one way or 

another, raised the Question of race. Finally it is 

also a c6mment on the conditions of making statements 
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a nd mod es of s t a ting. 

Th ere are numerou s instanc es in which both Indi a n 

and British peoples were referred t o as ra c es in the 

deba t es f ea tu re d in this chapter. See fo r example 

sec t ion 4.3 . in which it wa s stated in the cours e of 

a pa rli ame nta ry deb a te (Wise 1931) that it was India's 

des tiny to be ruled by some kind of outside "r a ce". 

Here ~he notion of a political community, appears to 

in f orm the concept race giv i ng it an added distinc tiven e ss. 

Ind ee d, r a c e ma y be s a id to be cons tructed through the 

obj ect of a political community which is one of the key 

objects of investigation in this dissertation. 

Whether British and Indian peoples were distinctive 

r aces, or whether they were of the same racial extraction, 
as Main e 's comparative atudie~suggests . does . not really matter. 

Wh a t 1s important is that the designation of peoples as 

r aces wa s ov erridden by classifications in terms of 

na tional, or potentially national, political communities. 

Ma ine's philogy set out in 'Ancient Law' suggested a ,_ 

cl a ssiFica t i on of peoples unlike anything sugg ested 

be fore. Jurisprudential investigations based on riomparative 

philogy ha d indicated that Indians and Britons were both 

~ ' ry a n s , a s far as racial classification in the 1860s was 

conc ern ed. l'laine identified A,ryans as inhabiting cultural 

a rea in which everything important to progress and 

civilization had taken place. He divided peoples into 

thos e who were the product of progressive conditions and 

thos e who were the product of unprogressive' conditions. 
I t wa s further Maine's contention that the condition of 

i mmobility or unprogressiveness uas the na tural condition 

of ma nkind. 

l'la ine's work is an example of how definitions of 

r a c e were, a nd a re, constantly changing. Races we're 

de fin e d for differ ent purposes, as chapter five will 

d emon s t ~at e in the construction of the Indian political 

community. His conc e rn to establi s h th e common racial 

identity of Brit a in a nd India in terms of l a ngu a ge , and 
'" 

cultur es with which it wa s associatsd, serve to illustr a t e 
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the ma nn er in which politically constructed divisions, 
such as political community inform the concept race as 

a wa y of designating peoples. The conc ept race was us e d 

as a wa y of des ignating other divi s ion s which produc e d 

the c a tegory 'British'o r 'India'. Yet, th e category ' 

Indi a n political community is not unproblematic. In 

the 1930s it was subject to definition as chapter five 

demonstrates. The concept political community, is of 

course, one of the terms of the analysis imposed upon the 

material or statements to be examined, rather than one 

of the terms of the explicit discourse. In making 

statements about what constituted the. Indian problem, it 

is pos s ible to draw out the various definitions offered 

by the Labour Party to designate . Indians as a political 

community and India as a constituency. This is taken up 

in more de tail in section 4.2. 

It is the aim of this chapter to address itself 

to the concepts, community and constituency, as a way of ex

ami ning " s.tnt.ements which the. Lab.ou r Party made ;in . de fini ·ng . 

I~dia as an issue. This chapter does not deal in any 

det a il with the constructions of India as a potential 

community as that is the subject of a detailed e~amination 

in ch a pter five. It is the aim of chapters four, five and 

six to provide material which will facilitate a discursive 

.construction of race by using the concept political 

community. It is expected that other key concepts will 

emerge in the course of this such as progress, civilization 

a nd culture as explained in the introduction to the 
dissertation. Race is a key or organising concept which 

orders the use of other concepts. ~olitical community, 

is the mechanism by which the construction of race is 

extrapolated. Race will be reconsidered, in the light 

of the material presented, in the conclusions to this 

chapter. , 

Positions, as points of intervention in a discours e 

offer definitions of objects and issues , in this case 

Indi a . Positions are registered in and a cces s ible 

through, statements . Part of the definition of statement 

offered in section 1.6"concerns its ability to state and 
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a ttr a cting cont e nding positions. The statement of a 

posi t ion is the product of certain constraints and oth e r 

struc t ur i ng elements, described in section 1.7. Th e se 
are informed by a set o f id eo lo gi es whi c h also ha ve the 

e f fe c t o f stucturing elements. It is possible to establish 

th e s e t of id eological assumptions which must have been 

pr esent i~ order for a particular statement, and thus 

indir ectly a position, to have been arrived at. Positions 

ha ve a r elation to specifiable voices and thus have a 

representative function. 

It is now possible to examine more closely the 

wa ys in which constraints and structuring elements 

operate in the production of statements in relation to 

ma terial on . India. structuring elements are the mechanisms 

which produce statements, as opposed to organising concepts 

which structure the range of possible concepts in a 

statement. For example, race is an organising concept 

because it organises other concepts such as culture, 
civiliza tion and so on. Political community is an object 

produced by discourses and a structuring element when the 

aim of a piece of analysis is to 8stablish the conditions 

in which statements are produced. The aim of this 

diss ertation is to establish the manner in which statements 

in political discourse are produced as well as to examine 

the operation of the Labour Party in statements concerning 

race. 

A distinction must be drawn between constraints 

and structuring elements. This may be done. in terms of 
their resp e tive functions. As outlined in section 1.7, 

constraints function to compel, they impose a direction 
on events and statements which cannot be ignored •• They 

are much less negotiable than structuring mechanisms. 

Constra ints do not themselves produce statements, they 

produce the conditions in which structuring factors 

produce sta~m3 nts. structuring factors directly produce 

the form of a stat'e.l11ent in combination with certain 

ideological conditions, more specific than those which 

are the property of constraints. Constraints have onl~ 

a gen eral orientation to offer to idaological conditions. 
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~ This point may be made clearer with an example 

from the Indian case study, in which there are specifiable 

constraints in operation. This is true or all La bour 

Pa rty sta t e ments. The first to be conside red are pl edges. 

~ledges are statements which have a particular status 

in that they are general declarations of intent which 

carry the weight of either statute, or promises authorised 

on behalf of the office of government, and carrying the 

weight of statesmanship. In the case of India the 

constraints which may be described ,as pledges concern 

the promise that India would, at a point in time to be 

determined, be awarded independence in the form of a 

constitution, also to be determined. From this it may 

be seen that constraints do not specify a position, 

except in the most general terms. Pledges operate as 

a constraint because they specify a direction, in this 

case a movement towards independence as opposed to the 

continuation of colonial government. Pledges produce 

the conditions in which any number of statements may 

be made. They are called constraints because they preclude 

certain statements being made. For example pledges 

concerning India prevent the Labour Party from announcing 

that India will not achieve independence. These do not, 

however, pre~lude the imposition of a , time s~ale-Ghich 

considers independence in terms of the epochs associated 

with race formation, rather than a matter of learning 

how to operate the machinery of government. 

A second constraint to be considered in relation 

to India c~ncerns e'set of political circumstances, or 

conditions, in which statements are made. Of course a 

description of the political circumstances pertinent 

to the tIndian ,situation' begs a definition. But what 

is clear, is that ~owever the political conditions in 

India in the early 1930s were described, they were such 

that they demanded an initiative in pursuit of the 

constraint imposed by past pledges. All definitions 

of the situation in India at this time admitted that 

there was a condition of hostility to the continuation /_ 

of British rule. This hostility presented itself as 
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a problem for the colonial authority in the form of a 

challenge to its ability to maint ain the rule of (British) 

l aw a nd ord er i n the colony. 

The political community described as India, united 

under imperial authority, was on the point of falling 

apart ripped by violence until it was .' no longer a political 

community. Because of this, the British Government was 

constrained to keep the question of its withdrawal from 

India, and the conditions in which this might be achieved, 

at the top of its political agenda on thQ colonies. 

Again this withdrawal could have taken any number of 

forms. To find out why the Labour Party responded to 

thi~ con~traint with the Round Table Conference, it i~ 

necessary to look not to constraints but to other~ 

structuring, mechanisms. 

The third constraint in this case is the need for 

a certain continuity in activity relating to India. 

This continuity need not be dictated by the rules of 

logic, and would almost certainly not have been. Co~~inuity 

in political initiative~ is a que~tion ,of establishing the 

links between one action or pronouncement and another. 

This really amounts to a statement of present action in 

terms of the past. This is just a linking mechanism 

and compels actio~s and enunciations to be connected to 

each other. For example in the case of India, the Labour 

~arty was required to state its suggestion that the 

Indian problem be solved through the mechanism of the 

Round Table Confere~ce, in terms of the Government of 
India Act (1919). Again, this constraint did not specify 

anything about the Round Tabl~, only that its consistency 

with other initiatives be ~tated. Rather than produce a 

certain kind statement, it demanded that some kind of 

statement of this continuity be made. 

The fourth constraint operating on the conditions 

in which statements are made, is found in the concept of 

a n audience. This is imposed by the site of enunciation 

which will have a relation to the nature and extent of 
; 

the statements issued. Whilst the audience compels the 

conditions in which statements are made in terms of a 
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general direction it does not produce a certain kind 

of statement. Priorities in terms of communities within an 

a udience ~ and the priorities of discursive constituencies 

asso ci ated with communities, operate on statements as 

structuring mechanisms. This is more thoroughly examined 

in section 5.4 in the context of the Round Table Conference. 

The final constraint producing a set of conditions 

in which statements were made, is the Labour Party as a 

site of enunciation. As explained throughout chapter 

two, the Labour Party had a particular procedure for the 

authorisation of statements which could not be by-passed. 

AS with the other constraints, the way in which the 

Labour ~arty issued statements did not specify their 

content. 

The constraints just outlined produced the conditions 

in which certain kinds or statements were made. They 

constrained only a general set of objectives in which 

structuring . factors then operated. The nature and function 

of constraining factors which actually produced statements, 

may best be observed by examining an actual statement. 

The official statement on the Meerut prisoners 

is a good example. The details of this are set out in 

section 4.5. Any other statement would equally illustrate 

the points made. The Meerut statement :has no special 

status except as an official statement. Differences 

between official and unofficial state~ents in terms of 

structuring factors will be indicated. 

The statement 'on the Meerut prisoners was produced 

by a numb~r of structuring factors which acted under the 

general conditions produced by the constraints. It is 

convenient to r~fer to these as the general terms of the 

debate. The terms of the debate in which this statement 

arose were the same as for any other statement on India 

in this period, and concerned the need to make an initiative 

in respect of Indian independence before an audience 

compr~s~ng a variety of communities in Britain and india, 
which had some demonstrable link with past actions and 

/ 

declarations. The ~eerut statement was sanctioned by 
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the Labour Party Conference, and issued by the National 

Joint Council. This site of enunciation, therefore 

incorpor ate s both the obj ectives of the Labour Party 

and those of the Labour movement as a whole. The op eration 

of the National Joint Council and its rel at ion t o the 

Labour Party as a whole was de s cribed in section 2.3. 

The first structuring mechanism relevant to the 

National Joint Council's statement on Meerut concerns 

the range of constituencies and communities which the 

Nationa l Joint Council is likely to ·represent in making 

a statement on India. These were explored in relation 

to definitions of socialism in colonial relations in 

section 3.8, and in relation to more domestic defintions 

of socialism in section 3.4. Partly because of the 

influence of the trades unions in the National Joint 

Council, and partly because or the trade union connections 

of the Meerut prisoners, this statement described the 

ne e rut prisoners as trade unionists. They were not, how

ever, the kind or trade unionists the Labour Party approved 

of, because of their associations with the communist Party. 

At this point ano.ther structuring mechanism of an 

ideologic a l nature comes into the statement. The Labour 

Party could not condone the actions of political institutions 

associated with the Communist Party, for reasons which 

are explored in sections 2.8.ahd 6.7 in which the Communist 

Party is demonstrated to be opposed to th~ claims of 

democracy made on behalf of the Labour Party. Unofficial 

statements did not n~cessarily need to state · disapproval 
of the Communist Party. It therefore remains for the 

National Jo int Council to support its constituency, trade 

unionis m;, but st a te its condemnation of the Communist 

Party . It gets ·out of this dilema by supporting the 

Mee rut prisoners as citizens who were denied the rights 

of citi zenship inscr ibed in legal practices, including the 

right to participate in trade union activity. 

In addi tion to this, the Meerut statement is 

constr a ined by assessm~nts or the nature of the audience 

to which it was addressed. One part of this audience 
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was the British trade union movement. The othe r consisted 

of Indi an workers a nd those forces in India demanding 

ind ependence . It was necessary for a statement issu ed 

und er the a uthority o f the Lab our Party, to at l east 

not deny a co mm itment to ind epend ence at the earliest 

possible moment, yet it was not op e nly able to support 

the cause of the insurr ectionists in India. This was 

not true of unofficial statements of course. 

Thus the National Joint ' Council managed to support 

the Meerut prisoners by designating them citizens deprived 

of rights, a nd support the cause of independence in terms 

or a constitutional settlement to be worked out in other 

sta tements and in its participation at the Hound Table -, 

Conference. It was not able to support those who wished 

to throw the imperial power out forcebly through widespread 

insurrection. 

All of these factors in combination meant that 

the statemen t on Meerut could not have been other than 

it was. The structuring factors were linked by th~ir 

effects as blocking mechanisms at each stage. Each of 

the struc turing factors acted upon the others to narrow 

down the field of possible options in the production of 

a statement. Ultimately, and considered in combination, 

these had the effect of constraints, so long as they 

th emselves were not amenable to being opened to question. 

Constraints merely open up the general field and specify 

the terms of the debate. . , 

The po s itions defining India fall into two broad 

categories if considered in terms of their constituencies. 

There were those which considered India to be an issue 

in terms of the position and' condition of the workers. 

Then there were those which considere d independence to 

be the most import a nt is s ue. Most statements a nd the ' . 

positions to which th ey could be reduced considered one 

or other of these is s ues strategic to a definition of 

the situation ch aract erised as th e 'Indi an problem'. 

Eac h of these position s lends it sel f to definition b ~ 

the va rious po sitio ns it at tr a cted. 
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Some of the constraints under which Indi a became 

an issue for the Labour Party and the office of Government, 

were set out above and in the introduction. The Labour 

Party was not, as it may be seen, wholly responsible for 

the definitions of India as a problem. An examination 

of two non Labour Party sites of enunciation, th e Times 

and the Simon Commission indicate something of the nature 

of the debate associated with India outside the Labour 

Party and the specificity of Labour Party positions. 

The Labour Party was required to work broadly 

within the findings and central problematics or the 

Indian Statutory (Simon) Commission. It was on the 

basis of the findings of this Commission that the party 

structured its greatest contribution to the constitutional 

settlement, the Round Table Conference. The Commission 

published its results in June 1930. Its central concern 

was to explain, what it considered to be, the 'complexity' 

of the I ndian si tua tio n. I t co nducted an ext ensi ve .' ·'u':J 

investigation into the nature of the Indian population, 

it~ state of mat~rial development, and the multiplicr~y 

of political, social and religious infiuences. In the 

light o f these findings it made certain recommendations 

in respect of the constitution. The bulk of the information 

came either from the 1921 Census of India or from selected 

informants. The Commission was guided by the idea that 

once the character of a population had been fully 

investigated it was possible to write for it an appropriate 

constitution. Because of its government sa~ction the 

Commission was necessarily an authoritative source of 

information on India which the Labour Party, as the 

government at the time of its publication, could not 

ignore. 

The reporting of the Times on the Indian situation 

was also very much influenced by the pronounc ements of the 

Statutory Commission. Whilst there are dangers in reducing 

a multiplicity and diversity of positions and statements 

such as those foun~ in the Times, to one or two dimensions, 

it is possible to discern one or two general considerations 

which recur in Times reporting. The Times; like the 
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Statutory Commission was concerned to analyse the 

compl exit y of the situation in India in terms of its 

social, political and economic conditions. But unlike 

the Commission it did not need to reconcile this with 

a set of constitutional arrangements. The second central 

consider a tion concerned the problem of public order in 

the colony. The Times portrayed all kinds of political 

activity in terms of a formula which indicated that the cen
tral p robl em was a clash , be.tween ;secu rf ty fa .rce sand fo rces 

of disruption and insurrection. The force.s of disruption 

were variously described as nationalists and Congress 

supporters, (1/1/31 p.12) as revolutionaries (28/2/31 p.10) 

as Red Shirts (a militant Moslem group 12/1/31 p.12) and 

as Moslems and Hindus engaged in what was referred to as 

"communal" conflict (7/3/31 p.12). The Times's conception 

of authoritapive voices in the Indian situation varied, 

but tended to emphasize Gandhi (30/3/31 P.12) as the 

leader of a particular kind of polit~cs in the Congress, 

and European and business opinion (25/1/31 p.10). 

Labour Party enunciations were opposed to the ; 

pronouncements of the Communist Party in Britain and its 

involvement with the international anti colonial pressure 

group, the League against Imperialism. The central 

consideration in the pronouncements of the Communist 

Party was to describe India as a revolutionary situation · 

in which the political struggles were those of the masses 

of the people against the forces of imperialism and 
repression (Daily Worker 9/2/32 p.4). The agents of this 
struggle were ·variously described as "workers" (Daily 

Worker 19/3/31 p.3) and "peasants" (Daily Worker 1/1/31 

p • 1 ), 0 r urn ass e s" ( 0 ail y Wo r k erg / 2/32 p. 4 ) • D i vis ion s 

along religious or communal lines were considered incorrect. 

This wa s demonstrated in the Daily Worker which ran the 

headline "Hindus and Moslems unite to fight imperialism. 

Battle side by &ide." (1/2/32 p.4). Generally all activity 

wheth er natio nalist or trade union based was described 

as pa rt of this near revolutionary condition. Gandhi and 

the Congress le aders were denounced for perverting the / 

revolutionar y struggle and not representing the voice of 
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the lnd~ a n people, inscribed in revolution. (Oaily 

Worker 6/2/31 p.3 a nd 25/3/31 p.3). 

Th e League Again st Imperiali sm was fo und ed at a n 

international conference in 1927 as an association or 

anti imperi alist forces. At thi ~ point a number of 

prominent Labour Party members were involved, including 

Lansbury and Postgate as well as numerous trades union 

branches. As its eclecticism in the early days gave 

way to a more closely defined set of objectives, and 

hostility to Labour's colonial policy mounted, many 

Labour members left, ~axton of the Independent Labour 

Party was expelled, the Communist ~arty's application to 

affiliate was accepted, and the League joined the Labour 

Party's black list of proscribed organisations in 1929. 

(see section 2.8). 

An important aspect of the League's political 

credentials was its association with the national bodies 

engaged in liberation and anti imperialist struggles. It 
ha d a partic·ularly. di ff.icul t relationship , w~ th t·~e ') fldi~n 
Nationa l Congress. The League made an ' interventio~ i~to 

lndian politics by distinguishing the anti imperialist 

forces in the Congress, from those whom it considered 

accepted status as a uominion in the ~ritish Empire by 

participating in the Hound Table Conference~ lt denied 

that the Congress was representative of the 'voice' of 

lndia which must necessarily be anti imperialist and 

which, by implication~ the League considered it was in 

a better position to represent. ' 

when Gupta of the Congress was invited to address 

the world conference of the League in 1929 he carefully 

defined both the actions of the League and the basis 

upon which the Congress was prepared to co operate with 

it. 
"l am glad to assert that our League does 
not represent any vested interests. lts 
one a im is to r emove from the world the 
rule of s peci a l interests, na mely imperi a lism, 
a nd to replace it by the free republics of 
peoples. lts a im is to establish a social 
order base d on co operation in place of 
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domination .· ••• . 1 trust that the day is not 
distant when the . nations of the world will 
ema ncip a te themselves and live together like 
huma n beings and share this earth like 
broth ers." 
(Gupt a 1929 World Conference of the Le ag ue 
Ag ai nst Imperialism. 

The Congress, in the light of the League's intervention 

in internal Indian affairs, was leo to announce explicitly, 

that it did not necessarily accept the policy or methods of 

the League, although it agreed with its general orientation. 

It also asked the League to state its position on non 

communist members. 

The key considerations of the Communist Party, the 

League ~gainst Imperialism, the Times and the Statutory 

Commission define the political space within which the 

Labour Party operated in general terms. The Labour Party 

did not enunciate in isolation ' on the issue of India but 

was inrluenced by the enunciations of other institutions 

against which it defined itself.. 

This section has examined some of the general 

constraints within which statements on India were made, 

as well as the structuring mechanisms, which may, collect

ively, have the effect of constraints. To sum UPJ these 

are, the site of enunciation, voice (which denotes a 

relation to a representative function) the institutional 

conditions of authorisation of statements, community, 

constituency, audience and other ideological conditions 

in which statements are made. ur course, ideological 
conditions are implicated in .the structuring factors . 
just listed, but they are also ways of organising and 

l1nki~~the key concepts in a ~tatement. · lt is now 

necessary to examine some of the positions offered to 

define India. ~s indicated earlier, these may be . broadly 

divided into those which prioritised the conditions or 

Indian workers and those which prioritised independence. 

4.2 lndian workers. 

Struggles to define India in terms of the position 

of its workers were an extension of definitions of " 
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socialism into imperial relations discussed in the last 

chapter. (see section 3.B) The positions which focus 

on Indian workers as a definition of India, each 

est a blish the right by which work ers constituted this 

definition. Positions attached to this issue will be 

considered in terms of the ways in which they define 

workers. 

Many definitions of India focusing on the position 

of workers defined them in terms of th e conditions of 

poverty in which they lived and worked. One such 

position was registered in a statement in the Daily 

Herald which presented and commented on aspects of the 

findings of the Whitley Commission on Indian Labour 

(see section 4.7) which reported its findings in June 1931. 

Under the headline - "Scandal of Indian Wage Slaveryu. 

it stated.- "We are still responsible for India and for 

the condition of India. We cannot tolerate the continuence 

of the horror that is today the life of the Indian worker 

and his familyll. (Daily Herald 2/7/31). This related 

a story of appalling work and living conditions as 

constituting the right by which this community 'Indian 

wage labour' should have a privileged position in 

definitions of the situation in India. Poverty was the 

constituency of this statement and work~rs the community. 

This position was accompanied by a set of policy 

proposals through which these conditions could be 

improved. It was also premised on a set of philosophical 

assumptions or ideologies of which ' it was the necessary . 
outcome. T~e conditions of Indian workers was not only 

a challenge to the notion that India was capable of self 

government, a notion tied to a conception of development 

and civilization, they were also a challenge to the 

claims of Britain .to be a civilized nation, as Britain 

presid e d over the misery and suffering on the Indian 

sub-continent. Responsibility and slavery are the key con-

cepts around which this ' philosophical position was structured. 
The conceptualisation of civilization and its requirements 

in this ma nner was ma de more explicit in 'a ~ statement in , 

parliament which also defined workers as a privil~ged 
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community in def initions of the situation in India. 

ilThere are fifty million of the most degr a ded 
of huma nity, the untouch ab les. It is really 
a standing sC8nda l to civiliz a tion. We ca nnot 
cl a im were are a civiliz ed race unl ess we a re 
pr epa red to do much to alter the deplorable 
condition s ••• " (Williams 2/12/31 Ha nsard 
vol.260 col.1166) 

This was structured !?>'a notion that the existence of 

untouch a bles, not only reflected badly on the 

effectiveness of the British Labour movement but was 

una ccepta ble to the Labour Party as a way of being human. 

A concern f or the position of workers was often 

voiced in the context of a more general concern for the 

misery a nd suffering of the poor population of India. 

The st a tement in parliament refe~red to, only part of 

which is reproduced below, supported the contention that 

workers were a most urgent problem in India. It went on 

to focus on a category of people who were predomin~ntly · 

par t of the peasantry, but making in-toads into the 

indu s trial l a bour force, untouchables, whose position 

was even worse than that of workers in general. 

A s t a tement issued as a pamphlet by the Society 

for Socialist Inquiry and Propaganda adopted the position 

th at the condition of the Indian worker wa s .central to a 

defi nition of the situation in that country. Ln~~odu6ing 

a resu me of the findings of the whitley Commission on 

their standards of life, it commented that this was an 

issue r e leva nt to the Labour movement because it 

threa ten ed the standards of life of all western workers. 

The condition of Indian labour was thus considered to be 

of vital importance to the more affluent workers in 

imperial countries. 

"It is easier to maint a in different wage 
l evels in different countries than it is in 
diff ere nt town s in the same country; but never 
the less a ny group of workers who a cc ept lower 
standa rds of living for the same work th a n do 
those in o t her l a nds act as a drag on th e 
l a tters progr ess ... No frade Union lead e r 
would rest content while there rema ined in 
hi s own country a great ma ss of unorg a nised, 
ignorant, und er paid a nd exploited workers 
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co mpet in g with his fellow unionists in the 
same labour market ••• ~uch a r eser voir 
undoubt edly exists in India tod ay ; a nd so 
lon g as India rem a ins a backwar d a re a , her 
work ers illiter ate unorganised and half 
starved so long will she remain a menace to 
th e standards of life of the western worker. l! 
(Society for Socialist Inquiry and Propagand a 
und a ted circa 1932 The Indi a n Worker. p3-4). 

This statement goes on to admit that the industri a l 

population of India was only a fraction of the "Dumb, 

hal f starved millions" (P11) on whose behalf Gandhi spoke. 

This accepts that Gandhi was perhaps the most authoritative 

voice of India, but that the British" Labour movement had 

a right to speak on behalf of Indian workers because their 

positions were inextricably linked. 

The joining of workers from the ~mperial nation 

with those from the colony as a single community on the 

grounds that both sought the same objects in a struggle 

for a higher living standard was sanctioned in the 

Labour Partyls constitution. 

"To co-operate with the Labour and Socialist 
org a nisat ions in the Dominions and Dependencies 
with a view to promoting the purposes of the 
Party, and to take common action for the 
promotion of a higher standard of social and 
economic life for the working popUlation of 
the respective countries." (Labour Party 
Counstitution and Standing Orders 1929. p3.) 

This theme was expanded in section 3.8 which discussed 

the coloni a l dimensions of the Labour Party's 5 0cialism. 

This pamphlet pre~umed there could well be a movement 

or capital towards cheaper sources of labour which would 

ultimately effect employment, and thus prosperity in a 

more expensive labour force. ,This point was also made 

by a La bour M.P in a parliamentary d~bate on India. 

"The La ncashire 60tton operativ~ cannot live in a loin 

cloth with a handful of rice far his fOOd." (Hicks 3/12/31 

Ha ns a rd vol.260 col.136S). The implica tion of this was 

that British workers had developed in terms of material 

culture be yond their Indian counterparts. 

The unity in struggle between British a nd Indi a n 

workers, the pa mphlet admits, had been temporarily 

di sr upted by the diversion of workers political energies 
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into the cause of the nationalist movement. This is a 
clear subordination of independence struggles to a 

traditional conception of trade unionism. 

tlWhen the political aims for which they have 
worked are attained, when their thirst for 
that measure of national independence essential 
to national dignity and self respect is 
satisfied, then surely it is reasonable to hope 
that their energies will be turned nat urally 
from political into economic channels and the 
all too inadequate strength of the Indian 1rade 
Union Movement will cease to be squandered on 
aims which only very indirectly concern their 
standards of living." (SOCiety for Socialist 
Inquiry and ~ro paganda undated circa 1932 
The Indian Uorker. p11) 

This assessment was conditioned by ideological assumptions 

about legitimacy in trade union practice. Whilst it was 

considered legitimate for colonial labour forces to 

participate in liberation struggles against the imperial 

power, this was a distraction from more legitimate 

struggl~s which were narrowly defined as concerning 

standards of life. This statement "is particularl~ 

interesting because unlike other descriptions of Indian 

workers it admits their involement in nationalist 

struggles even though they are presented as a circumstantial 

diversion. 

The "ideological conditions just outlined are a way 

of organising the key concepts outlined in this position. 

They constitute a mode of explanation at a philosophical 

level, of why the statement could not have been other 

than it was, its conditions of singular emergence. This 

connection may be demonstrated by considering the kind 

of statement which could be produced by a different set 

of ideological conditions. Suppose for instance, that a 

statement proclaimed that the struggles of the Indian 

workers were nothing to do with the British Trades Union 

Congress, a nd that a ny involvement in such issues was 

an unwarranted form of imperialist interference. The 

ideological conditions in which such a statement might 

be produced would be concer~ed with the autonomy " ! 

of na.tio nal , labour forces, in terms of conditions 

and wage levels. It would insist on the formation of 
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capit a l within national boundaries. it might suggest 

that Indian workers and their organisation should have 

complete self determin a tion, and that the support of the 

Br itish Trade Union movement was little more than a 

redefinition of the imperial rel ation . 

Another example of the link between a statement 

and the ideological conditions of its emergence may be 

demonstrated in changing the statement to suggest that 

it was the task of Indian Trade Unionism to participa te 

in widescale political violence aimed, not only at the 

destruction of the imperial connection but the overthrow 

of the Congress's authority . Such a statement would have 

diff erent ideological conditions than the one examined 

because it would be offering a different definition of 

legitimacy in trade unionism. It would be suggesting 

that it was not the task of trade unions to agitate for 

improved conditions at work once imperial domination had 

been terminated, but that it was the task of trade unions 

to use al l the means at their disposal to install a 

government which would legislate in favour of their 

interests. These are similar to the kinds of ideological 

conditions from which a statement of the Communist Party 

on India might be produced. The ideologies are ways of 

defining and organising the key concepts in a statement, 

and statements are in turn the material from which their 

ideological conditions may be derived. 

In addition to its ideological conditions, the 

statement contained in the pamphlet liThe Indian Worker ll 

uas a lso "a product of certain other factors. It had a 

relation to its site of enunciation, in this case the 

Society for Socialist Inquiry and Propaganda. It was the 

product of the specific aims and outlook of this 

org a nisation. These were described in section 3.1 in 

which it was pointeq out that it was the aim of the 

Society to d~ffuse the work of the New Fabi an Research 

Burea u which defined its tole, as the translation of 

' soci alist thinking' into concrete legisative forms. 

The stateme nt was a1$0 the product of the manner / 
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in which the Society for Socialist Inquiry and Propaganda 

reached decisions on what sort of statement it should 

authorise. This process is not apparent in its 

docu me nta tion. It would a lso be exp e c te d t ha t thi s 

statement would be cdnsistent with others issued by the 

Society on similar, or related matters. Finally, this 

statement would also be the product of past concerns 

for a particular constituency and community. The general 

orientation of the Society was towards the position of 

workers in Britain. It was, therefore, perfectly 

consistent with the aims of the Society that this concern 

should be extended to India, especially given the concern 

of the Labour Party for the position of colonial labour 

and the relation which existed between the Labour Party 

and the Society (see section 3.1). The constituencies 

to which ' this statement addressed itself are illiteracy, 

poverty and exploitation, conditions which manifest 

themselves in the lives of the Indian worker. 

A different relationship between British and Indian 

workers was expressed in a party conference statement ~n 

India, in which the interests of Indian and British 

workers were portrayed as antagonistic to each other. 

Like the pravious statement, it does not deny that the 

interests of British and Indian workers were linked. 

"I believe that if you' want to get public 
opinion in this country favourable on this 
question (Indian independence) you will have 
to convince the people that there is something 
to be gained by being favourable to it. In 
the year 1930 India took from Lancashi~e four 
thousand million square yards of cotton cloth; 
in other words they provided for every man 
woman and child in the Lancashire cotton 
industry three days work a we:ek on a ten hour 
day. Last year it had fallen to about one 
million square yards ••• " (Singleton 1932 
Annual Reports of the Labour Party p178) 

The position implicit in this statement is that the 

politica l actions of the Indian workers, engaged in civil 

disobedience, were having an adverse effect on the 

living st a ndards of British wo~kers. Indian workers 

were thus seen as a separate community associated with 

a different set of constituencies. 
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The activity portrayed as trade in this statement 

was in fact a feature peculiar to the colonial relation. 

The Indian cotton industry was encour age d to supply 

British spinning industries with raw material a nd not to 

manufacture its own cloth, but to buy it from ~ritain. 

It was this pa rticular facet of the colonial relation 

which was und e r attack in the foreign cloth boycott, 

one of the main actions of the civil disobedience campaign. 

Singleton's position was, therefore, conditioned by an 

acceptance of the legitimacy of the imperial relationship, 

which had brought such severe conditions of exploitation 

such as those described in the whitley Commission, and 

the relative affluence of the British worker which was 

built upon the spoils of imperialism. Discourses on 

social imperialism had been preaching this doctrine since 

the turn of the century and it appears from this 

statement that such a position had entered the ideology 

of the La bour Party. 

Statements defining India in terms of either the 

position of workers, or independence, were often statements 

of a priority rather than an exclusion of a particular 

issue. Quite often both issues were implicated in a 

position, one of which was presented as decisive in a 

definition of India. Independence and the position of 

workers were closely related in the case of the Meerut 

Prisoners. 

The Meerut Prisoners were a group of twenty e~~ht 

Indians and three E~glishmen charged of conspiracy to 

de priv6 the King Emperor of his sov~reignty over British 

India. The charge referred to the apparent or~be~tration 

of disruptive anti-British activity in the industrial 

centres of Calcutta and Bombay. The defendants were 

tr a nsferred to a jail in Meerut, hundreds of miles away 

from the scenes of their crimes. First imprisoned in 

1929 it took years before they were brought to trial. 

The various descriptions of the Meerut prisoners as 

trade unionists or as nationalists, indicate the kind 

of issue in which they were considered to be involved. / 
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As ' such the Meer ut Prisoners were a site of struggle for 

competing definitions of the situation in India. 

From the time of the Meerut arrests, the Labour 

Party was under pressure to comment on them. Policy 

resolutions presented on behalf of the National Executive 

Committee on India , omitted to mention them from 1929 

until ' 1932. This exclusion from party policy 

declarations did not go un-noticed. 

"1 want to follow on in an expression of re9ret 
that the mover of this resolution (Lansbury) 
did not in his speech give us an ass urance on 
the question of the Meerut Prisoners ••• One 
of the things which the last Labour Government 
could have done, and did not do was to free 
the Meerut Prisoners and the other political 
prisoners who have been in gaol for this long 
time without trial ••• " (Jagger 1931 Annual 
Reports of the Labour Party. p217). 

Pressure was also being exerted on the Trade Union 

Congress from member unions who were highly critical of 

the silence of the Labour Party and the Congress on the 

Meerut prisoners. 

"Judging from e letter received from a branch 
of the Electrical Trades Union, branches of 
affiliated or9a 6isations are still being 
circularised ~ n a m~ nner implying criticism 
of the Council's (Gener al Council of the 
Trades Union Congress) action re the Meerut 
case." (National Joint Council 25/10/32 
Minutes. p6) 

When an official statement was finally made on the Meerut 

issue, it came from the National Joint Counc il on behal f 

of the Labour movement as a whole. It is significant 

that the official statement on the Meerut prisoners (see 

section 4.5) was made by the National Joint Council. 

The functions of this co~ncil, de~cribed in section 2.3 

were to present positions on behalf of the main enunciative 

institutions in the Labour ~ovement, the National Executive 

Committee,the Consultative Committee of the Parliamentaty 

Labour Party and the General Council of the Trades Union 

Congress. Its job was to "consider matters affecting 

the Labour t1'loveme nt as a whole" and t " o secure a common 
Policy" on questions "effectl.·ng the k " wor ers as producers, 
consumers and citizens". (National Joint Council 
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25/11/31 Minutes). 

Al e xa nder Gossip, speaking on behalf of his union 

a t La bo ur Pa rty Conference took the position th a t the 

Me erut prisoners were milit a nt trade unionists r~ghtly 

conc e rned with nationalist struggles. Gossip was a 

member o f the Lommunist Party but a constituent pa rt 

of the La bour conference as his union representative. 

"Wh a t is the crime which is charged against 
these men? Trying to get rid of the 
sovereignity of the King in India. Is there 
anybody here who thinks we have any right 
whatever to be in India? We are not concerned 
with the sovereignity of King George or 
anyone else, but we are concerned as 
representatives of the organised working 
class in seeing that our brothers and 
sisters in India have the opportunity ' to 
be properly organised into militant Trade 
Unions." 
(Gossip, 1931 Annual Reports of the Labour 
Party p.169). 

This sta tement did not seek to sep~rate the struggles 

of trade unionism from, the struggl~s of nationalism, 

or the interests of the Indian from the British worker.. 

It was structured by the idea that imperialism was a 

form of exploitation. Nationalist struggles egainst 

imperialism were, therefore a completely legitimate 

form of political activity which the British Labour 

movement should support without qualification~ It was 

Brita in's activity in India which was being described 

as illegitimate, not the anti imperialist activities of 

the na tionalists. This was based. on the consideration 

that the political objectives of nationalism and trade 

unionism were similar and that explQitation whether 

domestic or foreign was a legitimate target for political 

agit a tion. 

~rockw a y, at the 1931 Annual Conference made 

a simil a r stand to that of Gossip except that he focused 

on the me thods of na tionalist activity, rather than its 

obj e ctives in establishing legitimacy_ S.~?ckway 

con s i d ere d t hat the Me er u t pr i son e rs' act ion s s h 0 u I d b e 

supported because they were not communists and had not 
'" been ch a rged with overt acts of violence. Communism and 
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violence were associated with a mode of political action 

which he considered the Labour Party should not, support .• In 

doing this Brockway accepted some of the principles of 

official La bour Party statements on India . 

This sectio n has presented some of the positions 

offered to define workers as the key issue in the Indian 

problem. To divide statements into those which consider 

workers the key factor in definitions of the Indian 

situation, and those which I consider independence to be 

the issue, may appear at first a confusing distinction 

to make. In many statements both issues were mentioned, 

and one prioritised. Both independence and the condition 

of Indian workers involved a re-formulation of the 

imperial relation. Independence was to convert an 

empire into a Commonwealth, and the condition of Indian 

workers was taken up on their behalf by the British 

Labour movement. 

In all the (unofficial) statements pre~ented in 

this section, workers and trade unionists were presented 

as discursive communities. Is it not possible to make 

a distinction between the various positions claiming to 

represent these communities? It is · not possible using 

the concept community alone, but constituency may have 

more to offer. The statement by the Society for Socialist 

Inquiry and Propaganda presented poverty as its key 

constituency. Independence was a eecondary constituency 

presented as the solution to poverty amongst Indian 

workers. 

In the Daily Herald statement and the 'contribution 

to the 1931 debate on India, the constituency poverty was 

also presented as the key issue defining the position of 

workers in India. The statement presented from the 1932 

debate at conference, however, presents the constituency 

poverty in combination with another, competition between 

British a nd Indian workers arising out of the differences 

in their material standards of living. This is in 

opposition to the constituency of the document presented 

by the Society for Socialist Inquiry and Propaganda ~ 

which presented poverty and independence, in combination 
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with a need for co operation between British and Indian 

workers, arising from differences in living standards. 

Rather th an respond to the differences between British 

and Indi a n work e rs with r epre ss ion, the Society for 

Socialist Inquiry and Propaganda was in favour of co 

operati on to bring Indian workers up to the same living 

standards as their British counterparts. 

By using constituency as an analytic device as 

well as community it has been possible to define more 

closely what it is that is being represented in the 

adoption of a community. It has been possible to see that 

representing workers has involved such diverse notions 

as competition, co operation, poverty and independence. 

50 far it has been possible to construct some of the 

unofficial definitions of India through the position 

of Indian workers and the constituencies associated 

with them. It has been possible to show that even an 

apparently limited. issue, like Indian workers, is 

capable of numerous constructions. It is hardly necessary 

to point out their diversity,' but the fact that they all 

came from the Labour Party has important implications 

for the party's ideological diversity. 

4.3 Independence. 

Because . independence was strategic to. the colonial 

construction of socialism it was discussed in general 

terms in chapter three. The Round Table Conference was 

the Labour Party's official attempt to deal .with the 

demand for independence being pressed from India. 

Independence raises many questions 'concerning the nature 

of the Indian political community and its representation, 

and is discussed again in chapter five. I'n this section 

it is proposed to eiamine some of the key contending 

positions offered to define independence as an issue. 

One of the positions outlined in a parliamentary 

deb a te on India argued that India did not have the right 

to ind ependence. It proposed that because Britain had 

demonstr a ted an ability to rule India which India was / 

not able . to replace, then the colonial relation should 
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( . , 

be ma in ta in e d. 

The le gitima cy of the colonial relation wa s produced 

by a nu mber of f a ctor s . Firstly, it wa s considered that 

Brita in ha d es t a blished her right to govern Indi a in 

accorda nc e with universal principles enshrined in political 

philosophy. 

"We entered into our Indian empire by two 
very sound legal methods of acquisition -
the right of conquest and the right of 
purcha se. The bulk of the empire has been 
acquired by these two measures, and having 
so secured it we have developed it to our 
own a dvantage." ' ' 
(Wise 3/12/31 Hansard v~I.260 col.1360) 

Conqu~st was the method of acquisition of territory set 

out in Ma ine's Ancient Law (1965 P.145). The acquisition 

of territory carried with it the automatic right to 

authority over the people who lived in that territory. 

This position was also conditioned by the consider

ation th a t the exploitative nature of the colonial relation 

was legitimate. "We are in India for our own good." 

(Wise 3/12/31 Hansard vol.260 ' col.1360). This was part 

of the contract upon which the colonial relation was 

thought to be based. In return for the gains to Britain's 

economy and her people, India was offered various benefits, 

including good government and administration. Until this 

ceased to be the case "that contract must surely remain 

valid. 1f (Wise 3/12/31 Hansard vol.260 col'.1360). 

"Until it can be shown that ' there is no 
other 'nation capable of ruling that peninsula 
to better advant~ge than Great Britain" 
Britain should remain in the position she 
has won for herself." 
(Wise 3/12/31 Hansard vril.260 col.~360) 

Britain's right to rule was at least partly 

conditioned by the consideration that India was incapable 

of self government. It was stated qS a matter of historical 

f a ct th a t India had a lw a ys been ruled by invading "races". 

"Th er e fore it would seem according to 
hi s to r y th a t India is fated to be ruled 
by s ome form of outside race. The id eal 
outside r a ce for that rule is one which 
i s constant/~ recruited from overseas and 
which do e s not have to make its home in the 
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country which it rules. In other words 
Great Britain does seem almost to be 
intended by providence to hold dominion 
over the Indian empire, and Great Britain 
i s mo re fitted to do th a t th a n is any other 
na tion." 
(Wise 3/12/31 Hansard vol.260 col.1360) 

In f a ct the speaker in this case expressed doubts about 

whether India would ever be capable of self government. 

Looking at the concepts expressed in this statement 

it is possible to discern the nature of the ideologies 

which must have been involved in its production. Ideology 

in this context refers to the arrangement and linking 

of the key concepts. These are rights, obligations, 

contract, disability, race and civilization. This 

statement would seem to suggest that self government 

was an ability embodied in a set of racial characteristics, 

an ability which India did not possess for reasons to do 

with race and the,. state.o.f he,r . civi'lization.' But Britain, 

even when compared with other developed nations, was 

more "fitted" to this function. This represents little 

more than a statement on behaif of the Labour Party of 

some of the principles embodied in nineteenth century 

anthropology, which was based on the construction of a 

hierarchy of races in terms of their ability to develop 

and support 2 material culture. The existence of such 

a position in Labour ~arty statements, despite the 

official view of the necessity to r ,enounce the colonial 

bond, demonstrates something of the eclectic nature of 

the ideologies upon which party positions were based. 

The actual statement in which , this position was 

enunciated was constrained by its conditions of author

isation. The fact that it was offered to the parliamentary 

Labour Party demonstrates the party's lack of control 

over statements made on its behalf in parliament. It \Jas 

also constrained b~ the need for continuity with other 

statements. For this reason it was expressed as a view 

on independence. The debate of which this statement was 

a part, concerned the introduction of the white paper 

on India which followed the conclusion of the second / 

Hound Ta ble Conference. (This is the subject of chapter 
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5 ). Its main concern was to decide how a nd when Indian 

independence should be granted. The statements constituting 

the debate were offering opinions on these issues, and 

th e stateme nt presented wa s no exceptio n. It saw 

ind epe nd e nce as only a very long term possibility. The 

view that Indians were not racially suited to self 

government implied that, like the process of race formation, 

it would take literally epochs for this disability to be 

overcome. Other contributions to the debate presented 

a va riety of positions ranging from immediate independence 

to the need to begin a process which would lead to eventual 

self government. he necessity to enunciate in this way 

was impmsed by parliamentary procedure, and by the 

consideration that Britain was the authoritative voice 

in the Indian si tuation. Indians wer'e presented as merel y 

passive subjects to be discussed with no right to a 

voice in deliberations concerning their future. 

A second position defining India in terms of 

independence considered that India should not only be 

awarded independence but tha~ a constitution should be 

imposed by Britain. This position was the result of 

the notion that independence should be defined in terms' 

of the quality of the democracy it produced, rather than 

through the process . of . consultation . with India. Official 

Labour Party policy favoured the process of conSUltation. 

"They (the British Parliament) must lay 
down the law .. ••• rely upon this house to 
produce the constitution for countries over 
which we have at some time or other extended 
our sway. We ~anaged to do the right thing 
in Canada , .••• , ,, 
(Wedgewood 2/12/31 Hansard vol~260 col.1149) 

This position presented the process of constitution 

making as ~ matter of technical expertise in which 

Britain was a recognised expert in the "Budding off 

of free peoples" (Wedgewood 2/12/31 Hansard vol.260 

col.1149). This tended to imply not only that constitution 

writing was a matter of technique, but that its relation 

to the people for which it was intended was merely a 

matte r of horticultural expertise. No question arose 

of the suitability or acceptability of a particular 
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constitution for the people and conditions of India. 

Britain,as the mother of Parliaments was con s id ered the 

best qualified a uthority for this task. This pos itio n 

did not quest{on India's right or ability ' to be 'budded 

off' • 

This position was also a result of the idea th a t 

whilst India was not incapable of having a democr a tic 

constitution imposed, it was incapa ble of reaching an 

internal consensus about the kind of constitutional 

arrangement it wanted. This was the product of a belief 

that India was a deeply divided society incapable of 

consensus, yet at the same time not incapable of the 

kind of consensus required to be an independent nation. 

The potential existence of a general political will must 

have been a requirement of nationhood, ' yet it was not 

considered problematic in this statement. 

Because of an insist~nce on certain ' standards in 

democracy, this position took issue with the federal 

solution proposed for India by the Statutory Commission 

and the Round Table Conference. It , considered that 

the federal solution was a form of democracy which was 

inferior to that of the British colonial administration. 

"I dislike the thought of India, my democratic India 

being converted into an oligarchy of Indian Princes." 

(Wedgewood 2/12/31 Hansard vol.260 col.1149). He 

considered that the British Government stood for a truer 

democracy "than you will get from rich Indians." This 

was ' a criticism of the Labour Party's policy on independence 

for representing the ruling interests of rich Indians. 

A further consideration structuring the position 

expressed by Wedgewood was the idea that Gandhi represented 

the authoritative voice of India. Wedgewood's concern 

for a wider franchise than India was being offered, fits 

in with his concern for the masses of the people whom 

Gandhi represented. 

HThere is a man who ••• , is trying to break 
down caste and says that the worst caste 
is the division white and coloured. He 
knows th a t that can only be broken down 
if the white man has to go to the coloured 
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man as his master. His view of democracy 
is not to govern India, but to break down 
class qistinctions between mankind and 
cre a te a re a l brotherhood." 
(W e dgewood 2/12/31 Hansard vol.260 col.1149) 

Gandhi was considered not only the voice of the majority 

of people in India a nd thus alone more representative 

than the delegates at the Hound Ta ble Conference, but was 

also considered to be a voice in favour of a human 

brotherhood. 

The key concepts in this statement were democracy, 

franchise and brotherhood. They were organised around 

the consideration that Britain was superior in the 

orga nisation of democracy and that she was more truly 

in tune with the requirements of the people of India 

than they were themselves. Wedgewood considered Britain 

woul~ be able to construct a constitution which reflected 

the politica l will of India with a heavy weighting towards 

those masses on whose behalf Gandhi spoke. This may be 

seen as another dimension of the kind of imperial arrogance 

involved in Britain's insistence that she could goverD 

India more fairly and justly than India could govern 

herself. Britain was presented by wedgewood as the 

guarantor of certain standards of government thought to 

be universally valid and acceptable ways of living. 

Hnother position, also stated in a parliamentary 

debate on India, exp~essed the view that India should 

be progressively awarded self government as Indians 

became tutored in the practices it . entailed. Httlee 

suggested that the federal solution put by the Statutory 

· Commission, to explore which the Round Table was constructed, 

was a n adequate form of democracy for India in the first 

instance. It was no doubt considered that this could 

be extended into more acceptable forms when India 

acquired its practices. 

The federal solution was considered a form of 

government appropriate to the " Sta te of mind of the 

people for whom the constitution is intended" (Attlee 

2/12/31 Ha ns a rd vol.260 col.1120). Fitness for 

independence was thus considered to be at least partly 
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a mental property held by peoples collectively. It 

also considered that ' fitness was something which could 

be progressively developed. The practice of community, 

of collective living within certain structures could 

be acquired through a process of growth and development. 

This position was also a product of the considerati on 

that the participation of Indians in the settlement was 

more important than the nature of the settlement. Attlee 

considered the Round Table Conference to represent, 

broadly, the voice of the Indian people. His only 

reservation on this issue was indicated in his position 

that there should be safeguards for the "economically 

and educationally backward" (Attlee 2/12/31 Hansard 

vol.258 ~ol.1120). He may have considered that these 

sec~ions of the population were unr epresentable except 

through special consideration by the imperial power. 

The ideological implications behind this position 

were that the Indian people were in a state of mental 

development t in which they weFe not fully ready for 

independence. This might have been deduced from India's 

state of material and industrial development. Or, it 

might have been based on an assessment of the possibility 

of a single political community being developed out of a 

diversity of interests. Independent self government was 

being presented ,'as a practice which could be acquired 

under the tutorship of the imperial power. Indians 

were considered to be backward in this respect rather 

than for ever inca~able of self government. 

The idea that the Indian people were thought 

collectively to possess a "state of mind" which made only 

a limited form of self government possible, or appropriat~, 

in combination ~ith fhe contention that the diverse 

nature of her potential political community made it 

difficult to design an independence constitution, were 

not in themselves constraints. They may however, have 

the effect of constraints when considered as part of a 

chain of events which were subject to the constraints 

imposed by repeated government pledges that India should 

eventually ha ve independence, and the enunciations of the 
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statutory Commission which suggested that a federal 

structure was the only re as onable form of government 

which an ind epe ndent I ndi a could have. 

A different position was expressed in a parliamentary 

statement by a nother La bour M. P., Buchanan. He took the 

position that independence was India's right, to be 

siezed immediately from the imperi a l a uthority. The 

form that the indepe nd e nt government s hould take was a 

matter for I ndi a , not Britai n, to decide . This represents 

a ch al l enge to the idea that Britairbr:s hould be the 

a war ding aut hority in a ny indep e ndence arrangements. 

Buch ana n considered that the colonial relationship 

was a n illegitimate 'one ' in the first ' pl a ce. 

"What is the use in saying we have freed 
India from famine and given her justice 
and pe a ce when all the time we have been 
thinking of the commercial domin a tion and 
prosperity of Britain and not India 's good." 
( Buch a na n 3/12/31 Ha nsard vol.260 col.1356) 

This was base d on the philosophic a l consideration th a t 

the ben efits which tciviliiation' bestowed on India 

were irrelevant in the face of the exploitation involved 

in th e colonial encounter. For this reason 8uch a nan 

consid ered the imperial bond should ' be speedily severed~ 

Hnot her element of this ppsition wa~ the idea that 

the l egit ima cy of the claim that Brita in should withdraw 

from India was und e rwritten by the ch a llenge to imperialism 

which c ame from the civil disobedience camp aig n. This 

was not cited by Buch ana n as a nation alist but as a 

working class a ction against imp er iali sm . 

liThe working classes ' in India begin to 
org a nise and make economic dem a nds and 
these men are not only put in gaol they 
are kept there. they are regarded as a 
danger to British commerci a lism and British 
Imp erialism. The policy is to keep them 
from organising the working classes in 
I ndi a in order that they ma y dema nd not 
merely political liberation but economic 

'b t' 11 ll. era l.on. , 
( Buch a na n 3/12/31 Hansard vol.260 co113 56 ) 

Thi s indicated that civil disobedience was a challenge 

to the capitalism implicit in British imperi ali s m, and / 
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implied that nationalism and tr-ade union struggles had 

something in common. This was reaffirmed in Buchana n's 

assessment of the authoritative voices in the Indi a n 

situation, the working classes and masses who had much 

in common with the working classes in Brit a in. 

11 Imperial Bri tain has never, . ... conceded 
anything to any democracy without the 
people having to fight and struggle for 
it. In lndia the wo~king classes will 
have to fight . ••• . against the will of 
Britain, so that one day India will be 
free. The great masses of the common 
people in India who have the same aspirations 
as the masses of the common people in 
Britain, will one day be united and we 
shall see both India and Britain economically 
free." 
(Buchanan 3/12/31 Hansard vol.260 col.1356) 

The ideological considerations u~on which this 

was based indicate mo~e than an orientation towards the 

masses in India. It implied that unless they organised 

themselves and struggled, they would be awarded secondary 

status, in relation to . other groups, in an independence 

constitution, by those who negotiated on their behalf. 

It was only through struggle that a truly representative 

form of independent government could be achieved. The 

struggle for independence was also . presented a~ a class 

struggle in which a bett~r economic position might be 

achieved. 

This position was the product of the consideration 

that India was ready for self government and had the 

right to seize from, Britain that which many . thought was 

Britain's to award. As evidence of this readiness Buchanan 

insisted that India was the h~me of a civilization predating 

Britain's. 
" I t is not fa i r 0 f us to co m e h e.r e wit h 
a certain superiority that we have arrogated 
to ourselves, and to say that the Indians 
cannot be made capable and are not capable 
even now of governing themselves if given 
the choice." 
(Buchanan 3/12/31 Hansard vol.260 col.1356) 

Because this statement e~tablishing India~s ability to 

be self governing was premised on the suggestion that / 
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she had an ancient civilization, it does not represent 

a break with the philosophical equation of self government 

with civiliz a tion. Indeed it retains a conception of 

civilization as a qualification for self government. 

Civilization in this construction refers less to an 

industrial material development than a notion of execallence 

in arts and culture. 

This position was similar to some of the positions 

expressed under the enunciative authority of the Communist 

Party. Generally the Communist Party considered that 

independence could be won only through mass struggles. 

Any level of co operation with imperialism, such as the 

Round Table Conference, was considered extran~ous to 

any definition of independence. Many communist positions 

also asserted that the revolutionary movement was beyond 

the control of the non-violent movement, thereby denouncing 

the Congress in general, and Gandhi in particular, as 

the legitima te voice of the Indian people. Under the 

head line !'Down with Gandhi Cry of Worker" the Daily 

Worker carried the following statement. 

"Gandhi got a re"ception very di fferent 
from the one he is used to whan, fors~king 
for once the society of his merchant and " 
mill owner fr iends he went . . ••• to ad dr e s s 
a worker's meeting in the mill district of 
8ombay." 
(Daily worker 18/3/31) 

Definitions of independence in terms of civilization 

did not feature in this kind of account. 

In summing up ,the positions cited to "illustrate 

independence as both a constituency and a . key issue in 

definitions of the 'Indian situation', it is hardly 

necessary to point out that they were diverse. It is 

this diversity which is the key to the discursive 

construction of the Labour Party. The range of positions 

chosen wer e all stated in parliam~nt in the " 1931 debate 

on Indi a which followed the close of the Round Table 

Confer e nce. They were all a function of the same site 

of enunciation. Parliament produced a certain kind of 

statement because of its procedure and the practice of / 

debate. It did not produce a certain kind of position. 
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Th'ese positions were not exclusively expressed in 

Parli a ment, but are also to be found in the documentation 

of other enunciative sites. 

These positions differ in the manner in which 

they present the right to independence, and the time 

scale over which indapendence was to be awarded. The 

position expressed in the statement made by tluchanan 

considered that, by right of the exploitative nature 

involved in the colonial relation, independence sho uld 

be seized immediately by the Indian people. He did 

not even accept that ind~pendence was something to be 

conceded by tiritain. Buchanan's community was the 

Indian people as a whole in which workers were a priority. 

This was in opposition to the position stated by 

Wise who considered .tha,t . by . right of racial development 

Britain should continue to rule India, as independence was 

a matter 'of a 'I' time scale associated with the epochs 

of race formation, rather than a matter of learning . how 

to operate a constitutional apparatus. The community, 

in this case, was the totality of the Indian people as 

if they were an obvious political community, even though 

this was, as demonstrated in chapter five, problematic. 

wedgewood, on the other hand, who had been ~ecretary 

of ~tate for India under the Labour administration (1929 

to 1931), took the position that ' whilst Indians had an 

almost immediate right to independence they did not 

have the right or the ability to specify the constitutional 

form it should tak~. wedgewood's opposition to the 

'federal solution' added to his belief that Indians would 

impose a Form of representation which did not favour 

the entire political community. Wedgewood's constituency 

was a definition of democracy in combination with a 

speedy independence, even though this went against the 

spirit of t h ~ . Anglo-Indian co operation of the Round Table 

Conference. 

Finally, Attlee saw independence as an immediate 

necessity, even to the extent that it was better to 

award it by means of the 'f ederal solution ' which he 
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admitted was far from satisfactory, than not to award it. 

He expressed the opinion that this might provide a basis 

from which a more satisfactory form of representation 

could develop. Attlee's and Wedgewood's conception of 

ind e pendence was premised on a fuller definition of 

citiz e nship than others which had so f a r been advanced. 

Attlee's , community was the totality of citizens, and 

his constituency a form of in~ependence with a form of 

citizenship as an eventual right of all the Indian 

people. 

The sections which follow deal with the positions 

which were sanctioned as official party policy on India, 

and attempt to establish which of the terms, definitions 

and positions offered to the Labour Party were accepted, 

and which were rejected. The section begins with a 

statement on the colonies which is important for its 

exclusion of India. This general statement on the 

colonie s is included because it presents a definition of 

~ teadine ss for independence and an official Labour 

view of the empire as a whole. 

4.4. Official Statements: the Colonies. 

The Labour Party policy report "The Colonies", 

prep are d by the Imperial Advisory Committee and presented 

by the National Executive Committee to the 1933 Annual 

Confer e nce where it was adopted as Labour Party policy, 

is a statement of the requirements of independence. It 

presents, in its discussion of the differen~ stages of 

re a din ess of various parts of the empire, a definition 

off i t n e s s fa r in d e p end e n c e. .' Al t h 0 ug h I n d i a was no t 

included in its formulations it must have been subject 

to the same considerations which placed it in a separate 

c ategory, not pa rt of the colonial empire, and yet not 

part of the self governing dominions. India was, of 

cours e , part of the colonial empire but was treated _ 

separately not beca use it was thought to ha ve fulfilled 

the criteria nec essa ry for independenc e , but bec a use 

of the British Governments commitment to independence 
,-

for India. The pamphlet thus took up the position that 
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Indi a was re a dy for independence as soon as a suitable 

constitution could be worked out. Its central position 

was to pose independence as a matter of development. 

This pam phlet was the product of a number of 

consid e r a tion s . It was structured by an assessment 

of the emp ire as a British responsibility, whilst at 

the same time condemning the exploitation which was 

involved in the colonial relation. This is implied in 

the following statement:-

liThe serious responsibility for the welfare 
of these many millions of peoples which 
rest on the British electorate and on the 
governments they appoint has never been 
adequately recognised by the British people. 
In territories where there has been a self 
conscious and vigorous white minority, 
expropriation of native lands and exploitation 
of native labour have been permitted and 
defended by successive British Governments. 
The methods of our capitalist system ~ have 
been transported overseas and tribal and 
famil y li fe have been broken up , , . ••• 11 

(The Labour Party 1933 The Colonies. p.3) 

If the empire was the responsibility of the British 

people and their government, then it follows that it 

was Britain's job to design the conditions in which 

this would cease to be the case. The statement suggests 

that it was Britjsh capitalism which produced the 

complexities of the colonial relation so often referred 

to in debates about independence. Capitalism and 

exploitation, responsibility and welfare were the key 

concepts in this part of the ~tatement. Philosophically 

this was upholding O~B aspect of the colonial relation, 

r es ponsibility, whilst seeking to end that part associated 

with the effects of the exploitation of capital. The 

Labour ~arty's empire was being quite carefully defined 

in this statement. 

sta ting its objectives as "Socialism and self 

government" (p.4), the statement went on to set out 

its policy objectives in terms of public works programmes, 

state ownership a nd industrial and agricultural development 

in combination with $ducation programmes ·which aimed at 
"' self government. This was conditioned by a particular 
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co~ception of development which collapsed industrial, 

political and social structures into a concept of 

culture. Culture became an index and a way of describing 

multifarious dimensions of development. "Generally 

speaking, however, there is an obvious connection 

between the industrial and social structure of a 

dependency and its political development." (p.17) 

Dependencies were divided into categories depending on 

their closeness to European culture. They were divided 

into those of "European culture", those of "Oriental 

culture" and those "Inhabited mainly by people of primitive 

culture". (p.17) These categories were presented as 

indexing a hierachy of readiness for independence. 

Those peoples who were of primitive culture were 

thought to be at the earliest stage in the development 

process and furthest away from independence. They 

presented "the most urgent colonial problem" (p.17). 

Those of Oriental culture were in areas of the world 

which were in the process of industrial development, 

like India. Independence in such colonies was only a -

matter of a little Further development, but it was not 

simply a matter of industrialisation arid a western life

style. Independence was .also related to the "Government 

of their country on modern lines" (p.6) and the peoples 

ability to "Control by democratic parliamentary institutions 

the intricate mechanisms of the modern state. (p.6) 

British parliamentary styles of government were also 

considered part of a definition of fitness fo~ self . 

go ve r n men t . ' T h 0 se of European c u 1 tu r e . "la n g u age, r e 1 i 9 ion 

and i n d u s try" ( p 1 7) we r e 1 e ss .' 0 f a colon i alp rob 1 em..! _ _ "; _ "". 

Many of these, which included the inhabitants of the 

Seychelles and Falkland Islands, spoke French or English. 

"No question arises of natives" (p17). The possession of 

a European language appears also to be part of a 

definition of development away from the 'native' state. 

In examining the ideological features of the space 

created by these conditions, it appears that the Labour 

Party officially upheld the perspective of imperialist / 

discourses by considering independence to be a feature 
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of Euro pea n cultur e , the pinnacle of civilization. 

Cultur e was cons t ruct e d in terms of l a ngu a ge a nd life

styl e . Thi s ma y be se e n as a construction of the concept 

de velop me nt, when con s idered in combina tion with the 

requir eme nt s of industri a lisation and a certain style of 

gov ~rnm e nt ba sed on Westminster. Ma ny of the deb a tes on 

India off e red such definitions as a way of deciding 

wheth e r Indi a wa s fit for self governm e nt, yet India was 

explicitly exclud e d from this official statement about 

the conditions in which independence might be awarded. 

"The British Empire includes Great Britain 
a nd Northern Ireland, the self governing 
Dominions, India, the colonial empire and 
ma nda ted terri tories . ••• t This statement 
of policy is concerned only with , ••• , the 
colonial empire~" 
(L a bour Party 1933 The Colonies. p.3) 

This st a tement is significant for its failure to include 

India in a definition of the 'colonial problem'. Even 

so this pick s up on many of the factors described as a 

stumbling-block to Indian independence such as the need 

for industri a l development. It accepts that India's 

status wa s closer to a dominion than a colony. 

"The Colonies" constituencies were culture, 

developm e nt and civilization. Its communities were 

citiz e ns a nd workers. Whilst excluding India from its 

formul a tions, it maintained many of the considerations 

concerning the need for development towards independence 

expres s ed by Wise in the debate on India in Parliament 

in 193 1. (see section 4.3) . 
The next section deals with the neerut prisoners. 

This is a significant issue, : combining as it does, issues 

of ind e pe ndence and defence of trade unionists. Like the 

sta tement on the colonies, it was one of the Labour Party's 

few official sta tements regarding India, apart from the 

onf e r e nce resolutions examined in chapter two as 

illus tr a tions of the ways in which such statements were 

a rriv e d a t. (see section 2.5) 
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4.5 Official Statements: The Meerut Prisoners. 

As demonstrated in the sections 4.2 and 4.3, the 

La bour Party was under pressure to include the Meerut 

prisoners in its definition of India. It did so in a 

particul a r wa y. Statements in support of the prisoners 

beg a n to a ppe a r in conference resolutions by 1932 

(see section 2.5) and a pamphlet was brought out under 

the authorisation of the National Joint Council in 1933 

c a lled "Meerut: Release the Prisoners". 

The central position adopted in the pamphlet was 

that the Meerut case demonstrated that the operation 

of Brit1sh justice in India did not taka cognizance 

of the fund a mental rights of citizenship. The British 

administration was thus accused of not observing normal 

human rights, and the quality of the colonial relation 

was put into question. This is clear from the opening 

statements of the pamphlet written in the form of a 

foreward by WaIter Citrine. He described the case as an 

"almost unique example of the laws delays.1I which put 

into question:- liThe administration of British justice 

in India, the rights of political prisoners, freedom of 

opinion, a nd the impartiality of the Indian courts." 

(1933 p.2). Citrine was most concer~ed about the 

prisoners rights as citizens which he considered had 

been denied. 
"There is ample evidence in these pages to 
show that the Meerut prisoners were deprived 
of fund a mental and elementary rights as 
British citizsns without any overt acts of 
u nlo vJful chara cter being pro ved aga in st them. 11 

(Citrine 1933 Mesrut: .Release the Prisoners p.2) 

In support of this claim the bulk of the pamphlet 

concerned itself with setting out the judicial procedure 

a dopt e d in the case. The outline for the pamphlet came 

from a n a na lysis of the trial documents made by the 

Ha lda ne Club for the Labour Party. The suggestion 

that the Meerut prisoners had been deprived of · ~funda mental" 

ri ght s of citizenship was supported by the following 

evidence • . Refusal of trial by jury, the two and a half 

year per~od of the trial; the disproportionate amount 



' of · the trial occupied by the prosecution in which it 

sought to establish that the intentions of the accused 

were motivated by their commitment to the causes of 

nationalism and communism. Classical texts from Communist 

and natiqnalist writings were brought in to demonstrate 

the kinds of principles the accused subscribed to. Most 

of the prosecutio~s evidence, it was claimed, would be 

inadmissible in a British court. The prosecution claimed 

that the accused had participated in an anti-British 

conspiracy with a host of co-conspirators which ~t 

declined to indentify. The pamphlet considered there 

was no evidence of such a conspiracy. 

The pamphlet also claimed that the acts for which 

the prisoners were being tried, that is speeches, writing 

in newspapers, demonstrations and strikes were all 

conducted within the limits which the "law of India allows 

for working class political activity" . (p. 6) Finally it 

was claimed that the nature and severity of the sentences 

was out of step with the imputed crimes. 

liThe whole proceedings from beginning to 
end are utterly indefensible, and constitute 
something in the nature of a judicial 
scandal ••• . Only on political grounds can 
it be ass umed that it was necessary to stage 
a state trial over · the activities of a few 
men, none of whose efforts could have ever 
been presumed as probable of becoming a 
danger to the state." 
(National Joint Council 1933 Meerut: Release 
the Prisoners. p.B) 

This position was structured by the nature of the 

philosophical problem it was posing. It was suggesting 

that in the normal course of events, British justice 

properly,administered, observed a conception of citizenship 

rights. British justice was normally a guarantee of these 

rights. In its failure to follow the usual procedure, 

the trial had flouted the rights associated with British 

citizenship in the colony. These rights were frequently 

suspended in certain parts of India by special ordinances. 

These were issued as part of a procedure . for . maintaining 

civil order. The Labour Party .ha d not flinched from 

using these mechanisms, and suspending civil rights, 
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- . during its period as the government of India (1929-31). 

As far as this statement was concerned citizenship 

consisted in the right to be tried only for actions which 

fell outside the law of the land, to be tried by jury 

for ' a cts' rather than imputed motive, and to be tried 

in line with certain standards of evidence. 

It may be said that the constituency of this 

position, made accessible through the statement presented, 

is citlzenship and the rights upon which it was constructed. 

The following statements make community and constituency 

accessible for analysis~ 

"It is true that several of the accused 
were well known communists or active members 
of the communist auxiliary organisation 
"The Worker's and Peasant's Party." Others 
were associated with trade unions which 

· were formed in opposition to the original 
bona fide trade union or~anisations because 
of the latt~ts reluctance to adopt the 
methods of the general strike (which, 
incidentally at th~ time of the arrests 
was not illegal). Trade union activities 
formed the bulk of the evidence of "acts" 
against the accused and of those 'incomparably 
the most important activities were the strikes'." 
(National Joint Council 1933 Meerut: Release the 
Prisoners. p.6) 

In this stateme nt the Labour Party chose not to state 

its support for either non bona fide trade unionists 

or communists. Instead it chose to uphold their rights 

as citizens to conduct their political activities within 

the structures of th~ laws of India. 

Although the pamphlet presents Meerut as a problem 

concerning trade unionists and communists, it is obvious 

from the nature of the charge :brought against them that 

the issue was really involvement in civil disobedience 

rather th a n the kind of trade union activity the Labour 

Party supported . Trade union activity might have been 

the method of the Meerut prisoners, but civil disobedience 

and a nti-British agitatio n was its object. ·It is obvious 

now th a t the La bour Party did not feel that it w~s able 

to officially support a nti-British agitiation. Indeed 

it was a pa rty to the government of India, through the / 

constraints imposed by statesmanship. The National Joint 
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-Council, in s t ea d of supporting the objects of struggle 

of th e Mee rut prisoners, chose instea d to support them 

a s tr a de unioni s ts who ha d acted within the law even if 

the l e gitima cy of this kind of trade unionism was put 

in doubt by its a ssociation with communism and the use 

of the ge ne r a l strike. 

Offici a lly the Labour Party appears to have gone 

to gr ea t lengths to separate the activities with which 

it a ssoci a ted itself, trade unionism, from the activities 

of the civil disobedience campaign. _ This was contrary 

to the po s ition expressed by sections of the Communist 

Party, which presented such struggles as one insurrectionary 

initia tiv e a ga inst imperialism. If the official statement 

on Meerut is compared with the unofficial ones offered 

to the La bour Pa rty, certain important similarities and 

differences emerge. 

Th e description of the Meerut prisoners as citizens 

who ha d been de prived of their rights, was at odds with 

the de finitions offered in section 4.2 in the referenc~s 

ba ck to the Na tional txecutive's Report to the 1931 c~~ferernce. 

These were objecting to the executive's failure - to . deal 
with th e ~ eerut prisoners. The references back ' variously 

describ e d ·the Meeru~ prisoners as anti imperialists 

(Brockw a y) whose legitimacy was inscribed in the fact 

th a t t he y were non-communist and used non-violent methods: 

as milit a nt trade unionists (Gossip) engaged in a single 

struggle a ga inst imperialism and capitalism: and as 

politica l prisoners (Jagger)like the many others in India 

picked up und er spec~al ordinances used to impose imperial 

rule long a fter consensus had 'been withdrawn. (The Labour 

Pa rty wa s fully implicated in this as the government of 

Indi a from 19 29 to 1931). 

Unlike th e se unofficial positions, the National 

Joint Council's statement did not really concern itself 

with t he l eg itima cy of the struggles of the Meerut 

pri s on e r s it wa s more concerned with the wa y they had 

bee n dea lt with, a nd the fact that they had acted within 

th e l a w. The re a sons why such a .position was adopted 

was outlin e d in s e ction 4.1 It was structured by the 
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" Labou r ~arty's a nti communism and reluctance to openly 

support the acti vities of the civil disobedience camp aig n 

as well as a variety of other structuring mechanisms 

and constraints. 

4.6 Nationalism a nd Trade Unionism. 

HS the matter of whether political activity in 

India, such as th a t described in the Meerut issue, 

conc er ned nationa lists or trade Union struggles was a 

matter of disput~, it may help to examine this issue 

from the point of view of the kind~ of institutional 

a rr a ng eme nts which existed in India during the 19305. 

It is not the intention of this thesis to assert that 

an examination of Indian institutions offers a superior 

form of knowledge in respect of the issues presented, 

but to assess the extent to which the definitions of 

struggles from within the Labour Party were informed 

by the definitions which existed in the Indian Trade 

Union Movement and the Indian National Congress. In this 

way it may be possible to establish the nature and diversity 

of th e Indian institutions engaged in independence and 

trade un ion struggles. This is important when considering 

the contribution of the Indian National Congress and 

work ers delegations at the Round Table Conference outlined 

in chapter five. 

The records of the All India Congress Committee, 

th e var ious institutions of the Indian Trade Union Movement 

and the local District Congress Committees offer an 

enormous amount of material providing clues about the 

extent to which na tionalist and trade Union struggles 

were linked. 

The Nationalist movement was politically diverse. 

Even in terms of its national leadership it displayed 

a aivergent politica l ch a racter which indicates that , like 

the Labour Party, it would be a mistake to consider it 

a uni fied organisation with a single political position. 

Nehru was involved in the renunciation of dominion 

status and ai ding Britain in her constitution constructing 

activities . Gandhi was less interested in the details of 
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· indep e ndence, which he thought of a more Pspiritu a l~ 

th a n a constit u tio na l quality. (Brockwa y 1967. Interview 

tr anscript . p.3) 

Although the Congress was the c e ntr a l orga ni sation 

associated with civil disobedience, there were a ho s t 

of others. There was the Congress Socialist Party set 

up to at tract s ocia li sts to the c a use of nat ionalism. 

There was the I ndi a n Communist Party whose successes 

in org a ni~ing strikes in the Bombay mills in the 1920s 

had been diminished by the witch hunts ,of the British 

Government . There was the HIl I ndi~ Socialist Pa rty 

which s hare d some political ground with the Nation a l 

Trades Union Federation. Then there were the Hoysists 

(a faction of the Indian National Congress name~ after 

its leader) a nd the , Reds who claimed a Marxism, which 

it differentiated from that of the Communist Party, 

as its creed. In ad dition to these; there were the 

various Trade Unions g roups associated with various 

facets of civil di so bedience. 

The character of the political activities undertaken 

by this allia nc e und er the form a l direction of the 

Congress varied e normously. The most well known activities} 

the foreign cloth boycott, the picketing of li quor s hops 

and the salt making campaign were mentioned in the 

intToduction. Th e me thods by which such aims were pursued 

will have been diverse, but none-the-less the Congress 

had a formal st ructure for initiating and carrying out 

such campaigns in the various towns a nd villages a ll 

over India . The act ual orga~isati on of the civil diso

bedience campaig~s was conducted on a district bas is. 

Districts were united through the organisation of the 

St a tes and the States were organised into the All India 

Congress Committee. Ca mps were set up in the districts 

run by volunteers whose job it was to organise activities 

locally a nd build up support for the Congress. Volunteers 

were responsible to the District Dictator. 

The exte nt to which civil disobedience was supported 

by the people varied from district to district at varioas 

times. ~ ome areas reported ,difficulties in maint a ining 
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- the support of the cloth merch a nts in the cloth boycott 

as it was a direct at t a ck on their standards of living. 

The following stateme nt indic a tes something of th e 

char acter of the movement a nd extent to which ' it gained 
support , in one particular area. 

liT he policy of repre ssion a nd indiscriminate 
convictions continues as usu al. ~ut this 
has little effect of the Congress work in th e 
Provinc e . The authorities have no doubt 
succeeded to a very great extent in their 
efforts to eke out all the leading workers 
in the Pro vince, but the movement goes on 
merrily gathering momentum every day from 
those very great a rrests a nd conviction. 
Ma ny Districts have all together been deprived 
of their prominent workers, but the work 
is being carried on as usual by those left 
behind for the movement has gone deep down 
the masses and it is from them, from those 
un educated village folks that our workers 
are drawn and they form the real back bone 
of the movement ••• Total arrests during the 
week six hundred and ten and total up to the 
1Sth July three thousand seven hundred and 
seventy two ••• h 

( Sihar Provincial Congress Committee. 1B/7/3D 
Report to All India Congress Committee.) 

The statement d emonstrates the extent to which 

civil disobedience was supported by the people in 8ihar 

and the le vel of police activity required to repress it. 

There are many a ccounts of police brutality and lathi 

(baton) charges at crowds as well as extensive arrests, 

imprisonments a nd transportation out of town where the 

ar~stee was forced to walk ten or twelve miles home. 

Nehru commented on the extensive use of policing in a . 
letter to Bridgema n of the League Against 'lmperialism 

as early as 1929. 
" W ear e h a v i n g a nu m b er 0 f pal ice r 0 u n d .: ups 
and arres ts all over the oountry. Either 
the police ha ve completely lost their heads 
or a deliberate a ttempt is being ma de to 
show that vas t conspiracies are afoot." 
( Nehru 20/5/ 29 . Letter to Bridgeman.) 

This was t he kind of policing required to maintain 

British sovereignt y over India even in 1929-31 during 

the Labour Part y' s a dministr a tion. It was stepped up 

towards 1937 when partia l independence was a war de d. 
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This kind of activity under the orchestration of the 

C~ ngress was ~n escalation of the peacef8l forms 
of non co-operation, Satyagraha, which beg a n in the 

1920s. Sibnath Banerjee recalls the activities of this 

time. "I went to Khulna, my District and started to 

org a nise the volunteers there carrying the spinning 

wheel on my sho ulders and speaking to them about non 

co-operation." (Banerjee 10/2/77 Interview transcript p.4) 

This was typical of the form of resiste~ce associated 

with Gandhi, a form which was progressively abandoned 

in the f ace of a lack of progress towards in dependence, 

and increasing repres~ion 

by the Congress records. 

in the colony as demonstrated 

The extent to which nationalism and the institutions 

associated with it were linked to trade union activity 

was demonstrated in a report from the Executive Committee 

of the All India Trades Union .. Congr~ss. 

"This meeting considers that the promulgation 
of the Public Safety Ordinance and the passage 
of the Trades Disputes Bill in spite of 
determined opposition of the All Indi a Trades 
Union Congress and in defiance of public 
opinion in the country expressed both in the 
Legislative Assembly and outside constitute 
a great menace to the existence of the Labour 
Movement in India" . 
(Executive Council of the All India Trades Union 
Congress 24/7/29. Minutes.) . . 

This was part of a statement condemning the British 

administration for thwarting the development of trade 

Unionism. The r~fer~nce to the Public Saf~~Ordinance 

concerns the machin~ry which the administration used to 

deal with civil unrest produc~d by the civil disobedience 

movement, yet it was presented as threat to trade unionism • . 

By 1935 trades unions affiliated to the All India 

Tr a des Union Congress had representatives on the local 

Congress Committees . In 1935 the All lndia Trades Union 

Con gr ess sent letters to the Congress complaining that 

it had not d e f~ned its attitude to the trade union and 

wo rking class movement. It set out the ways in which 

trade Union s truggles were linked to the struggle for 

ind epe nd e nc e . Wh at was at stake in such statements was' 

a definini~on of wh a t constituted legitimate nationalist 
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struggles. To be l~gitimate, the All India Trades 

Union s Congress considered nationalist struggles must 

incorpo rate work ers ' dema nds. 

" In order to mobilise the oppressed and 
exploited masses in the struggle for 
freedom their economic demands and political 
aspiratio ns must be incorporated into the 
programme of national struggle. iI 

( General ~ecretary of the All India Tr a des Union 
Co ngress 31/5/35. Letter to the President of the 
Indian Na tional Congress.) 

By 1937 the relationship between sections of the 

trade union mo vement a nd civil dis o bedience was much 

more explicit. 

"On April 1st the new constitution will be 
put into force. The National Congress has 
resolved to organise a country wide hartal 
( a stoppage of work as a protest) to demon
strate that the people of India will never 
submit to this infamous charter of slavery 
(proposed constitution) ••• In the new regime 
the toiling masses will be subjected to 
greater exploitation. Therefore the working 
class must take a very active part in the 
movement for opposing the introduction or 
the new constitution. 
(Pr esi de nt and General Secretary of the All 
Indi a Trades Union Congress 14/3/37. Statement 
issued in Bombay.) 

It is likely th a t the introduction ot the new constitution 

provid ed an added incentive to trade union and Congress 

unity. The National Trades Union Federation, the branch 

of the In di a n m'ovement in close contact wi th the Trades 

Union Congress a nd Transport House, did not appear to 

be included in these moves towards unity. The Trades 

Union Fe deration officially supported a styie of trade . 

Union activity which was not overtly linked to civil 

disobedience. 

As far as individual political activists were 

conc e rned, it was not unusual for campaigners in civil 

disobedience to see the trade union movement as a 

suitable instr um ent for intervention in Aationalist 

struggles . Ma ~y who were committed to socialism in 

lndi a at this time were quite prepared to t a ke part 

in nation alist a ctivity first. It was not difficult 

for some to ali gn imperialism with exploitation. 
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~peaking of his act ivities in this period 8anerjee 

said-

" I started ( in the) Tr ade Union movem e nt as 
pa rt of the nat ional emancipation mov e ment. 
1 chos e the jute mil ls because there the 
exploitatio n was the greatest, a nd in 19 27 
th ere was a strike on th e railways a nd I was 
dr awn into the railway movement. 1I 

(B a nerjee 10/ 2/77 Interview Transcript p27-B) 

Banerjee ~as convi nc e d that the organised working class 

should be in the forefront of liber a tion struggles. He 

comm e nt ed on the conditions in which many Indian workers 

work ed in the Be ngal jute mills, which he says were 

mostly owned by ~ritish employers. As one of the Meerut 

prison ers who refused to be labelled a communist he 

said- II I am a trade unionist a nd trade unions are just 

good we apo ns to fight the British" (1977 Inter~iew 

Tr a nscript p59) . It is unlikely that in India in the 

1930s , given the strong institutional and personal links 

betw een na tionalism a nd trade unionism, that there was 

the cle a r distinction between the two areas of struggle 

which the British Labour Party officially suggested • . -

The trade union movement in India was highly 

fragmented . f he all I ndi a Tr ades Union Congress was 

for med in 1920 in close association with the Congress. 

Lajpat Kai was the first chairman of the Indian Trades 

Union Congress anq was a lso president of the National 

Congress . The frades Union Congress was thought to be 

a way of focusi ng at tention on work and social conditions 

in India . It split in 1929 over the question of Indian 

repre sentat ion at tne Round Tab le Conference. Joshi and 

Shiva Ri o were two of the most well known lea ders to 

break a wa y and form the Tr a d es Union Federation under 

the offici al a pprova l of the British Labour ~ovement 

which was trying to esta blish a particular style of 

tr a de unionism in India . The Trades Union Federation 

becam e the Nati ona l Trades Union Fe derati on in 1933 

whe n it merged with a nother small group of unions. 

ln 1931 ma ny commu nists left the All Tndia Tr a des 

union Congress ( a n organisation which the British Labour 

mo veme nt accus ed of being com munist dominated) beca use 
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' of ' its involvement in nationalist struggles. The Indian 

Communist ~art y considered these sUbordinate to the more 

traditional struggles for socialism. They were also 

concerned at the diversity of political elements engaged 

in nationalist struggles. The communist returned to the 

congres s in 1935 under the United Front policy of 

Comintern. 8y 1938 the All India Trades Union Congress 

and the National Trades Union Federation merged in close 

association with the Congress in a renewed anti-~ritish 

offensive. Constantly short of members and finance, this 

institutional unity was achieved ai the expense of the 

movement's enunciative function. Because the united 

movement covered such a broad spectrum of political 

commitment, it virtually agreed not to issue statements. 

Not only did the 8ritish Labour ~ovementsee india~ 

trade unionism as officially divorced from nationalist 

activity, it favoured a style of political activity in 

the conduct of strikes. The constitution of the Trades 

union Federation (a hand written document , ) contained 

a definition of bona fide action which excluded alliances 

with communism or communists, as a perversion of 

legitimate ~ra de unionism into a broader based mass 

struggle. Its definition included a condemnation of the 

use of the general strike which it considered a political 

rather than trade union weapo~.Tha Trade Union Federation's 

approval of political action did not appear to extend 

beyond action aimed at the redress of workers grievences, 

conditions of work and wages. The programme of the 

Federation proclaims a policy emphasis on hbusing, 

unemployment, wages, industrial accidents and hours of 

labour. ~see section 2.1) 

During a railway strike in 1930, the Federation kept 

the British Trades Union Congress informed of the conduct 

of the strike , voicing assurances that it was legitimate 

in its nature and peaceful in its conduct. This was of 

course, only the official position of the Federation. 

When the strike was called off, some of the member unions 

ignored the settlement and continued the strike, 
/ 

presenting a challenge to the authority of the Trade 
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- Union Federatio n a nd its ( British) imported methods, and 

indicating the ideological diversity of its member 

institutions. 

The activities of the Indian institutions just 

outlined may be seen as the background against which 

both the Labour Party and the Whitley Commission made 

statements about the extent to which nationalism and 

trade unionism were linked. It was also the background 

a g a ins t w h', ch the W hit 1 e y Co m m i s s ion m a dei t r e co rrm end a t ion s 

regarding the development and ~ationalisation of Indian 

trade unionism, and the ways in which workers might be 

enfranchised through an extension of their participation 

in -trade un.ions • 
. ' 

4.7 Official ~tatements: The Whitley Commission on 

Indian Labour. 

The issue of legitimacy in trade union activity 

was taken up in the investigations of the Whitley 

Commission on Indian Labour which reported to Parliament 

in June 1931. HS a statutory commission it was a 

statement on behalf of government rather than the Labour 

Party. But never-the-less, the Labour Party closely 

identified with it, and its enunciations. John Cliff~ 

Assistant Gene ral Secretary of the Transport and General 

worker's Union served on the Commission, as did Joshi 

from the Indian Trades Union Federation. Labour Party 

Conference policy statements on India, began by 1932 to 

include the demand that the recommendations of the 

Whitley Commission ~e imple~ented (se~ section 2.5). 
The 1932 National Executive Committee resolution on 

India called for the government to "Promote the growth 

of trade unionism" in the light of the findings of the 

commission. This demand was repeated in the 1933 

resolution {see section 2.5). 

Statutory commissions represent a particular mode 

of enuc ia tion. Th e-ir s ta tements are pa r tl.y th e pro duct 

of the purpose for which they are established. The 

whitley commission was set up to fulfill a promise set 
, 

out in the Indian statutory Commission (1930) that there 
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would be an extensive investigation of labour conditions 

in India. This was an admission of the shortcomings of 

the Statutory Commission because an examination of 

labour conditions was excluded from this otherwise 

extensive survey. Unlike the Statutory Commission, the 

Whitley Commission was not empowered to comment on the 

nature of a possible constitution, but to indicate a 

way in which labour might be represented in a federal

type of constitutional arrangement. 

Not oNly was Whitley commissioned to produce an 

extensive survey of labour and employment conditions in 

India, it was to comment on how these might be developed 

into a more sophisticated industrial structure, and how 

workers might be represented. Its brief was to widen the 

terms of the franchise through the inclusion of certain 

kinds of workers. This was also seen as a matter of 

development for participation in political processes. 

As a statement, it was the product of general constraints 

to comply with past statements and contribute to India's 

development to independence. 

whitley was also a product of its sources of 

information o It worked through informants with the aid 

of only a section of the Indian Trade Union movement. 

It located its investigations in certain kinds of 

factory-based manufacture , as well as mines and p~blic 

works. As far as agriculture was concerned i~orientation 

was towards the large scale and capital based plantations. 

Given that ninety per cent of Indians were Furally-based 

and most industry took place in very small workshops, 

Uhitley's findings were necessarily constrained by its 

criteri a for selective investigation. These were 

consid ered areas where there was potential for development 

along modern (European) lines. 

The Whitley Commission was required, as a government 

investigation to present both sides of the industrial 

problem, the position of the employers as well as that 

of the workers. The Commission contains numerous 

references to the problems posed by a transitory and 

ill-disciplined factory workforce. tmployers complained 
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that workers, unused to the discipline imposed by 

factory production, wandered off during the course of 

the working day. Because the Whitley Commission was a 

government site of enunciation, this structured the kinds 

of statements it was able to produce. It took the view 

that the development of trade unionism and the raising 

of the living standards of Indian workers would benefit 

employers and workers alike. Certain standards of 

objectivity are built into all statutory commissions, 

which are required to present all th~ positions it 

considered to be involved in an issue. Its constituency 

was industrial and agricultural development, and its 

community both workers and employers alike. An appearance 

of impartiality was one of its conditions of authorisation. 

As far as it acted as a voice, its function was to put 

the case of all interes~ in industry and agriculture. 

The commission also observed an unstated relation 

to British ~rade union practices. Or rather it had an 

unstated relation to what it considered British trade 

unionism should be like. The commission appeared to 

. consider that its recommendations were of wider implication 

than their suitability just for India. It considered 

that it was producing a blue print for an enlightened 

industrial policy. 
II But whatever the value of our report, the 
volumes of evidence which accompany it 
constitute a source which, for yeais to come 
should yield a wealth of information not . 
available elsewhere for the study of labour ' 
guestions. 1I 

(1931 Whitley Commission on Indian Labour P.S) 

The commission was in fact accepted as an 

authoritative source of information in official Labour 

Party statements . it appealed to the notion of 

itatesmanship in Labour Party pronouncements which 

imposed the necessity for continuity with past government 

policy as a co nstraint. whitley may be seen as part of 

a movement towards Indian independence promised by the 

British Government from the end of th8 nineteenth century. 

whitley could not because of the constraints imposed by / 

statesmanship ha ve stated a reversal of this procedure, 
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even if its effects had been to slow down progress 

towards eventual independence. In general terms, the 

commission stated a belief in India's ability to be 

self governing in the context of the necessity for 

further development. 

One of the "central positio~ adopted by the Whitley 

Commission was to present Indian labour as a population 

in the process of transition from rural to an urban 

existence, a labour force in the process of development. 

Industrial development and prosperity were the key 

concerns of the commission. But these were just part 

of a much wider development. India's political and in

dustrial development were l~nked, as in so many Labour 

Party statements. Trade unions were posed as key 

institutions in this process. Not only were they the 

institutions through which the labour force could develop 

the prosperity of its members, but the practices which 

this involved were seen as a way of developing the political 

potential of the Indian labour force. A limited form of 

political representation through trade unions, was 

thought to be a way of acquiring the practices of 

citizenship, albeit in a restricted form. This theme 

is expanded in sections 5.8, 5.13 and 5.14. 

In the course of stating this general position, 

the commission "defined both legitimate practices in 

trade unionism and citizenship. The Whitley Commission 

considered that tra"de unionism, as well as signalling 

and producing industrial development could produce the 

characteristics necessary for citizenship. 

"Trade Unionism, to be fully effective, 
demands two things: ademocratic spirit and 
education. The democratic ideal has still 
to be developed in the Indian worker, and the 
lack of education is the most serious obstacle 
of all." 
(Whitley Commission on Indian Labour p321). 

Legitimacy in trade unionism was to be administered 

by registr a tion and the development of a particular 

institutiona l structure, resistence to communism and 
./ 

nation alist movements and a style of conduct in industrial 

disputes. The Whitley recommendation in favour of the 
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registration and development of a trade union structure 

was set against its disapproval for the ad-hoc unions 

which arose during the course of an " industrial dispute 

which were often quite militant. The commission considered 

that these may serve the interests of their members, but, 

lido little in the way of educating their membership in 

trade unionism." (p320) It was argued that the 

registration of unions would prevent these ad-hoc 

arrangements and thus not only serve to develop the 

political education of their membe~ship but increase 

the standing of the union with employers. The development 

of a trade union structure was thought to be something 

which could be learned from Western trade unionism. 

"!::iome of the labour delegates and advisors 
sent to the International Labour Organisation 
Conferences at Geneva, by extending their stay 
in Europe, have been able to secure some 
training in western trade union methods." 
(p330) 

Again, as in the training of Indian trade unionists in 

Britain already discussed, the British Trades Union 

Congress was offered as a model upon which Indian trade 

unionism should, with suitable modification, be 

structured o 

Nationalism and communism were considered by the 

Whitley Commission to be perversions of trade union 

principles. Legitimacy in this case was considered to 

contrast with what was described as political interests. 

In this case political was defined in terms of the wider 

aims of communism and the "political excitement" (p319) 

which surrounded nationalist ,activity, leading to the 

appearance of trade union leaders such as those associated 

with the All India Trades Union Congress, which were 

described as irresponsible. The commission considered 

that it was the absence of strong trade union 

or gan i sa tio n which aceo unt ed fo r th e succ as s · 'o'f -t he 

communists in various strikes. 

"The absence of any strong 'organisation among 
the cotton mill workers and a realisation of 
their weakness, combined with the 
encouragement given by the results of a 
prolonged strike, enabled a few of the 
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communist leaders, by intense effort to 
capture the imagination of the workers and 
eventu ally to sweep over fifty thousa nd of 
them into a communist organisation. Une effect 
of these strikes, and particularly the last 
disastrous strike, (Bombay 1928) has been to 
render difficult the development of effective 
trade union organisation during the next few 
years." 
(1931 . Uhitley Commission on Indian Labour p.319) 

-The perversion of legitimate trade unionism 

resulting from communist and nationalist involvement is 

linked to a notion of what constitutes the correct 

conduct of industrial disputes. The commission thought 

that correct procedure was to follow a policy of 

conciliation. The report sets out a machinery for the 

arbitration of disputes so that they do not result in 

strikes which may be harmful "at this stage in India's 

industri a l history". (p.333) Industrial peace was a 

central concern for the commission. If strikes were 

necessary then they should be in pursuit of economic 

rather than political ends. 

"At certain periods factors which were not 
economic had an important influence on 
industrial strife . ••• . But although workers may 
hav e been influenced by persons with nationalist, 
communist or commercial ends to serve we 
believe that there has rarely been a 
strike of any importance which has not 
been due, entirely or largely, to economic 
reasons." 
(1931 Whitley Commission on Indian Labour p.335) 

Industrial muscle must not be used for other than 

econom i c reasons. This is a narrow definition of objec

tives in industrial activity. It also means a narrow 

conce ption of strategies which might be pursued. 

~trikes were presented as ' a last resort, after the 

failure of all conciliatory moves. 

The commission suggests that the interests of 

employ e r s a nd workers were united as a single constituency. 

Th e int e rv e ntion of communism was thought an abuse of 

work e r s collective power in pursuit of some other interest, 

such as the subversion of the system. Communists and 

nation ali s ts were considere d agents of ulterior political 

motiv es ; Such a position also assumes that the functions 
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of workers were divided in terms of the strategies with 

which they may asso ci ate . Trade unions were presented 

as institutions where the exercise of rights in relation 

to pay and conditions were legitimate. The exercise of 

wider political rights as members of a state, it is 

implied, should be exercised elsewhere, in political 

representation. 

The problem with this formulation was that trade 

unions were being suggested as the institution where 

a limited form of citizenship rights be developed. 

The Whitley Commission was suggesting at a philosophical 

level, the concept of the w6rker citizen as a form of 

inclusion into the terms of a limited franchise from 

which workers would otherwise be . e~luded. The result 

was a restricted form of citizenship which did not confer 

the universal rights with which it was usually associated. 

The policy issues related to this construction of 

the worker citizen were the representation of workers 

in the legislature by means of special reserved seats 

both at federal and provincial level, through a process 

~f nomination or election by registered trade unions. 

It was a lso sugges ted that the legislature concern 

itself with the implementation of policy which would 

improve labour conditions through the implementation 

of labour legislation. If trade unionistSwere apportioned 

special seats in the legislature then the commission 

reasoned they would be in a good 'position to form a 

pressure group for ths _reform . of labour · co~dition~. In 

addition to this it' was suggested that workers participate, 

in an industrial council with the government and 

employers, in the - formation of economic and industrial 

policy. 

The form of citizenship implied in these arrangements 

was restricted to a political voice in certain areas 

of form a tion of state and provincial policy. These 

encompassed industrial strategy and economic arrangements 

in which the unions would, by virtue of their 

constitutional position, represent a lobby along with 

the interests of the economy as a whole. 
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This narro w conception of citizenship was 

cond itioned by a perception of the nature of the Indi a n 

poli tical community. Very little of the Indian population 

was con sidere d representable for reasons which are 

outlin ed in chapter five. This was linked to a perception 

of the qua lities necessa ry for citizenship, in which 

education was crucial. The representation of labour, 

even in a restricted way w'idened the political community. 

"Furth er , the proper representation of labour 
is itself educative; the recognition of its 
claims as a pa rt of the body politic will 
bring increased responsibility and a sen~e 
of unity with the community as a whole. 11 

( Whit l ey Commission on Indian Labour. p462). 

Th ere was no other way in whlth an individual who was also 

a worker could be represented under these arrangements 

unless he was also a member of another representable 
'; • I 

cat e go r y , for e x a m p-l e u n to u ch a b 1 e s 0 r s h i ISn s ~ w hen the 

ind epende nce constitution was published in the 1935 

Gov er nment of India Act, about fifty per cent of seats 

in the l egislatures were general rather than communal, 

but these were protected by the fr§ nchise requirements 

which excl ud e d most workers. 

AS demonstrated in chapter three, the practice of 

community was a lso linked to constructions of ·civilization'. 

The incorporation of workers into the political community 

was thus seen as a stage in the development of India 

towards the mechanisms of liberal democracy. The 

importance of the findings of the whitley Commission 

become apare nt in chapter five, in which . 

out that workers, along with ~ther groups 

it is pointed 

were to be 

awarded only a restricted form of citizenship. 

Of course the whitley Commission covered a variety 

of stateme n~ s , but its central position was the 

contention t hat th e struggles of trade unionism and 

nation a lism were separate . This was in line with the 

offici a l po s ition of the Labour Party set out in the 

Meerut pa mphlet . In f a ct whilst it upheld the need 

for lndi a n independence a nd the incorpor a tion of 

workers into some sort of restricted fr a nchise, it did 
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not admit the legitimacy of civil disobedience. It was 

also preoccupied with the development of both Indian 

industry a nd the role of trade unions along side it in 

a specific form of activity which addressed itself only 

to trade union issues, yet provided a level of political 

repre sentati on. 

The commission's concerns for Indian poverty was 

w i del y e c hoe d t h r 0 u g h 0 u t the Lab 0 u r rr:o v e men tin 8 r ita i n' • 

Although, because Labour M.P's and trade unionists had 

visited I ndi a on fact finding missions throughout the 

1920s, the conditions which prevailed in India~ industry 

were well known about prior to the findings of the 

Whitley Commission. This summing up of what the 

Commission accepted as definitions of the lndian situation 

demonstr a te that it, excluded the wider definitions 

concerning the ~ole of the trades union offered to it. 

It a lso rejected the suggestion that workers should be 

fully represented as citizens in the constitutional 

arrangementso 

4.8 Conclusio ns. 

The examination of different positions representing 

cl aims to define India in this chapter indicate the 

eclectic nat ure of the Labour Party in its ideological 

perspectives. Whilst the party was quite specific about 

what kind of position it authorised, it tolerated a 

diversity of contradictory statements and positions. 

The party was-offered a diversity of definitions 

of India as claims to the right to define official 

positions. Certain of these were , included in official 

definitions a nd others excluded. Although positions 

excluded from official enunciations are not sanctioned 

by the party they were none-the-less issued from within 

its institutional structures. They must therefore be 

thought of as statements belonging to the Labour Party. 

~ome La bour Party statements offered a definition 

of Indi a in terms of the legitimacy of the colo~ial 

rel a tion. The statement included in the chapter to 
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- demon strate this did not even redefine the coloni a l 

rel atio n in terms of brotherhood or co-operation. 

It admitted that it was an exploit a tive relation and 

defended it on this bas is. This did not only sanction 

th e capitalist relation, it s a nctioned its imposition on 

a country un a ble to reject it. This was an explicit 

statement of British superiority over India and other 

developed nations which had not been in position to 

ch all enge British imperial domination in India with a 

view to replacing it. This was premised on the 

ass umption that Indi a wa s incapable ' of fulfilling the 

conditions required for independence, the development 

of nati onhood. 

other positions considered that the colonial 

rel ati on of exploitation was illegitimate. In common 

with the last position these defined colonialism in terms 

of exploitation rather than the benefits it conferred 

on a n und er d eveloped people. This position maintained 

that a ny met hod ' for the termination of this relation, 

even armed insurrection, was legitimate~ other positions 

temper ed this with qualifications concerning the 

illegitima cy of the use of violence to terminate the 

colonial relation. Such positions were capable of 

supporting the notion that any form of organisation of 

na tionhood was valid. 

Various other positions which concerned themselves 

with the inva lid nature of the colonial relation suggested 

that it should be removed by a gradual process of 

transformation. In · this process of transforma tion , 

Indians were to be tutored b~ the imperial nation in the 

qualities of na tionhood. The qualities of nationhood 

were va riou s ly described as concerning the development 

of pa rli ame nt a ry type institutions, a certain level of 

industrial de velopment, and the practices associated 

with these qualities. Such positions tend to suggest that 

India could be tutored for independence under the 

direction of th e imperi a l power whose definitions and 

practices of na tionhood were beyond question. Britain 

was being off ere d as both example and tutor in nationhood. 
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This does not really represent a transformation of the 

imperi al relation, but its reformulation. Th1s idea that 

Indians were capable of such a development was vario~sly 

attributed to a collective set of mental characteristics 

such as Attlee's statement suggests, or to the state of 

development of the material culture and social structure 

which may ultimately be thought to stem from a similar 

set of considerations. 

Official Labour Party statements specifically 

excluded a definition of the colonial relation as 

legitimate. As far as official enunciations were concerned, 

the colonial relation must be replaced by another sort 

of relation. Official positions also excluded the 

consideration that india should sieze independence by 

violent or peaceful ' means. They therefore uphold the 

notion that independence should be the gift of the coionial 

nation to be bestowed upon the colonised, at an 

appropriate juncture. 

whilst accepting that the colonial bond was, 

ulti~atelY, to be terminated, official pronunciation~ 

were me~nwhile concerned about the nature of the colonial 

relation which . the Labour Party, as a potential party of 

government, was partly responsible for. In t~rms of 

conceptions of statesmanship, the party was accepting 

responsibility for the administration of India and the 

quality of a relationship which it any way considered 

illegitimate. Under British sdministration, . th ~ Meerut 

pamphlet was suggesting that Indians be accorded the 

rights which all British citizens were entitled to and 

which were underwritten in th~ operation of jUd~cial 

procedure. 

The rights of citizenship as secured under British 

administration were somewhat more inclusive than those 

officially ac knowledged in the findings of the whitley 

Commi ssio n which was offering a restricted definition 

of civic rights linked to a narrow construction of the 

function of trade unions. The concept of a worker 

citizen a s a form of limited inclusion in the political / 
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community does not square with some of the definitions 

of citizenship appropriate to the judicial position of 

the Meerut prisoners. 

Whilst on the one hand upholding definitions of 

nationhood and citizenship, constructed as the preconditions 

for ind epe ndence through notions of civilization which 

focus on culture, industrial and political development 

and the use of democratic government, the Labour Party 

appears to have been happy to award India independence 

and nationhood which did not add up to that prescribed. 

Civilization , as a reclamation from a state of barbarity 

was being officially constructed on the concept of a 

partial citizenship. whilst the Labour Party, in its 

statements on colonial and foreign socialism outlined 

in section 3.8, upheld a conception of civilization 

which was based on the establishment of an international 

political community, it was prepared to concede independ

ence to India on the basis of a very limited construction 

of its political community. 

The conception of an International political 

community was an extension of the principal of democracy 

from the participation of individuals within the nation 

to include the participation of nations within the 

world community of nations. The limited franchise the 

Labour ~arty was prepared to see awarded in India, 

excluded her from these definitions of civilization. 

It would appear from the conception of citizenship ! ' 

outlined by 'the Whi~ley Commis~ion, that Britain and the 

Labour Party were quite prep~red to uphold double 

standards in its definition of nationhood. Whilst 

subscribing to rigorous standards in terms of the 

democr a tic representation of the political community 

at home, the party was prepared to lower these standards 

for the sake of shifting India towards independence. 

The result was that India appears to have been offered 

second cl ass status as a nation. This will be more ' 

fully explored in chapter five which examines ' the nature 

of the Indian political community and the kinds of ~ 

ar r a ng eme nt s for independence accepted by the Labour 
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Party. If India was awarded second class sta tus as a 

nation this could have important implications in the 

construction of the commonwealth. 

Ra ther than participating in the redefinition of 

a conception of civilization to include conditions in 

India, the Labour Party's definitions of colonial and 

foreign policy socialism upheld many of the ideas 

advanced in classical . writings on political philosophy, 

concerning the extent of the practice of community. 

In the case of India it seems to be including a 

restricted definition of a political community as a 

requirement for independence because the severance of 

the colonial bond was part of an official definition 

of coloni a l socialism. Because of this, it follows 

that India must be ascribed a status ai a second class 

political community . through a process of colonial 

tutorship. Colonial tutorship and the seco nd class 

nationhood which went with it represent part of a new 

construction of the colonial relationship as a common

w ea 1 t h • The Lab 0 u r Par t y was act i v e i nth i s d e fin i t i -o n 

of commonwealth. 

~ ll of the definitions of India presented in this 

chapter construct Indians as a 'people' and inform the 

concept race. Chapter five continues this construction 

of India as a particular kind of political c~mmunity. 

It will be possible, towards the end of chapter five to 

confront notions of race, as applied to India, with 

the construction of India as a political co~munity. 

It remains only to spe~ulate in this chapter as 

to why certain positions were acceptable to the Labour 

Party and why others . unacceptable. Part of the 

expl a nation for this accounts for all official positions. 

fhese concern some of the discursive conditions which 

constr a ined all Labour Party statements, whatever their 

object. These are the constraints imposed by the need 

to oper a te within the practices of parliament in the 

conduct of gover nment, the continuity imposed by the 

practices of state.:;rna nship and the need to address itself 

to th e entire political community as a (voting) audience. 
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But to state this is to do no more than of fer the kinds 

of explanation for the Lab our Party's beh a viour advanced 

by Miliband . Miliband 's a ccount of the La bour Pa rty 

repeatedly stumbles upon the conclu s ion th a t it a ct e d 

as it did in ord e r to direct all political activity 

through parliament a nd th a t whilst the party cl aime d 

soci alism as its obj ect , it equally claimed parli a ment 

as its strategy . Mi liband is, of course, correct in his 

assessment . Hut by the methods of discursive analysis 

it is possible to push the analysis a little further 

and speculate on the ideological structuring mechanisms 

implicit in the positions conditioned by the parliament a ry 

practic es of which Miliband spe a ks. 

The Labo ur Party's official position on India may 

be summed up as follows. It rejec~ed the col~nial relation 

a nd sought to r epla ce it with a relation of co operation 

and brotherhood . It was unable, none-the-less, to condone 

the civil disobedie nc e c a mpaign which was designed to 

force the British Go vernment to terminate this relation. 

Whilst also condem ning the coloni a l relation, it wa"s ' 

insistent that it be a dministered in a manner which 

accorded Indians certain rights as British Indian citizens 

although it admitted that this ha d to be posed against 

the use of spec i al ordinances to maint a in civil peace 

in Indi a . Finally, the Labour Party considered that a 

restrict ed form of independence should be awarded to 

Indi a under a time table for eventual complete British 

withdrawal '. This is a rrived at by putting together all 

the central positions of official statements. Why was 

this the officia l po si tions? Wh a t were the ideological 

conditions in 'which s uch positions were produced? 

These positio ns were the product of a dislike of 

the use of direct acti on to ch a llenge the authority of 

a government , even if that government had no ~ight to 

rul e . The positions outl~ned were a l so the product of 

a belief in a new colonial rel ati on, in which the Labo ur 

Pa rty was able to nurture a nd direct the d e velop me nt of 

the Indi a n trade union movement upon principle s s uch a& 

those of the Britis h trade union movement. Thes e wer e 
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enshrined in its definitions of socialism in the 

domestic sp here outlined in ch a pter thre e . The Lab our 

Party was in favour of a socialist imperi ali sm in which 

Indi a ns stil l did not ha ve co mplete self deter minati on. 

These positions a lso a rose from the assu mption that 

Indi a ns were not, for s om e reason, c a pa bl e as a politica l 

com munity of th e kind of democr at ic institution s and 

citi ze nship that ex isted in Brit a in. This was one of 

the ma jor differences in the two communitie s constructed 

in these debates . Thus the La bour Party's general 

conceptio n of its community in India was not both workers 

and citizens as in 8ri tain, but workers a nd a pa rtial 

citizen s hip. In India the Labour Pa rtyt s constituency 

was not democracy a nd poverty as in Britain, it was as 

near a democracy as the present capabilities of the 

political community a llowed and poverty in combination 

not with the welfare policies of Britain but in combina tion 

with ind e pendence a nd increased tra de unionism. 

Wh a t does all of this indic a te about the La bour 

Party? How does it help to answer the problems set out 

in the beginni ng of this chapter, which were concerned 

with the question of how the Labour Party constructed 

itself in relat ion to the concept politic a l community 

(which informs the concept race) and what might be 

lear ned ab out the conditions of ma king statements and 

modes of stating? All of these issues are closely 

rel ated . 

hi s ch a pter ~ndicates th a t the La bour Pai ty was 

capable of ma king c er t a in kinds of statements which were the 

product . of constrai nts and . structuri ng mechanisms. These 
were t he specific si te of enunciation within the party 

and the conditions of a uthoris a tion of statements (much 

of this is a ccounted for in the ma nner in which the 

Labo ur Party works as a statem e nt issuin g body a nd was 

outlin ed in ch a pter two), the r a ng e of c omm unities and 

constitu e ncies the pa rty was prepared to represent in 

its function as a voice, the need for continuity with 

oth er s t a tem e nts a nd some of t he general constraints / 

outlin e d a t the beginni ng of this ch a pt er conc er ning 
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pledg es . 1n additio n to these there were often certain 

oth er ideological conditions such as the ones just 

described to acco unt for the central positions on India. 

~ome of these , for example democracy and a ction directed 

through the mecha n isms of government and forms of protest 

defined as legitimate, a re accounted for by the term 

con stituency . uthers a re accounted for by community and 

th e ideologies implicit in the construction of such a 

conc ept . 

' The abo ve construction of the concept of a political 

com munity s uch as that thought to exist in India and to 

be r eprese nted by the voice of the Labour Party, informs 

the concept race in these debates. Hace is a way of 

cl assifying popul a tions, types of humanity. The concept 

politica l community, as constructed officially in India, 

offer s a definition of Indians as unable to currently work 

the machinery of government or exercise the rights of 

citiz enship . In a ccepting this definition of the Indian 

political community, as one with potential to develop 

f a irly quickly, the Labour Party rejected the statement 

offered by Wi se which insisted that Indians may never 

be able to govern themselves. It also rejected the 

statement of Buch a nan (see section 4.3) which insisted 

that I ndi a was alrea dy a political community capable of 

wh atever s he required in terms of definitions of 

citiz e ns hip. Whilst not applying it to India, the 

Labour Part y a ccepted the statements it set out in the 

pamph l et on the colonies that becoming fit for independence 

(beco ming a political community) wa~ a matt~r of acquiring 

European language, culture and habits, the qualities 

associated with civilization. These formulations offer 

hint s as to the constructions of race in the concept 

of politic a l community which were acceptable to the 

Labour Party and other constructions which were unaccept

able for reasons alread y outlined. 

The next chapter (five) examines the issue of 

repre senta tion, and further ex plores the concepts of 

political community, r a ce a nd constituency in the contaxt 

of the Rou nd Table Conference, a constitutiona l initi a tive 
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with which the Labour Party was closely associated. 

This offers further information about the Labour Party 

and its construction of the notion of a political 

community through examining some of the statements 

ma de at the said conference . Chapter five also outlines 

the manner in which the Indian issue was resolved and 

ind epe nd e nce given, as well as indicating some of 

the issues which this raised concerning the status of 

India as a nation and Indians as a political community. 

The concept political community , as applied to India, 

actually underwent a re-construction within the terms 

of the Round Table Conference which was ultimately 

reflected in the independence arrangements. Thus the 

concept political community in India was not unproblematic 

or obvious, it was a matter of negotiation, and the 

Round Table Conference was where it was negotiated . 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

The Indi a n Political Community and its Represent at ion. 

This cbapter examines the Round Table Conference as 

one of the e nunciative sites in the discussions and debates 

surrounding Indian independence. It was not the only site, 

but it was the focus for major government intitiatives 

during the early part of the 19305, and the basis upon 

which the e ventual solution to the constitutional problem 

posed by Indian independence was structured. It was also 

an enuncuative site to which the Labour Party was officially 

committed , as demonstrated in the policy statements set out 

in section 2.5. 

An examination of the Round Table ' Conference provides 

a focus for a number of analyses. The categories of people 

represented at the conference indicate a perception of the 

extent of the representable po~ulation of India, which 

could be party to a constitutional settlement. This does 

not indicate the composition of the Indian population, - but 

the Indi a n ' political community. A political community 

refers to those included, by means of representation, in 

the body politic. Thus, the extent of the franchise in the 

Indian constitution was an issue of crucial importance. 

1~e . political community referred to as India was 

constituted through the act of its representation. The 

delegate list at the conference represented the Labour 

Party's assessment of the elements which constituted the 

potential Indian , political community. During the course of 

this chapter the concept political community will be used 

to examine statements concerning independence to provide 

information abo ut India's status as a nation. 

During the colonial administration, India had been a 

politica l community of a particular kind. Government was 

exercised on its behalf by the colonial authority. The 

imposition of colonial government itself was an expression 

of India's inability to govern itself as a single unit. 

With the withsrawal of the colonial power the question of 

who should be included or excluded from the political 
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community became a matter of neg otiat ion. The extent to 

which a country ' s population i s incorpor ated into its 

political community is import a nt in defining its s t at u s as 

a democratic na tion. This is confirmed by con si dering the 

current internationa l assessme nt of South Africa's political 

status , in which there is a gap between its hu ge popul atio n 

and its small ( enfranchi sed ) politieal community. 

The nature a nd extent of the political community was 

a construction specific to the proc ess of decolonis atio n, 

a process in which Br itain insisted upon the nation as a 

privileged form of political community. The possible 

elements of t h is construction were the subject of neg ot

iation at the Round Table Conference. The examination of 

the proposed constructions of the Indian political community 

in this chapter are not supposed to bea sociological 

account of populations, but a political construction, 

because what was bei ng negoti ate d was the extent to which 

the populatio n s hould be included in the franchise 

arrangements . Being invited to the Round Table Conferenc e 

as a British rndian delegate, by the British Government, 

itself co nferred a certain status. It indicated that a 

popuiati on category or interest group was considered a 

vital part o f a political settlement, a representative of 

the voice of the Indian p~oplet a constituent part of the 

general will. 

It is quite possible, even likely, that the populatiori 

categories presented as communities at the conference were 

focuses for contending claims to represent the interests 

of a particular community, it s voic e . The term community 

is one of the terms of the ahalysis, used to des ignate a 

group of people thought to share a constituency, to have 

a ' will ' which was representable. Empirically there is no 

such thing as a si ng l e set of interests associ ate d with a 

community . There are only cl aims to define these interests , 

presented as a form of genera l will. Political stateme nts 

have an obvio us relatio n to a constituency a nd to a 

community . A commu nity being those on whose behalf a 

s tat e men t i s i ss u e d 0 rap 0 sit ion ado p t e d • Con s tit u en c.y 

has wider implicatio ns than community. It poses the 
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question what , as well as who, is being represented in a 

statement . This 'may be reason, justice, independence or 

any numb e r of things . 

The relation between voice, constituency and community 

can be developed by exami ning the statements made by the 

deleg a tes at the conference. All of the delegates made 

a claim to be representing a particular community as a 

legitimate part of the Indian political community, and the 

Indian ' na tion itself. Many of the voices at the conference 

indicated the grounds on which India could be considered 

a single political entity. These amy be seen as constructions 

of nationhood. 

Finally, this chapter sets out the constitutional 

settlement developed from the 5imon Commission and the 

Round Table Conference, assessing the extent to which it 

corresponds to definitions of nationhood establi~ hed in 

British political thought. It will then be possible to 

determine whether India was, through a constitutional 

settlement in , which the Labour Party was heavily implicated, 

awarded a secondary political status as a nation by the 

standards of democracy and citizenship rights constructed 

in debat ~s in British politics. This chapter examines the 

kind of political settlement which was offered to India 

and its implications. It also examines constructions of 

India as a political community by and on behalf of the 

Labour Party, and comments on how this informs both notions 

of race and constructions of the Labour Party. 

5.1 The Round Table Conference. 

The Round Table Conference was an event. It was also 

a collection of statements each produced by a set of general 

constraints ,which applied to all statements on India (see 

section 4.1) a nd a set of more specific structuring 

mech a nisms. The conference enunciations constituted a 

body of statement s by virtu e of belonging to the same 

enunciative e ve nt in Indian political history. One of the 

themes of this chapter will be to explain the structuring 

mechanisms which produced the conference a nd no other ev~nt. 
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The Viceregal pledges made on behalf of the British 

Government and enshrined in the Government of India Act 

(1919) committed the government to a course of action 

which could be seen to be a move towards eventu a l 

indep e ndence. This requirement was incumbent in the duties 

attached to -statesmaoship. For this reason, these pledges 

acted as a constraint. The Labour Party was fully 

implicated in these requirements because it offered 

itself as a Party of gouernment and had administered the 

colony briefly in 1924 and from 1929 to 1931. The const

raints imposed by statesmanship did not further specify 

the nature of an initiative towards independence, apart 

from the need for consistency with past government 

intitiatives. Failure to observe such a constraint could 

easily lead to the break down of foreign relations, and 

a loss of confidence in the integrity of the British 

Government, if successive political parties reversed the 

decisions of their predecessors. International agreements, 

and agreements with the colonies, were necessarily made 

on behalf of the office of government. 

The Labour Party was committed to colonial freedom. 

"That this Labour Conference endorses the policy of 'Home 

Rule for India' •••• " (Labour Party 1918 Annual Reports of 

the Labour Party p138). But more than that, it was 

committed to a style of determining ~he form which colonial 

freedom s.hould take. It was committed to the method of 

negotiation with the colony. This was demonstrated in a 

resolution passed at its 1924 t6nference. 

liThe Conference is moreover of the opinion that 
in order to hasten the grant of a 'full measure 
of HOme Rule to India, steps should be taken to 
summon a Conference of representatives of the 
various parties of India who shall be invited 
to prepare a scheme of self government for 
discussion with the British Government." 
(Labour Party 1924 Annual Reports of the Labour 
Party p120) 

The Round Table Conference was the heir of this official 

statement. It was to establish the nature of the 

constitutional arrangements which would grant independence 

and the conditions under which it might be implemented. 

The Labour Party officially stated its approval of the ~ 
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conference method in its 1931 resolution even whilst the 

Round Table was in session. 

"This Conference reaffirming its belief in the 
right of the Indian people to self government 
is convinced that the Round Table now assembled 
in London offers a unique opportunity of 
establishing this right in a most effective and 
aertain manner through negotiations between the 
British Government and representatives of all 
sections of the population of India." 
(Lansbury 1931 Annual Reports of the Labour 
Party p21S) 

EVen in 1933, after the failure of the Round Table 

Conference to produce a constitution for India, the Labour 

Party still upheld the efficacy of the methods of 

negotiation. "The new constitution of India should be 

negotiated in consultation and agreement with the 

representatives of the Indian peoples." (West Leyton Labour 

Party 1933 Annual Reports of the Labour Party p210). Whilst 

the Labour Party was not compelled to support this method 

becau~e it had done so in the past, it was required by the 

need for continuity with other offi~ial statements to 

establish some sort of continuity between past .. and '~urrent 

statements. 

The Round Table Conference took place in London in 

two sessions. The first was from November 12th 1930 to 

19th January 1931 and the second from September 7th to 

December 31st 1931. The intervening period was described 

by the British Government as a period of consultation for 

both Indian and British participants. The fact that there 

was a general elec~ion in this period in which a National 

Government replaced a Labour Government was a testament . 

to the continuity of statesmanship. The basic structure 

of the Conference was established by the Simon or ' statut6ry 

Commission. The Commission, using the evidence of the 

1921 Census of India to provide basic information about 

the nature and composition of the Indian population, 

established itself as an authoritative source of information. 

It set out to examine the Indian 'problem' and suggest 

solutions. The Round Table Conference embodie~ both the 

interpretation of the Commission as to the diagnosis of 

the Indian 'problem' and its possible solutions. 
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It is important to describe the way in which the 

Conference was organised as this was partly responsible 

for the kinds of statements which were made. For 

example, statements made in the plenary session were 

very general claims to representation in the Indian 

political community, whereas those made in the special 

committees were much more concerned with details. 

Generally, statements made in the plenary session of the 

second conference were just appeals to the British 

Government to award independence, because the Minority's 

Committee had failed to reach a solution to the Hindu 

Moslem conflict over representation and the British 

Government had warned that there would be no constitution 

until this issue ,had been resolved. 

The Statutory Commission, on which Attlee served, 

described its findings as the "conditions of the Indian 

problem 1l (1930 p83). It reported the posi tion of what 

it described as the "main communities of interest" (p209). 

Certain categories of peo~les had, in fact, been encouraged 

by the British administration to organise themselves- into 

separate legislative councils for the purpose of making 

their positions known to the British Government. Despite 

this it was the view of the Commission that the establish

ment of a plurality of representative ,institutions had 

inhibited the development of centralised political 

institutions representative of India as a whole. 

The findings of the Commission informed the 

Conference to the extent that it defined the issues which 

were to be resolved and the ,manner in which this might 

be accomplish~d. It also specified the guest list. It 

offered a definition of the potential Indian political 

community from which the delegate structure at the 

conference only marginally departed. 

The first conference consisted of a number of days 

general discussion (plenary) followed by the meetings of 

the various sub committees in which the objects of 

investigation and terms of reference were specified by 

the British Government. The special sub committees 
; 

investigated the federal structure, the Provincial 
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constitution, minorities, franchise, defence services 
as well as the fate of Burma, the North West frontier 

Province and the Sind. 

These were issues considered necessary to a 
solution of the Indian problem upon which the conference 

was required to enunciate. They were also the areas of 
debate specified by the Simon Commission. They were 

presented by the Commission as the issues pertinent to 
"the solemn pledge of the British people with regard to 

the progressive realisation of representative government 

in British India." (24/6/30 The Times). The Round Table 

was the forum for the arbitration of just how progressive 

this 'realisation' was to be. 

The nature of the problem posed .by the Indian demand 

for independence as -well as its possible solutions, were 

written into the structure of the Round Table Conference. 
This was made possible by the investigations of the 

I 

Statutory Commission whose definitions of the problem and 
its possible solutions were the foundations upon which ' 

the Ro~nd Table Conference was built. Because of t~ls 
the Confere~ce did not come up with any new initiatives 

for a constitutional settlement. It did however, present 

the British Government with a varieti of opinions expressed 

on behalf of the Indian people. ' In this way it presented 

an old problem with a new method, negotiation. The idea 
that the Indian 'problem' required a federal solution 'was 

well rehearsed by the time the Round Table Conference was 
set up. It is har~ly surprising therefore, that one of 

the key issues around ~hich the conference was structured 

was who should be represented in the federation, and in 

what proportion. 

5.2 federation and the Structure of the Conference. 

The Indian Statutory Commission, popularly known 

as the Simon Commission stated the inevitability of the 

federal structure as a suitable political form for a 
self governing India. 

lilt inevitably follows that the ultimate 
constitution of India must be federal, for 
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it is only in a federal constitution that the 
units differing so widely in constitution as 
the provinces and the states can be brought 
together while retaining internal autonomy." 
(24/6/30 The Times) 

The federal structure was thought to be the only solution 
to the economic, political, social and cultural diversity 
existing in a country the size of India. It was considered 

a suitable form in which to politically unite an otherwise 
divergent population. Federation became a model for 

future decolonisation. 

The Statutory Commission's pronouncements on 
federation confined the range of possibilites considered 

at the conference table. Federation was the only political 
system seriously considered. Because of this the Round 

Table set up, as one of its committees, the Federal 
Relations Committee. Its terms of reference were to 

"Consider the structure of a Federal system 
of government in India as regards relations 
between the Provinces of British India and 
the centre, including the question of 
responsibility at 'the centre, and to recommend 
the main principles to be applied." 
(1930-1 The Proceedings of the Round Table 
Conference p7) 

This meant d~scussions on the component elements of the 

Federation, the type of Federal legislature and number 
of chambers, the powers of provincial and Federal 

legislatures, the .method of choosing representatives, 
the Supreme Court and the issue of which minorities were 

to be represented. 

Federation was not just a principle which suited 
the supposed diversity of conditions in India, it was 

a structure of government made respectable by its use 

in America and Canada. This was frequently referred to 

in discussions about its use in India. The Times of 

India headlined a report at the time of the Round Table 

which proclaimed - "Canadian model for India" (13/1/31). 

Such comparisons were also a feature of British parliament
ary debates. This reference was intended to establish the 

pedigree of federation and its status as a form of constit-
,-

utional arrangement. This must be premised on the fear 
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that India was being awarded something of an inferior 

democratic quality, or else such statements would have 
not gone to these lengths to establish the credentials 

of such a system. Both America and Canada were considered 

prestigious forms of nationhood. 

The prestige of federation was established in the 

writing of Jefferson who framed the constitution of the 

United states. Jefferson presented federation as a 
superior form of democratic structure. "The united powers 

of the Federal Government and jelousy of subordinate 
governments affords a security which exists in no other 

instance ••• " (Padover 1943 The Complete Jefferson p124). 
Jefferson considered federation a form of government 
closer to the people, and principles of human nature 

"nature written in our hearts" (p124) than any other form 

of government. 

This was confirmed by 8urke's assessment of the 

British and American systems of government as superior 
to any other which led him to extol the virtues of 

federation. 
"To be attached to the sub division, to love 
the little platoon we belong to in society, 
is the first principle' (the germ as it were) _ 
of public affections. It is the first link 
in the series by which we proceed towards a 
love of our country and to mankind." 
(8urke 1969 Reflections on the Revolution in 
France. p135) 

For 8urke, federation was an extension of the principles 

of familial bonds, as with most of the Social Contract 

theorists. America, ' the model for these statements, was 

a territorial federation. This was ~rue of India, but 
only to a limited extent. India's suggested federal 

structure contained units of territorial integrity, in 

that it was to be divided into states with provincial 

legislatures united at the centre in a Federal Assembly. 

But, it was also to provide representation for an 

electorate divided on a communal, as well as a 

geographical basis. Within the provincial structure the 

constitution suggested for India was to provide 

representation for certain (representable) minorities, 
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women, Moslems, Christians, Europeans and others. These 

were to be allotted seats in the Provincial Assemblies 
in proportion to their numbers in certain areas. 

Whereas the United states model was constructed on 
a wide franchise, the Indian federation was to be a 
selected incorporation of certain communities. It fixed 

the principle of representation more closely than the 
federal system in America, in that people from a particular 
area could not speak for that area, but for a specific 
collection of people within it. This is different from a 
system of quotas or reserves in an assembly of r~presentat
ives who vote according to conscience on all matters, and 
are ,not just there to act on matters concerning the category 
whose quota they help fill. The important thing about 
representatives in the Indian system of federal represent

ation was they were there to represent a particular section of 
the political community, rather than the community as a 
whole. Because of the divided nature of the electorate, 
it was considered that a simple majority in favour of a 
policy was inadequate, and that the voting population ' 

should be sub divided into distinct political 'wills'. 

This system was to produce a federation within a 
federation. The Round Table Conference was to establish 

the terms of this unique federal union in India, the first 
black country to be considered suitable for political 
freedom. Furnival, later in the history of black colonial 
freedom, acknowledges the need for such a system. 

"This solution in its acceptance of the plural 
character of such societies may be termed the 
federal solution for it recognises that each 
federal constituent of the social order has 
many characters of a unit of a political 
federation and differs from such a unit mainly 
in its lack of territorial integrity." 
(Furnival 1939 Netherlands India. p468) 

The need for community representation in the Indian 

federation resulted from the consideration that the Indian 
political community would not be adequately represented 
unless the colonial authority defined its composition 
closely. By implication, the diversity of the Indian 

/ 

population was considered a block to the development of 
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consensus or a general will, one of the requirements of 
nationhood presented in these debates. This led to 
criticisms being levelled at the independence arrangements 
for falling short of its American model. 

"In certain of its most questionable features 
the constitution of the United States has been 
taken as a model ••• But the nobler spirit of the 
American constitution, -its bold assertion of 
the citizen's fundamental rights there , is ••• 
no trace ••• The Indian federation rests on no 
social ideal whatever, save in the sphere of 
religion there is no : foundation of citizen 
rights." 
(Brailsford 1931 Political Quarterly. p552) 

The form of the provincial constitution was another 
crucial issue at the Round Table Conference. As part of 
the federal issue it was linked to the suggestion of the 
British Government that India should, in the first instance, 
be given provincial autonomy as the first step in a 

movement towards independence. India could then be 
schooled in the practices of self government. In this 

situation, the colonial government would maintain control 
over central powers such as finance, defence and 

international relations. This was also set out in the 

Statutory Commission as a basis from which Indianisation 
could be developed as India became tutored in the practices 

of self determination. The colonial authority was not slow 
to exploit one of the main features of federal government, 

the division of powers bet~een central and provinCial 
legislatures. Which subjects should be central and whieh 
provincial was for these many reasons an object for 
arbitration at the 'Round Table Conference. 

Whatever form the constitution of India was to take, 
one of the key issues to be resolved was : the extent of the 
franchise. As pointed out at the beginning of this chapter, 

it was the extent to whicb the population was enfranchised 
which determined the conversion of a population into a 
political community. Prior to independence Indians 

constituted a community in political disc~urse which 
differed radically from that which was suggested under 

self government. Under the Raj, Indians were represented, 
however remotely or inadequately, by the Imperial power. 
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With a transfer of power to a self governing India this 
community was to be rather more narrowly reconstructed 
upon a restricted franchise. This provided a system of 

government which was accountable to a small number of 
Indians rather than none. The extent to which the Indian 

people were to participate in their government was a 
matter for negotiation. This was structured by what were 

presented as 'realities', and concerned assessments of 
the ability of different population categories to discharge 

the duties incumbent on the enfranchised. 

The Simon Commission was in fav,our of an increase 

in the number of registered voters from the present 2.8% 

returning members to the Provincial Councils. The 
Commission suggested that the franchise should be 

brqadened to an extent which was reasonably practicable. 

It considered the franchise restricted by illiteracy and 

the lack of an adequate supply of competent persons to 

conduct elections. It suggested that a franchise committee 
or similar body ,be set up with a view to extending the 

franchise to around ten percent of the total population. 

These were the terms of reference under which the 

Franchise Sub Committee at the Round Table Conference met, 

with a limited '!conception of the extent to which the 

Indian political community could be constructed. The sub 

commi~tee's brief was to determine "On what main principles 
is the franchise to be based for men, and women." (1930-31 

Proceedings of the Round Table Conference. pS6). It was 

to determine the q~alifications for inclusion into the 

electorate so as to enfranchise the ten percent suggested . 

by the Simon Commission for the Provincial legislatures. 

The position of minorities, given the divided nature 

of Indian society described by the statutory Commission, 

became one of the key issues at the Round Table Conference. 

like the Commission, the conference placed particular 

emphasis on the need for a settlement which gave the 
sizeable Moslem community an adequate voice in the 

Legislative Assemblies. This was informed by the 
observation that communal conflict between Moslems and ~ 

Hindus was widespread and a threat to internal order. 
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The principle of communal representation was extended to 

other groups which included labour, women, Christians, 
Anglo Indians and the depressed classes. The Minorities 
Sub Committee was set up to decide who should be 

represented and in what kind of proportions. It considered 
the claims of various minorities to constitute special 

interest groups in need of representation in the 

constitution. 

'Whilst accepting that a system of reserved seats for 

certain minorities was the only possible solution to the 
problems posed by Indian independence, the Statutory 

Commission expressed the opinion that such an arrangement 

ultimately restricted the development of citizenship in 

India. 
"On the one hand, communal representation -
the provision by law that a particular 
religious community shall be represented in a 
popular legislature solely by members of its 
own body, with a guarantee as to how many 
communal seats there will be - is an undoubted 
obstacle in the way of a growth of a sense of 
common citizenship ••• On the other hand we are 
now faced, as the authors of the Montagu 
Chelmsford Report were faced, by the 
indisputable fact that the Mohammedan community 
as a whole is not prepared to give up communal 
representation and would regard its abolition 
without the consent of that community not only 
as the withdrawal of a security which it prizes, 
but as a cencelling of assurances upon which it 
has relied." 
(24/6/30 T~~ Times) 

At a more abstract level this is referring to the 
inhibition of a general will. It is an admission that 

India was to be awarded a political settlement which did 
not correspong to the usual definition of citizenship in 

British political thought. 

The structure of the Round Table Conference and its 

specification of issues conditioned the general kinds of 

statements which could be made, and the ways in which 

debates might be resolved. The conclusions of the 

conference were to have an advisory status in informing 

the British Government about what constituted an acceptable 
platform upon which a phased withdrawal of the imperial / 

power could be based. The fact that the conference had 



been call e d at all was informed by the consideration that 
negotiation wa s feasible, that there was a point of 

consensus on India which could be reache d. 

The committees of the conference were followed by 

a state ment by the Prime Minister, McDon ald, summing up 

the achi e vements of the conference and setting the terms 
of reference for the second conference. He was emphatic 

that the successful resolution of the conference would 
only be ensured by an agreement between Hindus and Moslems 

on the proportions in which they should be represented in 
the legislatures. This ultimatum appears to have been a 

challenge to India's ability to act as a single political 
community in ,;the quest ' for independence. 

It was in the light of this ultimatum that the 

second Round Table Conference met under the jurisdiction 

of the National Government. The order of business was 

different from that of the first conference. It began 

with the same sub committees and with the spot light on 
the minorities committee. The Moslem Hindu issue was not 

r~solved because t~e Moslem delegation considered that it 
had not been accorded adequate representation in the 

legislatures. The Moslem League ha~ mandated its delegates 
on ~the question of the numerical proportion of the voice 

it considered appropriate to its security. The conference 

had thus failed in its purpose to produce an agreement . , , 

upon which a constitution could be based, even before the 

~econd plenary session. The British Government had to 
some extent, built in this stumbling block. 

This necessarily affect~d the kinds of statements 

which could be made in the plenary session at the second 
conference. These mainly consisted of appeals to the 

British Government to award a form of independence anyway. 

The Hindu Moslem issue was recorded as a problem in the 

Montagu Chelmsford Repoit and the Statutory Commission, 

yet the burden of its resolution was placed on the British 

Indian delegation. 

The plenary session of the second conference was 

followed by the Prime Minister's assessment of th e main ~ 
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achievements of the conference which were to be presented 

as a White Paper, and another step in the direction of 

ind Qpendence,for the endorsement of parliament. The 
decisions of the conference, thought to be an expression 
of the Indian voice were to be only one of the considerations 
in the award of independence to India. This was to be 

further conditioned by the necessity for a particular 
style of government imposing a concept of nationhood as 

.a privileged form of political community. 

The fact that India should live as a single poli't~ical 

community under a single apparatus does not appear to 

have been an issue of debate at %ny point in the 
de colonisation process. This was only reconsidered in 

the early 1940s under pressure from Moslems for political 
autonomy, awarded in the creation of Pakistan as a separate 

state. Because India was a political unit for the purposes 

of colonial rule, it was assumed, under the impact of 

Western thought, that it would also be a political unit 

under an indpendent government. 

The contention that India was a single political 

unit was almost certainly a colonial construction. The 
India of the East India Company was certainly not a 

unified political structure. Prior to the days of the 

East India Company, India was ruled as a multiplicity of 

units of varying size under the authority of princes. The 

remnants of this system still exi~ted . in the 1930s with 
the s~rvival of the Indian princes, and the States over 

which they ruled as political units nominally distinct 
from ' British India.' The relationship between British 

India and the states is described in the next section (5.3) 
The East India Company did not manage to institute a 

unified political structure in India, although it may have 

been considered a single unit for their (commercial) 
purposes. Initially the East India Company worked through 

the native system of administration, but it found it 

made the activities of the company easier if it instituted 
measures to provide an efficient administrative machine 

to dispense justice and ensure peace. Such measures 

ensured the continued profitability of the company 
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throughout the eighteenth and first half of the nineteenth 

century. This marked the beginning of the imposition of a 

form of colonial unity on India, for the porposes of 
commercial exploitation. 

The first attempts of the British crown to assert 

its authority over India occurred with the imposition of 
the Regulating Act of 1773. This was an act designed to 

protect the residents of 8engal from the excesses of the 
servants of the East India Company. It was extended in 

the period of 1786 to 1793 when the Supreme Court was set 
up to effect the exercise of the jurisdiction of English 

law through6ut ~ the India ~of the East India Comp~ny. This 

trend was continued after the Indian mutiny in 1857, with 
aggressive legislative measures being introduced in the 

eighteen sixties and early eighteen seventies. This 
marked a break with the era of reforms carried out in the 

eighteen thirties with the co-operation of the Indian 
middle class. This period following the mutiny marked a 

progressive intervention of the British Government in the 
affairs of India and the decline of the limited 

administrative and military authority of the East India 

Company. 

British rule extended over what was referred to as 

British India, and to a lesser extent' l the Indian states • . 

This comprises the whole of the territory ~ow designated 
India, Pakistan and Bangladesh. Because this was a unit 

of colonial administration, the fact that it constituted 
a single political ~ommunity was never questioned. The 

federal method of government, in the peculiar form in 

which it was introduced into India, was a way of reconciling 

the diversity of the Indian population with the imposition 

of a single ~olitical community. The federal structure, 

offering re~resentation to certain .:, interest and population 

categories in India, was to effect the construction of the 
Indian political community as the totality of the 

representable elements within it. The question of what 
was representable was an issue at the Round Table 

Conference. 
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5.3 The Delegate Structure of the Conference. 

The delegates invited to the Round Table Conference 
were thought to speak on behalf of the Indian people. 
They were to represent the voice of India. The list of 

delegates represents the government's assessment of which 
communities could be incorporated in a political community. 
This section examines who was included in the potential 
political community, who was excluded and why. 

The constituent parts of the conference were specified 

by the British Government. There were three parties to 
the discussions at the conference. Each was in a different 

position relative to the others. The position of a delegate 
as a member of one of these three parties acted as a 
structuring mechanism on the kinds of statements which 
could be made. Each of the three parties had a relation 

to a specific site of enunciation. 

The British delegation was composed of representatives 
of the three main political parties as well as experts on 

Indian legal issues, conference functionaries and 
administrators. Few speeches were made ; from this delegation, 
it was a listening delegation. It was to regard the 

positions .expressed by the Indian delegation and take them 
into. consideration in the awarding of independence. Britain 

was the awarding authority. Although a politically diverse 
body it was collectively representative of British 

statesmanship. 

The Indian delegation was split into two sections, 
the Indian princes and the, British Indian dele~ation. They 

must be treated separately as .formally they each occupied 
a distinctive place in the negotiation procedure, and 

because the states were administratively distinct from 
British India. 

The Indian states were represented by sixteen of the 

leading princes of India. They were a conceding authority 
in that many of them had agreed to take part in the 

constitutional arrangements of an independent India and 
thus concede some of their sovereignty. The states, of / 

which there were five hundred and sixty two, varied in 
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size from those with fabulous wealth, to a few acres. 

The form of government prevailing varied as widely. They 

were not distinctively divided from British India by 
linguistic, racial or geographical boundaries. The peoples 

who lived in the states had a peculiar status. In terms 
of the government of India they were not British subjects 

because they did not live in British territory. Their 
relation to the British Government was established by 

individual treaty or other written document or by usage 

or agreement. Each state made and administered its own 
laws, imposed, collected and spent its own taxes. There 

was usually a British Resident or other agent whose duty 
was to "offer advice to the ruler and report to the British 

authorities" (Indian statutory Commission Report. pBS) 
The British crown reserved the right to intervene as the 

paramount power in the internal affairs of the state in 

cases where it suspected misgovernment. for international 
and diplomatic purposes the states were represented by the 

British Government which maintained control over all 

external relations. 

Britain's powers of intervention in the states had 

been carefully defined by the Butler Commission which was 

set up in 1927, and reported in 1929. The commission 

stated that in the event of a dominion government being 
established in India this relationship would need to be 

re-thought. "The future development of India cannot be 
envisaged without bearing full~ in mind their (states) 

existence and influence, and the crown's obliga~ions in 

regard to them." (INdian Statutory Commissi~n Report. p83) 

It would appear that certain pressures had been brought 

to bear upon the princes to participate in the conference 

in order that their position in a dominion India may be 

redefined. Contact between the states collectively, and 

the British Government prior to the Round Table Conference, 

was activated through the Chamber of Princes. This was 
set up in 1921 and was attended by one hundred and eight 

of the ruling princes. Its function was described as 

"deliberative, consultative and advisory" (Indian statu~orx 

Commission Report. p90) 
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It is most likely that the princes at the conference 
were a selection of those associated with the Chamber of 

Princes. Their position as a delegation was a little 
different from that of the British Indian delegation, in 

that the princes were not required to represent anyone 
but themselves. It was incumbent upon them to state how 

far they identified with the terms of their inclusion in 
an -~ All India Federation, rather than represent the voice 

of the peoples who lived in the states as their subjects. 

The princes did not need to establish the right by which 
they were at the conference making statements. They 

were there, unlike the British Indian delegation, by right 
of birth and no other right. 

The term delegation is used because it was the 

language of the conference. The people invited to the 

conference were not in any sense delegated by those whom 

they purported to tepresent. They were appointed by the 
British Government in line with the findings of the 

statutory Commission. The relationship between the 

delegates and those whom they represented was often quite 

obscure. In ~he case of the Moslem League (only one of 

the institutions through which Moslems were represented) 
although delegates were appointed by the government, the 

Moslem League managed to hold a conference of their 
members in between the first and second Round Table 

Conferences, with the result that their delegates went to 
the second conference with a mandate to accept only a 
certain kind of settlement • . 

Ihe '~~ase of Indian labour has already been discussed 

in an earlier chapter (see section 4.6). It wa~ the 

Indian Trades Union Federation, and not the All India 
Trades Union Congress which was represented at the 

conference, and even then there was dissatisfaction 

expressed by many of the members of the Federation about 

the manner in which their leaders had represented them. 

In the case of the Indian National Congress, it was 
Gandhi who was invited to be the delegate, rather than 

Nehru. In the selection of the representatives of the ~ 

congress and organised labour, the Labour Party was fully 
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implicated as it was the major parliamentary political 
institution with contacts in the congress and the trades 

unions. 

The British Indian delegation was by far the largest 
with fifty seven members. It was composed of delegates 
from sections of the Indian population selected by the 
government as collectively representing the voice of India. 

This may be seen as the construction of a potential political 
community in which the Labour Party was fully involved. 
The British Indian delegation comprised representatives 
from the following: Moslems, Hindus, Indian commerce, 
European commercial interests, landlords, women, depressed 

classes, armY,workers, sikhs, Anglo Indians and Indian 
Christians. Gandhi refused the invitation to the first 
conference but attended the second after an arrangement 
had been made between the congress and the Viceroy for 
the cessation of congress activity in exchange for the 
release of political prisoners. 

In general terms the British Indian delegation 

operated as a requesting delegation. More specifically, 
the different parts of this delegation set out the 

discursive right by which their community should be a 
. . 

party to a political sett~ement, as part of the voice 
of India. The construction of. right was religious, 

economic and commercial, through birth or ind~ganous 
association, through a part played in the modernisation 
process or through being down-trodden. 

The British Indian delegation was requ~sting 
independence from the colonia~ authority. In return for 
this it was offering certain guarantees of civil and 

political conduct adequate to the operation of democratic 
political institutions. The British Indian delegation 
was also anxious to demonstrate the capability of India 

to operate as a single political community in its behaviour 
at the conference. It was constrained by its dependen6e 
on British authority and pronouncements over which it had 

little control. 

As important as the delegates at the conference, 
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were those s ections of the population, or politica l forces 
in Indi a , ' which were mentioned in th e statutory Commiss "i i? n 
and th e Time s newspaper reports, but which were e xcluded 
from the Round Table Conference. These were specifically 

excluded from the potential political community. Th e 
tvoice' of the Indian people excluded the Moslem Red Shirts, 
the Communist Party and peasants who were not members of 

the depressed classes. 

Despite the widely reported disruptive activities of 

the Communist Party ~ and the Red Shirts, the Statutory 

Commission pronounced "the only well organised and 
disciplined party with a definite program~e (though, it is 

true, a negative one) is that of the Swaraj ;ists." (p209). 
The Congress was the main political' institution associated 

with Swaraj, the movement for ind~pendence. In the 1930s 
'Swarajists' was a way of designating the main political 
goal of the Indian National Congress. Whilst swarajists 

had left the Congress in 1923 to set themselves up as a 
separate political force, they joined again in 1926. 

Apart from the Congress, the only other political 
organisations mentioned in the Commission were the Justice 

Party and the National Unionis~ Party. ' With the exception 

of the Congress all other political organisations were 

dismissed as hindering rather than aiding India's political 

development. 
"The various groupings with kaleidoscopic 
changes of nomenclature, composition and 
leadership, have not ' often been on anything 
but communal lines and their communal character 
has tended to ~ecome more~ rather than - less 
pronounced." 
(1930 Indian statutory Commission Report. p209) 

The N~tional Congress was posed as the instument through 

which ' the general will of India as a single political 
community could be developed. As the major ' concern of 

the commission was the construction of nationhood out of 
diversity, the Red Shirts and the Communist Party were 

excluded from its considerations and from~ the Round Table. 

Apart from their insistence on the importance of class 

divisions, tt ~is also likely that the methods of disruption 
and violence associated with these institutions was a / 
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factor in their exclusion. 

It may also be argued that quite apart from its 

politically educative function in Indian nationhood, the 
congress wa s necessarily a party to any political 
settlement in India because it had demonstrated its ability 
to institute and inspire widespread civil disorder in its 

demand for swaraj. Therefore, for a political solution 
to the . Indian problem to be effective, it must necessarily 

meet the approval of the congress. The congress was also 
a party to a political settlement because at least some 
of its leaders accepted the validity of negotiating with 

the imperial power. Gandhi, in his demand for a 'spiritual 
ind~pendence' must have considered the assumptions of 

Montagu and the Statutory Commission at least negotiable 
at the conference. Nehru with his more definite 

orientation towards complete dominion status was also 
prepared to sanction Gandhi's appearance at the negotiation 

table. 
"If it is made clear however, that the 
conference will meet to frame a constitution 
of free India, subject to such adjustments ••• 
:1 for ·.one . ~ould be disposed to recommend that 
the Congress accept an invitation to . 
participate in the conference. We are ready 
to agree to reasonable terms for the period 
of transfer of power from a British administration 
in India to a responsible Indian Government 
and we must m~et the British people to discuss 
the terms as nation to nation on an equal 
footing." . ' '. 
(Nehru 25/6/30 The Times of India, Bombay Edition) 

In the case o~ the Round Table Conference, it 
appears that three factors were necessary to make a 

political force a party to a settlement. Firstly it 

must either accept the general negotiating structure of 

the settlement or consider it negotiable. Secondly it 

must be able to demonstrate, through its effectiveness 
and extent of its support, that it is necessary for it 

to be placated in order for a settlement to work. Finally 

it must have either an organisational structure and 

programme, or be considered a progressive force because 

of its role in building nationhood, This final factor ' 

is the key to a contradiction, because nationalism was 
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considered by the imperial power to be both a progressive 
force in the building of nationhood, and a disruptive 

force which challenged public ~rder. 

But the major point in its favour must have been 
that the Indian National Congress was different from many 

of the other forces represented at the conference, in 
that it did not claim to represent a specific population 

category or set of religious Or commercial interests. 
It did in fact claim to represent India as a whole with 

a particular reference to the poorer sections of the 

population. 

The inclusion of the Congress against the exclusion 

of certain other political forces is different from the 
exclusion of the peasants as against the inclusion of the 

depressed classes. The exclusion of peasants from the 

delegate structure at the Round Table Conference does not 
square with the Indian Statutory Commission which 

considered them .t some length in its report. Using the 
information of the census the commission was able to 
indicate that approximately ninety percent of the 

population of British India was rural. Of this percentage, 

with the exception of a small proportion of landlords of 
varying degrees of wealth, the overwhelming majority 

were peasants. The Commission presented peasants as 

living at a very low standard of life in an impoverished 

culture, untouched by the impact of British rule. 
"Almost everywhere in India it would appear 
that, from time immemorial, the rural . 
population has ' lived in small villages, the "~ 
mud and bamboo houses of which are huddled 
together in a more or less compact area 
situated in the midst of the fields which 
provide the means of livelihood to their 
occupants." 
(1930 Indian Statutory Commission Report. p16) 

The Commission devoted some considerable space to 

outlining the factors which limited rural progress 
towards prosperity and a more developed material culture. 

It considered rural progress to be inhibited by social 

traditions, a lack of communication (they had been 

excluded from the imperial railway boom which had linked 

important .industrial and commercial centres to the major 
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ports) as well as irrigation facilities and other 

modernising processes. Apart from one or two irrigation 
projects to facilitate rice production, the Commission 

had to admit that life in rural areas was likely to . 
remain unchanged. 

The Commission, further, presented the peasant as 

excluded from ' a conception of a political community which 
was more extensive than the political life of the village 

unit. It suggested that participation in the village 

political community was the limit of the peasants' 
capacity for political involvement. 

" ••• the ordinary cultivator on his tiny plot 
is still a man of few resources, with small 
means for meeting his limited needs - usually 
illiterat~, though not on that account 
necessarily wanting in shrewdness - with an 
outlook confined by tradition and environment, 
and needing above all things that those uho 
consider his future as a citizen should 
understand something of his life as a man." 
(Indian statutory Commission Report. p19) 

The Indian Statutory Commission, in its present~tion 

of the peasant, constructs his ex~lusion from .the potential 
political community represented at the Round Table 
Conference. In so doing it is constructing the 

requirements of citizenship or membership of the Indian 

political community. This amounts to an admission that 

almost ninety percent of the population of India were 

unfit for citizenship. The offer of nationhood for 
India wa~, therefore, of a highly restricted nature. 

Peasants were ·not considered potentiai citizens or 

members of the political community because they ' Lived 

outside of political processes which were anything other 

than local. This was indicated in the suggestion that 
they lived a self contained life ~ithin the political 

structures of the villages. The Commission did more 

than this. It also suggested that peasants were not 

'capable of living in larger political units. This was 
linked to the assessment that their development was 

constrained by the conditions of their material culture. 

It was being suggested that peasants were excluded from ' 
the general will associated with a political community 
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until such time as external forces, for example an 
irrigation programme, affected their development. If 
pea sants were not capable of citizenship then they were 

automatically excluded from the negotiations surrounding 

the development of the national political community. 

The inability of the peasants to be part of 

national political processes was also indicated by their 

exclusion from the effects of imperial rule. If life in 
the villages was as it had been before British rule, then 

peasants were not implicated in the imposition of British 
sovereignty. Because of the limited inclusion of 

peasants in colonial political and economic structures, 
they were not necessarily a party to the discussion of 

possible changes in this arrangement. Peasants were 
excluded from the strictures of colonial rule on two 

counts. In the first place they were · excluded f~om 

imperial commercial interests which centred on the 

industrial and commercial centres. They were also 
excluded from the national political structures imposed 
by the British Raj. Although formally British subjects, 

they continued to live in the political units under 
village headmen. Peasants only felt the authority of 

the British administration if they engaged in the 

disruptions associated with the civil disobedience campaign 

or if they migrated into the industrial .and commercial 
. . 

centres to work as waged labour in industries owned by 
British, European or Indian capital. Unlike industrial 

workers, peasants did not even have a stake in the 
modernisation process. 

Exclusion from citizenship for the peasants was 

structured around their state of development and feudal 
relations, their exclusion from colonial rule and lack 

of association with national political institutions or 
sentiment. There was no;thing to be represented by 

peasants at the Round Table except the need for development 

and prosperity, both of which were beyond their sphere of 
influence which did not extend beyond village life. 

Citizenship was defined in relation to participation in/ 

the changing political processes associated with Indian 
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life in this transitional phase. Tribal peoples were 
treated in a manner similar to the peasants. They were 

referred to in the Indian Statutory Commission as 
"primitive peoples ll (p32) of "aboriginal stock tl (p33). 
They were also unrepresented at the constitutional talks. 

The depressed classes were represented at the 

Round Table Conference by Doctor Ambedakar who was not 
one of their number but spoke on their behalf. As ~ith 

peasants, the commission described their material 

conditions of life as deplorable. Unlike peasants this 
condition was presented not as the result of their 

externality to the forces of development, but their 
externality to the structures of Hindu society. The 
depressed classes were described by the Statutory 

Commission (1930 p37) as part of the potential political 

community because their exclusion from certain spheres 

of Indian life was a structural feature of Hindu religious 

practices. Unlike peasants, Untouchables lived in all 

spheres of Inpian life, in rural as well as urban 
environments. They were often found working in industry 

and .commerce as wage labourers. They t.lere therefore fully 
integrated, as a pop~latjon category, into the process of 

development in Indian society. Indeed, the Commission 

(p38) considered that the processes of modernisation 

through industrialisation in India would eventually obscure 
caste divisions. It cited the case of Jamshedpur factories 
where workers of all castes t.lorked alongside each other. 

It was implied that the divisions associated with 

industrialisation were superior to caste and other 

features of under development~ 

The pitiable position of the depressed classes 

acknowledged in the Statutory Commission was described as 

removable through the inclusion of these elements of the 
population into the political community • . For this reason 

they were represented at the Round Table Conference where 

it was suggested that they should be reserved certain 

seats in the legislature in order to have a voice which 

could be used to improve their position in Indian socie~y. 

"Their state is indeed pitiable - inside the Hindu fold 
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and yet not of it - living on the edge of starvation, 
and un aware of any hope of improving their lot.1t (Indian 
Statutory Commission Report. p38). The conditions in 
which the depressed classes lived were not presented by 
the commission as any more pitiable than those of the 
peasantry. Yet for the reasons outlined they were 
considered a ' con ~tituent part of the Indian political 
community, a body from which peasants, as the bulk of the 
Indian population, were excluded. 

So far in this chapter it ha~ been possible to 
outline the conditions in which the Round Table Conference 

was the only possible response of the labour Party to 
the Indian demand for independence. It has also been 
possible to demonstrate that the structure of the conference 
and its delegate list relied heavily on the report of the 
Indian statutory Commission which prescribed the potential 
political community, its manner of representation as 
special interest groups, and the federal structure. 

It has been pointed ' out that federation in th~ 
context of the decolonisation of India meant something 
quite specific. This was especially true given ' the 

highly restricted nature of the franchise and the inability 
of the British Government in general, and the labour Party 
in particular, to define the qualities of citizenship 
except in relation to the processes of modernisation in 
which industrialisation was of crucial importance. The 
inability of the British Government to include peasants 
in the political community was not alien to labour Party 
formulations. The labour Party's inability to define 
peasants as one of its communities, or rural issues as 

its constituency, in combination with its emphasis on a 
sm~ll organised section to the industrial work force, 

outlined in the last chapter, indicates its inability to 
depart from values prioritised in Western thought in its 
conceptions of decolonisation. It therefore retained 

notions of the superiority of Western industrial and 
social structures in constructing the commonwealth. This 
was a measure of development which India was never able 

to live ~p to. 
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The next section deals uith the audience to which 

statements of the Round Table Conference were addressed. 
The idea of an audience acted as a constraint on the 
conditions in which statements were produced. The 

audience of Round Table statements was extensive and 
diverse. In many cases it is possible to discern the 

audience priorities of a statement. 

5.4 Audience and the Round Table Conference. 

The concept of an audience as ,a constraint began 

to be developed in section 4.1. Consideration of the 

Round Table Conference as a site of enunciation allows 
the further deve~opment of this as an analytic tool. 

Along with political conditions, authoritative statements 
or pledges and the need to establish a continuity with 

past statements and positions, audience is a constraint. 

It is a constraint because it compels the conditions in 
which statements are produced, the terms of the debate • . 

Audience does not directly produce certain kinds of 
statements, only the conditions in which they are made. 

They impo~e a direction on statements whtch cannot be 
ignored. There are structuring mechanisms associated 

with an audience which actually produce certain statements. 

, This will be fully explained below. 

Assessments of the nature and extent of an audience 

are closely related to their site of enunciation. There 
is a vast difference between the audience associated with 

the pronouncements of a local Labour Party branch meeting, 

and the audience of the Round Table Conference. Assessments 
of who received the statementi of the Round Table Conference 

may be ascertained through an examination of the statements, 

and the fact that as a site of enunciation, the Round 

Table attracted a wide audience becuase of the interest it 

stimulated in India. 

An audience may be defined as a collection of 

discursi~e communities. In the case of the Round Table 

Conference there were three basic communities addressed, 

the British people and their government, the Indian people 
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and international or world opinion. Each of these 
communities may be broken down still further into smaller 

community units, depending on the constituencies and 
positions variously ascribed to them by the authors of 
statements at the conference. There are two main 

differences between an audience and a community. firstly 
an audience i~ usually composed of a collection of 

discursive communities. Secondly, a community is 
represented by a voice expressing a position on its 
behalf. An audience ,'is not represented by a st~tement, 

it has a statement or position presented to it. for 
example, statements representing the cause of independence 

on behalf of the people of India were presented to an 
audience which contained the community being represented. 

But the audience pti~ri~y of such statements was the 
British Government which had the authority to award 

independence. Because the Indian people were also part 
of this audience, it was open to them to challenge their 
represeritative's ability to represent them. 

The British Government and the British people were 
addressed by the delegates of the British Indian section 

of the conference as a force which had to be convinced 

that India should have independence. This was the result 

of an assessment by those who voiced statements at the 

conference about the divergent pulls within this 
community. It was not necessary for the British Ind~an 

del~gation to convince those who were in favour of 
independence, only those who considered . it either impossible, 

or a long term possibility. Various references wer~ made 
to the fact that the quality of British statesmanship 

was on public view at this conference. Numerous references 

were made to the fact that Britain was being offered the 

opportunity to settle honourably the long term obligation 

associated with the imperial relation. Beca~se of the 
public nature of the conference as a site of enunciation, 

it was frequently pointed out that Britain came und er 
world scrutiny in her dealings with India over independence. 

At this point it is necessary to take up the issue 

of the s~ructuring mechanisms. Unlike constraints 
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structuring mechanisms directly produce certain kinds of 
statements. This was hinted at earlier in this section 

where it was pOinted out that an a~dience element such as 
Britain would be broken down into smaller elements, such 
as pro and anti independence opinion. Becuase an audience 
is the totality of possible communities it is necessary to 

establish audience priorities. To single out a section of 

an audience, for example, British anti independence opinion, 

represents a priority which is specified in terms of a 
community and a constituency by the person or institution 

issuing the statement. 

Audience priorities act" as structuring mechanisms on 

the production o~ statements. In the example just given 
the kind of statement associated with the British Government 

as an audience priority would be a demon~tration of India's 
ability to be self governing. If the audience priority 

was British opinion in favour of independence, the statement 
might push for a certain kind of constitutional arrangement. 

This would depend on the priorities of the statement in 

terms of Indian audiences. 

The British peopl~ and their government ysre the 

first audience of the Round Table Conference to be 
considered in this section. The Indian people are the 

second audience element of the Round Table Conference to 

be considered. It is evident from the documentation of 
the conf.rence that some statements prior~tised the need 

to address themselves to an Indian rather than a British 
audience. ~gain the category 'Indian~ was a " m~tter_ of . 
defining sudience priorities because there were numerous 
opposing pulls associated with this political community 

and the multiplicity of constituencies which might be 

represented on its behalf. There is no necessary or 
nat-ural co"nsti tuency (set of interests) associated wi th 

a community. Different statements will associate 

different c~nitit~encie~ ~ith the same community. 

Constituency, like community is a construction. for 
example, if the Indian people as a whole are posed as 

the community of a statement, it is possible that they / 

will be represented either by the constituency independence, 
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or by the constituency full citizenship rights for all. 
A particular statement may consider that politica l rights 

have priority over independence as the constituency of 
the Indian people. 

The Indian people as an audience in these debates 

were variously defined. In some statements the priority 
in terms of the Indian section of the audience was the 

Indian National Congress and its ability to disrupt. This 

was frequently referred to andappears to have been something 

of a bargaining counter for the Indian delegations demand 

for independence. But even the 'National Congress did not 
have a united position, it was a focus for opposing pulls 

to define different constituencies or constituency priorities 
on behalf of the Indian people. The statements made by 

the British Indian delegation were widely reported in 

India~ This .delegation was to some extent accountable 

for its statements upon returning to India. Delegates 
sent to represent certain communites would be expected to 
represent the constituencies which that community claimed 

as its own. This is complicated by opposing claims in a 
community to define its interests in terms of different 

constituencies. It is possible that each community could 
be associated with a range of constituencies. For example, 

the representatives of workers and untou~hables prioritised 
a full franchise over independence in its demands (see 
sctions 5.8 and 5.11) realising fully, that without a 

vote, their position in an independent India might not 
be much bet~er than in a colonial India • 

. 
The audience of political statements is usually, 

like .the audience at a political rally, extensive and 
diverse with no single set of expectations and priorities. 

Because political statements have a representative function 

they speci~y community and constituency priorities in 

front of their diverse audience. The concept of an 

audience as a tool of analysis in this dissertation, as 

a way of iooking at the material or statements on India, 

facilitates a fuller understanding of the conditions of 

making statements and the Labour Party as a statement / 

issuing institution. This makes it possible to construct 
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-the Labour Party as a political force in terms of its 
statements relating to India. By the 1920s, the Labour 
Party was not only committed to Indian independence, but 
a mode of attaining that independence, negotiation with 

the 'voice' of the Indian people as the next section (5.5) 

demonstrates. 

5.5 Labour Party Policy and the Round Table Conference. 

The Labour Party declared its support for the Round 
Table Conference as a style of settlement of the Indian 

issue. This was demonstrated in its policy statements. 

Lansbury's resolution on behalf of the National Executive 
of the party in 1931 was, perhaps, the most e~plicit st~tement 

of this. 
"This conference reaffirming its belief in the 
right of the Indian people to self government 
is convinced that the Round Table Conference 
now assembled in London offers a unique 
opportunity to establish this right in the 
most effective and certain manner through 
negotiations between the government and the 
representatives of all sections of the 
population of India." 
lLansbury 1931 Annual Reports of the Labour Party 
p215) 

This support for the conference was picked up by the 
Daily Herald which gave full, and largely uncritical, 

coverage of the events of the conference. The Herald 

coverage emphasised a special relationship between its 

readership and Gandhi. It demonstrates a relationship 

with the political position of Gandhi as a member of 
the Congress. 

Official policy statements indicate that the Labour 

Party was .fully implicated in supporting the Round Table 

. and defining its delegate structure as the voice of the 

Indian people. This amounts to an acceptance of the 
main assumptions of the Statutory Commission upon which 

the conference was constructed. 

Very little criticism of the Round Table was 
voiced from within the Labour Party. This was not for 

lack of opportunity. When Lansbury delivered his 

resolution in 1931 it was criticised because it did not 
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include a reference to the Meerut Prisoners, but not 
because it supported the Round Table. Th e Labour Party 

Conference was one of the prime enunciative sites f or 
criticism of Labour Party policy and activity, yet none 

was recorded. The same was true of the documentation of 
the New Fabian Research Bureau and the Society for 
Socialist "Inquiry and Propuganda. Criticism voice d in 

the New Statesman was muted, and speeches made in 
Parliament, another prime enunciative site for criticism 

of party policy, contained little reference to the 
defects of the Round Table mode of settlement. The only 

exceptions to this were, firstly Wedgewoodts statement 

in the debates which follwed the conclusion of the second 

Round Table (see 'section 4.3). He claimed that he disliked 
the Round Table system because he thought the federal 

solution was undemocratic. Williams (see section 4.2) 

also took up the position expressed by the Indian labour 
delegates at the conference, that the proposals to come 

out of the conference rested on a ~ery limited adult 
suffrage without a declaration of rights for all. 

Opposition from outside the Labour Party was much 

more vociferous. The Communist Party sources declared 
the conference to be a "divide and rule" tactic (Daily 

Worker 1/1/31 p3). The Executive of the Labour and Social

ist International expressed its concern over the limited 
franchise associated with the Round Table arrangements. 

"The Executive recalls the repeated resolutions 
of the Congress of the Labour and Socialist 
International, which have again and again 
demanded full self government for India, and 
expresses the hope that the present 
negotiations arising out of the Round Table 
Conference in London will have a successful 
issue. 
The Executive is, however, very alarmed at 
the possibility that the new constitution of 
India may deny the franchise to the working 
class." 
(Executive of the Labour and Socialist 
International 1931 Annual Reports of the 
Labour Party p304) 

The British section of the League Against Imperialism 

was also highly critical of the Round Ta ble and its / 

implications. 
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"This Conference of the British Section of 
the league Against Imperialism pledges itself 
once again to oppose the Indian Round Ta ble 
Conference as nothing but an imperialist 
conspiracy between the Indian bourgeois and 
the Bri tish imperial rulers in :the guise of 
a federal constitution for the continuation 
of the oppression murders and exploitation 
of the Indian workers and peasants. 1I 

(League Against Imperialism May 1932 
Conference Reports) 

The Daily Worker also described the conference as an 
"Imperialist United Fronttl (1/1/.:i'1 p4). Its reports 

had headlines such as - "More Eye Wash at the Round Table 

Conference" (1/1/31). 

It appears that the Labour Party had no coherent 

alternative to the Round Table as a mode of settling the 

Indian issue. It supported a constitutional settlement 

and could not come up with another method for achieving 
it. This appears to have been the case in the party 

generally and · was not confined to. its official -:voice. 

Not only did the party as a whole fail to come up with 
an alternative strategy, it did not really even manage 

to mount an effective criticism. 

The next seven sections of this chapter will deal 

with some of the contributions of the British Indian 
delegation. These are analysed because ~ . they allow a 

detailed examination of statements in terms of the 

conceptual apparatus developed over the last two chapters, 
audience, community and constituency. The statements 

examined consbtute attempts to represent certain 
communities a~d constituencies and specify a~dience 

prio~i~ies. Examining the cl aims of certain communities 
is an attempt to use these terms and · demonstrate what 
they contribute to an analysis of political statements. 

The ~election of communities has been confined to some, 
rather than all of the delegate~. To examine all of 

them would have involved repetition of the manner in 
which they establish definitions of nationhood. 

The statements which follow are the voices of the 

Indian political community, though not all of them. 
, 

Moslems, Anglo Indians, workers, Indian commerce, Hindus, 
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the depre sseoclasses and Gandhi, were chosen because they 
demonstrate in their statements the use of audience, voice, 

constituency and community. These communities offer a 

range of constructions of nationhood in terms of concepts 
such as development or material conditions. To examine 
all the communities represented (note community is one 

of the terms of the analysis rather than the material, 
although it does sometimes appear in the statements as 

ways of dividing the Indian population) would mean 
repeating constructions of nationhood. For these reasons, 

women, European commerce, landlords, ~tbe army and Sikhs 

have been excluded from the detailed examinations of this 

section. The total number of communities from India 

represented at the conference c6nstitute those elements 
~hich were considered to be capable of becoming part of 

the community of the Indian nation in a limited way. 

5.6 The Moslem Delegation. 

The Simon Commission considered Moslems a distinct 
community because they had separate cultural and religious 

intstitutions which had made a distinctive contribution 
to Indian life. The distinctiveness of Moslems was also 

constructed in Aryan race theory (see section 5.17) in 

which Hindus, especially high caste Hindus, were thought 

to be of t~e . same family of the human race as Britons 
(Leopold ·.1974 p583). Such considerations informed the 
idea that Hind~ Moslem conflict was inevitable as long as 

Hindus and Moslems shared a political community. Joan 
Le6pold (1974 p585) ~oints out that Hindu Mo~lem conflict 

was much emphasised after (1857) the Indian mutiny. 

Leopold (1974 p583) supports her suggestion that Hindus 

and not Moslems were considered Aryans by quoting Max 

Muller's 1874 paper (liOn the Relation of the Bengali to 

the Arian and Aboriginal Languages of India") "The race 
of the Hindoos (original spelling) themselves, at least 
the higher castes, or the so-termed twice born tribes, 

who call themselves Arians, must be looked upon as 

genuine descendants of the Arian Conquerors." A certain 

importance was also placed on the numerical strength of / 
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the Moslems. · 
"Dispersed among the 216 millions of Hindus 
of India are seventy million representatives 
of a widely different type of culture, not 
originally or exclusively Indian, but spread 
throughout India as a consequence of a series 
of invasions ••• the s~lendid monuments of Moghul 
architecture stand as a perpetual reminder of 

' the vanquished domination of Mohammadan rule ••• 
Differences of race, a different system of law 
and the absence of intermarriage constitute ••• 
an effective barrier." 
J193Q _Indian Statutory Commission Report p16) 

The Commission constituted the autonomy of the Moslems 
on the grounds that they were racially, culturally and 

to some extent institutionally distinct from other 

Indians. This assessment led the commission to suggest 

that Moslems should be represented through reserv~d seats 

in the legislature. It did not consider them autonomous 
enough to Warrant separate nationhood. · 

Fazl-UI-Huq, representing Moslems at the Round 
Table Conference constructed the autonomy of his 

community on the basis of its former position of 

dominance over Hindus. 
"The blood of the slave does not run in our 
veins. Until recently the Mussalmans .· held ~tbe 
sceptre of sovereignty in India and along with 
their fellow men in other lands, the seventy 
millions Mussalmans in India have traditions 
of sovereignty and conquest extending over 
thirteen centuries and three continents ••• 
Muslim India has been deeply stirred and 
will be satisfied with nothing less than the 
fullest recognition of their legitimate rights." 
(Fazl-UI-Huq 1931 Round Table Conference 
Proceedings ~160) 

This statement indicates an alliance between Moslems in 

India and 1n other countries on the grounds that they 

shared a culture and set of religious practices which 

constituted the distinctiveness of the Indian Moslems 

from other Indians. As former sovereigns, this delegate 
was also insisting, Moslems ·were not 

the subjects of a Hindu sovereignty. 
indicating a priority of communities 

prepared to become 

Fazl-UI-Huq was 

which placed Moslems 
before Indians 1n general. Moslem culture was his 

constituency, rather than independence. Generally, the~ 

Moslem delegation saw little point in independence if it 
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did not award them a certain level of representation 
which allowed Moslems to govern in Moslem areas, giving 

them an effective voice in assemblies which wefe 
otherwise predominantly Hindu. 

As well as representing the position of Moslems 

against ,the claims of the other minorities, another 
Moslem delegate also represented the voice of India 

against that of the imperial government. As well as 

emphaiizing the impottance of Moslems as a distinct part 

of the political community with a distinct will - which 

could not be represented by an undivided electorate, 
this Moslem delegate also stressed the basis upon which 
India should be considered a single nation despite the 
divided nature of her population. 

"The, part taken by India during this 
uiJpa,ralleled 1J0rld conflagration (first 
world lJar) gained for her, her legitimate 
position in the international affairs of 
the 1J0rld as a signatory of the treaty 
of Versailles and an original member of 
the League of Nations ••• " 
(Shafi 1931 Round Table Conference Proceedings 
p53-4) , _ 

Shafi was claiming that India was capable of nationhood 
because she had demonstrated her ability to participate 

as a nation along side others in international forums. 
He considered that in representing itself at the League 

of Nations India had demonstrated that she could speak 
with a sirigle voice, not as a collection of separate 

communities. India was a ~ingle political commtinity 

because she could be , collectively represented. 

5.7 Anglo Indians. 

The statutory Commission's report on Anglo Indians 

began by quoting the Montagu Chelmsford Report which 

claimed that on historic grounds Anglo Indians had the 
right to be considered a community in the Indian 

constitutional arrangements. The Commission stated -
liThe community has played an honourable part 
in the development of the country and in 
supporting the forces of law and order. These 
avenues (staffing administrative posts) of 
employment are the more important to it since 
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the Anglo Indians are not cultivators and few 
of them hold commanding positions in the world 
of commerce. It is, generally speaking, a 
poor community: the standards of life it 
endeavours to maintain make this poverty still 
more severely felt: it is domiciled in India, 
and must make India its home, and it now finds 
itself as the result of Indianisation exposed 
to the danger of falling between two stools ••• 1I 

(1930 · Indian Statutory Commission Report p44-5) 

Anglo Indians did not constitute a community with 

a com~on set of cultural practices, they were thought to 

consti tute a community by reference. to a special 

constituency, the forces of law and order. Added to this 

they had a dimension of occupational identity. In order 
for them to be represented through the mechanism of 

specially reserved seats on the legislature, a very 

precise definition of Anglo Indians wa~ re~uired in terms 

of parentage to avoid overlap with other communities. 

This was of ~ourse tru20f all putative communities, but 

such definitions were more clear cut in some cases rather 

than others. Anglo Indians were the product of mixed 

marriages between Indians and British people and as s~ch 

were thought to occupy a place between two cultures, with 

a semi expatriate status. 

Lt. Colonel Gidney, repre~enting Anglo Indians at 

the Round Table Conference stated the right by which 

Anglo Indians were an autonom9us community within the 

national political community in need of a separate 

representation. 

"We represent in our very bodies that fusion 
of East and West, India and Britain which in 
other Indians and other ~ritons can exist only 
as a fusion of interests ' in politics and 
economics. If India is our motherland, Britain 
is our fatherland ••• our; loyalties are to both 
these great lands in the connection between 
them we find our truest welfare ••• we .are ¥our 
joint responsibility and no party can disclaim 
its honourable obligation to protect us. 
Moreover, small as our community is it has 
played a mighty part in the making of British ' 
India. Its military services from the old 
John Company days to the great war, when we 
gave eighty 'percent of our manhood at the 
call of King and Empire ••• today with India 
seething with civil disobedience and 
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revolution, you will find at all important 
railway stations our men standing be~ind 
sand bags with rifle in hand protecting 
British and Indian lives and property." 
(Gidney 1931 Proceedings of the Round Table 
Conference p74) 

This particular voice represented the right of 

Anglo Indians in terms of their being a biological 

product of the colonial relation. They were therefore 
being ' presented as having a superior position in relation 

to the interests of Britain and India. They were also 

presented as representing t~e constituency of order from 
the height of the trading companies in India to the civil 

disobedience campaign. Order implies a relation to a 
higher form of civilization, a mark of progress. 

Gidney also set out the basis upon which India was 

constructed as a single political community, ripe to 
attain nationhood. 

"My people and I are Indians, but Indians whose 
roots are deeply not only in the soil and 
traditions of India, but in the soil and 
traditions of this country where we are 
meeting today." 
(Gidney 1931 Proceedings ' of the Round ' Table 
Conference p76) 

This was a claim that nationhood for India was 

constructed by geographical boundaries which were 

considered natural, and a common set of traditions or 
history shared by the population as a whole which 

overcame other divisions. , This represents an acceptance 
of British assessments of India as a single unit. Gidney 

also hinted that India was not a single nation by virtue 
of its ability to disrupt the colonially policed social 

order imposed by Britain, but its ability to resist that 

disruption. Thus Anglo Indians were integral to India 
in the supreme part they played in that resis~ , nce. 

Gidney therefore considered Anglo Indians a le~itimate 
part of the voice of India to be represented in its 

political community. 

5.B Workers. 

The Indian Statutory Commission presented workers 
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as migrating peasants caught up in the processes of 

industrialisation. As such they were not considered 

a well developed social force in Indian society. They 

were thought to constitute a community because of the 

conditions in which they lived. 

liThe Indian peasant who goes to some busy 
centre of activity to supplement his income, 
often lives there under conditions which are 
almost unimaginable to the British working 
man ••• The conditions under which most of the 
industrial workers live tend to be much worse 
than the conditions under which they work ••• " 
(1930 Indian Statutory Commission Report p21) 

Joshi, representing the workers at the Round Table, 

tended to uphold this definition of workers as an 

identifiable community, but also stated that their 

condition , was shared with the masses of the Indian 

people. The distinctivene.ss of workers from the masses 

was presented by Joshi as the result of their position 

'in ~elation to industrialists. The interests of workers 

were presented as resting on a challenge to the authority 

of industrialists through the exercise of their numerical 
strength as a community. Their shared constituency , was 

a ~ lowly position in relation to employers against whom 

they were to assert their interests for an improved 

standard . f life. 

The claim by Joshi that India was a single ' political 

community capable of nationhood was premised on the 

articulate political position of her workers who were 

demanding a fuller fr~nchi~e which would i~ard them the . 
rights of citizenship. "The constitution must be founded 

upon universal adult suffrage •• ~the Indian masses will 

never agree to d~prive themselves of the rights of 

citizenship for ever." (Joshi 1931 Proceedings of the 

Round Table Conference p111). Indian workers prioritised 

universal suffrage as a constituency rather than 

independence, because an independence constitution which 

did not give them adequate representation, would contribute 
very little to the improvement of their lives. 
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5.9. Indian Commerce. 

The Statutory Commission considered that the 

contribution of Indian commerce to the future life and 

well being of India constituted the right by which it 

was to be r~presented as a constituent part of the 

political community. 
"It was British capital that began the modern 
process of industrialisation in India, but 
more and more commercial enterprise is 
falling into Indian hands ••• India is now 
one of the eighth most important industrial 
areas in the world ••• " 
(1930 Report of the India~Statutory Commission 
p23) 

This statement by the Commission places a good deal of 

importance on the industrialisation process as an aspect 

of India's development. Development was being offered 

as an important part of the construction of nationhood, 

a process in which the Indian industrial community was 
important. This accepts many of the assessments of the 

Labour Party regarding development as constitutive of 

citizenship. 

The emphasis on development was put more forcefully 

by Mr. Mody at the Round Table Conference in his 

representation of Indian commercial interests. 

"Commerce and industry are the life blood of 
a nation. Political freedom is not going to 
mean anything to us unless we have economic 
freedom, which will enable us to regul~te our 
economic and industrial development along 
lines which we regard as most conducive to 
our interests ••• " 
(Mody 1931 Proceedings of the Round Table 
Conference p155-6) 

. , 

Indian commerce was being presented as a community by 

virtue of its privileged position in the processes of 

the development of India to nationhood. It was also 

suggested that Indian commerce was able ~o challenge 

the British monopolies i~ trade and industry and establish 

t~e development and prosperity of In~ia without the Raj. 

Indeed much of the debate at the Round Table Conference 

centred on the struggle between European and Indian 

commercial interests for . supremacy. The Europeans were , 

anxious to hold on to their position in India which had 
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been established through enforced trade monopolies 

rather than commercial superiority. 

The voice of Indian commerce expressed by this 

delegate, whilst supporting the need for the industrial 

and commercial development of India, prioritised the 
need for independence. The development of India inside 

the colonial relation would operate in favour of 

European, rather than Indian commercial interests. 

Independence was thus being defined as the constituency 

of Indian commerce. 

Indian commerce considered it was a distinct 

community to be represented in the legislature because 

of its strategic position 'in relation to India's future 

prosperity. Commerce was presented as integral to 

India's ability to become a nation. It was part of the 

economic structure upon which independent nationhood 

could be constructed; its constituency was deve10~ment 
and prosperity. Indian commerce presented an economic 

challenge to the ' British Raj, just as the demand for

indep ~ ndence presented a political challenge. 

5.10 Hindus. 

The Statutory Commission portrayed Hinduism as a 

religion which encompassed , a total way of life and set 
of cultural practic~s. 

"It is a religion which touches ordinary acts 
of everyday life at nearly every point and a 
philosophy of- existence which provides an 
outlook fundamentally different from that of 
the creeds of the West; •• Hinduism has no one 
distinguishing central concept. Superimposed 
on a heterogenous 'people differing widely in 
race, language, political and social 
traditions ••• " 
(1930 Report of the Indian Statutory Commission 
p 24) 

It was the philosophy and way of life associated with 

Hinduism which constituted its autonomy and the reason 

why Moslems required separate representation. Hindus 

were a recognised majority in India as well as th~ 

dominant social force in the National Congress. The " 

position of Untouchable Hindus was treated separately. 
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As far as their representation at the Round Table 

was concerned, Hindus were less concerned with as s erting 

their identity as a community amongst oth8r5~ than 

claiming to be a major part of the Indian political 

community as a whole. 

institutions, including 

Hindu Mahassaba. There 

Hindus were part of many political 

the Nationa l Congres s and the 

was one statement which constituted 

their unity as a race. This represents a fairly grand 

claim to Hindu identity. liE fficiency, competence, 

intelligence and capacity for work, if that be the test 

for the loaves and fishes of life, if that be the test 

for a man's worth, I, coming from the great Hindu race 

have nothing to fear." (Moonje 1930-1 Proceedinos of the 

Indian Round Table Conference p81). 

, The Hindu delegates at the Round Table were more 

interested in demonstrating the unity of India, upon 

which nationhood could be constructed, than asserting 

their individuality as a community. Hindus presented 

themselves as India, and independence as thei~ ' cons~it~ency. 

"Hindus of Hindustan which is called India in 
English. Hindus therefore - me~ns : Indian~ to 
whatever religion they may belong~ •• There are 
Indians in the Civil Service, there are Indians 
in the medical service, ther~ are Indians in 
the military ,service, and their wives and their 
sons and their brothers and their nearest 
relatives are taking part actively in the 
National Movement of civil Disobedience ••• 
the time has ,come to a~sert India's positiori 
and dignity.1t 
(Moonje 1930-1 Proceedings of the Round Table 
Conference p83) , . 

This statement is suggesting that India was a potential 

political community because 'of the ability of her people 

to staff certain key positions in the modern state and 

because they had demonstrated their ability to assume 

a united political stand against the British. The 

production of a nationialist movement was cited as 

evidence that India was capable of the expression of a 

single political will. The ' audience priority of this 

statement, like that of most statements of the British 

Indian delegation, was the British Government. 
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5.11 The Depressed Classes. 

The Statutory Commission considered that the 

depressed classes or untouchables were a separate part 
of the Hindu fold having little in common with caste 

Hindus. 
"The difficulty of the administrator or 
political reformer is much increased by the 
fact that the great body of untouchables as 
yet accept their destiny as natural and 
inevitable. Their state is indeed pitiable -
inside the Hindu fold and yet not of it -
living on the edge of starvation, and 
unaware of any hope of improving their lot ••• 
At the bottom of the economic scale and 
are generally uneducated ••• they are normally 
,separated in a separate quarter ••• Two most 
widespread difficulties that arise are in 
connection with water and schools (Untouchables 
were not allowed to use the same wells and 
education facilities as caste Hindus.) ••• " 
(1930 Report of the Indian Statutory 
Commission p3S) 

Because of these conditions it was considered that the 

depressed classes had a separate political will which 
could be represented, and directed at the disappearance 

of these condi tions. ;' Un'touchables were presented as an 
object of social reform. 

The autonomous position of untouchables was 

re-stated by their ~pokesman at ~he Round Table Confer.enc~, 
Dr. Ambedakar. He pointed out the numerical strength of 

this cate~ory which consi.ted of one fifth of the 
population of British India. 

"The Depressed Classes form a group by 
themselves which is distinct and separate 
from the Mohammedans and although they are 
included amongst the Hindus they in no 
sense form an integral part of that 
community. Not only have they a separate 
existence, but they have also assigned to 
them a status which is invidiously distinct 
from the status occupied by any other 
community in India ••• It is one (status) 
which is mid way between that of the serf and 
that of the slave and which may ••• be called 
servile - with this difference, that the 
serf and the slave were permitted to have 
physical contact from which the Depressed 
Classes are debarred ••• a positive denial 
of all equality of opportunity and ••• those 
most ,elementary of civic rights upon which 
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all human existence depends ••• " 
(Ambedakar 1930-31 Proceedings af the Round 
Table Conference p131) 

This suggests that untouchables were currently beneath 
citizenship. It was also implied that their position 
did not square with the standards of civilization and 

development required for independence to be awarded. 
Untouchables were claiming the right to be incorporated 

in the political community in proportion to their numbers. 

Dr. Ambedakar was in favour of representation through 

special seats if that was the only .method of representation 

being offered. Like workers untouchables favoured as 
wide a franchise as could be achieved. 

to submit themselves to the soyere~~nty 
community as long as they were properly 

represented. 

They were prepared 

of the political 
and proportionately 

Like many of the other delegates, the representative 

of the depressed classes considered that India was a 

single political community ready to be granted 
independence, as evidenced by the existence of the 

collective political will . embodied in the nationalist 
movement. Dr. Ambedakar considered that this participation 

indicated a state of mind on the part of Indians, a 

collective mentality. 

Like workers, untou~hables prioritised a universal 

franchise above independence. An independece constitution 
with any kind of franchise quaiificati~n, for example 

income or property however small, would effectively 

exclude them from th.e political community. ,his could 

leave them less represented than they were as British 

subjects, and fail to put them in a position from which 
they could improve their lives. At least under British 

administration, :~hilst nothing had been done to ' ameliorate 

the lot of the untouchable or the poorest workers, there 
was a certain ~umanitarian concern for such categories 

of Indians which might disappear under self government 

instituted by a franchise qualification which favoured 

the rich and propertied. The audience priority to which 
the untouchable's request was directed was the British / 
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Government as the authority able to cede independence. 

Dr. Ambedakar was also appealing to delegates representing 

other communities to support the untouchables demands, 

and demonstrating to untouchables in India that they were 
being represented. 

5.12 Gandhi. 

Gandhi presented himself at the Conference as the 

voice of the Indian National Congress which made the 

further ~laim to r~present India through the spirit of 

Indian nationalism. The National Congress in common with 

other political institutions, was being presented as the 

voice of the corporate organisation of a specified 

community. Within this claim it also claimed to have 

a particular allegiance to a community which was so 
widespread that it was almost possible to claim that it 

was India. The "dumb, toiling, semi starved millions" 

were Gandhi's and the Congress's main concern:-

"I said at one of the preliminary meetings of 
the Federal Structural Committee that the 
Congress claimed to represent over eighty five 
percent of the population of India, that is to 
say the dumb, toiling, semi starved millions. 
But I went further: that the Congress claimed 
also by right of service to represent even the 
princes ••• and the landed gentry, the educated 
class. I wish to repeat that claim and I 
wish this evening to emphasize that claim. 
All other parties at this meeting represent 
sectional interests. Congress alone claims 
to represent the whole of India, all interests. 
It is no communal organisation ••• its platform 
is universal ••• the Congress has been able to 
demonstrate its influence over and amongst 
the masses ••• It is the only all India Wide .= 
National organ i sation ••• "1\ 

(Gandhi 1931 Proceedings of the Round Table 
Conference p390) 

The spirit of rebellion was how Gandhi described 

the will of India. It was this spirit which the Congress 

considered it embodied. Gandhi claimed that independence 

was both the Congressts and the Indian peoplets 

constituency. Indeed this was the right by which he 

claimed that the Congress was the voice of the Indian 

people, the sharing of a constituency in political 

struggle. " His audience priorities in this part of his 
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statement were both the British Government, which he 

was trying to convince of India's unity, and the Indian 

people, whom he was claiming to represent. If sections 
of the Indian audionce challenged this claim, th e n doubt 

would be placed on Gandhi's ability to represent all of 

India, in front of the British Government. 

5.13 Some General Comments on Representation. 

Certain points emerge from this exposition on 

representation which make it possible to draw together 
a number of general conclusions at this point about the 

relationship between community, voice and constituency, 

which represent an advance on the comments made in 

chapter four. Delegates spoke for communities, the 

groups they had been invited to represent. They did so 

by stating the right by which their group might be 

constituted as a community and a constituent part of a 

federation of communities. Delegates established the 

basis upon which their group should be considered a 

community with a level of collective existence. The '

'right' by which a group of peoples could consider 

themselves a community was based on a number of factors. 

In th~ case of Moslems for example, it was based on 

their distinctive culture and history. The Moslem 

delegate considered himself the spokesman of that right, 

its voice. The Moslem delegate was making an 

interpretation of the general will, or psychological 

disposition of that community as a whole. He was 

presenting himself Bsbeing in a privileged position in 

that community, in that he was able to grasp its 

collective will as the sum of all :' the individual wills. 

That dispo~ition had then to be presented in terms of 

the de bates of the conference. 

It is in the act of representation that 'will' 

becomes 'voice'. Voice is specific to a set of discursive 

relations. Will can be considered in the abstract, but 

has to be translated into voice to effect a representational 

function in the process of political debate. Voice is / 

the articulation of the general will of a specified 
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community, the right by which it exists as a distinct 
entity within a given set of discursive practices. 

Voice, like will, is the expression of a set of general 
propositions thought to be the property of a discursively 

constructed community. Right concerns the principles of 

construction of a community. 

The delegates claims to represent the will of a 

community must be looked at more closely. 'Will' features 

prominently in the discourses which may be referred to 

as poli~ical philosphy. In ter~s of discourse analysis, 

will means something quite specific. It refers to the 
position which a representative considers to be a property 

of a discurs1ve~y constructed community. A position is 
made up from constituencies and expressed as a statement. 

Delegates at the Round Table Conferen~e were stating a 
position on behalf of a community of which they were 

·claiming to be the voice. This claim was open to 

challenge because those who were part of a particular 
community being represented, as part of the audience o~ 

a set of statements, could state opposing positions. - The 

idea of a 'will' existing as the collective psychological 

disposition of a community as something natu~ally 
occurring and representable by a sovereign must be 

challenged. 'Will' is no more than a construction of 
·constituencies and positions, and is open to challenge 

and reconstruction • 

. Moslems were being defined as a community through 
their common histo~y and culture. This was the way their 

identity as a group of people was constructed. A 

community is not just constiucted through right, it is 

also constructed through its stated association with 

certain constituencies. Moslems presented their 

constituencies as the values of a long established 

civilization, as conquerors over other Indians, an 
expression of their superiority. Community and 

constituency are therefore inextricably linked. It is 

partly an identification with a given set of characteristics 

and objectives which makes a people a communi ty for th,e 

purposes of political discourse. In some cases the 
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community identification is more vague than the 

constituency. This is particularly true in the 

representation of the national political community, where 
a constituency such as reason, or order, is being 

represented. 

In the case of the Round Table Conference as an 

arena for political discourse, communities were also 

representing themselves as ~a part of the voice of the 

national political community. Because Britain only 

recognised the validity of the national political 
community, accepting individual communities only because 

they were its federal units, the voices at the conference 

necessarily had to demonstrate that India was potentially 
a political community, and that its own community was 

vital to that community. Such statements demonstrate 
the importance of a particular community within the 

-national political community, for example, Anglo Indians 
presented themselves in terms of the constituency -

order. In so doing it was suggesting that order was 
integral to a definition of nat~onhood. The va~ious -

. voices at the conference were busy constructing 

definitions of nationhood as well as the right by which 
their own community was an integral part of that 

nationhood. 

Generally the statements made by the delegates at 

the conference were posing a double constituency, the 

propetties of their community, and the legitim~te 

properties of nati?nhood. They were also representing 

a dual community, their owri and the totality of communities 
designated a national political unit or nation. Each 

definition of a community by its voice presented a 
definition as strategically important to the community 

as a whole. 

India was not a pre given reality to be assumed, 
it was constructed in various ways at the confe~ence. 

It was constructed as the incarnation of potential order 
and progress, and as the ability to disrupt and force 

the hand of the imperial power. However it was constructed, 

the communities associated with a construction came into 
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prominence. In the language of political philosophy, 
the subjects of the sectional communities held membership 

and participated in the general will of their own community, 
and at another level, in the general will 6f the nation al 

political community. They thus held membership of two 

related sovereign bodies. Members of a community were to 
be the subjects of its sovereign body, indirectly 

represented in the national political community through 

the leg{slative assemblies. 

The national political community in India was being 

mechanically constructed by the imperial authorities in 
the belief that the diverse political communities were 
incapable of general will, being only capable o( a more 

specific kind of will. Moslems for example, were members 

of their own community or sovereign body, and were 
represented in the sphere of the second sovereign, India. 

Unlike Britain, where all peoples were thought to be 
capable of participation in the general will, Indians 

were considered capable of no more than a limited form 

of citizenship. 

The statements at the Round Table offer some 

definitions of nationhood. Many statements considered · 

nationhood to be constructed on the collective participation 
of Indians in civil disobedience. Participation in civil 

disobedience was thought to indicate a collective will, 

attributable to all sections of the Indian population. 

Some delegates considered nationhood to be based on India's 
ability to represent itself as a single voice on inter

national bodies. 80th participation in international 

bodies and civil disobedience- make reference to a level 

of existence of a general will or a collective mentality. 

5.14 Nationhood and Citizenship. 

In order to attain the status of independence, 

India was required to establish that her diverse popula~ion 
could act as a single political community. The colonial 

authority was not prepared to accept an alternative. This 

has been partly discussed in the last section. Britain/ 

as the conceding authority was only prepared to award 
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independence to India if it could be demonstrated that 

she was capable of acting as a single ,community. Th e 

huge variety of traditions, racial characteristics, ways 

of life and outlooks de monstrated by the delegates at the 

conference not withstanding, Britain insisted that 
British India, and the Indian States were potenti a lly a 

single nation. The only possible basis for this 

insistence on a single geographical entity, was its 

recent history under British administrat i on. India was 

a single unit of British sovereignty. Any division in 

this was unthinkable in the early 1930s. 

Britain was proposing to institute a single 

geographical boundary around the colony over which it 

had long ago established its authority. That is, India 

was to constitute a single society, a single political 

division with a single set of institutions as far as 

the judiciary, legislature and executive were concerned. 

"One body politic under one supreme government." (locke 

1970 p160). Many of the concepts which inform constructions 
of nationhood and citizenship were developed in western 

traditions of thought. 

The statements of political philosophy outlined in 

chapter one assume the unity of society and nation 'as a 

single, automatically occurring form arising when men 

depart from the state of nature. Mill also believed 

that nations were naturally occurring forms, .and that the 

terms primitive and nation were not mutual~y exclusive •. 
He believed that even very primitive groups of people 

could be coe r ced and .instructed in the practices of 

nationhoocl. In common with others Mill was suggesting 

that nationhood was a feature of human organisation which 
was a logical extension of the faculty of being human. 

Because Western colonisers were demonstrably closer to 

this than other societies, they were often consid e r e d 

necessarily close r to the principles of human nature. 

They were, in short, more human than les s developed forms 

of ~umanity. Because the wise and democrat ic org a nisation 

of the national p1itical community was thought to increa se 
/ 

the good qualities and happiness of the governed, the more 
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developed a people, the happier they wer~. Nationhood 

was not only a sign of develop ment , it was a better form 

of social organisation. 

Mill, in common with other political theorists 

believed that nationhood could be impose d on a people in 

a rude state of social organisation. Thu s , th e exte nsion 
of this principle supports the rationale behind 

imperialism because of its role in tutoring less develop e d 

peoples in the practices of nationhood. In the case of 

India, the Statutory Commission considered -

"It was in any case a difficult and delicate 
operation to transplant to India forms of 
government which are native to British soil, 
and what was needed was that the new institutions 
should have time to take root and grow naturally." 
(24/6/30 The Times) 

Britain was firmly associated with these 'superior' 

traditions of government and the horticultural techniques 

of rooting them in less developed, less human, societies. 

Nationhood was the delicate political plant Britain was 
to bestriw upon the Indian peoples. This was a process 

considered to correct and improve upon the chaotic 

openings of the Indian nationalist movement, a movement 

which developed the sentiment of nationhood but did 

little for its institutional organisation or concept of 

order which was integral to development~ 

This statement of the St~tutory Commiss ion indicates 
that the institutions of nationhood were not universal, 

but native to Britain. The suitability of s uch insti t utions 

for Indi a depend s' on a conception of India, and the 

possibility of its political development. Th e Statutory 

Commission did not seem to think that India was incapable 

of developing the institutions of nationhood. This . 

would appear to draw upon the classifications of peoples 

developed by Maine, outlined in section 4.1, which 

considered Britons and Indians to be Aryans, a category 

of peoples designated as 'progressive' because they were 

able to operate institutions of democracy, a dev e lopment 

from the notion of a political contr~ct. 
-' 

Nationhood and the rights of citiz enship associat.ed 
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'with it were a construction produced by a number of 

considerations. Citizens were members of the national 
political community whose rights, duties and obligations 

flow from the terms of the social contract. This refers 
mainly to the obligation to submit to the collective 

will and its sovereign body. The possession of a general 

will, as demonstrated in the statements of the Round 

Table, was vital in the construction of nationhood. It 

was necessary to have a general will to - " ••• Confer all 

their power and strength upon one man, or upon one 

assembly of men, that may reduce ~all their wills, by 
plurality of voices, unto one will ••• CIVITAS." (Hobbes 1~70 

Leviathan p89). 

Mill stated that the theory of good government was 

built up from the elements of a good state of society of 

which "order and progress" (p186) were the most important. 
Progress, in .line with the Social Darwinist tradition of 

Spencer (1972 p17), meant the development of human 

potential to a greater and happier state. It implied 
not only a relation to material culture as an index o~ 

this development, but a notion of a hierachy of human 

development derived from early anthropology which stressed 

the impoitance of racial characteristics in assessment~ 

of development. 

Progress in the work of Mill (1968) was considered 

more than the progressive development of a material 

culture, it implied a set of mental characteristics 

which were attributable to a people (Mill 1968 p188 and 
p193). Frequent teference was made in the tracts of 

political philosophy and, in the debates on Indian 

independence, to the "state of mind" of peoples. (See 

for example Attlee 2/12/31 Hansard vol. 260 col. 1120) 

This was thought to be related to their ability t? 

participate in certain forms of government. "conduciveness 

to progress, thus understood, includes the whole excellence 

of government." (Mill 1968 p190). But more than this, 

progress was thought to be an inherent quality of human 

nature, as well as the capacity of some peoples rather 

than others. It follows that nations of the greatest 
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progress were considered closer to this assessment of 

human nature. This contains the implication that the 

developed Western world was more closely human than those 

over whom they exercised their sway in the colonies. 

Order was very much linked to the conditions of 

progress in the work of Mill who conSidered the individual 

qualities of citizenship were associated with conditions 

which were conducive to order and progress. These were, 

"Industry, integrity, justice and prudence" (Mill 1968 

p187). It follows, therefore that industry, as indexed 

by the state of industrial development of a group of 

people, was associated with the other qualities necessary 

to nationhood and citizenship. In this respect Britain 

was also in a better position than India. 

membership of the forces of progress, was . . 

qualities associated with the development 

Progress, or 

one of the 

of nationhood 

in the Round Table debates. Those communities who were 
associated with industry and commerce considered they 

were the incarnation of citizenship. 

Indeed, order was the first principle of human 

social organisation as demonstrated in the80bbesian 

ootion of the "state of warre" (Hobbes 1970 p64). Order 

was the first capacity required for human social 

organisation, and thus any kind of political ctimmunity, 

to exist at all. Mill considered that:-

"Order is said to exist where the people of 
the country have, as a general rule, ceased 
to prosecute their quarrels by private force 
and acquir~d the habit of referring the 
decision of their disputes and th~ rediess 
of · their unjuries to ' public authorities.1! 
(Mill 1970 Utilitarianism, Liberty and 
Representative Government p187) 

Order was considered .fundamental to the ' possibility of 

social existence. In the case of India, the British 

Government was warning that civil disobedience, whilst 

demonstrating the existence of a ntional general will, 

was overthrowing the notion of community upon which 

nationhood was premised. 

Citizenship, or membership and active participatiqn 

in the national political community, was not to be 
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awarded to all in India. As in the case of Britain, 

prior to universal ' adult suffrage, citizenship was quite 

narrowly constructed. 

In the debates of political philosophy which informe d 

the Indian debates, citizenship was related to property. 

According to Locke (1970), men first entered into the 

state of society for the common protection of themselves 

and their property. Therefore, only those with property 

had a stake in the political community. The possession of 

property was one of the considerations underlying the 

discussions about the extent of the Indian franchise. 

The property qualification had been superseded in 

Britain with the advent of adult male suffrage and a 

restricted form of female suffrage by 1919. By this time 

citizenship was constructed in terms of education rath~r 

than property. Thus membership of the political community 

was firmly .linked to the ability of people to actively 

participate. Citizenship was associated with the public 

provision of education for all. Mill considered that 

education was the point ,of access of the people to 

government, and the exercise of the rights and duties 

as~ociated with citizenship. "It (political machinery) 

needs not their simple quiescence, but their active 

participation; and must be adjusted to ,'the capacities and 

qualities of such men as are available. u (Mill 1968 

Utilitarianism Liberty and Representative Government p186). 

Education and the ability to participate in citizenship 

duties was very much an integral part of the , debates 

surrounding Indian independence~ The ability of the 

peoples for whom the constitution was framed was one of 

the arguments put forward for India's remaining in the 

colonial fold. 

Political theorists were unequivocal about the 

institutional form which best suited the expression of 

nationhood. The best form of government was one where 

the people all had a voice in the exercise of government, 

that is, where the entire people was enfranchised and 
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entered the political community. 

It There is no difficulty in showing that the 
ideally best form of government is that in 
which the sovereignty, or supreme controlling 
power in the last resort, is vested in the 
entire aggregate of the community; every 
citizen not only having a voice in the 
exercise of that ultimate sovereignty, but 
being, at least occasionally, called on to 
take an actual part in government, by the 
personal discharge of some public function, 
local or general. It 
(Mill 1968 Utilitarianism liberty and 
Representative Government p ~01) 

This formulation was subject to certain qualification. 

Itl regard it as wholly inadmiss~ble that any person 

should participate in the suffrage without being able to 

read, write and I will add, perform the common operations 

of arithmetic. It (Mill 1968 Utilitarianism Liberty and 

Representative Government p280). 

Mill (1968) considered that citizenship could not 

be bestowed upon those who did not have basic literacy 

and numeracy skills. It was a requirement of citizenship 

that the people enfranchised should be Itwilling and .

able lt (p218) to discharge the functions associated with 

it. There was something of a consensus surrounding the 

award of a limited franchise to the Indian people in 

British Parliamentary politics which was probably 

related to these formulations. Nationhood was constructed 

on a full franchise, but serious doubts . were expressed 

as to the suit~bility of this for India. Without a full 

franchise India was to have less than nationhood in its . 
independence arrangements. 

In the formulations of Mill representative 

government was the best form of government, but a form 

which was not suited to all forms of society. 

11 We have recognised in representative 
government the ideal type of the most 

. perfect polity for which, in consequence, 
any portion of mankind are better adapted 
in proportion to their degree of general 
improvement. As they range lower and lower 
in development, that form of government will 
be generally speaking, less suitable to them." 
(Mill 1968 Utilitarianism liberty and 
Representative Government p218) 
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' If ' the award of a representative form of gov e rnment was 

an index of the degree of a peopl e 's state of dev e lopment, 
then the proposals for the Indian constitution which 

followed the Round Table Conference tended to indicate 

India's inferior position in relation to Brita in and 
other Western countries. 

Whilst Mill was concerned to establish the principles 

of democratic government as a superior form of political 
organisation, and the requirements of citizenship which 

accompanied it, he did not equate the development of 

citizenship with achieving the status of nationhood. ' 
Mill's formulations appear to consider citizenship in 

terms of educational qualities, but present nations as 
obvious and naturally occuring divisions of mankind. 

"A portion of mankind may be said to 
constitute a nationality if they are united 
among themselves by common sympathies which 
do not exist between them and any others -
which make them co-operate with each other 
more willingly than with other people, 
desire to be under the same government, and 
des{re that it should be government by 
themsglves or a portion of themselves 
exclusively. This feeling of nationality 
may have been generated by various causes. 
Sometimes it is the effect of identity of 
race and descent. Community of language and 
community of religion also contribute to it. 
Geographical limits are one of its causes. 
But strongest of all is identity of political 
antecedents, the possession of a national 
history and consequent community of 
recollections; ••• pleasure and regret 
connected with the same incidents in the past." 
(Mill 1968 Utilitarianism Liberty and 
Representative ,Government p30,6) 

This statement admits that nationhood could be 

based on national history, geographical boundaries and 

political antecedents. But ultimately it suggests that 
nationhood may be little more than a feeling. ' In the 

case of India, nationhood could not have been based on 

language, religion or race. There remains only the 

imposition of a colonial political structure and history 
and Mills' feelings of "pleasure and regret" as 

definitions of Indian nationhood. ~ As demonstrated in 

the statements of the Statutory Commission and some of 
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-the representatives of the Round Table Conference, 

nationhood was subject to a number of constructions. 

The requirements of citizenship in India were also a 

construction, to be defined by the British Government. 

It may be useful at this point to sum up the manner 

in which the Indian political community was presented by 
and on behalf of the Labour Party through the Round Table 

Conference. The construction of India as a political 

community by the Labour Party is part of a wider project, 

that is, the extent to which political community informs 

constructions of race which have in other respects 

changed (see section 5.17). This is an appropriate 

juncture at which to sum up the presentation of the 

Indian political community and comment on the extent to 

which race has been developed so far in this dissertation. 

The ,Indian people were considered capable of living 

as a single political community, a nation, despite the 

diversity of smaller communities from which it was to 
draw. The diversity of this community with its many 

planes of cultural, linguistic, religious and social .

cleavage was considered to be best contained within a 

federal form of government. This federation was quite 

unique in its construction. It was unlike thos~ ' which 

existed in America and Canada to which they had no more 

than a discursive relation. It was ,a federation from 

which ninety percent of the Indian people were to be 

excluded. Those who were included were considered to 
have the qualities oecessary for citizenship or 

membership of this restricted political community. 

Eligibility for citizenship was a construction which 

concerned itself with the extent to which a group of 

people were integral to the processes of development, 

both economic and political. Peasants were excluded 

on the grounds that their mode of existence was currently 
a social, economic and political fossil. This did not 

overlook the possibility of change in the future, 

perhaps under the influence of some external force. 

Those who were included in the Indian political 
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community were to represent the position and interests 

of the community they were selected to represent. It 

was proposed that members of the legislatures were ·to 

operate under a restricted notion of community and 

represent only the community whose quota they filled. 

They were not, as in federal legislatures in America and 

Canada, to operate as members of the total political 

community. It was through this partial representation 

of all representable elements that the political community 

was to be constructed. 

The gradual rate at which India was to make progress 

towards independence (it was really the aim of the Round 

Table Conference to set up some form of provincial autonomy 

in the first instance) indicates a set of considerations 

concerning the need for Indians to learn to be self 

governing. Indians were not therefore considered 

incapable of self government in any permanent or long 

term sense. There is nothing in the Statutory Commission 

or the political debates in the Labour Party surrounding 

the general issue of Indian independence, to suggest ·-

that Indians were in any sense in possession of a set of 

racially determined characteristics which were thought 

to prevent this development of political capabilities. 

Indeed, the statutory Commission appears to have 

considered that Western political thought had begun to 

gain acceptance amongst educated Indians. 
"Political thought in British India today is 
derived from Europe. The keen intelligence 
'of the educat~d Indian has been stimulated 
by Western institutions. It is remarkable 
how the theories and phrases of political 
science as expounded in England and America 
have been adopted and absorbed. But the 
sudden impact of ideas drawn from the 
experience and conditions of other peoples 
in other climates is bound to have a 
disturbing effect." 
(1930 Indian Statutory Commission p400) 

In this statement the superiority of the West over 

India is being asserted not in terms of a set of permanent 

physical or mental characteristics associated with a race, 

but in terms of the fact that such poli tical ·philosophies 
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were produced in Western climates and conditions. This 

did not mean that other, less politically developed 

political communities could not learn and absorb such 

ideas, but that the transfer might prove problematic. 

The superiority of the West was to be found in its 

ability to develop such ideas, their proliferation to 

India was presented as a matter of time rather than 

innate ability. 

Much of the discussion inside and outside the 

Labour Party concerned not just the proliferation of · 

Western political philosophy, but the ability of Indians 

to staff the machinery of the government. Such positions 

ignore the manner in which Indians were kept out of civil 

serv.ice posts. This was despite the fact that a clause 

outlawing what was termed 'racial' discrimination in 

employment practices was incorporated into the Government 

of India Bill in 1833. This was clause eighty seven of 

the charter by which the East India Company ruled in 

India under the authority of the British crown. It was 

part of a move towards liberal and humanitafian reforms 

in Britain which extended to the Government of India. 

This ciause was the result of the findings of a Royal . 

Commission, which upon investigating the affairs of the 

East India Company, discovered that although it had 

developed through the use of native organisational 

structures it did not employ Indians in any but . 

subordinate positions. 

This clause prohibited racial and religious 

discrimination in public services. It stated that no one 

"shall by reason only of his r~litiion, place of birth, 

descent, colour or any of them be disabled f~om holding 

any place, office or employment . " in the East India 

Company~ (July 1833' Hansard vol. 19 col. 534) It was 

a judicial recognition of 'racial' equality. It was the 

view of Macauly, as Secretary of the Board of Control for 

India at that time, that it would be wise to use the 

English educated middle class Indian in the task of 

government in India. These were, he considered, "a clas~ 

of persons Indian in colour and blood, but English in 
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taste s, in opinions, in morals and in intellect." 

(Tre velyan 1864 The Competition Wallah p343). This 

sugg e sted that the colour and blood of Indians, the 

physical characteristics associated with the division of 

the human family into groups, was not a block to the 

proliferation of tastes, opinions, morals and intellect. 

This tends to indicate a belief that under British 

tu te ledge and given equal access to the civil. service , 

Indians were ~ likely to do as well as their British 

counterparts. 

In fact clause eighty seven of the Government of 

India act had no discernable effect in allowing Indians 

into the civil service. This was a matter of Parliamentary 

concern when the East India Company' s charter came up 

for renewal in 1853. In 1857 however the company's rule 

in India was abruptly terminated by the Indi~n mutiny, 

and India was to be ruled directly by the British crown. 

Clause eighty seven was re-affirmed by Queen Victoria's 

Government. Under the 1861 Indian Ci\lil '· .Service Act all 

higher appointments in the service became subject to an 

examination which was held in London, rather than in India 

and in London. This, in combination with the lowering of 

the age limit for sitting the exam proved an effective 

bar to the ~peration of the clause as Lester and Bindman 

(1972 p397) pointed out~ 

Despite their lack of effect, legislative measures 

of a liberal and humanitarian character continued to be 

passed for reforming the Government of India. by allow~ng 

th e pa rticipation oi Indians . In 1883 a bil l wa s 

introduced into Parliament to :give Indian District 

Magistrates and Sessions Judges the same powers as their 

European counterparts to try Europeans. This provoked an 

uproar from the ·. ~~~opean community in India in defence of 

their rights to be tried by their peers. This was a right 

which European delegates at the Round Table Conference 

wa nted maintained in the independence constitution despite 

challeng e s from Indian delegates to the effect that they 

should be tried in the same manner as Indians. 
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The first serious period of Indianisation of the 

public service took place with the Government of India 

act 1919. Between 1919 and 1929 the number of Indians in 

the civil service trebled from seventy eight to two hundred 

and , ~orty one. This increase, however, must be considered 

in the light of political circumstances in India rather 

than an acceptance that Indians were capable of doing the 

job as well as Britons. ' !he hostility resulting from the 

Amritsar massacre in which hundreds of Indians were 

murdered, in combination with the beginning of the civil 

disobedience movement, made it reasonably clear that the 

colonial government was under orders to 'quit India t and 

made the recruitment of British people to the Indian civil 

service difficult. It was not until the 1935 Government 

of India Act that the prohibition of racial distinction 

was widened to include private employment ,and the , acquisition 

of property, rather than just public employment. 

Despite the monopolies which Europeans had enjoyed 

in India from the time of the East India Company, they 

did not hesitate to attempt to maintain this position ,of 

pri~' , lege in the course of the Round Table n~~otiations. 

This was particularly trueof European commerce. with 

independence appearing' as a real political possibility, 

Europeans made a great fuss about the need for "equal 

rights and privileges ~ to those enjoyed by Indian born 

subjects in all industrial and commarcial activities." 

(1931 Proceedings of the Round Table Conf~rence p70). , 

This was despite the fact that Indians had never been 

afforded any kind of.equality,with the exception of a 

formal juridic~~ ' equality, under European domi nation. 

The status of the Indian political community even 

from the time of the East India Company was quite clear. 

It was not incapable of self government or lacking in .' 

intellectual ability_ But it was the object of special, 

anti discriminatory legislation. Whilst the constitutional 

p~oposals which emerged from the Round Table Conference 

did not award the kind of political structure associated 

with nationhood in the British political community, it 

did offer a diminished form of status which was broadly 
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in -keeping with the conceptions of the abilities of 

Indians outlined in the discourse just examined. The 

construction of race in terms of, and through the concept 

political community for India at this time, did not pose 

any long term reason why Indians should, as Aryans, have 

a dimished status. 

The pronouncements of the Round Table Conference 

were superseded by a political settlement in 1935 which 

formed the basis for independence in 1947. What were 

these arrangements and what sort of, political community 

did they construct? 

5.15 Indpendence. 

Because the object of analysis of this chapter 

concerns the nature and 'compositions of the Indian 

political community constructed in Labour Party, or 

Labour Party supported statements, it deals mainly with 

the early part of the 1930s and the Round Table Conference. 

The eventual independence structure offered to India was 

chronologically periferal td this. The Labour Party -

eventually awarded Indian independence in 1947. It is 

therefore necessary to examine the kind of political 

community which was eventually created at the point _at 

~hich India ceased to be a British responsibility. The 

construction of the Indian political community is vital 

in considering the kind of status India and her people 

were accorded in the international political community, 

and the manner in which Indians (later) arriving in 

Britain were treate~. It is likely that constructions 

of India as a political community or nation informed the 

status of Indians in this riountry and contributed to the 

construction of race, a division considered legitimate 

as a way of designating their distinctiveness. 

lt is the aim of this section to examine the relation 

between the Round Table Conference conclusions and the 

eventual independence ar~angements, to establish what was 

retained from the Round Table Conference, and its 

implications. It appears ' that the independence constit~tion 

of 1947 bore a striking resemblance to the main issues 
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discussed at the Round Table Conference which were the 

result of the Indian Statutory Commission. 

The pronouncements of the conference were issued 

from the various sub committees set up for specific 

purposes. At each of the conferences these were followed 

by an ~nouncement from the Prime Minister defining the 

main issues which had been resolved and those which still 

required resolution. 

At the first Round Table Conference, the Minorities 

Sub Committee rejected the pos~ibility of a g~neral 

electoral register on a regional basis. Even if a 

general register had been acceptable, it is unlikely that 

it would have been based on a broad franchise. In fact 

the entire structure of the conference anticipated this 

rejection which was in -line with the findings of the 

Statutory Commission. It was widely acknowledged that 

certain minorities were afraid that a general electoral 

register would not provide the kind of legislature which 

would favour the representation of their particular 

community. Moslem~, the largest and most vociferous of 

these minorities, were concerned that they would be 

submerged in a Hindu society without adequate represent

ation. The Minorities Committee accepted that the best 

form of representation for India would be a form of 
communal tepresentation with a fixed proportion of seats 

awarded through nomination by the communities to be 

rePFesented. 

It was not qui~e clear at this stage which 

communities wer~ to be repres~nted, although all of the 

communities invited to the conference were pushing their 

claims to special representation. In the first instance 

representation was to :. take place in regional as~embiies 

and to depend ori ~ ~ctual numerical strength of a community 

in a specific geographical area or province. 

The Sub Cmmmittee on the franchise at the first 

Round Table Conference declared that it required as wide 

a franchise as Britain would tolerate. It stated its 

aim as full adult suffrage. There was an.enormous range 
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bf 'positions expressed in this committee, because -as 

already discussed in section 5.4, a full franchise was 

a prioritised constituency for workers and untouchables, 

as without it they would not be adequately represented 

in an independent India. ~ut the official statement which 

came out of the committee favoured the suggestion that 

whilst lndia was progressing towards full adult suffrage, 

the pronouncement of the Statutory Commission that the 

.franchise should be broadened to incorporate ten percent 

of the population, should be extended to enfranchise a 

proportion of . the population which was somewhere between 

ten .and twenty five per cent. This would still produce 

a very limited franchise. 

The franchise was to be a function of property 

qualifications, but the definition of property was to be 

extended to include home, wages or ca~h income. This was 

to be the same for all communities which in effect gave 

a greater representation to communities with property or 

a history of property ownership. This worked against 

those communi ties who were the poorest of all, the wor.kers 

and many untouchables whose position prevented them from 

accumulating _property or income. The eventual extension 

om tre franchise was to be the task of the Provincial 

Legislature. 

At the conclusion of the first Round Table Conference 

the Prime Minister, Ramsay MacDonald, declared that all 

parties in Britain were convinced that India should be 

ind~pendent · ~ut that there were many details still to be 

worked out before the British Government could fulfill 

its long standing promises to the Indian people. The 

three main points to emerge from the first conference 

were that the Indian delegates were to settle the communal 

question . amongst themselves to avoid the need for Britain 

to impose a settlement. The princes were praised for 

agreeing to enter into the terms of the proposed federation 

and there were to be qualifications attached to the terms 

of any settlement which would safeguard British interests 

in India during the period of transition to full 
. " independence. 
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The second Round Table Conference brought little 

advance to ~ the conclusions of the first. It re-stated 

a commitment to a federation, the terms of which were 

still to be established. The failure of the conference 

to establish the principles upon which a constitution 

might be constructed, was blamed on the inability of the 

main communities to agree upon the proportions in which 

they should be represented. 

"Federation cannot be achieved in a month or 
two. There is a mass of difficult constructive 
work still to be done ••• the surest and speediest 
route to federation would be to get these 
measures in train forthwith and not delay the 
assumption of full responsibility by the 
Provinces a day longer than is necessary. But 
it is clear that this partial advance does not 
commend itself to you ••• His Majesty's Government 
have no intention of urging a responsibility 
which for whatever reasons, is considered at the 
moment premature or ill advised ••• " 
(McDonald 1931 Proceedings of the Round Table 
Conference p.417) 

At this juncture the British Government was prepared to 

offer only a limited form of independence, provincial 

autonom'y. This was unacceptable to all the Indian 

delegates at the conference as it would leave Britain 

in complete control of all federal matters. 

In fact only two main things emerged ~' from the 

Round Table Conference. There was yet another 

re-statement of the British Government's commitment to 

Indian ,independence. This took the form of a White 

Paper outlining the necessity to reach a solution to the 

communal question and institute ha federal government. 

The second was the setting up of another forum in which 

the discussions between Britain and India over the 

constitution could be continued. This was the Joint 
Parliamentary Committee. 

Following the second Round Table Conference, the 

National Government was forced to call a third. This 

was a response to pressure built by Indian reaction to 

the announcement of the cabinet that a white paper 

would be drawn up to set out the intention of the 

British Government regarding the future government of 
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India. This Round Table Conference did not have as wide 

a brief as its predecessors. It was instructed to discuss 

specific topics ready formulated by the cabinet. The . 

first two Round Tables were really a departure from past 

goverment policy because they involved negotiation with 

Indians, even though the possible solutions to the 

constitutional problem were built into the conference 

proce~dings. The concept of a federal system upon which 

the Round Table was constructed was a departure from past 

solutions on the part of the Statutory Commission. Prior 

to this commission, the Government of India Act had 

extended the principle of decentralisation in Indian 

politics by establishing eight autonomous provincial 

governments in which Indian ministers were responsible 

to legislatures elected on a franchise which incorporated 

2.8 percent of the population into the political community. 

These ministers had control over half the functions of 

the government in each province, with all important 

taxes and sources of revenue being collected centrally. 

In August 1932 the National Government published 

its Communal Award. This refers to the extent to which 

the various communities were to be represented and was 

the issue on which . the Round Table Conference had failed 

to produce agreement. These provisions ~ere issued with 

the proviso that they would be chang~d if all the 

communities could agree on an alternative. The Communal 

Award set aside a certain number of seats in · each 

province for the pyrposes of the general representation 

of the political community • . The proporti on of general 

to the total of communal seats varied from province to 

province, but was rarely over half and usually considerably 

less. In addition tQ this seats were awarded in varying 

proportions to Moslems, the depressed classes, land 

holders, sikhs, the backward (tribal) areas, Christians, 

commercial classes, Labour and a small category of Anglo 

Indi a ns and Europeans. This was the background upon 

which the 1935 Government of India Act was based. 

The 1935 Government of India Act instituted the ~ 

Federation of India. It was ~an act to make further 
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provision for the government of India ll (p.569). The 

federation was a combination of British India and those 

states which agreed to join the federation. Many of the 

princes had been anxious to participate in a federal 

system, since it became apparent that India might be 

transferred from an imperial power to an" Indian paramount 

power, which did not trouble to consider the hereditary 

rights of the princes as rulers of India. Described as 

an "infamous charter : of slavery" (1937) in a statement 

issued by the All India Trades Union Congress, it did 

more than any other measure to unite the institutionally , 

divergent opposition to Britain in India. 

India was divided under the terms of the 1935 Act 

into a provincial " and federal structure, each with its 

own area of responsibility. Th~ head of the Federal 

Executive was the Governor General who exercised 

authority on behalf of the King, and from whom all 

authority was delegated. The Federal Executive consisted 

of the Governor General and a council of no more than ten 

ministers. It was their job to advise the Governor and 

they were ~ppointed by him. The executive authority of 

the Governor extended over law-making functions, the 

raising of Indian military forces, the exercise of rights 

in tribal are~s, defence, ecclesiastical and external 

affairs. 

In addition to this the Governor General also had 

other special responsibilities. These included a special 

responsibility for the prevention of any menace to peace 

in the colony, safeguarding India's fin an cial stability, 

safeguarding the interests of minorities, safeguarding 

the rights of past public servants and their descendants, 

preventing action discriminating against British and 

Burmese goods in India, in the light of the phasing-out 

of the trade monopolies which had favoured goods from 

these countries. Finally, the Governor General was 

responsible for securing the rights of the rulers of the 

Indian states. 

The Federal Legislature created by the 1935 Act 
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consisted of two chambers, the Council of state and the 

Federal Assembly. The Council of state contained one 

hundred and fifty six representatives from British India 

and "no more than one hundred and fifty four representatives 

from the Indian states. Of this one hundred and fifty 

six seats, one hundred and fifty were allocated "to the 

Governor General's Provinces depending on the size of the 

population in each province. Of the one hundred and fifty 

seats allocated to the ~overn6rt~ " Provinces, two were 

allocated to Indian "Christians, seven to Europeans and one 

to the Anglo Indians. In each of the provinces a 

proportion of the seats were allocated to the electorate 

in general in that province. This meant that a proportion 

of Indians were represented as citizens rather than just 

as members of certain interest groups. This was subject 

to franchise qualifications outlined in section 5.14. 

fixed proportions of seats were allocated to the Untouchables, 

~ikhs, Moslems and women. The basis for this representation 

in the Council of state was not explained, but would be 

related to the proportion in which some categories we~e 

represented in the population. This was not true of women 

who received an average of only four percent of the seats 

in the Council despite their representation in the population 

in general. -In fact women were only represented in six of 

the fifteen provinces. 

Other "groups represented in the Council of State 

were Moslems, who on average had thirty three percent of 

the seats in all the provinces in which they were represented. 

Sikhs who had an average of three percent of seats and 

Untouchables who had four percent. Like women, untouchables 

were seriously under represented. The proportion in which 

various categories were represented varied between areas. 

For example Moslems had thirty three percent of the seats 

overall in the Council of State. This ranged from a 

twelve per cent representation in the Central Provinces 

to one hundred per cent in Baluchastan where they had 

the only seat on the Council from that province. The 

overall averages referred to were obtained by adding 

together the total number of seats held in each provinc~ 
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by a particular community and establishing the percentage 

of total seats held by all communities. 

The Federal Assembly was the second chamber in the 

federal Executive. It comprised two hundred and fifty 

representatives from ' British India and one hundred and 

twenty five from the states. ' Like the Council of state, 

representation was on a provincial basis. Fifty per cent 

of th~ seats were allocated to the electorate as general 

seats. This was a limited way ,of exercising citizenship. 

The other fifty per cent of seats were allocated to 

various communities. The communities represented in the 

Federal Assembly were untouchables who had eight per cent 

of the total, Sikhs who had two per cent, Moslems thirty 

per cent, ' Anglo Indians one per cent, Euro~eans two per 

cent, Indian Christians two per cent, land holders two 

per cent, Labour five per cent and women three per cent. 

Labour was the only category not to be represented in 

both chambers, although it ~as allocated one of the 

remaining four seats not to be allocated on a commun~l 

basis, commerce and industry gaining the other three. 

Election or nomination to the Federal Assembly from 

the various provincial legislatures was on the basis of 

communities choosing their own representatives. Methods 

of selection varied. Women, Anglo Indians, Christians 

and Europeans were chosen by an electoral college. 

Legislation could be introduced into either chamber 

but had to go thro~gh both before it could . offer itself 

for the Royal ~sent delegated to the Governor General. 

The Governor had the power to refuse assent or send bills 

back to the chambers to be amended or altered in any way 

he saw fit. He also had the power to 'send messages' to 

either house offering an opinion on any Bill under 

consideration. 

The organisation of government in the provinces 

was similar to that at Federal level. The Provincial 

Executive consisted of a Governor appointed by the 

Governor General, who presided over a council of ministers 

of his own appointment. The council of ministers had an 
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advisory function. Provincial Governors had the same 

special responsibilities as the Governor General in 

safeguarding certain vital interests, only he was 

responsible for these matters on the provincial rather 

than federal level. It was also the job of the Governor 

to execute the orders ' handed on to him by the Governor 

General. 

The judiciary in each province was under the 

jurisdiction of the Advocate General who was also 

appointed by the Governor. 

The Provincial Legislature comprised the Governor 

and a chamber known as the Legislative Assembly. In the 

provinces of Madras, Bombay, Bengal, U.P., Bihar and 

Assam there was a second chamber in addition to this. 

In the Legislative Assembly the categories of people 

represented were little different from those represented 

at a federal level. Again general seats accounted for 

fifty per cent of the total in the provinces overall, 

although this was as low as eighteen per cent in the 

North West Frontier Province and as high as eighty two 

per cent in Bombay. 

Untouchables were repr~sented at an average rate 

of three per cent in the provinces overall. They were 

represented as eighteen per cent of the total el~ctorate 

in ·the Central Provinces and were not represented at all 

in Sind. Other categories were represented as follows 

_ Backward classes and tribes {1% overall) S~hs {2%) 
Moslems (30%) Rnglo Indians (~7%) European~ (2%) Indian 

Christians (1%) Commerce {3%) Labour {2%) Landlords (1%) 

and universities {.5%). Women were represented in very 
few provincial legislatures. In addition they were 

represented as Sikh, Anglo Indian, Moslem and Christian 

women. This made an average of three per cent in the 

provinces as a whole. 

As far as the extent of the franchise was concerned 

the Government of India Act was v~gue about entitlement 
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'to ·vote. 
"The qualifications entitling a person to 
vote in territorial constituencies at election 
of members of a Provincial Legislative Council 
and the qualifications to be possessed by 
members of such councils shall be such as may 
be prescribed.1! 
(1935 Government of India Act p.905) 

This vagueness was because it was hoped that the franchise 

might be extended. It is likely that only around fourteen 

percent of Indians were enfranchised in line with the 

suggestions set out at the Round Table relating to property. 

Indian Trade Union Federation statements (undated circa 

1933-5) suggested that the franchise was restricted to 

fourteen · percent of the population. 

The Indian Independence Act was published on July 

4th. 1947, and India became an independent dominion on 

August 15th. 1947. It left intact the structures of the 

1935 Act with the exception that the sovereignty of the 

King Emperor and the British Parliament lapsed and under 

pressure from Jinnah and the Moslem League, the province 

of West Punjab became West Pakistan and East Bengal 

became East Pakistan, a thousand miles apart. The 

communal identity of the Moslems was converted into 

separate nationhood under its own sovereignty. The 

partition of India and Pakistan enhanced . the communal 

bloodshed it was designed to defuse. The final chapter 

in this colonial saga was played out much later with the 

creation of Bangladesh from East Pakistan. The results 

of this partition are still to b~ seen in the present 

troubles in ~ssam. ~ere many refugees from East Pakistan 

live in conditions of hostility ~ith Assamese Indians who 

are petitioning the Indian government for their expulsion 

whilst murdering large numbers of them. 

Attlee as Labour Prime Minister and Mountbatten 

as Viceroy presided over the transfer. The two dominions 

were to be governed under the structures established by 

·the 1935 Government of India ~ct. These bore a striking 
resemblance to that which was · mooted by the Round Table 

Conference which was based on the Statutory Commission 

of 1Y30. The Statutory Commission was a departure in 
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terms of policy, but a continuity of assurances with 

the declaration of Montagu as Secretary of state for 

India and Lord Chelmsford, the Viceroy in 1917, later 

incorporated into ~he Government of India Act of 1919. 

The similarities between the form~lations of the 

Round Table Conference and the settlement of 1935 which 

was "the structure under which independence was awarded 

are striking. The most obvious continuity was the federal 

structure of governmen~. First set out in the Statutory 

Commission and built into the Round" Table negotiations 

it was the basis for the independence arrangements of 

the 1935 act described above. The division between 

federal and provincial powers was suited to the notion 

of a gradual transfer of authority in which Britain 

would maintain a controlling interest. 

Secondly, whilst the notion of a general form of 

representation attached to some of the seats was 

announced after the conclusion of the Round Table in the 

National Government "s Communal Award, the mode of 

representation in independent India was still largely to 

be based on communal loyalties. Generally the communities 

represented at the Round Table Conferences were part of 

the political community to varying extents when the 

representation involved in the 1935 Act was announced. 

The political community, therefore, remained as it was 

constructed at the conference with peasants mostly 

excluded from citizenship. 

finally the notion that only a very limited form 

of franchise was possible in : lndia was retained in the 

independence arrangements. The Indian Independence Act 

(1947) failed to mention the franchise at all. It, 

therefore, left intact the vague formulati~ns of the 

1935 Act which stated that the qualification entitling 

people to vote "shall be such as may be prescribed" 

(p905). Certainly between the Round Table Conference 

and the 1935 Act it was suggested by the Indian Trades 

Union Federation that only fourte~n per cent of the 

population would be enfranchised. With the lapse of 
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British sovereignty in 1947 this · became an issue for the 

new rulers of India to determine. The huge gap between 

the Indian population and the Indian political community 

constructed by Britain, remained in the 1937 and 1946 

elections to the Provincial Assemblies. Only in 1952 

did India conduct its first elections as an independent 

nation on the basis of a full adult franchise. 

5.16 Comment on the Settlement of India 

The Labour Party was not incidental to the 

settlement of this chapter of colonial history. It was 

fully implicated in the arrangements associated with 

Indian independence, the manner in which it was handled, 

the structure which was finally set up and its 

implications. Not only was the Labour Party responsible 

as the government, for the administration of the transfer 

in 1947, but it was also the political heir to the manner 

in which that solution was arrived at. The eventual 

constitution was closely based on that which was 

structured into the Round Table, the main plank of LaBour 

Party policy on India, in the early 1930s. 

As the door closed on this area of the Empire the 

Labour Party reiterated its commitment to · the Commonwealth. 

Attlee at the second reading of the 1947 Independence 

Bill described it as the "fulfillment of Britain's mission 

in India." (Attlee 11/7/47 Daily Worker p.1). Attlee also 

believed that the aspirations of Indian independence 

could be . promoted within the British Commonwealth, the 

political form to which ex co~onies were promoted and in 

which her citizens maintained t~eir status as Briti~h 

subjects. The Daily Herald, voicing the feelings of many 

in the Labour Party claimed the Bill as a Labour 

achievement. 
'The Indian Independence Bill, published 
yesterday is one of the most notable and 
glorious achievements of the labour Government. 
~y the constitutional action of Parliament 
this tremendous change, which brings to an 
end British rule in India and established two 
new dominions, goes through ~y general 
agreement and without strife and bloodshed. 
The new Dominions - India and Pakistan -
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will have the right to secede if they wish, 
from the British Commonwealth; but it will 
be the fervent hopeof almost everyone in this 
country and in other parts of the Commonwealth, 
that they will not do so." 
(5/7/47 Daily Herald p.2) , 

Indeed, the Daily Herald went further in extolling the 

virtues of the Indian independence arrangements. 

"Thus Britain gives to mankind a shining example 
of how , the basic principles of social democracy 
may develop and progress outside the island as 
well as within. 11 . 

(5/7/35 Daily Herald p.2) 

This shining example, this glorious achievement, 

had a number of important implications in India both at 

the time and as far as the future of India as a political 

community was concerned. It also had a number of 

important implications for Indian citizens. As far as 

public order was concerned, the "British handling of 

India had been resporisible for a tradition of violence 

from 1929. This ' was escalated with the imposition of 

the 1935 Act. By the time of the British withdrawal, ' 

the colony was in a state of complete disarray. This '

was particularly true in areas where Moslems considered 

they would not get the political recognition they 

deserved. Increased agitation led to the partition which 

caused further upheaval especially around the areas which 

became Pakistan where the greatest movements of people 

and the problems caused by refugees were most acute. The 

British newspapers were full of reports of violence and 

public disorder right throughout the 1930s • 
. 

Much of the disorder was communal and on the scale 

of a holocaust. Much public disorder was also concerned 

with industrial unrest, for example - "Six people were 

killed and fourteen wounded when police opened fire on 

striking workers at Jharia" (26/7/47 Daily Worker p.6) 

This kind of report indicates that there ' was~idespread 

civil, disorder in India. This was supported by the British 

Government's records which revealed a growing intensity 

of inter-communal andinter-r~ligious strife in India. 

Wavell, the Viceroy who was replaced by Mountbatten in 

1947, wrote to Attlee in 1946 -
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"l said in it (a previous, unanswered letter) 
that it was essential that I should know your 
mind more fully as regards India, and that I 
should have a definite policy ••• The situation 
here is tense and we may be faced with a 
crisisat any time." 
(Manserg 1979 The Transfer of Power 1942-7 
Vol. 8) 

Calcutta and Bombay were centres of both religious and 

industrial strife which had prompted Wavell's fear of 

the total breakdown of public order in India. Mountbatten, 

on taking over from Wavell insisted that the British 

withdraw within a matter weeks, so tense was the situation 

in the last days of the Raj. 

if Britain was "so concerned about the philosophical 

principles of order and progress upon which nationhood 

was constructed, then it did not demonstrate this in its 

dealings with India. Britain was highly instrumental in 

the creation of disorder, bloodshed and chaos. Indian 

independence was awarded amidst a complete civil breakdown 

which was fostered by British administration. This was 

the legacy which Indians and Pakistanis carried with tnem 

as they became self governing. The decolonisation process 

upon which the Commonwealth was constructed was responsible 

for the creation of these conditions and a status which 

ex-colonies carry with them in the eyes of the international 

community of nations, that of having been, at some point. 

incapable of self government as a (national) political 

community. 

As far as the constitutional arrangements were 

concerned, Britain first of all imposed a single nationhood 

on India under the terms of the 1935 Act, and later " 

retracted and created two nations, India and Pakistan. 

Banglad~sh " was " mu~h "" later · formed out" of the terms of 

t his - un ion" • 

Britaih also awarded a franchise which excluded the 

majority of the Indian population from participation as 

citizens in the political community. T h u sIn d i a ~J' a s 

constructed as a nation whose peoples were not capable 

of citizenship. Even those who were included in the 

polity were included in many cases as interest groups, 
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not as full citizens. They were partial citizens in 

that they were considered capable of voicing only the 

political will of a specific community, rather than of 

the national political community as a whole. Indi a n 

citizenship concerned allegiance to a communal sovereign 

and through this mechanism allegiance to the (national) 

political community. It was a unique form of citizenship 

at this time. Canadian citizenship was no~ communally 

constructed, as Canada, a country with a diverse immigrant 

population, was a federation of geographical regions rather 

than communities. 

India's and Pakistants status resulted from the 

award of a constitution which was an ex~ression of the 

inability of their peoples to participat~ as citizens. 

Even those who were enfranchised were awarded a peculiar 

and unique form of citizenship, as fifty percent of seats 

in the legislatures were communal. India and Pakistan 

were awarded a second class status as nations. A status 

which was inextricably linked to assesments of ex-colonies 

and the abilities and standing of ·the peoples who lived 

there. These assessments remained with the peoples of 

those countries when they migrated to the mother country 

in the 1950s in search of work. 

The Commonwealth was the new political form in which 

this inferior construction of nationhood was contained and 

maintained. Under the terms of the 1948 British ' Nationalit~ 

Act Indian and Pakistani citizens also retained their 

status as British citizens. When they began .taking up the 

rights associated with that s tatus, the right t o live in 

Britain, they were ready constructed by the terms of the 

colonisation and decolonisation processes in which the 

Labour Party was fully implicated. 

5.17 Race and Political Community. 

Having constructed India as · a political community 

and pointed out the kind of status it was awarded, it is 

legitima~e to ask at this point, what does the notion of 

a political community add . to the concept race? Does it / 

inform discourses on race? It has been the contention 
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of this thesis that political community informs racial 

classification. It is now possible to demonstrate this 

in the light of the construction of India in the 

decolonisation process. Race so far ' has only featured 

in a shadowy way in this dissertation. It has been 

pointed out throughout chapters four and five that Indians 

were often referred to as a 'race'. It was also pointed 

out that some of the statements concerning India's ability 

to be60me independent were based on consideraiions of 

capacity for self government which ,were informed by the 

thinking of nineteenth century anthropology in which 

racial classification was imposed upon assessments of the 

state of development of a material culture. 

Confronting race with a conception of political 

community such as that developed over the last two 

chapters in the context of India, presents problems 

because definitions of peoples in terms of their 

classification into 'families' of the human race were, 

and are, constantly changing. Modes of classification 

used in the eighteenth century were overridden by ' new 

classification in the nineteenth century neither of 

which still prominantly persists in discourses concerning 

race in Britain . in the last twenty years. It was pointed 

out in section 4.1 that in the mid nineteenth century 

Henry Maine was using a racial classification based on 

research into philology. Philologically based models of 

classification had, by this time, replaced a classification 

based on 'phenotype. This section will expand on this 

change in emphasis; and consider what it meant in terms 

of India, and as a mode of classifying Indians as a 

'people l • It will then be possible to comment on this in 

the light of the specification of Indians as a 'people' 

offered by their construction as a political community 

outlined in chapters four and five. 

The Indian case study demonstrates that the racial 

classificat~ons which , were relevant in this period, were 

those of comparative philology which asserted the 

linguistic and cultural unity of Britons and Indians a~ 

was shown in the section which considered the work of 
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Maine and the concerns for racial discrimination in the 

Indian Civil Service which followed from it. (See 4.1 

for the disc~ssion of racial classification in Maine's 

work and 5.14 for its implications in terms of the 

'racial l capabilities of Indians as indicated in the 

clause of the Government 6f India Act 1833 which outlawed 

'racial ; discrimin~tion'). The discourses on India in the 

1930s examined in this -dissertation indicate that Aryan 

race theory b~sed on a classification of languages was 

relevant to this period. 

The fact that Britons and Indians were considered 

to belong to the same Aryan lfamily' of the human race 

was evidenced in the position, expressed by many including 

Attlee in the .parliamentary debate referred to in section 

4.3, that India was capable of a gradual development to 

independence under British tuteledge. Only one Labour 

Party statement considered India to be incapable of 

independence for reasons constructed in terms of racially 

defined capacities. :' This position ( see section 4.3) did 

not accept the classification of races based on 

comparative philology. 

Secondly, the Labour Party's official pamphlet on 

the colonies (see section 4.4) excluded India from its 

formulation of the Empire. Indeed in many Labour Party 

statem~nts; India was referred to as a dominion, even 

though it was the production of a constitution upon which 

dominion status was to be b~sed, which was the Labour 

Party's main concern in the early 1~30s. ~he .Empire in 

this pamphlet refers to those places where theie was a 

need for development towards ieadiness for Independ~nce. 
India was considered to be ready. Furthermore, the 

pamphlet divides the Empire in terms of proximity to 

European language and culture. In colonies where European 

languages were spoken, and European social customs observed, 

it was claimed "No question arises of natives" (Labour 

Party 1933 The Colonies p.1?). This is an explicit 

accepta nce of the racial divisions constructed in 

comparative philology. 
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These are just two examples of how Aryan race 

theory informed the deliberations of the Labour Party. 

There are numerous such examples and they are not 

confined to Labour Party statements. Many in the Liberal 

and Tory Parties accepted the same classification, 

although there were those who thought development towards 

independence was an issue of race formation, and as such 

subject to development over epochs. Such statements did 

not accept that Britain and India belonged to the same 

racial category. This might "indicate the limited 

existence even in the 1930s, of notions of race based on 

comparative anatomy rather than language. Numerous 

examples of the acceptance of Aryan race theory are to 

be found in the statements made by Indians at the Round 

Table Conference, as a mode of asserting equality with 

the colonial masters. There "were numerous references to 

Hinduism's 'ancient civilization' and Moslems were proud 

to distinguish their civilization from that of the Aryan 

Hindus. Delegates at the conference made reference to 

their ancient art of government. 

"For four thousand years our ancestors ruled 
in our country. Long long before any Englishman 
set his foot here~there our ancestors had a . 
system of government which your own historians 
have admired. For only one hundred and fifty 
years has there been British rule in India ••• " 
(Malaviya 1930-31 Proceedings of the Round 
Table Conference p.400)" 

As well as referring to "the art of ~overnment, 

another delegate referred to the Indian states as 

preserving s6mething of India's a~cient traditions against 

the imposition of British cuLture. "We feel indeed that 

we are the conservators of a great" tradition, of an 

ancient civilization and" a proud culture. I' (Maharaja of 

Patiala 1930-31 Proceedings of the Round Table Conference 

p.78). Whilst such statements do not assert links with 

European culture, they " do claim that Indians had an 

equal civilization in which they had been self governing. 

Indeed it was being claimed that elements of these 

traditions had been maintained in the Indian states which 

had not been subject to the same domination by Western / 

Culture as British India. 
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It is quite likely that references to India as 

having an ancient civilization were based on discourses 

concerning an Aryan theory of race, as developed in th e 

work of Maine and others. Aryan race theory became a 

feature of racial classification as early as 1813 wh~n 

Thomas Young used the adjective 'Indoeuropean' to 

designate European and Asian languages. (Leopold 1974 

p.587). 8y 1833 this term was used by a - ~ariety of 

writers including Jacob Grimm and A.F. Pott, but was 

restricted to Sanskrit, Persian, Greek, Italian, Slavic, 

Lithuanian, Armenian and by 1838 Celtic languages. It 

was argued that these were linked by grammatical 

similarities and presumed to have ancient origins in 

common. 

This notion of linguistic race was given a social 

context around 1850 through the reconstruction of 

Indoeuropean myths and cultural similarities. It was 

suggested by writers of th~ time that this was ' the result 

of the dispersal of tribes associated with 81umenbach's 

'caucasian race' over an area ~etween the Caucasus an~ 

the Hindu Kush which conquered and colonised India, Persia 

and Europe after 200 B.C. It was also around 1850 that 

the term Aryan (spelt Arian) began . to supplement 

'Indoeuropean ' • The first Englishman to use this term 

was James Cow1es Pritchard in the Natural History of Man 

(1843). Between 1850 and' 1870 it became accepted in 

investigations and classifications of man, that linguistic 

criteria were more reliable than classifications based on 

criteria such as h~ir, ey~, skeletal or cran i al structure . 

The logical upshot of all this was , the equality of , 
the British and Indian peoples. There is some difficulty, 

however, in squaring ~his equa1itr with the existence of . 

colonial relations between Britain and India. The concept 

of an Indian race in this period was problematic. Indeed, 

even in the 1930s Indians wre frequently referred to as 

'races' rather than as a single race. The concept of an 

Aryan race overrode the diversity of religious, social, 

tribal and political divisions which had combined to 
/ 

produce a plural notion of race in India. 
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Despite the fact that Aryan race theory appeared 

to challenge the efficacy of colonial rule, for how 

could Britain justify her domination over an equal race, 

it was ' quoted in support on colonialism. This is 

demonstrated in a quote from E.B. Cowell's ' inaugural 

lecture as Professor of Sandskrit at Cambridge in 1867. 

"If they (young Englishmen going to India) 
look upon them as barbarous and childish 
(as the degraded serfs of an inferior race) 
they may raise revenue and administer justice, 
but no sympathy will exist between ruler and 
ruled, and our Empire will be built on sand ••• 1I 

(E.B. Cowell 1867 An Inaugural Lecture p. 12-13) 

Around 1875 Monier Williams, professor of Sandskrit at 

Oxford, in emphasizing Indo-British unity, was of the 

opinion that alienation between coloniser and the 

colonised had been a contributory factor in the lndi?n 

mutiny (1857). 

Despite this postulated racial unity, it was 

thought that British rule could make a positive contribution 

to India. Cowell expressed the view. that Britain could 

bestow the blessings of' "Western civilization and 

Christianity". (Cowell E.B. 1867 Inaugural Lecture 

p.12-13). This indicates a belief in separate developments 

of Aryans in Europe and .·. Aryans in A'sia, and was a way of 

indicating the inferiority of Indians against Europeans. 

This will be taken up later. 

Henry Maine in his early work on Indo-European 

similarities postulated that as well as linguistic links 

there were links in terms of institutional developments . . 
between Indians and Europeans. He found links in terms 

of property, ~atriachy, kinshi~ and a hos~ of other 

institutions. He assumed both the unity and superiority 

of Aryan culture. In his work on the Viliage he claimed 

that Aryans had established self governing village 

councils in India and Europe. The oldest and purest 

remains of this culture he took ' to be preserved in India. 

Indians were "of the very family of mankind to which we 

belong" (Maine 1875 Village p.215) 

Like Maine's writings, most expositions of Aryan 

race theory accepted the notion of Aryan superiority. 
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Laingts work is an example of this. 

"they (Aryans) are eminently the intellectual 
race, the race of science, art, poetry, 
philosophy, conquest, colonisation and 
progress. All Aryan nations possess in a 
~reater or less . degree this divine faculty •• " 
tLaing 1862 Lecture on Anglo Indian Languages 
and Races. p13-14) 

Whilst incorporating the ability to conquer and colonise 

in his definition of racial superiority, a formulation 

from which Indians should, a~ a colonised race be 

excluded, he went on to distinguish the Hindu from the 

negro. liThe Hindoo ~ , however dark skinned is no more a 

negro, ot ' anything in the remotest degree a negro than 

you or I are." (p22-23) 

Laing's statement raises an impbrtant point in 

considering the manner in which 'racial divisions based 

on a classification, which aligned British and Indians 

as Aryans, account for imperialism and the imperial 

relation in which India was subject to British rule. 

Even in the 1930s, as the case studies in this 

dissertation demonstrate, the debate over when India 

would be ready for nationhood was raging. What does this 

mode of racial classification offer to explain imperialism? 

Leopold explains the inferiority of Indians in Victorian 

thought (Leopold 1974) in terms of the suggestion, 

prevalent at the time, that Indians were historically, 

if not racially inferior to Britons. Maine, Jackson, 

Meadows and Taylor explained the historical inferiority 

of Indians with reference to the blood, society and . , 

languages of pre Aryan inhabi~ants of India insisting 

that Dravidians and hill tribes had infected the highly 

cultured , Brahmins with barbarism and superstition. This 

was not true of European Aryans who had been subject to 

different historical processes. 

Leopold ' also points out that Indian inferiority 

was also explained by means of environmental arguments 

in which it was suggested that European Aryan 

superiority was the product of physical and cultural 

environment. It followed from this that it was generalYy 
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a good idea to send Indians to Europe for certain periods 

of time. This was in line with popular Victorian notions 

of progress. Imperialism was thought by some to be an 

index of progress. It would follow from this that 

Indians could make 'up 

European institutions 

organisation, without 

heritage. 

fOr lost development by adopting 

in commerce, law and social 

vandalising their civilized 

The notion of an Aryan race as set out by Leopold, 

. like any conception of race, was a . construction. It was 

constructed in terms of primarily linguistic divisions 

of mankind, upon which cultural differences and notions 

of civilization and progress were built. This 

construction did not, however manage to account for the 

inferior position of Indians as fellow Aryans. This 

inferiority was inscribed in its status as a colony and 

rehearsed in the debates which surrounded its demand for 

independence, some of which have been recorded in the 

case study. In the light of the failure of Aryan theory 

to account for the inferiority of Indians within this 

racial classification, Leopold points to further 

constructions of Asian Aryans in terms of the influence 

of cultural and physical environment and the historical 

impurity and thus inferiority of Asian Aryans. 

This serves to demonstrate firstly that race is 

but a construction partly produced by political and 

social considerations. This was equally true of 

conceptions of ra~e which predated the di~isions of 

mankind offered by philology. Previous divisions were 

constructed in terms of phy~ical features in terms of 

an evolutionary hierarchy in which physical divisions 

were thought to manifest themselves in mental, and 

eventually in cultural qu·alities. This demonstration of 

the kind of construction on which Aryan race theory was 

based also serves to illustrate that Aryan theory as a 

classification of r8~es cannot offer any of the 

constructions of India's inferiority outlined in this 

chapter or in chapter four. These constructions of 
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India were part of its constructio~, not as a race, but 

as a political community. Britons and Indians may ha ve 

been racially equal, subject to a few qualifications 

offered by considerations of environment, but they 

certainly were not equal as political communities. Their 

designations as peoples, as nations, can be further 

specified through the use of political community. It is 

possible for the concept political community to construct 

India in ways which Aryan ,race theory cannot. It 

therefore informs race as .,a .. ,con.cept ~ 

As 'demonstrated in this chapter and in chapter 

four, India was constructed in terms of the poor position 

of her workers (see section 4.3). She was also constructed 

by the debates which considered her right and ability to 

be independent~ This ability, or it$ absence, could not 

be very clearly specified in Aryan race theory without 

reference to history and the effects of environment as 

very general explanations. As indicated (see section 

5.15) it was through India's independence constitution 

that her position as a second class nation was constr~cted 

on a limited franchise which proposed the representation 

of the political community, partly in terms of sectional 

interests, as a restricted form of citizenship. This 

instituted a wide gap between India's population and her 

political community. A gap in which her status as a 

political community was considered, in terms of the notion 

of democracy, to be inferior. The Whitely Commission on 

Indian Labour (see section 4.6) constructed ~ndia as a 

problem of developmeht in ter~s of a transfer of its 

labour force from rural to urban production. In this 

statement India was posed as a problem of industrialisation 

as an index of development. It also suggested that Indian 

workers, incppable of aspiring to political citizenship, 

be awarded a more restricted form of citizenship, and 

be represented as workers. 

All of these constructions are bids to define India 

as a political issue. They met with varying degrees of 

success, though it is fair to say that all achieved 

promin e nce at the time. They all became current ways of 
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defining India although, as indicated, some were 

acceptable fo the Labour Party as official definitions 

and others were not. It has been demonstrated that the 

Labour Party was an active participant in constructions 

of India as a political community. This added a dimension 

to the designation of Indians as a people, which was not 

offered by (Aryan) race theories prevalent at the time. 

It now remains to be seen what constructions of 

political community offer to explain anti semitism in 

East London in the 1930s. The Jews were also included in 

Aryan race theories, as is shown in the work of H.F. Pott 

and Jacob Grimm {Leopold 1974) cited earlier in this 

section in which the term Indoeuropean, a term which 

later became to be replaced by Aryan, was used to designate 

the linguistic unity of Sandskrit, Per~ian, Greek, Italian, 

German, Slavic, Lithuanian, Armenian and Celtic languages. 

Jews did not come to Britain from areas other than these, 

indeed most were Eastern European. If Jews were constructed 

as a separat~, inferior community in political discourse, 

and this remains to be established, this could not b~ 

~xplained in terms of a separate development for most Jews 

in Britain were Europeans, not Asians. It could, po~sibly, 

be explai~ed by historical processes, but as with Indians, 

it is necessary to look to the construction of political 

communityls') in Britain in order to establish the status 

of Jews as a people. Chapter six addresses itself to 

these issues. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Labour and Anti Semitism. 

6.1 Introduction. 

In the early 1930s there arose a force in British 

politics which acted as a catalyst in focusing attention 

on alien immig~ants, their relation to the national 

politi~al community, and the local communities in which 

they lived. This force was the British Union of Fascists 

formed in 1932 by Sir Oswald Mosiey when he abandoned 

the New Party he had left the Labour Party to establish. 

The British Union was not a new force in British politics. 

Its political predecessor was the British Brothers League 

founded in 1902 under the slogan IIEngland for the English" 

(Nugent and King 1979 p~ 32). Although it generally 

avoided using the word 'Jew' it conducted a campaign 

' calculated to win popular support in protesting against 

the ' inflow of pauper aliens into Britain. Thirty years 

later, the British Union conducted an anti semitic 

campaign overtly. 

Just as the British Union was not a new force in 

Hritish politics, the issues it raised concerning the 

composition of the ,political 'community were quite well 

established. Yet the 1930s proves a useful juncture at 

which to study the debates in which the nature and 

composition of the political community were raised by 
the presence of Jewish people ~n Britain. Such debates 

received an a dded input from the existence of t he 

British Union because it focused debates about whether 

and how the British Union should be opposed in its 

(anti semitic) activities. The 1930s was a period in 

which the Labour Party had to decide how to react to 

the existence of an active and campaigning form of anti 

semitism directed at a group of people who were considered 

to be racially distinct from the rest of the popUlation. 

(See 6.4) It was thus forced to confront the issue of 

race because of divisions within the political community , 

constructed in debates. 
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The aim of this case study is to determine the ways 

in which the Labour Party constructed and confronted 

divisions within the political community which were 

thought to be racially determined. it is also the aim 

of this case study to discover the forms of anti racism 

which the Labour Party supported as political strategies, 

and the issues considered to be important in a campaign 

directed at an overtly racist political institution. 

Michael Banton has pointed out (1977 personal communication) 

that the term racism was not used ,in this period. It is, 

never the less, a term which has subsequently been used to 

describe very similar struggles to those of the 1930s. 

The concept race may be used in this context because 

many of , the debates desi,gnated , Jews as a racially 

determined group and because it was a focus for ideological 

abstract and philosophical notions concerning the idea 

of invasion. 

The Labour Party was issuing statements on anti 

semitism at the same time as it was issuing statements 

on the situation in India and its possible solutions. '

India was an issue which forced the Labour Party to 

enunciate on the political capabilities and construction ' 

of political communities of colonised peoples. The 

importance of the anti semitism case study, whilst it 

deals with race as a way of designating white peoples, 

indicates some of the ways in which the Labour Party 

deals with immigration, racial antipathy, aliens and the 

political community, and anti racism as a political 

practice. Thus in combination 'with the case s tudy on 

India it is possible to suggest that these are some of 

the conditions in which later debates in the nineteen 

fiftie~ concerning immigration, nationaliiy and the multi 

racial community were established. By the nineteen 

fifties, although immigrants wemblack, the notion of 

a race was differently constructed and the political 

scenario was different, many of the issues surrounding 

immigration and multi racial communities which were 

relevant then had been objects of discourse in the 

nineteen fifties. 
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Although anti semitism was not confined to focus 

on the East London Campaigns, East London makes an 

informative case study. East London had been a laboratory 

for social reform from the Nineteenth Century, and its 

population had long been subject to a certain surveillance 

prompted by concerns for the moral and physical health 

of its population. This theme will be expanded in 

section 6.2. The import of aliens into this delicate 

situation in the last half of the nineteenth century had 

added a new djmension to the problems caused by poverty 

and deprivation. 

Anti semitism is also important in constructing 

the Labour Party because it admits a dimension which was 

outside the scope of the Indian case study, the local 

organisation of the Party. India was a national . r~ther 

than a local issue, and whilst individual branches 

contributed statements and definitions of the situation, 

it did not directly concern them. The case study on 

anti semitism poses a range of issues. which local parties, 

especially in ,East London, had to deal with actively and 

on a day to day basis. For , this reason anti semitism 

was less remote than India. Because of the local nature 

of anti semitism as an issue,local parties found it 

necessary to formulate their own responses. It i~ therefore 

possible to examine briefly the kinds of positions which 

were being put forward locally, the extent to which these 

were in accordance with the positions and strategies of 

the Party centrally, and what this contributes to an 

understanding of the . Labour Party. 

finally, it must be pointed out, that anti semitism 

as a way of designating the issues surrounding the 

political community in East London, ' is imposed by the 

analysis. The designation of the activities of the 

British Union as primarily anti semitic have only a 

shadowy existence in the statements examined. Whilst it 

was not denied that anti semitism in many respects was 
an issue, it was rarely seen as the major issue in these 

debates. Therefore, to determine how the Labour Party 

spoke of Jews and anti semitism is a dimension imposed 
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on ·the debates. Anti semitism in this context refers 

to the verbal and physical attacks by the British Union 

of fascists on the Jewish population of last London and 

the philosophical discourses upon which this was based. 

Because space does not allow the kind of extensive 

analysis used in the case study on India, this · chapter 

will be confined to the exposition of the key offici al 

positions adopted by the Labour Party with a rather 

cursory treatment of the positions which were not 

adopted. for this reason, the manner in ., which statements 

were arrived at will not be explained. It was discovered 

in the Indian case study and in chapter two, that it is 

not possible to give a general account of such processes 

because statements come from any number of institutions. 

It is, however, possible to comment on why some statements 

were acceptable as official positions and others were not. 

This was pointed out in chapter two and in the Indian case 

study. Instead of considering where certain statements 

came from, the official position, and the demonstration 

that it was not the only possible response the party ~ould 

make, will serve to illustrate the kinds of positions the 

party adopted from those available to it. 

Before examining the Labour Party's positions on 

the issues raised .by considering anti semitism, it is 

necessary to examine the political and social circumstances 

of East London, as this was an area where the Labour Party 

was strong, and where the need for the social welfare 

progr~mmes, which were a structural part of the· Party's 
. . . 

official definition~ of socialism (see sections 3.1 and 

3.4) were the greatest in London. The following section 

seeks to elucidate these conditions and determine the 

extent to which the Labour Party was integ~al to the 

culture and practices of th~s area. Th~ was the context 

into which anti semitism must be fitted as the Labour 

Party did, to a certain extent, construct ·East London as a 

political community of which it was the natural 

representative. 
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6.2 Poverty, Welfare and Labour in East London. 

By the 1930s the concepts poverty and East London 

were firmly associated. This was confirmed by an 

interviewee who offered information about the Labour 

Party's activities in last London from the point of view 

of his position as a local councillor. un being pressed 

repeatedly for information about the Labour Party's 

local .attitude to its Jewish residents, he repeatedly 

offered descriptions of the poor social conditions of the 

area. Hccording to his descriptions, life in the back 

to back cottages was such that the residents had to 

sleep outside in the summer for fear of being attacked 

by bugs and vermin whilst asleep. It was also his 

contention that everyone in the area was in the same 

position. This adds support to the claim often made by 

local Labour Party members that the residents in the area 

could be described as a community. This was a construction 

of community in terms of poverty. This description is 

included because it ~ame from an active member of the 

local Labour Party and described the part which the 

Labour Party was to play in the politics of East London 

in imporoving the lives of these people. 

If poverty was firmly associated with East London 

then so was social reform. East London was, traditionally, 

a forcing house for social reform. During the nineteenth 

century its poor, working class population had been 

an object of p~ilanthropic scrutiny, carefully ~atched 

and studied • . The d~ford and Cambridg~ missiuns, which 

brought the privileged into c lose contact with the 

underprivileged, brought in .. their wake philanthropi~ts 

of Liberal and Fabian political persuasions. Its. 

inhabitants were objects of interest prompted not only 

by the nobler emotions of philanthropy, but also concerns 

for social stability in the years which represented the 

depths of an economic depression. Gareth Stedman Jones 

(1976 p.343) points out that the East End of London had 

something of a history when it came to riots. He cites 

the East End bread riots in 1855, 1861 and 1866 ' and the ' 

unemployed riot in 1886 which he attributes to the casual 
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poor. 

The social welfare policy of the Labour Party was 

aimed at precisely the section of the pppulation which 

inhabited East London. Labour thinking was rooted in 

a tradition of reforms inherited from Liberalism and 

Fabianism. This was reflected in its " policy orientation 

towards the improvement of Wages, benefits and a concern 

for the life standa~ds of those whom it represented. 

This concern was very much reflected at the local 

level in East London. East Londoners were the Labour 

Party's community par excellence, just as poverty and 

social reform were its constituency. This was 

demonstrated in section 3.4 when Labour's definitions of 

socialism were discussed. In th~s context the term East 

London was as much a concept as a geographical entity. 

If poverty was a part of the social fabric of the East 

End "then so was the Labour Party. It was the strategy 

of some local Labour Parties to take over the machinery 

of local government in areas which were their strongholds, 
-and wield it in the interests of the local people. In 

the case of Poplar in the 1920s the council managed to 

fix a minimum wage in the borough, to the annoyance of 

Bevin and the Transport and General Workers Union. " 

G.O.H. Cole (1969 p.227) suggests that from "his reading 

of Snowden's Autobiography, it was Lanstiury's involvement 

in ,popla~ism' which excluded him from influential office 

in the 1929-31 Labour Government. He " was offered the 

Office of Works, a post he took on condition he was given 

a place in the Cabinet. 

The involvement of the Labour Party in the lives 

of the people replaced Liberalism in East London "in the 

post first world war period anda culture of poverty 

became steeped in Labour and trade union practices. The 

Labour Party managed to place itself at the centre of 

local social life by organising social and sporting 

functions as well as the local Sunday School, which in 

the case of Bow was held at the home of George Lansbury. 

Trades union " branches often provided similar facilities 

"for their members. In Bethnal Green the Labour mayor 
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handed out cards in the borough bearing the inscription:

"When you want advice on any matter, housing, pensions, 

compensation etc., come to the Labour Party office." 

(Tate, undated circa 1930-9 N.E~ Bethnal Green Labour 

Party Files.). The Labour Party was anxious to serve 

the people in East London in all ~spects of their lives. 

The East End of London was also a centre of anti 

semitic activity. It was the home of many of the poorer 

Jews who had come to Britain and had been the centre of 

agitation which led to , the Aliens Act of 1905, a move 

to exclude pauper aliens. The Aliens Act was the result 

of activity across the political spectrum. In 1891 an 

association was formed to prevent the immigration of 

destitute aliens in which both Liberals and trade unionists, ; 

concerned about the effect such immigrants would have on 

the living standards of the local population, participated. 

In 1892, 1894 and 1895 the Trades Union Congress passed 

resolutions in . favour of immigration restriction. This 

position of · the Trades Union Congress had a second facet. 

It was busily trying to work towards the elimination of 

'sweating' and for the organisation of Jews into effective 

trades unions. By 1902 the Trades Union tongress wa~ 

lobbying for an easier naturalisation procedure. Thus 

pauper aliens were at the same time an object of 'socialist' 

sympathies and .concerns for social welfare, and a threat 

to the wages and conditions of trade unionists. This 

ambivalence was to some . extent a feature of Labour Party 

approaches to .the presence of Jews in Britain • . 
. 

The decision to re~trict the entry .of pauper aliens .... 
into Britain, in line with ninete~nth century movemehts 

in the United States which introduced a poll tax to 

prevent the immigration of the destitute, had its 

supporters ahd critics right across the political spectrum. 

This was particularly evident in the liberal Party. 

There were those who considered that restriction was a 

necessary aspect of social reform and the elimination of 

poverty, and those who considered that Britain should 

maintain her traditions of political toleration and accept 

politi~al refugees as the Huguenots had been accepted when 
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Lo~is XIV revoked the Edict of Nantes which gave them 

religious toleration. 

Aliens were not incidental to conceptions of 

poverty in the nineteenth century. Poverty in the 

discourses of the eighteenth and nineteenth century was 

thought to reflect the moral and physical health of the 

population. Race health and poverty were the main 

ingredients of the eugenicist problematic which concerned 

itself with the physical health of the British race. In 

the work of Malthus (1976) poverty indicated the absence 

of thrift and industry, qualities contributing to the 

advancement of mankind. Poverty was inextricably linked 

to a concept of intelligence and mental development. 

Intelligence was the key to industry, progress and wealth. 

D~rwin's and Galtoh's discourses on populations f06used 

on the qualities of the individual and their role in the 

production of human stock. Galton in "Hereditary Genius" 

tried to show that the distribution and inheritence of 

intellectual ability followed the same laws as the 

inheritence of any other ability. Degeneracy and a lack 

of intelligence was indexed in poverty. These debates 

~ere situated . i~ discourse which divided up mankind in 

terms of a conceptualisation of race. The same 

characteri~tics were th6ught to apply to rich and poor 

nations. Such schema had been established in the 

disciplines of the nineteenth century anthropology which 

divided the human species into races. 

The fact that many of the aliens pouring into East 

London from the lati nineteenth century were poor was 

considered a comment upon the~ as individuals as wel~ as 

upon the 'race' from which they were pqJUlarly thought to 

have derived (see section 6.4) and therefore upon the 

harm they might inflict on the already degenerate 

population of the East End. The immigration of pauper 

aliens added weight to the argument of Malthus (1976 p252)' 

that the poorer . sections . of the population were in danger 

of increasing disproportionately. , Immigration accentuated 

the process by which this sector of · the population was to 
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increase itself. This represented an actual physical 

danger to the stock of the nation. Of course not all 

immigrant Jews were poor, although those living in East 

London had ' a tendency to be so. The present residents 

of East London, some of whom originated in Bengal, are 

by definition poor because they come from a third world 

country. This was not true of Jews in the 1930s. 

·Many of the discourses in which the eugenistic 

'prob1ematic was situated placed an empha~is on environment 

as much as stock. City areas which had problems of 

overcrowding and insanitary conditions since the factory 

system was introduced, rapidly converted ~ rural to an 

urban population, and became a focus for concerned 

environmentalists who busied themselves with the problems . 

of pov~rty. British participation in the Boer war 

indicated that the slum dwelling population of the cities 

were in many instances physically unfit to defend the 

empire against the encroachment of other European nations 

(see Searle 1971 p65). Such concerns about the healt~ 

of the nation were encouraged by the national efficiency 

movement in Germany in which social welfare was a piiority 

(Searle 1971 p67). Social welfar~ was thus part of a 

debate concerned with . racial superiority and. the 

preservation of empire. 

The Labour Party's ' concern for social welfare must 

be seen in this tradition. Many of the ~~rly Liberal 

reformers, including 8everidge . who pioneered mode~n 

welfare policy~ were certainly connected to the 

eugenicist traditions of the turn of the century • . 

Prominent social reformers were members of the Co 

Efficients dining club which was formed to consider 

social policy and the health of the nation (Searle . 1971 

p.150). The Trades Union Congress's support for 

immigration restriction represents - an implicit 

acceptance of the eugenicist argument that the 

importation of alien paupers would· have a detrimental 

effect upon the racial health of the British nation or 

political community. 
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Because Jews were often described as a race in the 

discourses to be examined in this chapter, their 

association with poverty in East London became a 

comment on the moral and physical health of the race 

from which they were thought to come. Because Jews 

were Aryans, other distinctions, not based on colour 

were used in these discourses to demonstrate their 

distinctiveness as a race. 

6.3 The Jews and the Political Community 

East London was constituted as a community by the 

local Labour Party. Its people were all in a similar 

position. "Large families in small cottages using the 

communal baths. 1I (Benningfield 1977 Interview.). The 

involvement of the local Labour Party in all aspects of 

the lives of the residents of this area testifies to the 

identification of East London as an area of poverty, in 

need of social welfare . East London was a discursive 

community in Labour Party statements and concerns. 

If East London was a discursive political community 

for the Labour Party, it remains to be determined whether 

Jewish residents were an integral or alien part of this 

community. If they were an alien or separate community, 

how was that alienness constructed? The discussion of 

pauperism was one way in which this alienness was 

constructed but there were others. Of course these were , 

not just questions pertinent to East Lond~n,constructions 

of the ~ational political community were also at stake. 

What was to be defined as the community for Labour Party 

politics was a site of struggle in the Labour Party as 

there was no single construction. 

Jewish iesidents in East London, and in the rest 

of Britain, were to some extent involved in institutions 

which were distinct and separate from those ot the reit 

of the population. Much of this separateness was the 

result of Judaism. ~ Jews were officially represented in 

Britain by ' the Board ' of Deputies of Anglo Jewry . This 

had very strong ' links with the synagogues and regarded 
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Jewishness as a cohesive social entity distinct from the 

multiplicity of practices associated with gentiles. The 

Board disapproved of any division of Jewishness and this 

was reflected in its relations with Jewish Trade Unions 

and the Poale Zion, the Jewish Labour Party. 

Jewish wdrkers and their trades unions were firmly 

associated with certain (sweated) trades by the 1930s. 

In many cases they worked for Jewish employers, working 

numerous hours for low wages. ·The Poale Zion acted as 

a bridge between the Labour movement in Britain and in 

Israel after the state of Israel was set up in 1948. In 

the 1930s it was strongly orientated towards the setting 

up of a Jewish 'socialist' home in Palestine. The Poale 

Zion was institutionally distinct from, yet affiliated 

to, the Labour Party. 

Jewish people were also organised separately into 

an organisation called the Association of Jewish Ex

Servicemen. These were Jews who thought that their . 
- record of fighting for Britain in the . war made th~m 

demonstrably British. They frequently paraded wearing 

their war medals against the accusation that they were 

an alien force in British society. It is rumoured that 

the Association of Jewish Ex-Servicemen was· and is an 

active force in combatting anti semitism, but the details 

of this struggle remain obscure because of the reluctance 

of Jewish people to discuss their activities. None-the

less the ex-servicemen make the : point that the Jews were 
I . 

not really an immigrant community, as many of them had 

arrived in Britain in the 1870s. In fact immigration 

to Britain in the 1930s had almost stopped. This is 

interesting because in parliament, one of ~he issues 

associated with anti semitism was immigration and aliens 

taking jobs which the indigenous population needed in a 

time of mass unemployment. Although such arguments were 

unfounded because in many cases Jews worked for Jewish 

employers in jobs created by Jews, the Labour Party as, 

well as other parliamentary forces, participated in 

discussion which accepted this assertion. 
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One member pressed the Home Secretary in an oral 

answer in Parliament to reveal " ••• the number of aliens 

at present working in Great Britain under permits, 

giving comparative figures for twelve months." (Day 

26/3/36 Hansard 1935-6 vol. 310 col. 1379). This refers 

to new immigrants, but there was a belief at the time 

that aliens (predominantly Jews) were entering the 

country in large numbers~ "Is the right honourable 

gentleman aware that there is a genuine feeling 

throughout the country that a good many undesirable 

aliens are getting in." (Everard 1"!J/2/36 Hansard 1935-6 

vol. "jOB col. 1119-1120). Many questions were asked of 

the Home Secretary in Parliament during this period 

concerning the employment of 'aliens' as opposed to 

British ~orkers. This did not actually iefer to Jews 

already settled here, but it made the link between aliens 

and taking jobs which could ' be done by British workers. 

The following statement is one 'such example: 

" ••• how many male and female clerks and shorthand 
typists of foreign nationality had been given 
permits to come to Great Britain for the 

) purpose of , taking up clerical ~ork in British 
firms ••• and whether in vi~w of the number of 
clerks and typists, male and female, now 
unemployed stricter methods will be observed 
with a view to limiting or ceasing to issue 
these permits." 
(Garro Jones 4/2/36 Hansard vol. 30B col. 67) 

Jewish people also had their own charitable and 

friendly societies. Indeed much of the poveity which 
.. 

existed in the Jewish communities would have been dealt 

with within the community. In addition to ' this there 

were institutions and practices associated s pecifically 

with Judaism, Jewish schools and the keeping of the 

sabbath on a Saturday, which unde~lined the institutional 

distinctness of Jewish people. Because Jews originated 

in various parts of Eastern Europe, in many instances 

they spoke their own languages which also served to 

distinguish them from other Londoners. Jews could also 

be distinguished in many instances by their mode of 

dr~ss and physical appearance. The institutional and 

physical distinctiveness of the Jews in East London 
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constrained the political discourses in which they were 

implicated. 

A prominent, organising concept of dicourses on 

political community which focused on Jewishness and East 

London was the insistence that they in fact constituted 

a race. Race was a specific way of indicating the total 

separateness of the Jews just described. This statement 

in the New Statesman and Nation may be seen as offering 

a description of Jews as a race to the Labour Party. 

lilts peculiar relevance to recent disturbances 
(in Mile End) ••• lies in the fact that its 
population is made up of members of two very 
different races, in numbers fairly evenly 
balanced. For many decades Aldgate and 
Whitechapel have been overwhelmingly Jewish 
in composition~ Steadily Jews have spread 
Eastwards; and I have seen street after street 
in Mile End which were, even twenty or so 
years-ago, almost wholly occupied by Gentiles; 
progressively occupied by Jews until almost 
every house in the street, including every 
little corner shop, has come to be in Jewish 
occupation. The Jews are much more clannish . 
than the natives they have so largely replaced." 
(New Statesman and Nation 7/11/36 Jew and 
Blackshirt in the East End. ' p. 698-9) . 

The claim ·that the Jews were a race was supported later 

in this statement in which it was claimed that Jews had 

"a different glandular and emotional makeup" from the 

average Englishman. In addition to this they had a 

IIcode of social conduct " and were "pu shfull ," and 

"persistently industrious." (p.699). 

An examination of these concepts in terms · of the 

philosophical debates which linked them, the i deologies , 

indicates a belief in race as :a series of physical and 

psychological characteristics. The phenotypical ' and . 

mental characteristics of Jewishness were thought to be 

linked. this notion was borrowed from the early discourses 

of anthropology, in w~ich the investigation of man was 

conducted in a racial hierarchy which favoured the white 

races. In ' the case of the Jews, the same kind of 

terminology was being used to account for differences 

between white peoples. This was clearly informed by the , 
idea that Jews were a separate people. 
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Race ,has been a way of classifying popu1ations of 

human beings from the time when man first became an 

object of 'scientific· investigation. The manner in 

which race has been designated has changed. Th~ was 

pointed out throughout chapters four and five and was 

particularly taken up in section 5.17. In the 

classifications of Cuvier which were based on comparative 

morphology (see Stocking 1968 p. 13-14) Jews, who came 

from a variety of nations and 8ritons, would have been 

considered if not members of a single race, then racial 

formations which were closely related~ Such divisions 

were replaced by more refined classifications in the 

nineteenth century, which were less based on anatomical 

crinsiderations. An example of such classification is 

to be found in the work of Maine and others (see section 

5.17) who based their racial classifications on comparative 

philology. As indicated in the last chapter Maine and , 

others constructed a notion of Aryanism which was 

prevalent in the 'debates on India ' in the 1930s. 

As far as the classifications of Aryan theory wSre 

concerned there was no racial difference between Eastern 

European Jews and Britons. Yet Jews were referred to as 

a race in many of the statements reproduced in this 

chapter. 'The New Statesman article of November 1936 

just cited is one such ~xample of these references. why 

were Jews referred to as a separate race from Britons 

when Aryan theory contradicts such a division? There are 

two possible explanations for this apparent contradiction. 

The first is that d~finitions of race in terms of 

phenotype, which concerned themselves with skeletal 

structure, hair colour and other physical characte~istics 

so prevalent in the eighteenth century, had ,survived 

re-definition by Aryan theory and were used in some cases 

as a way of referring to what appeared to be differences 

of physical appearance between groups of peoples. 

The second possible explanation concerns the 

division of a population into 'peoples' just referred to 

in ~onnection with a mode of expression of differences 

based on phenotype. It appears quite likely that the 
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suggestions that Jews were a race was based on a further 

refinement of Aryan theory as a mode of classification. 

This must have taken as its starti~g point the status of 

Jews as an alien community.fhe distinctiveness of Jews 

as an alien community was constructed in the debates from 

which the statements presented in this chapter are drawn. 

Ihe Labour Party was one of the political forces which 

was active in defining this distinctiveness. Jews were 

institutionally, socially, culturally and in many 

instances physically distinctive from the 'host' population. 

This was the basis from which their identity as a political 

community was constructed. The Labour Party's construction 

of the distinctiveness of the Jewish community was but a 

further refinement of the construction just outlined which 

consisted of a distinctiveness based on physical appearance 

and the social practices associated with Judaism. 

Political community is a general concept orga'nising 

both case studies. It is the purpose of this chapter to 

discover how that is organised in discourses on race and 

anti semitism. It is possible to say, so far, that · the 

term race as applied to the distinctiveness of the Jewish 

papulation of East London was a refinement of Aryan theory 

'which relied heavily upon notions of political community. 

ways of designating Jews as a separate community were 

expressed in the New statesman article just examined. In 

this they were described as "pushfull ll and "industrious". 

'This was social behaviour which was thou~ht to emanate 

from their IIglandular" and "emotional ll make up. (New 

5tate~man and Nation 7/11/36 Jew and 8lack~hirt in the 

East End p. 698-9). This statement appears to borrow 

both from the construction of Jews in terms of their 

social and work behaviour as a means of identifying them 

as a distinct community and from the idea that race has 
a physiological referent. 

Whilst the distinctiveness of the Jews was expressed 

in terms of the well rehearsed terminology of racial 

di fference, it mu st 'not be overlooked that thi s was a 

designation which was active in their construction as ~ 

political community, and to that extent notions of 
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political community do inform formulations concerning 

race which are otherwise constantly changing. Anti 
, " 

semitism relates to notions of race and political 

communitY Lbecause perhaps the central consideration in 

opposing the existence of Jewish people in Britain was 

their specific construction as a distinct political 

community which made them an indentifiable target. As 

long as Jews could be singled out from the rest of the 

population at large the way was open to the development 

of an ideology which considered their effects on a 

British way of life. 

When the ter~multi racial society (a concept 

which did not enter current usage in the 1930s) and 

political community are referred to the term racial is 

used because it ,is the term used in the discourses. 

Racial properties are rio more than social and political 

constructions. This was demonstrated in section 5.17 

, in relation to Aryan theories of race. 

The statement in the New Statesman and Nation just 

examined also considers that Jews have displaced 

indigenous East Enders. This was seen as a threat to 

the political ,community in that its established character 

was under threat of invasion by alien practices. 

Just as Jews were a threat to the character of the 

East London political community, its way of life and 

identity in which the Labour Party was embedded, Jews 

were also ,perceived as a threat to the jobs and 

livelihood of ~ast Londoners. This was demonstrated in 

the statements from Mansard quoted earlier in this section. 

This rested on the assumption that the local jobs belonged 

to the hos~ population by right of long term association 

and integration into the local culture and way of life. 

This was thought to be underwritten by ~n absence of any 

roots in foreign political communities, exterior to 

Britain. "Sweating" was the term used by the British 

Labour movement to describe the conditions in .. which many 

Jews worked. These conditions were as poor as the wages 

they earned and were constituted as a threat to the ' 
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achievements of the Labour movement in this sphere. 

Constitutionally, the Labour Party was the representative 

of liThe people and more particularly of those who depend 

on their own exertions by hand or by brain for the means 

of life." (Labour .Party 1929 Constitution and Standing 

Orders p.3) 

This formulation did not necessarily exclude Jews 

who were in the position it' described. Jews could only 

be con~idered a threat to the living standards of the 

Labour Party's community if they were exterior to that 

community. As far as these formulations were concerned t 

Jews, for all the reasons outlined and expressed in terms 

of race, were not a structural part of the Party's 

political community. This position was not held right 

throughout the Labour Party. To many in the Labour Party 

as to many of those in the Communist Party, Jewishness 

was not a legitimate division. Class was a legitimate 

division to the extent that all elements in the political 

community were either workers or they were not workers. 

But the thinking that Jews were responsible for taking

British jobs and British homes must be premised on the 

consideration that they were a non British or alien 

community. 

This position was adopted by Herbert Morrison and 

Harry Polli t (w,ho was a member ,. of the Communist Party) 

in conversation with Neville Laski. Neville Laski, 

brother of Harold Laski, invited Poliit and Morrison to 

his house to discuss the situation in East London. During 

the course of the conversation he took notes. The statemen t s 

which follow were taken from those notes which were 

reproduced by the Society for the Study of Labour History. 

Laski recorded that Pollit and Morrison agreed that: 

"The Jews must deal with the small employers 
who were using sweated labour ••• Jewish 
employers should make a point of employing 
only union labour at :union rates and in 
conditions which were decent instead of 
filthy as was so often the case ••• The 
community had to punish them unless they 
were gojng to allow this state of opinion 
to grow in the East End ••• 1I 

(Society for the Study of Labour History 1976 
East ' End Anti Semitism 1936 p.28) 
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Morrison had said that Jews should take a back seat in 

the Labour movement. 

"There were some extremely valuable people in 
the East End. At the present too many Jews 
were playing too prominent a part. They 
should keep in the background - except for 
the more important figures in the community 
whose names and position would command 
respect - and leave it to Gentiles to fight 
for them." 
(Society for the Study of Labour History 1976 
East End Anti Semitism 1936 p.29) 

Morrison, as a prominent Labour Member of Parliament, was 

suggesting that not only were Jews guilty of undercutting. 

the wages of other workers, they had also invaded the 

Labour movement and struggles which were legitimately, 

Gentite.' 

.In this first statement, Jews, referred to as "them" 

are posed as exterior to what is referred to as the 

"community" of East London. The use of the word "community" 

designates the collectivity of East London people. In 

the second statement, Jews are referred to as a "communi ty 11 

indicating that they were quite distinctive from non ·-Jews, 

a separate community. It was being suggested that two 

political communites existed in East London. 

The positions expressed by Pollit . and Morris6n were 

premi sed on tw~ philoso'phical positions which organised 

the main objects and concepts in the statement. The 

first relies on some of the abstract debates on race 

already mentioned, that Jews were in mQny respects a 

separate community in East London in particular and in 

Britain in general. This s eparat~ness was partly referr~d 

to in terms of their constituting sweated labour which 

was a threat to the wages and coriditions of the labour 

force as a whole. Jews could only be seen as offering 

competition as long as they were distinct in the political 

community. This does not mean that Morrison and Pollit 

were insisting that Jews were racially distinct, although 

they might have been, but they were suggesting that they 

occupied an alien status in the labour market and the 

Labour movement. Jews earned low wages because they were 
.-

Jews, or their wages would be comparable to the rest of 
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the working population in East London. 

Linked to this alien status was the second set of 

philosophical discourses. These concern the notion of 

competition and survival as ' voiced in the statements of 

Malthus and the Social Darwinists. lhe problems of East 

London were thought to be based on the scarcity of 

resources such as wages, housing, jobs and all manner of 

social provisions. RS mentioned in section 6.2 competition 

for th'ese resources in the work of Malthus (1976) usually 

took place within the context of the national political 

community. The imposition of an alien community added a 

new dimension to this old problem. Competition within a 

political community for scarce resour6es was already 

problematic in the production of vice and misery, but 

competition between the community and an alien community 

would produce further antagonisms. These arg~ments were 

widely used in the Labour 'movement to explain anti 

semitism in working class areas such as the East End of 

London. 

Support for this conception of competition may be 

found in the questions raised by Labour M.P.s concerning 

the Home secretary's allowing numbers of aliens into 

Britain in the 1930s and their employment in certain 

kinds of jobs, thus depriving 'our people' of jobs. Notions 

of competition were fiercely rehearsed over such issues. 

Such examples were cited earlier in this , section concerning 

the employment of aliens in clerical work. There were many 

more to be found in pa~liamentary debates durin~ 1936 

(see Hansard 1935-6)'. 

Even stateme'nts which claimed that Jews' were a 

part of the community of East London specified the~ as ' 

a guest sector of that community, living, at the behest 

and courtesy of the host population. As the Minister of 

Defence said - IIWhat right has one section of the community 

to point the finger to a section to which we have given 

hospitality for years." (Inskip 15/10/36 Daily Herald) 

This asserts the exteriority of Jews to the natio~, a 

geographical boundary with a common set of traditions / 

and heritage. Jews were discursively constructed as an 
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alien political community in the positions examined, in 

terms of the threat they posed to the physical stock of 

the national political community, its cultural traditions 

and its material well being. 

6.4 Fascism and Anti Semitism. 

-
The discourses, asserting both the alien and the 

integral status of Jews in East London~ became an issue 

in a political analysis of local events which focused 

attention on the British ' Union of Fascists. Could the 

activities of the British Union of Fascists be described 

as Fascism or as Anti Semitism? These were important 

issues in ~efining the struggle, as Jews were the object 

of anti Semitism but a range of forces including the 

Labour movement were defined in Labour Party statements 

as the objects of Fascism. In either case what was being 

described were the activities of the British Union of 

Fascists and the implications of this action. 

The analyses of the Labour Party, like the actions 

and imagery of the British Union, were borrowed from the 

continent. The British Union had deliberately styl'ed 

itself on the regimes of Hitler and Mussolini, using 

similar ideology and symbolism. It propounded a 

nationalism which demanded financial and racial purity. 

Its famous cry was - 'we've got to get rid of the yids'. 

This' coincided with the publication in Britain of the 

Protocols of Zion which uncove~ed a fake plot ,by ,Jewish 

financiers to create a world state. The insistence that 

the Jews were international f inancier communists bringing 

the financial ruin of Britain was the same as the 

position put forward , by the Nazi regime. The military 

style of p~litics and the demagogic adulation of its 

leade~ was also similar to the trend in German politics. 

But the 8ritish Union, whilst styled on continental 

fascism, was a very home grown product. It was the 

~olitical suc~essor of the British Brother's League which 

was covertly anti semitic and in favour of ' a national 

purity free from alien elements. 
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The British BrotherG League according to Nugent 

and King (1979 p.32) strongly denied the charge of 

racial prejudice and its leaders generally avoided using 

the word, Jew. Never-the-less it suggested that the 

import of aliens created a nation within a nation. Ali~ns 

were referred to as 'scum' and 'rubbish' and it was 

suggested that they were invading and 'flooding' Britain. 

In this period, around the turn of the century, aliens 

Were mostly Jews, fleeing from religious persecution in 

Eastern Europe. Irish immigration, a focus for much 

hostility, had reached a peak between 1H50 and 1880. So 

Jews who , were arriving in Britain from 1870 were undoubtedly 

the aliens to which the British Brothers. League referred. 

Like the British Union the British Brothers League 

was also strongly rooted in East London. ' The British 

Union instituted a sustained attack on Jews until its 

activities were suspended in 1940 under the Defence of 

the Realm Act. Its attacks on Jews were both verbal and 

physical from 1934 onwards. its emphasis was not so 

much pauper aliens which had been the main concern of 

the 8ri tish 8rother5 ' League and the agi tation which 

produced the 1905 Aliens Act. Instead it portrayed Jews 

as world conspirators holding prominent positions in 

world financial structures. Anti semitism was a prominent 

but not its only political platform. Its ' main thrust was 

a corporatist theory of the state. Set out in the writings 

of Oswald Mosltz,y and others, corporatism called for a 

collective approach to industrial relations and the 
, , 

organisation of the political community into' corporat~ 

interest groups. (Mcl1ely 1932; .' Thomson 1937; Chesterton 

1937) • 

superficially corporatism was not unlike Cole~ ' 

Guild Socialism, but whilst that turned everyone into 

a producer, corporatism maintained the functions of 

producers, employers, and above all, experts. Also 

Mosl e y had a conception of sovereignty as a corporate 

unity embodied in a single 'leader, whilst Cole considered 

it a severalty of wills in a balance. Mos ley, who had 

propounded Keyn5~n economics in a radical economic 
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committee with Lansbury in the (1929 -1931) Labour 

Government, in which he held a post as the Chancellor of 

the Duchy of Lancaster, was a firm believer in a cult of 

experts, in which the emphasis was on corporate unity 

not class divisions. This collective unity took a very 

nationalistic perspective with a strident protectionism. 

In addition to ~his A.K. Chesterton, Normal Leys, and 

Mos~eY himself , wrote bemoaning the demise of the British 

Empire and affirming the rightful position of Britain as 

one of supremacy in the world. These key intellectuals 

of the British Union, considered that the nation was the 

natural fo~m in which race supremacy was defined. Whilst 

this did not mean that they considered racial and national 

divisions to coincide, they did assume that nationality 

and the nation state as a political entity were divisions 

underwritte~ by an identity of racial characteristics. 

It was more than the political style and rhetoric 

of the British Union of - Fas~ists which convinced· large 

sections of the Labour Party that its efforts should be 

directed against Fascism. Th~ dramatic collapse of the 

German Social Democratic Party and the subsequent 

treatment of Communists, socialists and trade unionists 

in Germany, convinced the Labour Party that the issues 

raised by the emergence of the British Un~on in British 

politics, was the supression of working class political 

organisation, of which it was the professed representative. 

The Labour Party considered itself and th~ movement it 

represented as one of the objects of attack of the 

British Union. The theory of the 'corporate state was 

opposed to the ~lass divisiona and the political 

strategies associated with them. The Labour Party's 

principal constituencies and communities presupposed 

, such divisions. 

The Labour Party did not ignore the anti semitic 

character of the actions and propaganda of the British 

Union, but officially considered it only a symptom of 

a much wider political problem, an attack on democracy. 

what was desc~ibed as the racial aspect of Fascism was 

manifest in Germany where it was known that widescale 
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-persecution of Jews was taking place. In 1933 the 

National Executive of the Party commented: 11 In Germany, 

discontent has given a despot the opportunity to invoke 

medieval methods of terror, torture and racial persecution .. 1I 

(National Executive Committee 1933 Annual Reports of the 

Labour Party p.3). The records of the Labour Party are 

full of discussions ' of the events on the continent, 

indicating that they were considered to be especially 

relevant ' to the situation in Britain created by the 
,), , , 

emergence of the British Union of fascists. 

The declaration that fascism, rather than anti 

semitism was ' the appropriate way of labelling the p~litical 

events surrounding the activities of the British Union, 

was not a position confined to the central institutions 

of the Labour Party. In East London there were anti 

Fascist alliances and demonstrations which supported this 

contention.. This position was supported by the Join~ 

Consultative Committee of the London Trades Council and 

London Labour Party. 

"British Labour has expressed by resolution 
and financial aid its sympathy and solidarity 
with workers who are oppressed by Fascist 
dictatorships, and with the Jewish people who 
have been the victims of racial persecution. 1t 

(Joint Consultative Committee of the London 
Trades Council ~nd London Labour Party 1934 
The Labour movement and fascism: A Special 
Memorandum.) 

This statement suggests that Fascism was a threat to the 

Labour movement and goes on to warn its members to beware 

of Fascist propaganda coming from within the ,Labour 

movement, pointing out that the philosophy of Communism 

does not differ radically from ' that of Fascism. 

ItWe would further urge upon Trade Unionists in 
particular to beware of Fascist propaganda within 
the Labour movement ••• there is a remarkably close 
analogy between the methods of the Fascists and 
the methods of the Communists. 1I 

(Joint Consultative Committee of the London 
Trades Council and London Labour Party 1934 
The Labour Movement and fascism: A Special 
Memorandum.) 

This assessment of th~ similarity of Communism and fascism 

was based on the fact that both were - "destructive of 

individual as well as public liberty." . 
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The community to which this statement laid claims 

was not only the Labour and trade union movement, but 

"The British people". Its constituency was "reason, 

common sense and understanding" as opposed to the 

IItheatrical I; and "hysterical ll nature of the tllackshirt 

clad British Union of Fascists. The political strategies 

locally proposed to combat the Fascist menace were:-

"By constructive propaganda and education to 
create a socialist public opinion, not only 
amongst the manual workers, but also amongst 
the clerical, administrative, professional and 
technical classes, for in the long run it is 
educated public opinion which provides the 
best protection against dictatorships of any 
kind. One of the greatest lessons of Germany 
is the importance' of socialist education among 
the salaried workers." 
(Joint Consultative Committee of the London 
Trades Council and London Labour Party 1934 
The Labour Movement and Fascism: A Special 
Memorandum.) 

This was a re-statement of the Labour Party's 

constitutionally defined community, and the belief that 

education to socialism without any direct action against 

Fascists provided the most effective method of 

combatting Fascism. This statement also implies that 

the philosophical nature of socialism as defined by the 

Labour Party, would automatically repudiate Fascism. 

This depends on the purported democratic nature of 

Labour socialism, set against the totalitarian methods 

of the Fascists and will be taken up later , in this 

chapter. 

The degree of ~onsensus in the Labour Party and 

Labour movement regarding the gefinition of , the same 

problem as Fascism rather than anti semitism, is 

demonstrated in the support it received from the Labour 

and Socialist International. This however, did emphasize 
I 

the 'racial' element in Fascism. 

"This Conference calls the attention of the 
workers to the close connection ' between the 
growing fascist Movement and anti semitism. 
As is being demonstrated in the German example, 
it may become a great temptation for the 
impoverished middle classes and intellectuals 
of certain countries, in times of acute crisis ••• 
Racial hatred, stimulated by unscrupulous 
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demagogy, may in this manner become a dangerous 
ally of reaction and of counter revolution by 
reaching the great masses of the lower middle 
classes and even contaminating sections of the 
working class. It 

(Labour and Socialist International 1933 
Annual Reports of the Labour Party p.123) 

Racial hatred, although firmly associated with Fascism, 

was presented as one of its techniq~es for fomenting 

discontent amongst those hardest hit by the world economic 

recess·ion. Ra.cial ha"tred, ' therefore, rad a particular . status, 

as the side effect of a gene.ral pol~tica~ problem, rather 

than as a problem . in its. own righ.t. It' did not 

have a pelitical solution in its own right, but that it 

should be resisted as .part of a general political strategy 

which addressed itself to the problem of Fascism. 

l~deed, mentions ~ of anti semitism were absent in 

the Labour Party's early official statements directed 

against Fascism. In the National Joint Council document 

"Fascism at Home and Abroad" (1934) the main thrust of 

the analysis was of German and Italian Fascism and its 

inhibition of liberty in working ~lass poiitical acti~ity. 

It criticised the British Union for its militarised 

approach to political action and insisted that its long 

term political aim was to convert Britain into a corporate 

state along Italian lines. The main thrust of the 

National ~ Joint Council's objection -to the British Union, 

it appears, ' was its fundamental conflict with ' the 

philosophy of the worker's movement. 

lilt is clear both from the professed objects 
of the Fascists, and the ~ctual events ~hich 
have accdmpanied and frillowed their seizure 
of power, that Fascism is .fundamentally 
opposed to the ideals and methods of the 
working class movement." 
(National Joint Council 1934 Fascism at Home 
and Abroad - draft document p.15) 

The belief that Fascism was the problem was 

demonstrated in a resolution passed by the Labour Party 

Conference in ·1934. It was offered on behalf of the 

National Union of General and Municipal Workers, and 

under the heading IISocialism, [Jemocracy and Fascism". 

It stated the following:-
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"We therefore express our deep concern at the 
spread of Fascism in the countries of Europ e , 
the atrociti e s perpetrated by its adher e nts in 
Germany and Austria, and our detestation of th e 
policy which has resulted in wanton destruction 
of irreplacable books, documents and works of 
art. We deplore the insidious moves now being 
made to encourage and assist the spread of this 
brutal doctrine here at home, and this Conference 
calls upon the National Executive Committee to 
arrange a nationwide series of demonstrations 
for the purpose of exposing the political and 
~conomic implications of Fascist dictatorship, 
stating clearly its own democratic and socialist 
policy and urging the need to make illegal all . 
semi military political organisations. We . 
welcome the statement made by the National 
Council of L~bour on this subject and associate 
ourselves with the resolution of the weymouth 
Trades Union Congress." 
(Dukes 1934 Annual Reports of the Labour Party 
p.142) 

Anti semitismonlyreceived a rather oblique reference 

in mentioning ."atroc·i ties" perpetrated by Fascism. Again 

it was considered a property of Fascism to be countered 

by an anti Fascist political strategy. 

The link between Fascism and anti se~itism was -

officially and tenuously stated at the 1936 Conference 

of the Labour Party in a National Executive Committee 

resolution. This specifically addressed itself to the 

political situation in East London in which it was 

difficult to obscure the anti semitic character of 
. . . 

British Union activity in mounting personal attacks on 

Jews and their property. Never-the - less, it does' not 

actually refer to either Jews or anti semitismas the 

obj e ct o f a ttack by ' Fascism. 

"This Conference views with grave concern the 
tragic and deplorable events of yesterday in 
the East End of London; ' condemns the Government's. 
unwillingness to ban the Fascist march, in 
spite of the obvious danger of a breach of 
the publi:c peace; condemns the provocative 
tactics of the Fascists; and records it view 
that whilst freedom of speech must be preserved, 
the encouragement of civil disorder, racial . 
strife, the parade of force and militarised 
politics, and the use of political uniforms 
should be forbidden. The Conference also 
calls upon the Government to institute an 
immediate enquiry into the recent disturbances 
and , into the activites and finances 
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of the Fascist organisations." 
(Morrison H. 1936 Annual Reports of the 
Labour Party p.114) 

The relation between racial strife and Fascism 

suggested by this official statement focuses on another 

issue, public order. Again race was deflected as an 

issue, and Jews seen as the focus for public violence 

by the British Union and its opponents. The anti semitic 

implications of British Union activity in ' East London 

could not be ignored on this occasion. The Conference 

was in session as the British Union marched through 

Jewish districts of East London to the opposition of 

thousands of anti Fascists. This event was later called 

the 'Battle of Cable st." 

This statement also contained an official Labour 

Party demand for the restriction of the absolute right 

of free speech and political expression in the light ' of 

possible lapses in public order that such licence had 

given. 

The official statements of the Poale Zion were i~

accordance with official Labour Party pronouncements 

over this issue. They too defined the key issue as 

Fascism rather than anti semitism and declared that liThe 

Jewish masses in this country have suffered in common 

with other members of the working class." (Poale Zion 

1935 ~lectio~ Address). At the same time the Poale 

Zion was engaged in anti fascist activity in East London 

and quite possibly in Jewish defence organisations. 

A definition of the political situation in East 

London as one in which the main issue was attacks of a 

racial character on the local Jewish population were 

offered by ' the New Statesman and Nation, the newly 

formed National Council for Civil Liberties and the 

Church. In addition to this there , were questions raised 

in Parliament, by the East London members about the 

inactivity of the police in preventing personal attacks 

on Jews which were part of a general concern for the 

maintenance of peace and civil order in their East 

London co~stituencies. 
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The New Statesman and Nation carried an article 

which described a number of attacks on individual Jews 

in the East End. 

"An elderly Jew, a member of no political 
organisation, was attacked from behind by 
five young men and knocked down with a split 
skull. Another, a match seller, had his beard 
so violently pulled that .hair was torn out 
by the roots. Other Jews have had their stalls 
knocked over. Petty persecution of this kind 
has become so frequent that the Whitechapel 
Labour Party has had to p~cket the Jewish 
market on Sunday mornings to try to discover 
the individuals committing these outrages, 
which are the natural results of Fascist 
propaganda." 
(New Statesman and Nation 10/10/36 Fascism 
and the Jews p.497) 

whilst placing racial attacks within the much rehearsed 

framework of Fascism, the article did place a good deal 

of emphasis on attacks ~ on individual Jews as the logical 

outcome of Fascist propaganda. It also revealed that 

the local Labour Party was taking part in def~nsiue action 

to protect . local Jews from attack, even though the Labour 

Party centrally placed little emphasis on th~ anti semitic 

nature of the British Union's activities. This would 

indicate that in the areas where · anti semitism was 

rampant, political strategies were directed in a manner 

which supposed that anti semitism was . an important issue, 

even if it was ultimately subsumed within a framework 

which suggested tha~ Fascism was the main issue • 

. Th e National Council for Civil Liberties defined 

the main issue to be anti semitism ~s indicated ·in a 

letter to the Mayor cif Bethnal Green. 

"A·s you probably know, my .' council has long 
been interested in the question of Blackshirt 
provocation and anti semitism. I was 
particularly interested therefore to read 
in the Daily Herald ••• a report of your 
council meeting at which complaints were made 
of anti semitic intimidation in your district. 
My council proposes to conduct a vigorous 
campaign during the Autumn on these questions.1t 
(National Council for Civil Liberties 
2B/9/36 Letter) 

A similar concern for the prevalence of anti semit~c 

attacks was expressed by the church in a statement carried 
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by the Jewish Chronicle. 
"Dr. Cosmos Lang, the Archbishop of Canterbury, 
Cardinal A. Hinsley, the Roman Catholic 
Archbishop of Westminster, and Dr. Scott 
Lidgett, the Honorary Secretary of the National 
Council of Evangelical Free Churches, have 
issued a statement condemning "recent attempts 
to revive anti semi tic fe e1 ing in East London •• ,It ••• " 

(Jewish Chronicle 9/9/38 Jewish Defence p.21) 

The Jewish Chronicle was much concerned with the issue of 

attacks on Jews and the defence campaigns which might be 

conducted. ' It was after ~ conce~ted campaign, by the 

Chronicle that the Board of Deputies finally took the 

issue of JeWish defence seriously, abandoning its position 

that anti semitism and the political strategies associated 

with it were nothing to do , with its main concern, Judaism. 

Under threat that it would b~ usurped as ~he leader ' of 

the Jewish community if it did not participate in defensive 

' campaigns to protect the community, it capitulated and in 

the late summer of 1936 it was pressured into adopting a 

posi tion summarized in the following words: "let us stand 

together as Jews, the employer, the worker, the Rabbi and 

the youth"" (16/10/36 Jewish Weekly). 

it would appear that whilst the Labour Party had a 

terminology for identifying certain activities as 'racial' 

it was only capable of identifying them as part Of ' 8 

'wider po~itical perspective of anti democratic political 

trends; to whic~ th~ Labour movement was fundament~lly 

opposed. Rather than develop a way of defining 'racial' 

issues as specific political probl~ms, they were considered 

within the framework. of some well rehearsed Labour P~rty 

formulations relating to democracy. Democracy and public 

order were constituencies adopted in fa~our of tracial~ 

attacks. within this context the interests of the Labour 

movement and Jews were aligned although, unofficially, it 

was often ' admitted that the interests of these two forces 

were fundamentally opposed as the discussions referring to 

'sweating' indicate. This contradiction remained 

unresolved in Labour Party discourse in this period. The 

struggle against Fascism ~as officially defined as democratic 

liberties versus a militarised and alien mode of political 
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intervention, such as that associated with the British 

Union. The success of 'racial' feeling was attributed 

to the efficient propoganda of the British Union in a 

given state of economic decline. 

Whilst local branches of the Labour Party were 

implicated in this formulation ~o the extent that they 

were unwilling or unable to challenge such a position 

discursively, they were able to develop local strategies 

which had the effect of defending sections of the Jewish 

population from attack. This would not necessarily 

involve them in conflict with the central institutions 

of the Party because racial attacks were considered a 

feature of Fascism and opposition to such attacks could 

be considered a part of an anti Fascist strategy. Never

the-less, local decisions to take part in Jewish defence 

represent a definition of the political problem which 'may 

have been left unstated, but levelled an implicit 

challenge to the central enunciative institutions of the 

Labour Party. This would not have been true of all local 

Labour Parties even in areas .where there was a substantial 

amount of anti semitic activity. 

6.5 Zionism: Labour's Palestine. 

The Labour Party's main official concern with 
, . 

Jewishness focused on the issue of the proposed Jewish 

homeland in Palestine. The Labour Party was fully 

committed to the creation of a Jewish state in Palestine. 

This committment was incorporated in a Conference . 
resolution in 1930, although this was 'not the firsi such 

statement. Zionism is the teim which denotes this 

committment to the notion that Palestine was the ancient 

homeland of the Jews • . This has a biblical authority. 
"That this Conference reaffirms the policy of 
the Labour Party concerning the establishment 
of the Jewish National Home in Palestine, as 
declared in consecutive pronouncements and 
resolutions ••• lt records with satisfaction 
the conclusion . arrived at by Mr. - Harry Snell, 
the Labour member of the Commission of 
Enquiry (into land and' settlement in Palestine) 
that lithe achievements of the Jews in 
Palestine in the last decade are ' as significant 
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as anything that has happened in our time ll and 
reiterates its conviction that no divergence 
of interests exists between the Jewish and 
Arab working population of Palestinej ••• The 
Conference is of the opinion that the 
introduction into Palestine of adequate Labour 
legislation and the encouragement of Trade 
Unionism and Co-operative methods is the policy 
best calculated to raise the standard of life 
of the working masse s ••• 'j 
(Rosette 1930 Annual Reports of the Labour Party 
p.218) 

This resolution moved by the Poale Zion was duly 

sanctioned as official Labour Party policy. It asserted 

that the Jews right to live in Palestine was a product 

of past declarations and pledges. As a British mandate 

the Balfour declaration had given assurances that a home 

for the Jews would be created in Palestihe. The resolution 

also insisted on the Jews proven ability to develop 

Palestine and raise the standards of living of the local 

population. Jewish o~cupation of the land was thought 

to be synonymous with advance .and progress, processes 

very m~ch favoured by the Labour Party in the debates 

surrounding right to inclusion in the Indian politica~ 

community. The Poale Zion's commitment to create a form 

of socialism in Palestine was also favoured -by the Labour 

Party, as demonstrated in past declarations on foreign 

policy (see section 3.9). 

In 1935 the Poale lion, in an election address 

supporting the election of a Labour Government declared: 

"The Labou~ Party has a real understanding 
and profound sympathy for the Jewish National 
Home in ' Palestine. The Labour Party is ' the 
only party which has repeatedly declared at 
its annual Conference its determination to 
further its development. 1I 

(Poale lion 1935 Election Address) 

Herbert Morrison declared at the 1929 Conference "There 

is room for both races" in Palestine and Frankel, moving 

a resolution on behalf of Mil~ End Labour Party in 1936, 

declared the Jewish intention to c·reate a "Socialist 

community" in Palestine. The Labour pa~ty was thus fully 

commited to Jewish settlement in Palestine, a position 

constrained by its relations with the Poale lion and by ~ 

Jewish Labour Party members. 
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The Poale Zion, however, went further than just 

insisting that the Labour Party was committed to Zionism. 

Its statement proclaiming Labour Support for the J ew ish 

homeland was contained within a statement which condemned 

the persecution of Jews associated with Fascism. It was 

therefore, suggesting that Zionism might be an effective 

solution to the political problems posed by the 

re - emergence of anti semitism in the 19305. In urging 

its followers to vote Labour, the PoalQ Zion ~as 

suggesting that this was what the Labour Party in Britain 

stood for. 

This position suggested by the Poale Zion as an 

official Labour Party ,position was supported in a speech 

by a member of the National Executive Committee at the 

1936 Annual Conference. It was significant that this 

conference, meetin~ against the background of what ~as 

seen as the : serious threat to public order posed by the 

incidents in Cable Street, and passing a resolution 

concerning "Fascist Disturbances in East London", should 

also choose to reaffirm the Labour Party's often stated 

position on Palestine. The resolution moved on behalf of 

the National Executive Committee, was not in any sense a 

departure from past official declarations. 

IIThis Conference, recalling the continuance 
of support given by the British Labour Movement 
in the establishment of a National Home for the 
Jewish people in ~alestine, and iecognising 
that the ' interests of Jewish and Arab workers 
alike 'can b~ served only by their ~ordial 
co operation, deeply deplores the outbreak ,of 
racial and religious strife which t~reatens 
to destr6y this:great hum~nitaria~ project , 
and to deprive the Jewish people of the ' 
opportunity of developing' their own cult~ral ' 
and social institutions.1t 
(Lawrence 1936 Annual Reports of the Labour 
Party p.217) , ' 

This statement makes the claim that Jews should 

be awarded a kind of nationhood, by being given a 

territory in which to develop cultural and social 

institutions of their own through living as a single 

political community. The identity of Jews, their ' claim 

to be a single political community, was primarily based ~ 
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on Judaism and a common history of ~eligious pe r se cution, 

as well as a claimed historic right to Palestine. A 

territory in which a political community could be develop e d 

seems to be thought a fitting unit for a 'peopl e '. It 

was as if nationhood imposed a further identity on an 

alrea~y identifiable 'people'. 

The fact that Jews had, historically, been subject 

to persecution appears to have been one of the greates t 

influerice s on Labour Party support 'for a homeland in 

Palestine. This was demonstrated by the mover of the 

1936 resolution on Palestine. Lawrence constituted th e 

right of the Jews to live in Palestine in the following 

way: 
"For we realised that even before the war the 
persecution of Jews, as Je~s, has never ceased 
in the whole world. Those people in the East 
End of London of whom we spoke earlier on are 
nearly all of them descendants from refugees of 
the Tsarist pogroms, and we felt then and now 
that it was right that the most persecuted 
people in the world should have some place 
where they could develop freely.1t 
(Lawrence 1936 Annual Reports of the Labour 
Party p.217) 

The right to nationhood was being constructed on behalf 

of the National Executive Committee in terms of a common 

history of religious, and possibly racial, persecution. 

This amounts to a fairly drastic form of the demand for 

racial or religious toleration, the removal of Jews to a 

separate state. Weight was added to this ,argument by the 

current persecution of the Jews in Germany. The Jews were 

unique in this respept, as it has not heen suggested before 

or since that a race should be exte rminated . 

It was, ironically, at the height of Jewi~h 

persecution that the immigration of Jews to Britain and 

to the British mandate in Palestine was the most difficult. 

The British Government did not allow aliens into Britain 

unless they had a country to which they could be returned. ' 

This was known to be an impossible condition for many 

Jews fleeing Germany. The Labour Party did little to 

challenge this, although some Labour and Independent 

Labour Party parliamentarians did take up ' cases of 
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individual Jews wishing to enter Britain. Lansbury' s 

personal papers are full of such cases, and Fenner Brockw~y 

(1977 Personal Communication) . admits to having participated 

in forging entry papers and passports to facilitate the 
entry of those fleeing the Nazis. He was in the 

Independent Labour Party at the time. Immigration to 

Palestine was also tightly controlled by its British ~ 

administration. At this time it was under the direction 

of a High Commissioner in true colonial style. 

For a Party which was so keen on a Jewish homel and 

and a refuge for the Jews from persecution, the Labour 

Party did very little to help in a practical way when the 

Jews were most in need of a refuge. After the war when 

the Labour Party, as the Government, was in direct charge 

of the Palestine mandate it managed to antagonise large 

sections of the Jewish community in Britain and all over 
the world through its handling of the partition. Jews 

who had suffered the worst holocaust in human history 

were kept waiting in refugee camps for years although the 

partition was effected in 1948 as the state of Israel was 

created. Sidney Silverman, Ian Mikardo, Harold Lever and 

Morris Albach opposed Bevin's policy on Palestine 

vociferously in parliament. It was at this . point that the 

Poale Zion and the Labour Party fell out. (Levenberg 1977 

Personal Communication). 

The Labour Party officially defined attacks on Jews 

as Fascism, and toe situations it produced as public order 

situations. It dealt with Jews as a specific issue in . 

terms of the creation of a state in Palestine. Ultimately 

its re~ponse to problems surro~nding the existence of a 
Jewish communi ty in Britain, was no p_olicy on the rights 

of Jews to live as a distinct community in East London, 

the absence of a notion of a mu~iracial society. Anti . 
. . 

semitism was re~ovable~through the return of J ews to 

Palestine . ' where they could live as an autonomous 

political community. It appears that the Labour Party 

kept its official statements on Fascism separate from 

statements on Jewish persecution, Its statem~nts . on 

Fascism primarily referred to East London and those on 
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-Jewish persecution to Palestine. There was, as has been 

pointed out, some recognition of the fact that Jewish 

persecution took place in East London, but its ultimate 

solution appears to have been the creation of a Jewish 

state in Palestine. Zionism was the political strategy 

designed to remove anti semitism, just as the assertion 

of democratic libery and British political traditions 

was the strategy for dealing with Fascism. The major 

political context in which anti semitism was raised 

officially by the Party, was in terms of its support for 

a Jewish state. 

Whatever the labour Party did in terms of propaganda 

to support Jews, or whatever it did in terms of forming 

defence committees for the physic~l safety of Jews in 

East London, it ~ust be admitted that Jews remained an 

alien community in Britain for precisely the same reasons 

as constituted their right to be a separate political 

community in Palestine, a history of persecution which 

was continu~d in Britajn at the hand of the British Union 

of Fascists. 

Within this framework of defining Jews as an alian 

political community the labour Party were anxious to put 

out propaganda procl~iming their equality and right to 

walk the streets unmolested. The labour Party was the 

self-professed enemy of those who sought to foment racial 

hatred and the public disorder which so often accompanied 

it. The labour Party was also anxious to define as 

Fascism a political movement which was ~pposed to Jews 

living in Britain, and define the struggle against ~t as 

one of democracy versus totalitarianism. But despite this 

it ~till remains true that discursivelY the labour Party's 

only way of dealing with Jewishness was through the · 

operation of immigration control under the 1905 Aliens 

Act, and the creation of a homeland where they had an 

unquestioned and automatic right to live as Jews practicing 

Judaism. 

There were those in the La bour Party who disapproved 

of this statement of polic~ in support of a Jewish , 

homeland. This was indicated in the 1936 labour Conference 
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debate in which a delegate claimed: 

"The whole Zionist conception of a nation al 
home for the Jews is, fro~ a socialist point 
of view. reactionary. The national home of 
the Jew~ is not in Palestine ••• Palestine is 
the national " home of" the Arabs. The nation a l 
home for the Je~s is in those countries in which 
they have settled and whose customs they ha ve 
adopt e d. 11 

(Hutchinson 1936 Annual Reports of the Labour 
Pa rty p.221-2) 

This position offered to the Labour Party by the delegate 

from Rusholme Labour Party posed a fundamentally different 

conception of the Jews than that offici a lly put forward. 

It was suggesting that Jews did not form a political 

community of their own which could be awarded nationhood 

through the acquisition of territory. He was suggesting 

instead that they were an integral part of the political 

communities "in which they were already resident. 

Persecution as the basis of a common history and racial 

identity did not convince this delegate that the Jews 

were a potential nation. British Jews were therefore an 

integral part of the British national political community. 

So far the imposition of the category anti semitism 

on these statements has made it possible to determine 

that the "issues relevant to the British Union of Fascists 

activity have been defined" as Fascism, public order and 

the need for a Jewish homeland. 

6.6 Public Ord~r and Pplitical Strategy. 

public order, as a way of describing the activity 

directed toward J the British Union of Fascists, was a 

focus for contending positions in the Labour Party in 

the 1930s. Concern over public order constrained the 

range of possible political strategies which could be 

used to oppose the British Union. Jewish people were, 

in some re s pect s , perceived as the stimulus for public 

disord e r, a nd the offici a l party support for Jews to 

have a state in Palestine implied that in some ways Jews 

in Brita in were themselves a probl em. 

Th e re were those in the Labour Party who took the ' 
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~osition that public demonstrations in opposition to 

the British Union was a legitimate form of political 

activity. Such a position was expressed by one of the 

East London Members of Parliament. 

III als8 informed him (a Blackshirt) that the 
Labour Party in the East End had not yet 
begun to organise against Fascism, and that 
he was deluding himself if he thought that 
the Fascists were going to .get away with it. 
I said that once we ,were compelled to stir 
o~r people into action we could from West 
Ham to Aldgate organi~e a force sufficiently 
powerful to deal with Fascism, but that we 
should not do so until constitutional methods 
failed." 
(Charter. undated circa 1936 statement for 
publication in the Citizen newspaper) 

This statement amounts to a promise to the British Union 

that in the event of the failure of constitutional methods, 

the ' Labour ' Party was abl~ to ···mount a force to PQysically 

confront them. Confrontative political demonstrations 

were . ,qui te distinct in Labour thinking from demonstrations 

which took place in the absence of the force to be 

countered. Counter demonstration was liable to produce 

actual public disorder, whereas demonstration of opposition 

in isolation from the British Union was considered to be 

a legitimate public expression of a political point of 

view. 

This particular East London MP, Charter, was in 

favour of directly confronting the British Union on the 

streets of East London, a process which could and did 

result in public disorder and the use of police to 

restore order. Offi~ial pronouncements of the Labour P~rty 

and Trades Union Congress were directly opposed to this 

kind of ~onfro~tation as a political strategy. The 

divergence of positions within the Labour Par~y and th~ 

Labour movement on the strategies for opposition to 

Fascism did not take any discernable institutional 

alignment. Just as on the question of Indian independence 

there 'were intra-institutional divergences, the same was 

true over public order. There were those in :all of the 

major central and local enunciative institutions who 

supported and others who opposed official policy on this 

issue. ' 
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A resolution passed at the Trades Union Congress, 

proposed by the Non Manual Workers Advisory Council in 

May 1934, coupled its support for the maintenance of 

public order in political protest with an objection to 

the British Union's militarised style of politics and 

demanded legislation to curb its activities. This was 

a common response to the issue of public order in this 

period. Frequently when the issues concerning the British 

Union's activities were described as pertaining to public 

order, it was coupled with a request that such activity 

be proscribed by law. The main objection to them usually 

centred on the wearing of uniforms for political purposes. 

The weight of the National Joint Council, which 

effected an arbitration between the three major enunciative 

institutions of the Labour movement (the Trades Union 

Congress, the Consultative Committee of the Parliamentary 

Labour Party and the National Executive), was added to 

this position in August 1934. The National Joint Council 

circulated letters to all its affiliated institutions 

informing them of the correct strategy for · the opposition 

to Fascism in East London. The National Joint Council's 

statement was a response to a letter circulated by 

individuals, "purporting to represent their trades unions 

and others ll (National Joint Council 1934 Minutes), to all 

working class bodies in London to demonstrate in Hyde 

Park in opposition to a British Union demonstration. This 

was seen as an attempt to usurp the enunci~tive ~uthority 

of the Labour Party and the Trades Union Congress in the 

Labour movement. 

"We have to point out to all organisations 
affiliated to the Trades Union Congress and · 
Labour Party, and the Co operative Movement 
that none of the signatories to the letter 
has any authority to speak on behalf of any 
section of the labour o~ Co operative Movement. 
Most of the signatories are either known as 
active communists, or are associated in one 
form or another with Communist activities. 
It is clear from the letter that what is 
aimed at is a repetition on a wider scale 
of the tactics pursued by the Communist Party 
in connection with the Olympia demonstration, 
when organised opposition to the demonstration 
was fermented, the effect of which was to give 
the British Union an excuse for display of 
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violence that has called for universal 
denunciation. The attitude of the National 
Council for Labour was clearly defined in 
connection with the happenings at the Olympia 
meeting, when it was emphasized in the clearest 
and most emphatic terms that the organised 
Labour Movement repudiated entirely every form 
of organised interruption at public meetings. 
It need scarcely be pointed out that the 
proposal contained in the circular letter 
would almost inevitably lead to widespread 
disorder, and any association with it on the 
part of the bodies attached to the organised 
Labour or Co operative Movements would merely 
be playing the game of those who desire to 
see a restriction, if not the abolition of the 
rights of public meeting and freedom of speech. 
We 'request your organisation to refrain from 
having anything whatever to do with the proposal. 1t 

(National Joint Council 1934 Statement to the 
Movement) 

This statement was premised on the philosophical 

a~sumption' that the freedom of expression of a poli tical 

position, whatever its implications, was a universal 

right written into the fabric of British liberal democratic 

politics. The National Joint Council was even upholding 

this right, realising it awarded the British Union" the 

right to incite the public against the Jews in a manner 

which was crudely ra~ialist. The right to oppose such 

positions, the statement thought, should be confined to 

the exercise of the same democratic right, but not in 

proximity to the opposition. 

Fascism, though separated from anti semitism by 

most statements associated with the Labour Party, when ' . 
defined in terms of its associations with public order 

had an obvious association with anti semitism.Many of 

the more well known fascist demonstrations which attracted 

counter demonstrations and were accompanied by violence, 

such as the 'Battle of Cable Street', took place in 

Jewish districts. This was significant because it was 

an attack which Jews could not ignore as it was paraded 

through the areas where they lived. The point of a 

counter demonstration as a political strategy was to ' 

demonstrate that anti semitism had its opponents. Jews , 

were also the main object of attack in the British Union's 
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rhetoric in street and public meetings. They were not 

the main object of attack in British Union statements in 

books a nd in some of its more theoretical work. The 

prominence of attacks on Jews at street meetings was 

. partly a response to the kind of Jewish defence it 

associated with counter demonstrations. Thus Jews were 

inevitably associated with public violence and disorder. 

The fact that they were victims of this disorder was not 

always apparent. 

On the occasion of the 'Battle of Cable Street' 

prominent Labour and Independent Labour Party politicians, 

notably Lansbury and Brockway as well as many of the 

East London Mayors, petitioned the Home Secretary to 

prohibit the British Union from marching through the 

Jewish area in a manner designed to invite violence from 

anti Fascists. This was a . position which the Labour Party 

was later to back of( icially in its support for the 

Public Orde~ Act. The official position of the Party was 

repeatedly in the Daily Herald which warned its readers 

to "Keep Away" 
people to keep 

End." (1/10/36 

an d ran the headl ine: "Lan sbury advi se s 

away from Fascist Demonstration in East 

Daily Herald). Yet the counter 

demonstration took place ' and went uncondemned by the 

Herald which ran the headlin e : "Street Battles stop 

Mosley March" and went on to say: 

"Thousands of demonstrators barred the way 
when Sir Oswald Mosley and his Black shirts 
attempted to march into the East End yesterday ••• 
The crowds were aroused to fury by the 
Fascists constant Jew baiting and marches into 
Jewish districts ••• " 
(5/10/36 Daily Herald) 

This statement indicated that the demonstration ' had been 

successful in ' preventing Jew baiting in Jewish districts 

at least on that occasion. 

Despite official Labour Party disapproval of the 

strategy of the counter demonstration many members of 

local Labour Parties had taken part in the street violence 

which accompa nied the confrontation between Fascists and 

anti Fascists. On the occasion of the Cable Street 
" 

confrontation a telegram was sent to the Mayor of Bethnal 
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-Green from a local Communist Party branch arranging to 

meet the local Labour Party and attend the counter 

demonstration together. "Earnestly urge your Party 

rally all members and sympathisers for great anti Fascist 

protest against Mosley march through Jewish quarter. 

AssembleH."(Springhall Communist Party 1/10/36 Telegram). 

The response of Labour Party members in Bethnal 

Green to this request for collective opposition to the 

British Union flouted two official pronouncements of the 

Labour Party because it involved public co operation with 

the Communist Party and participation in a counter 

demonstration. There were numerous examples of this 

kind of local L9bour Party activity in East London from 

1934 onwards. 

This kind of activity ~epresents 'not so much an 

enunciative challenge to the official policy of the party 

as a decision to act on other considerations. Challenges 

to official enunciations were frequently being made at 

Labour Party Conference. ' These indicated a certain amount 

of suppo rt fo r both joint acti vi ty wi th the Communi st·.: 

Party on Fascism and participation in counter demonstration 

type protests. The officiai statements of the party 

issued centrally we~e ineffective if the membership on 

whose behalf the enunciation was made chose to ignore it. 

The authority of the Labour Party was overridden by direct 

action on the part of some of its members. This dois not 

mean that East London Labour Parties spoke with one voice 

on this issue, or that they collectively subscribed to a 

position which was against the one expressed on their 

behalf. It is likely that there was as much support for 

official policy in the local parties as there wa~ centrally 

but on this occasion the voice of certain local parties 

was expressed indirectly and actively against its official 

position. 

Disaffection on this scale did effect a slight shift 

in official policy. The Labour Party did not accept the 

position of those who attended counter demonstrations, 

that it was necessary for there to be public opposition , 

to the policies of the British Union. But it did begin 
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-to ' listen to those who adopted the position of George 

Lansbury and some of the East London Mayors, that it 

was not possible to prevent the membership attending 

counter demonstrations, but that the due processes of 

law should be used instead to prevent the Fascists 

marching, thus removing the necessity for a counter 

demonstration. This represents a shift, however slight, 

in official Labour Party policy. 

'This demonstrated that the official pronouncements 

of the Labour Party did respond to pressure from party 

members. It does not represent a significant shift in 

the Labour Party's constitu~ncy, public or civil order. 

Though it does however represent a shift in the strategies 

by which civil peace was ~o be maintained, through the 

use of legal machinery. It also qualifies the partyt~ 

conception of absolute political liberty against the 

possible threat to public order caused by certain public 

meetings and processions. 

The Labour Party supported the righ~ of government 

to restrict public expression of certain positions in-

areas where it was calculated that there would be a 

threat to public order. For example it would give the 

right to have had the march through Cable Street banned. 

This was a delicate political tight rope to walk. It 

represented support for the power to selectively withdraw 

the rights of political expression in order to maintain 

an established ,style of British politics, the absence of 

the use of violence in the expression of a political 

position. 

The Public Order Bill which became an Actin 1936, 

and did not extend to Noithern Ireland, was two pronged. 

It instituted the legal machinery with which to prohibit 

the militarised style of politics of the British Union 

with its drilling and uniforms, and ' \ preserve ,' the 

public peace by providing for the banning of certain 

public demonstrations. It described itself as; 

ItAn Act to prohibit the wearing of uniforms 
in connection with political objects and the 
maintenance by private persons of associations 
of military or similar character; and to make 
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further provision for the preservation of 
public order on the occasion of public 
processions and meetin~s in public places." 
(1936 Public Order Act) 

It is important to point out, because of the contemporary 

use of this piece of legislation, that it was not 

necessarily intended as a blanket banning device, although 

it could be used as such. Never-the-less, the law did 

provide for the selective banning of specified kinds of 

processions. rhe reluctance on the part of police 

commissioners and the Home Secretary to use the Public 

Order Act to ban a "class" of public procession in 

accordance with the provision of the act indicates a 

reluctance to establish criteria which allow the specifi

cation of a kind of procession as a threat to public 

order. The result being, that once the Public Order 

Act has been invoked inari area, even the Salvation Army 

cannot march wi th :out .. spe cial di spensation. 11 An 0 rde r 

ptohibitiIJ9 for .5uch -period . not exceeding three months 

as may be specified· in the application the holding of 

all public processions or of any class of public 

procession .so specified." (1936 Public Order Act Section 

3). ·The Act covered offensive weapons and conduct being 

used during demonstrations. Similar, but less extensive, 

powers to those awarded by the Public Order Act already 

existed in the 1839 Metropolitan Police Act. Similar 

pieces of legislation also existed in other police 

districts. 

The importance of the Act for debates concerning 

the nature of the community in areas where J~ws were 

concentrated was that it provided an new legislative 

focus for the association between Jewish areas and the 

possibility of widespread public disorder. The Act had 

its opponents, one of the vociferous of which was the 

National Council for Civil Liberties, which, whilst 

concerned about the extent of attacks on Jew~, did not 

approve of the extension of police powers facilitated 

by the Act. 

In offi~ial Labour Party statements the preservation 
-' 

of public order was considered a more important political 
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principle than the defence of Jewish people or opposition 

to Fascism through counter demonstration. This consideration 

is the product of certain philosophical debates which go 

back to J.S. Mill and further, to the Social Contract 

theorists who deliberated on the formation and political . 

organisation of communities. Philosophical discourses on 

the nature of the political community stress the importance 

of public order to the maintenance of the structure of the 

political community itself. Indeed, order is integral to 

the possibility of social, as opposed to individual, 

existence in the first place. As Hobbes pointed "out,it 

was the _cessation of !warre' which made social existence 

a possibility. The organisation of human beings into units 

of collective existence or communities was premised on the 

cessation of private violence and the organisation of 

collective violence on their behalf. Community, society 

and order are inextricably linked as concepts in these 

discourses. 

J.S. Mill defined public order in terms of the 

cessation of private violence. 
ilOrder means the preservation of "peace by the 
cess~tion of private violence. Urder is said 
to exist where the people of the country have, 
as a general rule, ceased to prosecute their 
quarrels by private force, and acquired the 
habit of referring the decision of their 
disputes and redress of their injuries to the 
public authorities. H 

(Mill 1968 Utilitarianism~ Liberty and 
Representative Government p.187) 

Mill considered that order and progress were related 

principles. Order .was the mechanism which "allowed human 

beings to devlop out of the state of nature, and their 

progress was assured by the maintenance of that order 

and the elimination of all private violence. Clashes " 

on the streets between Fascists and anti Fascists amounted 

to public yiolence whi"ch was not being dealt with by the 

due processes of the law. This was consistent with the 

I official view of the Labour Party that the British Union 

sho ul~ be unhampered by counter demonstrators, and if 

they were in breach of the civil peace they would be 

dealt with by the due processes of law. Violence by ~ 

private parties executed outside the authority of the 
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state was defined as a criminal rather than a political 

act, to be dealt with by the criminal law. There -appears 

to be no concept of a special category of political 

violence as far as the law of Britain was concerned, 

although such a principle was admitted brieflY in Ulster. 

The notion that private violence was criminal, whilst 

violence by the forces of law was acceptable, appears 

to be in operation over the discourses surrounding the 

passing of the Public Order Act. 

These discourses were active in the pronouncements 

of the Labour Party and a key consideration in its 

decision to condemn the strategy of the counter 

demonstration. They relied on the assumption that private 

violence, whatever its motive was criminal. This position 

and the perception of the British Union's activities as 

a public order issue rather than a Jewish issue structured' 

it into a peculiar form of defensive confrontation. Order, 

as one of the main constituencies of official Labour Party 

positions on this issue, acted as a structuring mechanism 

on party statements. The same was true of the constituency 

democracy, dealt with in the next section. 

It should be pointed out that the Labour Party's 

commitment to public order in this instance was highly 

selective. Public order was also at issue in the attacks 

on the persons and property of Jewish residents which 

were being perpetrated by the British Union. As already 

demonstrated in an earlier. section, whilst some concern 

was expressed in parliament about these attacks, 

especially by Ea~t London members, these wer~ not defined 

as public order issues. This :designation a~pears to have 

been confined in Labour Party discourses, to the ' situations 

produced by direct counter demonstrations by anti ···Fascists • . 

There is evidence to suggest that the terrorisation 

af individual Jews in the East London area was extensive. 

In response to a parliamentary question by Lansbury, the 

Home Secretary, Sir John Simon revealed that the number 

of deaths and injuries caused by personal attacks between 

Burdett Road and Baw Bridge in the twelve months ending ~ 

an May 31st 1936 was one hundred and thirty with no 
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-deaths. For the previous twelve months it was the same 

but this figure included four deaths. These will 

primarily, though not exclusively, have been Jews. (18/6/36 

Hansard vol • . 313 col. 1158). 

There were also numerous criticisms expressed in 

parliament concerning the failure of the police to prevent 

these attacks. In response to this inability or 

unwillingness on the part of the forces of law and order, 

the protection of the Jewish people passed into private 

hands, and vigilante groups grew up to fill the gap. 

Even though Jews were part of the community in East 

London they were not protected by the community forces 

of law. 

The next section deals with some of the philosophical 

debates which are implied in the manner in which anti 

semitism was defined as a question 'of Fascism, Public order 

and a Jewish homeland. 

6.7 Democracy, Totalitarianism and the United Front 

Debates concerning the nature of the political 

strategies appropriate to the opposition of Fascism were 

developed against the proposition of the Communist Party 

that a broad anti Fascist alliance or 'United front' be 

formed. This was based on the popular f~ont which had 

been formed for the same purpose in France and represents 

a fresh initiative on the part of the British Communist 

Party to work with the Labour Party on specific issues, 

its application to affiliate having been repeatedly 

turned down. 

The Socialist League was proposed as the institutional 

form this alliance was to take. Formed in 1932 the 

Socialist League was developed out of the Society for 

Socialist Inquiry and Propaganda (see section 3.1). 

With the disaffiliation of the Independent Labour Party 

from the Labour Party many pro affiliationists in the 

Independent Labour Party were approached by the Society 

for Socialist Inquiry as part of an 

co operation with the Labour Party. 

had more sy~pathy with -~his kind of 
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-disaffiliationists. The National Independent Labour 

Party affiliation committee favoured the formation of a 

new institution with more popular appeal than that of 

the Society for Socialist Inquiry. Thus the Socialist 

League was formed as a combination of those in the 

Independent Labour Party who did not want to disaffiliate 

from the Labour Party, and the Society for Socialist 

Inquiry and Propaganda. But in order for it to be able 

to mak,e an effective impact on the Labour Ci)ovement, the 

support of the Labour Party was needed. 

Whilst it is difficult to assess the ext ent of the 

support in the Labour mo vement for such an alliance the 

issue was repeatedly raised at Labour Party Conference 

between 1933 and 1937. Ufficially, the Labour Party 

opposed an alliance on the grounds it had always used to 

insist that joint action with the Communist Party was 

inappropriate. This did not fail to attract numerous 

critics in the party such as that voicedat the 1934 

conference which expressed: "A protest against the manner 

in which the report is ignoring the lessons of the 

working class struggle, both here and in other countries.1! 

(Heath 1934 Annual Reports of the Labour Party p135). 

This statement considered that Fascism was a 

general threat to the Labour m~vement, a position 

offic{ally suppoited by the Labour Party, and that an 

appropriate counter strategy was united action. This 

dem~nstrates ,that the same analysis ddes not a lways 

implicate the same strategy. The statement went on to 

point out that the L~bour Party's opposition ,to the 

United Front on the grounds that it supported 'democracy 

and freedom' was a selective principle because it had 

not supported democracy and freedom in its use of the 

Bombay Ordinance in India or in its treatment of the 

Meerut prisoners. This is a reference to the use of 

special legal machinery in India which did not observe 

the usual practices in which the rights of the individual 
were observed. For example when an ordinance was 

invoked in a given area of India, it allowed individuals .. 
to be arrested without pretext, except the suspicion 
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that they were engaged in seditious activity, and 

detained for long periods without trial. The Meerut 

prisoners were held for years before even coming to trial. 

In opposition to this, the Labour Party would argue that 

its official support for democracy and freedom often had 

to be selective, as it had to consider the effec~s on 

freedom of a collapse of civil order. It thus traded 

notions of individual " freedom against the greater 

principle of collective freedom. As demonstrated in the 

vast turnout of local Labour members to oppose Fascists 

marching through Cable street and other similar 

occasions, there was a good deal of support for the 

United Front. 

In response to this support the central 

enunciative institutions of the Party bombarded its 

members with statements condemning such action. One 

such statement, issued by the National Executive and 

signed by many leading Party members stated the 

followin~ on the issue of the United Front and the 

political alliances it entailed. "Inquiries are being 
received at the Head Office cif the .pa.rty regarding the 

attitude to be taken by our members towards various 

"United Frontll proposals that are the subject of cu"rrel1t 

discussion." (National Executive Committee 1937 Party 

Loyalty: An Appeal to the Movement). The statement 

seems to consider that one of the main issues was the 

undesirability of co operation with the Communist Party 

and went on to remind its members of the numerous 
, 

conference resolutions in which the Party had repudiated 

the moves of the Communist Party to affiliate. It was 

the 'ineligibility' of the Communist Party so often 

referred to which was at stake here. 

The ineligibility of the Communist Party was not 

the only issue. The self sufficiency of the Labour 

Party as the sole representative of the political wing 

of the Labour movement and i ts definition of socialism 

was being re-affirmed in the second part of this 

statement. 
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"IJe renew our claim that the Labour Party is 
the most democratic party in British politics 
and the only effective force whereby 
socialism can be realised in this country. 
Since the Party adopted socialism as its 
fundamental objective, it has conducted more 
real socialist education and propaganda work 
under its own immediate auspices than its 
opponents are willing to acknowledge. No 
party has given greater attention to the 
devising of practical socialist policies 
that are of primary interest to the organised 
working class, men and women alike ••• lts 
policy and programme are wide enough in their 
scope to have enabled and still enable, 
hundreds of thousands o f men and women to 
express their socialist faith clearly and 
without reservation, and to work actively, 
happily and loyally within its ranks." 
(National Executive Committee 1937 Party 
Loyalty: An Appeal to the Movement). 

In this statement the National Executive was 

suggesting that the eligibility of the Labour Party was 

constituted in a number of ways. The first was its 

track record in developing socialist education and 

propaganda. This was an assertion of its effectiveness 

as a political instrument to represent the constituency 

"Socialism fl • The second was its community, the working 

class, and even m~re so the organised ~orking class in 

the trade unions, whose interests it was effective in 

representing. Thirdly, it considered it conducted its 

socialism within the framework of the British tradition 

of democratic politics. Finally it was eclectic and 

thus able to represent a -diversity of definitions of 

"Socialism" within its institutional structures~ 

The key consideration i n , the Labour Party's 

official definition of its own eligibility to represent 

the Labour movement was its conce~n for a democratic 

style of politics, lacking in Communist Party activity. 

Its commitment to democracy was reiterated in an early 

pamphlet issued by the National Joint Council as a 

statement on behalf of the movement as a whole. 

"Political events at home and abroad impel 
the British Labo ur Movement to reaffirm its 
belief upon the fundamenta~ -principle of 
government. ~n Germany,.as in Italy, Poland, 
Hungary and elsewhere, D~ctatorship has 
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usurped the place of democracy. Elected 
representatives have been imprisoned 'by 
triumphant reaction. Persecution and terror 
have overthrown freedom of speech and freedom 
of the press. Religious and racial 
intolerance in its vilest forms has reappeared. 
Masses of the working class electors -
divided between communism and social democracy
have fallen victims to Fascism and reawakened 
militarism ••• British Labour has led the world 
in its claim for industrial democracy and its 
demand for political democracy. Its historic 
task tOday is to uphold the principles of 
social democracy ••• its fundamental faith.1t 
(National . Joint Council 1933 Democracy Versus 
Di ctato rship , ). 

The Labour Party then, as now, described its philosophical 

and policy definitions of 'socialism' as a 'faith'. 

I m ply i n g it i sac r e e d tow hi chi t s m em b e r s hip sub s cri be s , 

rather than a set of political principles which form the 

basis of a programme ·for an alternative form of 

government. In this statement the Labour Party was 

making a far more extensive claim than its role as the 

representative of socialism in a democratic ' framework 

in Britaih. It was making a claim to lead the world in 

this respect. This could also be the justification for 

intervention in imperial issues, and its redefinition 

of the imperial role. 

Furthermore the Labour Party was suggesting that 

the .political philosophy and strategies of the Communists 

and Fascists equally posed ~ threat to the Labour 

movement. They posed different kinds of dangers. 

Fascism was the enemy of the workers movement, as it had 

demonstrated in its treatment of workers and ' socialists 

in Germany, and Communism was ~ threat beca~se . it divided 

the workers movement and therefore weakene~ it ' making 

it susceptible to Fascism. Communism therefore, divided 

a ' movement which the Labour Party claime~ should be 

legi tim9tely represented by social democracy. In fact 

the Labour Party went further than this and suggested 

that the ineligibility of the Communist Party to l ead a 

worker's movement based on democratic principles was 

premised on its totalitarian character. On this count 

it was being equated with Fascism. Herbert Morrison, ; 
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on behalf of the National Executive, pointed this out 

as part of his defence of the document 'Democracy versus 

Dictatorship' which came under attack at the 1933 Annual 

Conference by Labour Party members who supported a 

united front with the Communist Party as an anti fascist 

strategy. He said -
"we had received an invitation from the 
Communist Party to co-operate with them in 
a united front for the purp~se of combating 
Fascism and war. We could not accept that 
because we had found in the past that 
co operation with . the Communist Party was an 
impossible thing, and indeed it was really 
asking for trouble. Moreover, we should bave 
been in a difficulty in fighting Fascist 
dictatorship by associating with the Communists, 
because they themselves believe in a form of 
dictatorship, ••• we condemn dictatorship as 
such, whether that dictatorship is a 
dictatorship of the Left o·r of the Right ••• " 
(Morrison '1933 Annual Reports 'of the Labour 
Party p.219) 

Whilst not ' confusing the distinctive political 

philosophies involved in Communism and Fascism it was 

being suggested in this stateme~t that dictatorship ba~ed 

on any set of political principles was objectionable to 

the Labour movement~ By this token, the Communist Party 

was as much a menace to the democratic fabric of British 

politics as F~sci~m. ~ . This ~ exp~ains why the Labour Party 

encouraged the Daily Herald to describe the activities 

in East London as a clash between Communists and Fascists 

in which genuine 'socialists' were asked not to participate. 

This was picked up by commentators ,outside the .Labour 

Party. Duff Cooper; the Secretary of State ' for War, was 

quoted in the Daily Herald as: saying that the clashe s in 

London's East End were; 

"Between the supporters of two foreign creeds 
the majority of Englishmen have no sympathy 
with red Communism or black Fascism, and we 
resent it deeply that these supporters of 
alien doctrines should make the ci ty hideous." 
(Duff Cooper 15/10/36 Daily Herald) 

••• 

Communism and Fascism were presented by the Labour Party's 
newsp a per as alien creeds. Alien, that is, to the fabric 

of British politics to which the Labour Party was claim~ng 

to be the political heir. Socialism in the Labour Party 
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as demonstrated in the case study on India, was very much 

a question of democracy. The definition of the street 

clashes, as the product of alien political creeds, fits 

in with the Labour Party's official definition of Jews 

as an alien community in East London as they were the 

focus for the strategies of the alien creeds. 

Since the main thrust of the arguments about the 

undesirability of the United Front centred on the 

ineliiibility of the Communist Party, what constituted 

this ineligibility apart from its undemocratic nature? 

The Labour Party pamphlet liThe British Labour Movement 

and Communism" emphasized the alien or foreign influence 

of the Communist Party on British politics in a manner 

which was not unlike the Secretary of State's statement 

in the Daily Herald. 

"Side by side with the building up of the 
new Russia there has been a steady campaign
sometimes in the open, but too frequently in 
secret- directed against the National and 
International working class organisations 
which voice the democratic aspirations of 
other countries and which have achieved 
democratic victories which Russia has not 
achieved. 1I (Labour Party undated circa 1937 
The British Labour Movement and Communism p4-5). 

It was being sugg~sted here that Russia, a less 

democratic and thus less well developed political system, 

was attempting to divert the working classes of 

democratic countries into the ways of Russia. Russia 

and Communism were synonymous in this statement. This 

was support~d by the activities of the Comintern in which 

Russia was supremely influential in the affairs of 

national Communist Parties. 

The foreigness of Russian doctrine was constituted 

in its obvious' lack of relation to the affairs of the 

United Kingdom. Its involvement was presented as ,a 

form of alien , interference • . But more than this, Russia 

represented the influence associated with the politics 

of revolution. liThe British Labour Movement and 

Communi srn 11 rep roduced the following statement 'whi ch it 

claimed came from a Communist thesis on tactics (1925). / 
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liThe tactics of the United Front are only a 
method for agitation and the revolutionary 
mobilisation of the proletariat for considerable 
periods~ The tactics of the United Front were, 
and remain, a revolutionary and not a peaceful 
and evolutionary method." 
(Labour Party undated, circa 1937 Jhe British 
Labour Movement and Communism p8). 

The problem with revolution was its association with 

violence and bloodshed, the antithesis of public order, . 
as demonstrated in the history of the Russian revolution. 

In addition to these objections, the Labour Party 

also claimed that the ineligibility of the Communist 

Party was structured by its failure, despite "intense 

and expensive propaganda", to attract the supp~rt of the 

working class in Britain. It had not, it claimed, 

managed to capture a "substantial part of British public 

opinion." (p12). This was considered further proof that 

the Communist Party was an alien influence which was 

incapable of representing the political will of the , 

British public. It was considered a political force 

which was exte~nal to the national political community, 

rooted in the political culture of an alien community, 

the product of a bloody revolution. 

Communism, like Fascism, was considered a danger 

to the processes of civilization itself, in that 

democracy was considered an advanced form of human 

political organisation and the Labour Party its guarantor. 

The inferiority of the Communist world, like that of 

India and the colonies, was written into the Labour 

Party's offi,cial enu'nciations. Labour's 'socialism' 

required the overthrow of capitalism by gradual ,means, 
, , 

but it required the maintenance of the apparent political 

structure of capital, the tradition of British democratic 

politics. 

6 • 8 Co n cl u si 0 n s 

Official statements concerning anti semitism 

excluded certain terms as descriptions of the issues at 

stake. These were, the claims that anti semitism or 

attacks on Jews were the main issue, the necessity for 
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confrontative political demonstrations to oppose the 

British Union of Fascists, the possibility of joint 

political strategies with the Communist Party, and the 

position that Jews domiciled in Britain were British 

and should continue to live in Britain rather than 

seek a territory in Palestine and the acquisition of 

a Jewish nationhood. These positions were unacceptable 

to the Labour Party officially partly because of its 

involvement in pledges of the British Government that 

Jews should be given a terri tory. The powerful lobby 

of British Jews, many of whom were in or allied to the 

British Labour movement, also had the effect of a 

constraint because it managed to secure the endorsement 

of resolutions at Party conference in favour of a 

Jewish homelend. 

It appears that the question of joint action · with 

the Communist Party was unacceptable because of repeated 

decisions at Party Conference, endorsed in National ' 

Executive circulars, which proclaimed the incompatibility 

of the Communist Party with the basic aims and 

philosophies of the Labour Party. The details of this 

incompatibility, set out in section 6.7, point to the 

undemocratic nature of the Communist Party and the 

extent of Russian influence on its pronouncements and 

revolutionary strategies. 

Linked to the issue of collaboration with the 

Communist Party and its political strategies was a 

concern for the maintenance of public orde~ as a 

condition of political acceptability. Because of this 

any action calculated to provoke a breach of the peace 

was excluded from consideration. 

One of the key positions the Labour ·Party 

officially accepted was the notion that the British 

Union represented the forces of Fascism, in line with 

analyses of events on the continent. This represents 

a selection of Fascism in place of the more specific 

formulation, anti semitism, as a description of the 

main thrust of the British Union's activity in East 
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io~don. The Labour Party did not perceive anti semitism 

as an issue relevant to the British Labour movement, 

whereas Fascism, given the collapse of the Social 

Democratic Party in Germany, clearly was. The issue 

was therefore posed as one of totalitarianism versus the 

forces of enlightenment and democracy represented by the 

Labour Party. Anti Fascism rather than anti semitism 

was the Labour Party's constituency. 

The notion that anti semitism was not an issue 

pertinent to the Labour Party no doubt structured its 

formulation of the position of British Jews. Because 

the Labour Party took up ~he Jewish question in terms 

of the provision of a homeland in Palestine, it was 

constructing Jews as a political community in their 

awn right, rather than as a part of .the British political 

community. Jews were principally the Labour Party's 

community in sa far as they were associated with 

autonomy, as a constituency. This was partly the 

product of conditions imposed by Jewish groups who 

defined their own aspirations in this particular manner. 

None-the-less the Labour Party did not have to adapt 

these definitions offered to it. Jews wp.re implicitly 

considered to be more than immigrants with same kind of 

right to remain in Britain, they were political . refugees 

whose right to remain was a temporary one whilst they 

arranged a homeland far themselves. 

As an alien community Jews were a focus far public 

order issues. These mainly consisted of demonstrations 

and counter demonstrations. The same concern for public 

order did not extend to the right of freedom from 

personal attack, . In this way Jews were not a part of 

the political community~ to be protected. The manner in 

which the British Union got away with Jewish persecution 

in East London focused a certain amount of criticism of 

the ability of the police to maintain order on the 

public highways. The toleration of Jewish residents 

may, officially, have been considered something of a 

limited duration. 
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The importance of the statements examined is that 

officially the Labour Party did not really make any 

stand in favour of the concept of a multi racial society, 

although it had stated a belief that what was at stake 

was the cohabitation of two different races in the same 

nation or political community. At least it did not 

accept the concept of a multi racial community as a 

long term political possibility, but as a temporary 

arrangement. Multi racialism in Britain, even though 

Jews were described in the discourses as a race, was 

displaced by Fascism', public order and the need for the 

removal of Jews to Palestine. Jews were the Labour 

Party's official community in so far as they were 

associated with national autonomy as a constituency. ' 

The autonomy a~d >di' stinctiveness of Jews was repeatedly 

constructed in the Labour Party's official statements. 

This was partly supported by the fact that Jews had 
I 

their own Labour Party, the Poale lion, representing 

socialism as a constituency and Jewish workers as a 

community. 

The Jews were thought to be an autonomous political 

community, not a part of the ready existing political 

community. The ·concept of a multi racial community 

does not admit this kind of distinction, which although 

it constructs separa~e communities, . include~ them in 

the cosmopolitan construction of a single community. 

Whilst other groups of peoples living in Britain later 

on in the 1950s were ~o be described as communities, 

there has been no mainstream political move to effect 

their return to the territorial entity ' from which they 

were thought to have originated. This ~epresents a 

major change in discourses concerning race, the 

acceptance of a multi racial society. 

This chapter demonstrates a certain divergence 

betw ee n the political actions and strategies of some 

of the local parties and the central enunciations of 

the La bour Party. This is partially accounted for by 

the fact that local and central parties do not operate ; 

under exactly the same constraints. Local Parties did 
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~ot have to operate within the constraints imposed by 

parliamentary practices. The Labour Party central ly 

was, at least potentially, addressing itself to a . 

natioowide audience as well as its entire membership. 

Loca l parties addressed their statements and accounted 

for their activities to a much more restricted group of 

party members. Thus, local divergence over the issue 

of the confrontations which took place in Cable ~tre8t, 

may have been possible because large numbers of local 

members agreed that confrontation should take place. 

As long as there was no vociferous lobby prepared to 

report such dissidents for a breach of discipline, they 

were likely to get away with it. This was pointed out 

in chapter two in the discussion of Party discipline in 

which it was indicated that the disciplinary institutions 

of the Party highlighted actions in certain areas only. 

For example the disciplinary machine was keenly trained 

on the enunciations of the Parliamentary Labour Party. 

It also focused on the National and Local Agents. It 

was unlikely to have the activities of local branches 

brought to its notice unless there was a complaint. 

The dissent over the Labour ' Party's official 

adoption of a non confrontative strategy, although 

voiced at Party Conference, did not really represent a 

discursive challenge to the Labour Party centrally. It 

bypassed the necessity to present a discursive challenge 

at a national level and instead usurped the authority of 

the Party locally and through direct action. It should 

be noted that, whilst , the pronouricements ' of ' the central 

institutions of the Party carried great authority, they 

were ineffective if they were not able to constrain 

the activity and political strategies adopted in the 

local branches. 

The participation of many East London local 

branches in th e confrontations in Cable Street, and on 

other similar occasions, represented more than a 

chall e nge to Party strategy. It was an ~s sertion of 

certain policy and philosophical positions concerning 

the legitimacy of confrontation to demonstrate Labour 
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Party support for Jewish residents in East London a nd 

the need for joint action with the Communist Party on 

such issues. This was a challenge to the Labour Party's 

official definitions of its communities and constituencies. 

It suggested that Jewish people were the Party's community 

in combination with a constituency which advocated their 

defence; not public order as a constituency priority. 

This should not be interpret e d in the framework of 

Miliba"nd and others who consider such divergence as 

demonstrations of the contention that the Labour Party 

members are more " id~olutfonary and disposed to direct 

action than its leaders. It simply demonstrates that 

local and central parties operated under different 

discursive conditions, that the Labour Party was unable 

to do anything about a mass defection from officially 

sanctioned policy because its disciplinary machinery was 

designed to "deal with individual cas~s of breache~ and 

did not focus too closely on the branches, and finally 

that it was possible for an alternative position to that 

of the central institutions to achieve dominance in tbe 

branches, though in some branches only. 

It remains only to list the constraints and 

structuring mechanisms which prevailed over the 

formulation of official Labour Party policy. These in 

combination produced the statements which had been 

authorised " as Labour Party policy and presented in this 

chapter. The constraints which produced the conditions 

in which the structuring mechanisms produced statements 

may be identified as follows. 

The only pledge, carryirig the weight of 

statesmanship, relevant to the issues examined was the 

stated intention of the British Government (1917) that 

a Jewish Homeland would be created in Palestine without 

involving the displacement of the Arab population. The 

White Paper on Palestine (1930) represented the Labour 

Party's response to this pledge, the authorisation of 

a land survey in Palestine. Statements at Labour Party 

conference regarding Palestine were constrained to heed/ 
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this general orientation of policy. Although such 
pledges did not involve a time limit Or specific 

commitment to the form of the partition. 

Official statements were also constrained by the 

need to state a relation with past statem ents, to 

establish a continuity. This is evident in the manner 

in which references to the problem posed by the British 

Union of Fascists was repeatedly referred to as Fascism. 

In many official statements the Party's past position 

was stated before developing a new policy initiative. 

This is demonstrated in the statement on Palestine 

moved at conference called 'The Situation in Palestine'. 

(see section 6.S). 

Political circumstances are the second constraint 

in the discourses presented in this chapter. All the 

statements in this chapter were claims to define the 

political circumstances of this part of the 1930s. 

Statements were forced to acknowledge that there were 

grave disturbances in East London. Whether these were 

.described as racial attacks or public order situationi, 

depended on definitions of relevant constituencies, or 

constituency ~riorities. Statements officially 

sanctioned in this chapter also appear to have been 

constrained to take account of the demand by many 

Jewish people that the British pledge referring to the 

mandate in Palestine be fulfilled. The Labour Party 

was also faced with the conditions in British politics 

produced by the emergence of the British Union of 

Fascists as a force ~o be countered. 

The final constraint concerns the audience to 

which the statements of official Labour Policy were 

addressed and the Labour Party itself as a site of 

enunciation. The audience to which the statements of 

this chapter were addressed were Jews in Britain and 

possibly in other countries who were anxious about the 

execution of the mandate. This must have been 

particularly true of Jews in Nazi occupied countries. 

Another part of the audience was the organised Labour / 
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~ovement, the people of East London, and the people of 

Britain whom the Labour Party claimed it could, if 

elected to government, represent. Within this wide 

formulation different statements proclaimed different 

audience priorities. The statements on Palestine were 

calculated to appeal to the Jews without antagonising 

the Palestinian Arabs who were also a part of the foreign 

audience of such statements. The audience priorities 

of di f ,ferent statements are closely related to both the 

enunciative site from which they were issued and the 

communities being represented. 

The structuring mechanisms, which, in combination 

with the constraints combined to produce a particular 

statement and no other, may be listed as follows. These 

operate within the terms of the debate set by the 

constraints in all cases and do not go outside of such 

conditions. If they did they would not act as constraints. 

One of the most important of these , is the Labour Party!s 

conditions of authorisation of statements. The conditions 

of authorisation of statements, that is the combination 

of ideological elements which proscribe the limits of 

what is acceptable, and the sites within the Party from 

which statements are derived, vary from statement to 

statement. Although' , as pointed out in chapter three, 

what might be acceptable to the Labour Party may be 

,speci fied as a range of pos sibil i ties. Because 0 f thi s 

the conditions of authorisation cannot be described as a 

constraint because they do not fix a definite direction 

for statements. The. Labour Party as a site ' of 

enunciation proscribes a manner of operating which may 

be challenged constitutionally and perhaps may best be 

described as a constraint. This does not need to be 

discussed in relation to each case study b~cause the 

manner in which statements were sanctioned was set out 

in chapter two. 

Other structuring mechanism~ were the Labour 

Party's communities. These were Jews, th e poor, the 

people of East London, ' and the workers, especially 

those who were unionised. In the case of anti semitism 
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these were quite firmly associated with certain 

constituencies. Palestine as a constituency was 

something represented on behalf of the community of 

Jews. Anti fascism was a constituency primarily 

prioritising workers and irade unionists as its community. 

Public order as a constituency prioritised the people as 

a whole in Britain and the organised Labour ,novement 

whose interests were best served by the use of democratic 

structures. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

Conclusions 

It remains to comment on the use of the methodolo

gical apparatus for the analysis of political statements, 

the discursive construction of the Labour Party through 

its construction of socialism in gen~ral and India and 

anti semitism in particular, and to see how political 

community emerges from the case studies. It will then 

be possible in the light of this analysis, to see what 

implications this holds for the Labour Party' s current 

construction of political community and race issues. 

It may also be possible to assess the extent to which 

present discourses in the Labour Party concerning race 

issues are related to the construction~ of the 1930s. 

The Labour Party's commonwealth has been the subject of 

re-definition throughout its history. The re-definition 

of British nationality in the British Nationality Bill 

(1980) serves to remind one of the ' most recent construction 

of the commonwealth in which the Labour Party was 

implicated. 

'I shall begin by commenting on the use of the 

methodological apparatus developed from the work of 

Foucault in developing my ideas on political discourse. 

An analysis of the Labour Party through its discursive 

construction of certain issues constructs both the issue 

in question and the Labour Party itself, avoiding the 

necessity of reducing it to an essence thought to be . 
underlying and directing its actions a nd statements. 

The work of Foucault does not provide a ready made 

framework for the analysis of political statements, but 

it does provide a starting point from which one can be 

developed. Foucault does more than establish the importance 

of discourse as a mode of analysis. He indicates some 

of the elements necessary to it, and establishes its 

underlying purpose, the conditions which produce a state

ment. Foucault pointed to the central importance of the 

statement as a unit of analysis. He also pointed to / 

other useful elements of a discursive analysis, voice, 
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-enunciative modality, object and concept. Whilst this 

framework is not in itself adequate to the task of analysis 

of political discourse, it provides an invaluable outline 

from which to work in the development of an adequate 

framework. Whilst I have found Foucault's central concern, 

the delimitation of discourse, an unproductive line of 

enquiry, prefering instead to analyse the discourse with 

a specific series of objectives in mind, I have ~orked 

within his framework of deterQining the conditions in 

which statements are produced. 

Foucault's methodology required further development 

in order to be able to fulfill his prescribed function 

of explaining the existence of a particular statement 

as opposed to any other possible. In this dissertation 

such a task was more than an exercise in the use of 

discourse. The explanation of why a particular statement 

was produced provided invaluable information abotit the 

Labour Party as a statement issuing institution. : _Ibe 

dissertation retained the central ~mportance of the 

stateQent in Foucault's work as the raw material of 

discursive analysis, but used it to construct both the 

Labour Party and the Labour Party's conceptions of 

political community. Diicourse analysis wa~ used as a 

method of political investigation with specific aims and 

objectives in mind. 

Foucault's notion of a position in discourse was 

developed from the empty place occupied by the subject, 

to include the ideologies arranging the key objects and 

concepts of a statement. It was pointed out that ~ . 

position could be deduced from the statement in which 

it was articulated, and that a position was capable of 

a range of statements. 

Foucault's notion of an enunciative modality was 

also developed to account for the ideological and consti

tutional features of the Labour Party as a political 

institution. Site of enunciation is a tool developed 

from Foucault's enunciation modality. The Labour Party 

as a site of enunciation with specific conditions of 

authorisation was dealt with at some length in cha pter 
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"two. Foucault's stress on objects and concepts in 

discourse was maintained in the dissertation because 
they provided a useful way of differentiating statements, 
past from present, official from unofficial. 

Voice was another mechanism us ed by Foucault to 

refer to the subject or institution articulating a 

statement. This was adopted because it had potential to 

be developed as a way of expressing the representative 

function of political statements. Voice is a concept 
which may be developed and used to do more than ask -

who is speaking? In political discourse voice is capable 

of addressing itself to the enquiry - who is being 
spoken for? A voice , may. though this is rare. have a 

single identity. Any statement may . state a claim to 

provide a voice for a number of communities identified 

and constructed in discourse. Voice is the point of 

delivery of a statement and a focus for dispute, as B 

community may be the subject of a multiplicity of conflic

ting and opposing articulations. In the case of , the 

Labour Party voice usually had a number of dimensions. 

statements often claimed to be the voice of the Labour 

Party, the voice of the workers or the poor as well as 
the voice of the nation as a whole. Voice was designated 

in the dissertation as a structuring mechanism because 

it is active in the production of a statement. 

Perhaps the major additions to Foucault's framework 

were constraints and structuring mechanisms. These are 
the mechanisms in the political discourse by which 

statements are actually produced. Constraints and 
structuring mechanisms (as pointed out in section 1.7) 

have different functions, but they have in common their 

effects in narrowing the range of options in the production 
of a statement. ~onstraints act on the conditions in 
which statemarits are produced. They function to compel 

but only in terms of a genera~ direction. It is possible 

to specify the constraints operating in relation to a given 
set of political discourses. These constitute the terms 

of the debate, the structures within which all statements 
/ 

are produced. By specifying the constraints of a political 
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-discourse and the structuring mechanisms which operate 

within the terms of the debate, it is possible to explain 

the existence of a particular statement. No single 

constraint or structuring mechanism can, alone, account 

for a statement. A statement is the product of the 

combined effects of all the constraints and structuring 

mechanisms relevant to a particular set of discourses. 

The following constraints were identified in the 

discourses examined in this dissertation. Firstly pledges 

made on behalf of the office in government. It was 

pointed out that these were usually general enough to do 

little more than specify a direction for events and an 

ev~~tual goal. Pledges rarely dealt with the mechanisms 

by which goals should be achieved. Continuity was the 

second constraint identified. This refers to the necessity 

to establish the links between one staUment and another, 

so as to demonstrate a direction, and progress on actions 

relating to specified issues. Political circumstances 

were the third constraint. Whilst ,all statements in 

political discourse may be seen as attempts to establish 

a set 'of priorities in terms of political circumstances, 

it is possible to list all the political circumstances 

produced in the discourse as relevant to a particular 

issue. Political circumstances act as a constraint in 

that they set the limits of the kinds of issues which 

may be taken up in the form of statements. The site of 

enunciation of statements was also butlined as a constraint. 

The major enunciative site of relevance to the dissertation 

was the Labour.Party and the sm~ler eriunciative 

sites which exist within it. , This was outlined in detail 

in chapter two. The final constraint on political discourse 

concerns the audience to which statements were addressed. 

The audience is the totality of communities and peoples 

who receive a statement. Whilst audience priorities 

var~ - with ~ each statement, the idea of a body of people 

to whom a statement is addressed remains constant in all 

statements. Audience is a claim, constructed in the 

same way as voice. 

I have just outlined some general categories by 
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' which it should be possible to establish the terms of 
debate of any political discourse. It would be necessary 
to establish the identity of the audi ence, the political 

circumstances and the nature of pledges for the political 

discourse und e r examination. Constraints attached to a 
set of political discourses do chahge, and the terms of 

the debate change with time. Never-the-less this does 
present a general formula for the analysis of political 

discourse which is more widely applicable than its use 

to construct notions of political community in the 1930s. 

The same is true of structuring mechanisms. 

The structuring mechanisms outlined in the course 
of the analysis conducted in relation to the Labour 

Party were the following. Community will be considered 

first. Communities are constructed in political discourse 

because of the representative function of political 

statements. All positions are established on behalf of 
a group of people, discursively constructed as havil')g a 

specifiable group of character~stics in common. These 

are usually identified as interests and expressed as ·a 
position. A community can be subject to any number of 

constructions. This presents a challenge to the notion 

of pre-existing social formations waiting to be represented 

in political disco~rse, by suggesting that communities 

are constructed in the act of discourse itself. 

Constituencies are the second structuring mechanism to 
be considered. Constituencies are what is represented 

in political discourse as opposed to who. These are the· 

objects, goals or aims which a statement supports, for 

example Indian independence o~ worker control. There is 
no necessary or natural correlation between communities 
a-nd constituencies. Any link which is made is a construc
tion which is Qpen to challenge by another statement in 
the discourse. It is possi ble for a single community to 
have a multitude of constituencies offered on its behalf. 

Constituencies and constituency priorities may therefore 
be seen as sites of political struggles. 

The objects and concepts advanced in a statement 

also act as structuring mechanisms, as they define what 
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a statement may express. Fo~ example a statement which 

expresses terms such as 'struggle' and 'conflict' will 
be fundamentally different from one which expresses the 

terms 'conciliation' and 'co-operation.' The conditions 

of authorisation of statements are the final structuring 

mechanism. This refers to the process of authorisation 
of statements as official. It has been possible to 
establish a range of positions and their ideological 

conditions of existence which were acceptable to the 

Labour Party • . Positions ·which offered themselves as 

official statements had either to accept these conditions, 
and operate within them, or challenge them. 

Working within the general terms of the debate 

structured by the constraints, the structuring mechanisms 
each pose a range of options. For example it is possible 

to choose to represent a particular community in ' relation 

to a particular constituency rather than another. The 
end product, the statement, is the result of series of 

options open to it. Like c6nstraiQt I am suggesting 

that voice, community, constituency, the other statem~nts 

in discourse (for statements do not occur in isolation), 

conditions of authorisation and to s~me extent strategies 

(for a constituency may be achieved through a variety of 
strategies) are general categories which may be used to 

analyse political discourse. They are not just relevant 

to the discourses examined in this dissertation. 

The analysis of political statements as a mode of 

organising the explicit terms of the · discourse .provides 

valuable clues about the statement issuing institution. 
But a y"~«ding of statements using l the method outlined 

provides even more information which a literal reading 

of the explicit discourse does not. I am suggesting 

that in order to interpret a political statement it is 

necessary to asX the following questions. What are the 

key objects and concepts in this statemnt? How are they 

linked to imply a certain position? How may that position 

be described? What is the range of statements of which 

this enunciating institution is capable? Who is being 

represented in this statement? How is that community 
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' con s tructed? What is being represented? What are the 
strategi e s being suggested in this statement? Fin ally, 

what is the range of communities, constitu encies and 
strategies of which this enunciating institution is 
capable? What are the ideological limits of its 
toleration? 

If a statement is interrogated with these questions 
in mind it is possible to produce information about the 

enunciating institution as it oonstructs itself through 
the issue of statements on particular subjects. This 

method was used in the dissertation to produce some 
information about the Labour Party in general, and about 
political community as constructed in relation to India 

and anti-semitis~ in particular. This method could be 

used to examine any political organisation in relation to 

any specified issu~. 

I shall now summarise some of the information made 
accessible through discourse analysis concerning the 

Labour Party in general terms rather than in relation to 

anti-semitism and India. By examining the ways in which 

statements were issued by the Labour Party it has been 
possible to determine the way it operates as a political 

institution. Whilst any individual or institution within 

the Labour Party could help define the party as a 

construction created by the issue of statements, central ' 

enunciative institutions such as the National Joint 
Council , the Parliamentary Labour Party and especially 

the National Exec~ti~e Committee had ptivileged access to 

the processes of authorisation of statement s . The openess 

and e~lecticism of the Labour: Party is not di fficult to 
establish. As was demonstrated in the dissertation, it 

tolerated a diversity of positions on the issues examined. 

Thi~ diversity and eclecticism, however, had its limits. 

These were played out in the expulsion of individuals as 
well as in disaffiliations and refusals to allow certain 

bodies to affiliate. 

The limits of Labour Party toleration were quite 

clearly set in the 19305 to exclude the Communist Party 

on the grounds that it represented a foreign and 
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undemocratic influence which could not properly represent 

workers and indeed was likely to pervert the cause of the 

worker~ movement. The Labour Party's toleration did not 

extent to the Labour Nationalists either, who were accused 

of mis-representing workers by agreeing to a lowering of 

their standards of life through prioritising financial 
orthordoxy. The Labour Party also demonstrated that it 

was not prepared to tolerate those who sought to usurp 

its enunciative autonomy. Thus it dealt summarily with 

the Youth League, which was demanding the right to make 

its own policy, and with the Independent Labour Party, 

which wanted to operate as part of the Labour group in 

parliament but with the freedom to carry out its own 

policy and conference , dec1sions. It appears that the 

Labour Party did not mind groups operating within its 

institutional boundaries, as long as they did not overstep 

basic principles as in the case of the Communists and 
Labour Nationalists, and as long as they did not demand 

the right to a voice which was not ,issued through the 

channels provided for in the party constitution. As ~ong 

as the Labour Party preserved its ' enunciative sovereignty, 

it was one body with a multiplicity of voices. If this 

sove~eignty was usurped it would no lo~ger be a single 

institution be~ause it would have lost the ability to 

impose a position as official, through the mechanisms 

provided in the constitution. 

Struggles to usurp the enunciative unity of the 

labour Party or to intrude political organisations with 

very different ideological conditions of existence were 
more than mere intra and inter institutional ·struggles. 

They represent· bids to re-define the labour Party by 

admitting principles which had hitherto been excluded 

from the ~iscursive construction of the party • . Other kinds 

of challenges occur in the form of constitutional 

challenges to redefine the composition of the Labour 

Party's voice. An example of this was the movement by 

constituencies in the 1930s to increase their representation 

on the National Executive Committee, on the ground that 

they were a part of the Labour Party which was under repre

sented by the existing constitutional definition of the 
! : 
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party. The contemporary relevance of such challenges 

need hardly be pointed out. The leadership selection 

issue raised at the 1980 Labour Party Conference was a 

bid by certain sections of the Labour Party to establish 

themselves as a constituent part of the Labour Party's voice 

in the selection of a leader. This was a challenge to 

the sovereignty of the Parliamentary Labour Party. 

Struggles to define the Labour Party in the 1930s, 

as now, were of crucial importance. The enunciative 

ascendency of certain positions may· cause particular 

groups and individuals to leave the party on the grounds 

that they are no longer able to operate within its ranks. 

If a group of individuals ' left , the party on the se 

grounds then the range of,"positions associated with the 

party may be reduced, or increased as others were attracted 

by the party's new image and activities. The contemporary 

relevance of this observation is all too clear in the 

implications of the formation of the Social Democratic 

Party in early 1981. In this dissertation the Labour 

Party is not .treated as a static political entity, but 

something which is constantly being defined, challenged 

and re-defined, a discursive construction. Despite this 

it is possible to discern a range of positions with which 

it has associated on a particular issue. It is also 

possible to identify from an anaysis of the discourse, a 

series of communities, constituencies and strategies with 

which the Labour Party may be associated. In this way it 

may be defined. It is not an empty political space to be 

defined every time a'statement is made. 

In the 1930s the Labour' Party associated itself with 

a range of constituencies, communities and strategies by 

means of which it may be defined. For a moment the statements 

dealing with anti-semitism and India will be ignored as 

these require separate treatment. As indicated in chapter 

three, the Labour Party distinguished itself from the 

other political parties in parliament by means of its claim e d 

constituency, socialism, which it shared with the Communist 

Party. Socialism is a key constituency because it orga~ised 

a range of other constituencies such as public ownership 
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~nd ' worker control. Like other constituencies socialism 

was a construction, but it was probably more open to 

construction than some others whose range of possible 

interpretations we~e more closely fixed. For example, 

worker control has a far more limited number of 

constructions than sociali~m. Socialism was, therefore, 

a mode of organising other, less general constituencies. 

As demonstrated in chapter three a whole range of 

positions were offered from within the Labour Party to 

define socialism, and indirectly, co~struct the party. 

Although it was offered ideas such as worker control 

and complete social, iridustrial and fina~cial re-organisation, 

the party managed to do little more than adopt an official 

definition of socialism, in the London Passenger Transport 

Bill for instance, which was a limited form of public 

ownership accountable to parliament, under 'the direction 

of private finance and with no worker participation in 

management much less control. In the Labour Party's 

policy statement nSocialism and the . Condition of the 

P"3ople" (1933) it was a little bolder. This made ' provi . .sion 

for national control and planning in finance. This 

selection demonstrates that officially, whilst the Labour 

Party . was the professed political representative of trade 

unionism, it was not able to do other than continue the 

subordination of workers in the industrial structure, 

choosing instead to support schemes which gave them 

higher living standards and better working conditions. 

Philosophical claims to define socialism similarly 

~emonstrated a range'of positions and were outlined in 

chapter three. Key constituencies in Labour Party 

definitions of socialism appear to have been democracy 

and citizenship. Despite attempts by Cole to define 

democracy for the Labour Party in terms of the 

representation of people not just in politics, but at 

work and in all of the functions of their every day 

life, the position expressed by Durbin (see section 3.5) 

gained enunciative ascendancy and socialism's democracy 

was officially little more than an advance on Mill's 

conceptions with a notion of social justice tacked on. 

This placed . an emphasis on activity in parliament 
rather than action 
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outside of parliament, a narrow definition of political 

representation presented as suitable to the party's 
definition of socialism. Trade unionism was a 

constituency which was outside parliament, but whose 

function was subject to strict definition, as the party's 

treatment of trade unionism in India demonstrates. The 

Labour Party was the self-acclaimed political representative 

of the trade union movement in Britain. This was a direct 

translation of trade union "issues into the language and 

strategies of parliament. 

It was also demonstrated in the course of the 

dissertation that the Labour Party had a limited number 

of communities by means of which it may be identified. 

It was pointed out in the course of chapter three that its 

main communities were workers, trade unionists, the 

wo~king class, the common people, the poor, the 8nemp!oyed 

and the British people. These were fairly uncontentious 

in themselves. Conflict usually arose over the formation 

of community priorities expressed in statements when it 

was necessary to support one community at the expense_ of 

others. The range of communities supported by the Labour 

Party facilitate any number of representations. 

It is not possible to suggest that one or some of 

these communities were more acceptable to the Labour Party 

for the purposes of official declarations than others. 

All of the ones listed were acceptable to definitions of 

socialism in official Labour Party statements. It is 

only in examining anti-semitism and India t~at ' it can be 

shown that communi t'ies a re" fo cuses fo r contend ing cl aims. 

The party excluded certain communities, for example 

anti-Fascists, peasants and what were described as Indian 

nationalists and terrorists from its official pronouncements. 

The exclusion of certain communities became sites of 

struggle because they effected the production of statements 

giving official statements a particular character. 

It was pointed out in chapter three that when it 

came to colonial formulations of socialism, the Labour 

Party largely relied on its domestic descriptions merely 

tran slating them to fit the colonial situation. The 
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main planks of Labour col~nial policy were public owner
ship and the welfare of colonised peoples in combination 

with the creation of trade unions similar to those in 

Britain. The other main stay of colonial policy was self 

determination. This was not derived from domestic 

definitions of socialism. The party's communities were 

the same as those which it supported in Britain. 

When it came to foreign relations the Labour Party 

was at a loss to apply homegrown formulas to define its 

communities and constituencies. The Labour Party had 

no communities in foreign relations in the 1930s. But 

it did support foreign organisations which represented 

certain communities, as its involvement in the International 

Labour Organisation demonstrates. In many respects the 

party's constituencies were a response to the situation~ 

which occured and varied with each set of statements on 

an issue. That is not to suggest that its international 

pronouncements were pragmatic responses, they were 

expressions of Labour Party ideology, but they were 

structured by the nature of the issues which presented 

themselves for comment. The main constituencies of the 

Labour Party in international affairs in the 19305, as 

pointed out in chapter three, were its commitment to 

internationalism which found expression in the League of 

Nations and its stated aim of establishing a commonwealth, 

support for other social democratic governments, a limited 

support for the Soviet Union and peace. 

The Labour Party's India. 

It was demonstrated in chapters four and five that 

the Labour Party constructed India as an issue which 

primarily focused on a particular form of independence. 

In so doing it was constructing a socialist colonialism 

and ultimately a socialist commonwealth. It remains in 

this section to summarise the manner in which this was 

done in view of the alternatives which were offered, and 

to see what this meant in terms of the construction of 

India as a political community in Labour Party discours~s. 

Constructions of the Labour Party's commonwealth 

clearly focus on India as the first black colony 
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-to be granted independence. None of the objections 

raised concerning Indian independence had featured in the 

debates which accomparii ~d independence in t 'he whi te ruled 

colonies granted autonomy in the Statute of Westminister 
Bill (1931). White colonies were not . aWarded the same kind 

of peculiar federation which India was granted. It was 

pointed out in chapters four and five that ' the Labour 

Pa r ty was integral rather than incidental to the 

construction of India as an independent political community. 

The Labour Party was involved in the form in which 

independence was awarded and its political consequences, 
?s well as the enlargement of the British commonwealth 

to incl~de black ex-colonies, and the retention of the 

category 'British subject' as a way of describing citizens 

who had lived in British colonies. 

It was demonstrated in chapter four that a socialist 

colonialism, whilst concerning itself with the quality of 

the colonial relation, worked towards a policy of full 

national sel f determination 'for 'colonisiad peopl es. 

The Labour Party was offered even from within its OWO 

ranks a range of positions concerning independence as a 

constituency. These ranged from the belief that the 

colonial relation was legitimate and should be maintained 

until the colonised demons~rated their ability to govern 

themselves, to the belief that independence was India's 

right to be seized by a process of insurrection and 

violE1lt overthrow of the Raj. These were Labour Party 

positions whi~h the central institutions of the party 

did not try to exclude from its ranks, such 'was the 

diversity of its enunciations~ However, when it came to 

the sanction of policy as official, a policy of gradual 

withdrawal under a programme of Indianisation was favoured. 

This involved the maintenance of the colonial relation by 

force from 1929 until . full independence in 1947. The 

implications of this choice are clear. India was not 

automatically and immediately capable of bec.aning an 

autonomous political community in the 1930s, or even in 

the early 1940s. It implied that two centuries of imperial 

domination had still left India unable to operate the / 
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political apparatus appropriate to the single political 

unit of nationhood. 

The political consequences of the path of Indian 

independence chosen by the Labour Party had a second 

consequence in the c.·01struction of India as a political 

community. The maintenance of the colonial relation long 

after the consent of the colonised had been withdrawn, 

if indeed it was ever given, led to the escalation of 

violence in India aimed at the termination of the colonial 

relation. The Indian nationalist movement was increasingly 

forced to abandon the passive resistence, so closely 

related to Gandhi in the 1920~, in favour of a more direct 

and confrontative form of struggle against the Raj. In 

addition to this, a measure of communal conflict had been 

encouraged by the setting up of a communal federation in 

which all population categories were treated in the same 

way as Moslems and Sikhs afraid of being swamped by Hindu 

political structures. The result of communal tension and 

the escalation of civil disobedience was widespread civil 

disorder in the colony by the time Britain withdrew • . -

This legacy of violence and bloodshed was not easily 

extinguished, indeed it was exacerbated by the creation of 

Pakista~ ' and later Bangladesh. This had the effect of 

constructing India as a volatile political community which 

was unable to maintain civil peace. This has been 

maintained to some extent by the kind of news coverge 

India currently rece~ves in Britain in which communal 

violence, riots, and ~he repression wi~h which Indian 

police meet such outburst feature prominently. 

The constitutional arra~gements whereby the Indian 

demand for independence could be met was perhaps the key 

constituency of the Labour Party in . the 1930s. The 

constitution was a constituency which focused the issue. 

of community priorities more than any other issue. Who 

was to be represented, how, and in what proportion was 

one of the main concerns of those who framed this 

constitution. The range of positions offered to the 

Labour Party on the nature of the constitution was less/ 

diverse than ,.those which concerned themselves wi th the 
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- legitimacy or otherwise of the colonial relation, for 

this reason. Those who considered that independence 

was India's right to be Seized through insurrectionary 

strategies did not really concern themselves with debates 

about . the constitution, considering such matters to 

be for the Indian people, not the British Government to 

decide. Because of this debates concerning the nature 

of the Indian constitution did not receive the opposition 

they might have received if those who supported the 

seizure of independence had participated. Discursive, ',' 

constructions of the indepen de nce constitution were thus 

more limited than they might have been. 

The debates concerning the independence constitution 

focused on a number of issues. There was no alternative 

offered to the federal solution or the suggestion that 

Indians should be represented as communities in the legi

slatures. It is a matter of speculation why the Labour 

Party was not able ,~tooffer an alternative formula. 

Perhaps, with massive unemployment and pdver~y in Britain, 

Labour Party members had decided that its community 

priorities were British workers and the British ~oo~ rather 

than their Indian counterparts. Whatever the reason, the 

Labour Party was not able or not willing to offer a 

challenge to federation, or the peculiar form of repre

sentation suggested for Indians, which resulted in a 

political community with a unique and less than full 

citizenship. The issues which were a foc~& for debate 

were whether there should be ' a full or restricted franchise 

as the basis for Indian nationhood. There w'ere those in 
the Labour Party who thought that Indians should have 

full adult suffrage. This was quite a popular position 

amongst those who claimed their community priorities 

were Indian workers and untouchables, as without a full 

franchise these~oups would hardly be represented in 

proportion to their numbers in the J:OPulation as a whole • 
.. 

Offered a construction of Indian citizenship on the basis 

of full adult suffrage, the Labour Party officially 

rejected it as unrealistic. This was an assessment which 

comments qui te clearly on the capabili ty of Indians to .

take on the rights and duties associated with citizenship 
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· in Western political thought. The choice of the labour 

Party to adopt a franchise limited by a prop erty qu ali

fic ati on indicates a community priority in favour of 

the better off section of the Indian population. Thi s 

was an abandonment of the cause of the workers and th e 

poor a nd an adoption of double standards in respect of 

its pronouncements on democracy in the British context. 

On closer examination it is quite curious tha t 

the labour Party was p~epared to abandon its well worn 

formulations of the association between democracy and 

sociallsm, so often presented as a mode of distinguishing 

the l a bour Party from the philosophies and strategies of 

communism. Because the labour Party did not abandon its 

formulations on democracy in Britain, it was guilty of 

maintaining double standards, which commented unfavour

ably on India as a political community, suggesting that 

whil st demo cracy was a mo re d'e s'i 'reabl e and advan ced 

politica l form it was not suited to Indian politics. 

This was an indictment of India's ability to operate as 

a political community on the same terms as Britain an~ 

other Western nations. There were numerous comments 

from the labour Party in which the need for democracy 

was presented as a constituency priority above independence : 

and th e need to negotiate with India. Wedgewood, for 

example (see section 4.3), expressed the opinion that 

Britain should impo~e full democratic self government 

on India. He further considered that the federal solution 

was incapable of doing this ·but failed to offer an 

alternati ve to fedefation • . Thus his opposition ultimately ' 

was i neffective. 

Ultimately Britain awarded India autonomy under 

conditions in which approximately 86% of her population 

were disenfranchised. Britain created a political community 

in India which amounted to j~st over 14% of the population. 

Thi s was a comment on India's political ability, that 

most of her population were not capable of citizenship. 

As the first black country to be admitted to the Dominion 

club, India was admitted as a second class .na tion. This 

was the direct r esult of pol ~tical decisions in which t~e 
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- Labour Party participated. It was a deliberate choice 

in respect of the positions open to it in presenting a 

socialist construction of the Indian political community. 

The Indian formula was repeated throughout Africa, later 

in the history of decolonisation. My comments, that 

India was awarded second class nationhood are equally 

true of many other new commonwealth (black) nations. 

New commonwealth refers to those nations which were not 

gi ven autonomy unde r the Statute 0 f We stmin s ,~'e l' Bill 

which transformed the white governed colonies into 

independent dominions. Membership of the new commonwealth 

carried con~6tatrons concerning their dubious political status 
as new 'nations. 

conceptions of development were highly instrumental 

in Labour Party decisions to support a particular form 

of independence at a particular point in India's colonial 

history. Industrialisation was considered to be central 

to the process of development and workers were central 

to this process. This position had wide appeal in Labour 

Party circles, as it, asserted the central i~portance of 
workers. The notiont-hEit the development of India 

required the proletarianisation of the peasantry was not 

widely challenged fro~ within the Labour Party. The fact 

that the Labour Party approached the i~sue of development 

from the standpoint of one ,of ~ts constituencies, trade 

unionism, does not obscure the implication that development 

of industrial capacity was part of the construction of 

India as a political community. The exclusion ~f peasants 

from citizenship outlined this association between industrial 

and political development. If industrialisation was ' an 

index of political development then Ind±a came off rather 

badly with its largely rural based po .pulation. 

Labour Party support for its community, workers, 

in India was rather selective. It appears from chapter 

four that the Labour Party supported the development 

of a particular kind of trade ,unionism in India. It was 
.' 

anxious to impose the values of British trade unionism 

as constructed in tHe official pronouncements of ' the 
'" Labour Party and the Trades Union Congress. In the Indian 

context the Labour Party frowned on the use of tbe general 
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strike as a political weapon, approved of the setting 

up of a rationalised trade union machine rather than 

ad hoc workers committees to deal with single issues, 

it encouraged Indian trade unions to seek representation 

through the legislative processes to be set up by Britain, 

it suggested that Indian trades unions supervise the 

political education of its memberihip to citizenship, 

it supported a narrow d:efinition of legitimacy in trade 

union . struggles to exclude violence and nationalist 
struggles which had a wider basis and a direct and con

frontative strategy. 

The inapplicability of these methods to India is 

clear. India had a very small trade union movement 

because it had very few industrial workers. It might 

have been more appropriate for the Labour Party .to suggest 

a form of organisation which could deal with the struggles 

of rural peoples if it wished the political community to 

extend to the toiling masses of India. Indian workers 

were heavily involved in nationalist as well as trade 

union struggles, yet this was an aspect of workers 

struggles which the Labour Party chose to ignore in its 

official pronouncements. In its dealings with · Indian 

Labour, the Labour Party was guilty of reformulating the 

imperial relation by asserting the unquestioned superiority 

not of Western culture or industry as in the days of 

Queqn Victoria, but the superiority of British methods 

of trade union orgamisation. The Labour Party attempted 

to define trade unionism and trade union struggles for 

India in a way whfch was highly inappropriaie to the 

conditions and struggles which existed in that country. 

Rather than adapt methods which had been tried and tested 

in Britain , the Labour Party instead indicated that it 
was up to India to develop to a point where British 

formulations were appropriate. 

The analysis of the construction of India as a 

political community by the Labour Party is not complete 

without an examinatio n 6f the communities which were 

presented on its behalf. The variety of positions 

expressed on India indicate that the Labour Party was 
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capable of representing Indians in general, Indian workers, 

Indians who met the franchise qualification (presented 

not as such but as Indian interests in general), the 

poor, the masses, trade unionists, peasants and nationalists. 

Whilst this demonstrates the discUrsive eclecticism of 

the Labour Party, ~t does not give us an idea of how 

community priorities were constructed. Generally speaking 

those who favoured a democratic (i.e full franchise) 

constitution prioritised workers or the poor or both. 

Those who wanted independence in the form of a restricted 

fran,chise and a communal federation' supported the Indian 

people as a whole, though in fact they were prioritising 

those who fulfilled the franchise qualifications. 

Supporters of independence also ' often supported the 

nationalists as a community pri~rity. 

Official pronouncements indicate a different set 

of community priorities. Unable to represent either 

peasants or nationalists as such, the Labour Party was 

quite able to include them in its formulations of the 

Indian peoples, but not to represent them as distinct

communities despite widespread support in the Labour 

Party generally for both communitisp • Thus the Labour 

Party was officially unable to support the major struggle 

in India for independence of the biggest category of 

Indians, the peasants. Perhaps this indicates a belief 

that these were transitional features of India's political 

development, or thai ,the Labour Party was u~~ble to move 

beyond the communi ties relevant to domestic , defini tions 

of so ci a l ism • 

It has been the aim of this conclusion, and indeed 

this dissertation, to demonstrate that at every stage 

in its dealings with India the Labour Party made a choice. 

It was offered constructions of the Indian political' 

communi ty from wi thi nits own r'ank s whi ch it cho se to 

ignore. It must be said that from the opposition voiced 

to official pronouncements, the Labour Party was capable 

of a very diffe rent construction of the Indian political 

community. How different this construction could have 
'" be en' i s d€lT1onstrated in the opposing :' positions expressed 
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, in . the debates. 

Firstly the Labour Party could have awarded a full 

franchise even if it was not able to offer a n alternative 

to the restricted fo .r m of citizenship represented by the 

communal representation of the Indian population. 

Secondly it could have avoided some of the disorder and 

violence by withdrawing from India in 1930 under a 

Labour Government, because the independence arrangements 

which were eventually implemented were not much of an 

advance on those set out in the Statutory Commission 

(1930). 

If the Labour Party had chosen the options just 

outlined from the positions available to it, India would 

have been given the status of a nation in which all her 

people were citizens. Also, India would not have had 

the prolonged association with anti British struggles and 

the violence and political instability which was produced 

by the escalation of nationalist struggles. There are 

however features of the Labour Party's handling of In9ia 

which were not challenged. There was no effective challenge 

to a communal federation which was one of the structures 

in which the inferiority of the Indian political community 

was inscribed. There was also no effective challenge 

to official assumptions about methods of trade unionism 

in India, or the idea that India would develop , into an 

industrial nation in which workers rather than peasants 

would be of central importance. What was challenged was 

the linking of industrial to political develoPfl,ent. , 

However, those who thought that India should become 

independent imm ~diately were !;lot necessarily adverse to 

thinking that her industrial development would bring her 

a higher standard of living for the people. Alternative 

ways open to the Labour Party for the construction of 

India as a political community were limited by ,the range 

of discursive constructions open to it. These might have 

been limited, but they existed, and if they had been taken 

up the status of India as a political community might ' have 

· been s lightly different. This is how the capability of 

the Labo ur Party should be assessed, in terms of the options 
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open to it, and the results which alternative "constructions 

might have had. 

I have already speculated in the conclusions to 

chapters four and five as ~o why certain positions were 

adopted as official and oth ~rs rejected. It remains only 

to speculate ~ere on why the Labour Party did not offer 

a greater range of positions to describe India. It is 

possible that many in the Labour Party did not see India 

as relevant to socialism, it is also possible that India 

was not an issue of priority for Labour Party members 

because of its remoteness from Britain and the problems 

which faced the Labour Party at home. It could b~ that 

too many conflicts arose for Labour Party members over 

whether soci~lism's communities in India or socialism's 

communities at home should be priorities. Whilst the 

' official position on India was the focus for opposition, 

that opposition was not able to present an alternative 

which dealt with the nature of the ' constitutional 

ar~angements. As indicated earlier, this may be explained 

by the fact that many did not think it was Britain's __ 

place to write a constitution for India at all. I shall 

venture to suggest that Indian independence was not an 

issue which excited much of a following in the Labour 

Party as a whole, save for in the policy committees and 

in parliament. Even at conference much of th~ opposition 

to official paricy focused on the treatment of the Meerut 

prisoners a~ trade unionists, rather than on independ~nce. 

India was thought marginal to Labour Party concerns and 

to socialism. 

Despite the assessment of the Daily Herald that 

Indi a n independence was a "shining example" of the "basic 

principles of socialist democracy" (5/7/35 Daily Herald p.2) 

as an issue it was perceived as marginal to other aspects 

of soci alism and its democracy. Although Indian indepen

dence wa s hailed as a socialist move, the Labour Party 

ma na ge d to compromise most of its socialist constituencies 

a nd co mm unity priorities in the fio a l analysis. It 

demon s trated its willingness to abandon both its conceptions 

of democra cy and its ~upport for workers as citizens 
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, in ' its dealings wi th India. Out of the racial equali ty 
between Britain and India constructed in Arya n race 

theory, the Labour Party managed to create inequ~liti 

between: Britain 'and- Indi'aas politic_aI ' communj tie,s at_ 

~hi de~ise of the imperial r~lation. 

Labo ur and anti Semitism. 

The Labour Party was offered definitions of the 

events which were taking place in East London during the 

mid 1930s which placed an emphasis on raclal attacks, 

anti semitism. These offers did not come from within 

its own ranks but from the journal New Statesman from 

which it had been offered political analysis in the pas t, 

from the National Council for Civil Liberties and the 

Church. statements from within the Labour Party 'did not 

obscure the fact that attacks on Jews were taking place, 

indeed many East London M.P.s. were most concerned about 

the political climate in East London. However they did 

not present racial attacks as a constituency priority. 

Thes~ were placed instead in the wt der political framework 

of Fasci srn. 

I did not ,find one statement attributable to the 

Labour Par~y which contradicted the assessment of the 

political events in East London as Fascism, although 

the statements varied as to the extent to which they 

recognised that anti semitism was' a feature of Fascism. 

In constructing the Labour Party in relation to anti 

semitism this must be born in mind. The Labour Party 

as a whole, not just its official voice, considered anti 

semitism a side effect of a more wid~spread political 

problem, which was more obviously the constituency of 

the Labour Party. By implication, anti semitism was only 
marginal to the Labour Party. It was not a constitue ncy 

priority. The Labour party did not consider anti semitism 

a poli t ical problem in its own right. Anti semitism was 

not its constituency~ and Jews were n6t its community, 

~aveas the victims of fascism, and in respect _of th~ir 

claim to a territory in Palestine. 

It would be unfair to claim that the La bour Party 
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-was unconcerned with racial hatred~" it was not. But 

without exception the positions expressed from within 

its ranks presented racial hatred as the product of the 

economic circumstances of a crisis in which the British 

Union of Fascists, as a political force, was profiting. 

This tends to suggest an ana~ysis which considered fascism 

a political product of a squeezing of the living standards 

of peoples of Europe and Britain. Fascism was the ~ajor._ ' 

political force to be countered, especially in view of 

the attacks it was making on continental social democracy, 

communism and the organisations of the workers. The 

Labour Party was comfortable in defining anti Fascism 

rather than anti semitism as one of its constituencies. 

The Labour Party was offered several definitions 

of the form which anti Fascist struggles should take. 

It was demonstrated in chapter six that there was much 

top level and grass roots support for open confrontative 

anti Fascist demonstrations. The party's official concern 

for public order made this kind of anti Fascism unacceptable. 

Instead, official statements condemned the violence of 
" .-

street clasbes, and suggested that ~nti Fascist demonstrations 

should be confined to areas where they would not openly 

and directly antagonise the British Union of Fascists. 

Anti Fascism was a constituency generally accepted 

throughout the Labour Party, but officially public order 

was prioritised to the extent that it structured the form 

which anti Fascism could take. Public order " was not an 

exclusively Labour Party constituency. It was shared by 

the other parliamentary parties as well. The Labour . " 

Party was anxious to identi~y , itself as an active and 

campaigning anti Fascist force, but only witbin the confines 
of some stringent standards of public o~der, a positon 

from which it condemned Fascists and anti Fascists alike. 

The Labour Party was offered constructions of the 

community in East London which included Jews. As the 

Jews were- widely referred to as "a race, this amounts to 

an admission of the principle of a mu~ti racial society. 

Officially however this was rejected in favour of a 
". 

formulation which asserted the autonomy df Jews not only 
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-as - a separate race, but as a separate political community 

with its own representatives. When the Labour Party 

spoke on behalf of the Jews, it represented them as a 

community in their negotiations with the British Govern

ment over 'Palestine. The Jewish counterpart of the 

Labour Party was the Poale Zion and it is likely that 

the Labour Party considered this the legitimate representative 

of Jewish labour~ It was · significant in considering the 
construction of the Labour Party over the treatment of 

Jews, that it was only able to represent Jews as a 

political community over the issue of their removal from 

the British political conjuncture, from British society. 

Race and Political Commuoity: Some General Comments. 

Not all political communities ar~ referred to as 

races in the process of their discursive construction. 
It was suggested throughout the dissertation that any 

reference to a group of people is a claim constructed in 

the process of discourse. Is there anytbing special 

about those communities where race is part of th~ir 

construction as distinct entities? Political community 

is a way of constructing any set of ·.differences which 

constitute the autonomy of a group of people, yet in 

respect of certain groups that autonomy is at least partly 

constructed as 'racial', a term which usually specifies 

a set of physical characteristics upon which otQer cultural 

and behaviQ~al · characteristics are premised. For example 

women and workers are communities . constructed in political 

discourse, but they.have no relation to statements about 
race. This is obviously untrue of other communities, for 
example Jews or Indians. How was race constructed in the 

statements examined in this dissertation and what part 
~oes political community play in their constructions? 

Perhaps the base line in any construction of race 

is a set of physical characteristics by Qhich a group is 

identifiee and identifiable. Aryan race theory not 
withstanding, both Jews in Britain and Indians, of which 

only a small minority OT an elite lived in Britain in 
/ 

the 1930s, weTe physically distinguishable from Britons. 
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· Beyond these obvious and observable differences referred 

to as 'racial ' characteristics other differences were 

constructed in respect of the a utonomy of Jews and Indians 

as communities in political discourse. Indeed it may be 

argued that differences constructed in terms of political 

communities led to the differentiation of groups presumed 

to have a common history and descent in Arya n race theory. 

A common history and descent was thus subordinated to the 

claims that the differences between Britons and Indians, 

and Britons and Jews were greater than their similarities. 

The differences between Britons and Jews and Britons a nd 

Indians were constructed in a particular context a nd over 

specific issues, anti Fascism, public order, Palestine 

and in the case of Indians, independence. The constructions 

of categories of common history and descent cannot be 

separated from these contexts. 

The importance of the context of a discourse or 

set of discourses may be indicated by comparing the 

construction of the category Indian in relation to inde

pendence, and in relation to the existence of Indians . in 

Britain in the 1960s as migrant labour. I can only at 

this stage 'suggest that these two constructions might 

have had some similarities in the ' assumed nature of the 

societies from which Indians had migrated, but that in 

other respects Indians .. ,might be considered in the 1960s 

in some of the ways in which Jews were considered in the 

1930s, clannish and a threat to a British way of life. 

Jews and Indians were, in many respects in very 

different positions'in relation to each other in the 

1930s. Jews were a community attempting to live in very 

close proximity, in the same national territory as Britons 

( also a construction informed by a common history, set of 

social institutions and no doubt a s~t of physical 

characteristics) whereas some Indians were making much 

more abstract claims, fully supported in Britai n, to be 

a part of the British ~ f~mily of nations, a relation it 

was seeking to put on a new footing. The terms of the 

debate were c~anged when Indi ans attempted to take up 

the rights associated with British citizenship and live 
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- and work in Britain. 

Beyond the claims to racial identity stated in 

terms of physical appearance, are a set of characteristics 

which I have called the construction of a political 

community. The construction of certain groups as politic~1 

communities has in some cases informed divisions already 

thought to exist in terms of physical characteristics. 

Indeed I shall go further than th~t, and suggest that 

differences were sought and attributed to racial 

characteristics, which might not have been ~ought had it 

not been desireable for some other reason to distinguish 

a group of people frem another. I should like to suggest 

that racial characteristics are attributed to political 

communities which have, or claim, a territory and political 

autonomy not only in Britain, but in other parts of the 

world. For example Indians were claiming autonomy in 

India and Jews in Palestine. These two communities have 

in common their alieAess from the British political 

community, against which 'they were constructed. But 

more than that they were each making claims on British 

sovereignty. Jews were living along side the British 

political community, and ' the Indians were claiming that 

they were Indian first and British subjects second. 

Even after ind~pendence they remained British subjects 

because they li~ed in a territory which had once been 

under the sovereignty of the B~itish crown. Both ~ of 

these communities were essentially alien, yet making 

claims on the British political community against which 

they were constructe~ in the act of discours~. 

Another reason why , Indians and Jews were constructed 

as political communities in relation to a set of charac

teristics designated as racial, lies in an assessment of 

the status of the communities from which they came. It 

was suggested in chapter five that the construction of 

India as a political community in relation to Western 

ideas about democracy, attributed a second class status 
~ 

to Indian people. This ' is important in considering the 

claims which Indians were mak i ng on the British political 
~ 

community, and the desireability of their becoming a part 
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of it by living in Britain. The Commonwealth as a poli

tical community of British subjects was a far looser 

association tha~ was suggested by the co-existence of 

Brito~ and Indians within a single national boundary. 

In the 1930s, Indians were claiming the right to 

be a British dominion rather than a British colony. This 

was still a relation of subordination to Britain, as the 

whole conception of the British Commonwealth was one in 

which "the mother country as the former imperial power 

remained in close association with former colonised 

peoples. The superiority · of Britain over the colonies 

was stated, particularly in respect of the new commonwealth 

in terms of economic and industrial resources, in terms 

of the ~ature of the British political community, and 

by the imagery of 'Rule Britannia' wh~ch did not simply 

evaporate with colonial freedom. The Commonwealth was 

more than an idea, it had an institutional form in which 

British Superiority was inscribed. It currently survives 

in the form of the Commonwealth Conference, a common 

legal system, the Commonwealth games and so on. The idea 

of a commonwealth, so stronglY backed by the Labour Party 

as a useful relationship in its framework of internation

alism, was but a re-statem~nt of India's for~er position 

as a colony in which her subjects were also British 

subjects. "This was challenged when the first large 

influx of Indians into Britain as migrant Labour with 

rights of citizenship arrived, because this represented 

a c~oser claim on the British political community. When 

Indians began to take up their ri~hts as British citizens/ 

the status of the political communities from which they 
came moved sharply into focus. 

The case with Jews was a little different. They 

had not formerly been British subjects, though many of 

them were seeking naturalisation as British subject~ 

" by the 1930s. The is s ue of the nature of the political 

communities from which they were refugees in Eastern 

Europe may have contributed to the construction of Jews 

as a separate political community. But it was the crea~ion 

of a Jewish homeland in Palestine which primarily constructed 

their separate~ess. 
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However Jews and Indians were constructed in these 

debates, they shared a status in relation to Britons of 

being alien political communities with roots outside 

Britain, in foreign territories. Whilst India in the 

1930s was British territory it was only British through 

the process of conquest and colonisation. ' The construction 

of a people in relation to a political community is 

clearly demonstrated in the case of the Je~s who were 

seeking a nationhood through the award of a territory 

in Palestine. Territory, origin and the status of 

nationhood achieved by a people, were important ways of 

constructing political community in relation to Jews and 

Indians in the 19305. These were the divisions which 

informed the notion of physical characteristics and a 

distinctive way of life and set of social patterns which 

were described as racial and presented in the language 

of the racial classification of mankind into particular 

divisions. 

Race is a construction premised on divisions 

constructed through political communities. For this ._ 

reason the notion of a political community has been the 

subject· of particular attention in the discourses examined 

in this dissertation. Just as constructions of race 

have changed over time, so have constructions of political 

community- Both constructions are highly conditioned by 

the nature and conditions of the discourses and statements 

in which they are constructed. That is not to suggest 

that such divisions of humanity are constructed in relation 

to a purpose, for tbat would ascribe a set of intentions 

underlying the discourse. But they are constructed by, 

and in relation to, the terms of debate and the structuring 

mechanisms of the discourses in question. An analysis 

of the position of present communities in Britain constructed 

in a relation to racial divisions, would need to be 

ex a mined within the context of present not just past 

deb a tes. A cursory look at the manner in which the 

Labour Party officially constructs political communities 

designated as races may throw some light on the extent 

to which the current debates are informed by, or are a ~ 

departure from, those of the 19305. It cannot be assumed 
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that present Labour Party constructions of race and 

political community are the same a~ they were in the 

1930s. Uithin the limitations imposed on concluding 

remarks, I intend briefly to outline what these constructions 

might currently be. This cannot avoid charicature, as 

it could be the subject of another dissertation, and my 

main purpose is to see how race and political community 

were constructed in - some of the early discourses which 

dealt with race. My comments on the present are therefore 

speculative and tentative. They open up the area for 

debate rather than come up with any conclusions • . They 

attempt only to establish the extent to which historical 

discourses inform present situations, and what this 

indicates for the labour Party. Do historical discourses 

on race and political community have any contemporary 

relevance? 

The Present. 

Race as a current issue in British politics has 

been constructed by the labour Party in a particular .-

way. It is still informed by constructions of . political 

community, but these constructions, like the debates and 

issues in . 'whi ch they are si tuated, have changed. Poli ti cal 

discourse is of course only one of the discoursffiin which 

race ~s constructed. Indeed it may only be in p~litical 

discourse that the concept of a political community has 

such influence. .I shall reiterate my opening remarks. 

Political community is but one mode of constructing 

race, but its centrality in political disco~rse has been 

demonstiated in this dissertation. I suggested also 

in the introduction that the 1930s may have provided a 

~erminology and theorisation of race which still persists. 

It is to this that I now turn. I should point 'out as 

I did in the introduction .. that such links if they can be 

demonstra ted to exist dQ not imply any links between 

the present and the 1930s in terms of political and 

economic structures, or that discourses and the ideologies 

whi ch inform them have a trans-historical essence. I 

merely want to' suggest that discourses have specifiable 
.-
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- conditions of existence which may be explained and which 

are not necessarily confined to the conjunctute in which 

they were developed and articulated. 

The Labour Party has more recently constructed race 

and political community in relation to particular issues. 

I propose ' to examine very briefly official responses to 

immigration and nationality law, anti racist struggles, 

and the problems of what is widely referred to as the 

inner city. As in the 1930s, in constructing race and 

political community in relation to similar issues, the 

Labour Party was constructing itself as a statement 

issuing institution by participating in these political 

discourses. The issues just set out , ~eature in recent Labour 

Party statements particularly in pamphlets on racism. 

' The Labour Party has constructed race and political 

community in the process of defining anti racism, and the 

kinds of struggles which are appropriate to it. There 

are two facets to the Labour Party's official definition 

of anti racism, race relations and public order~ They 

are placed within the framework of an analysis and 

recommended resistance to Fascism. These two ' facets of 

anti racism are outlined in the following statement set ' 

out in a pamphlet on race. 
11 In a statement, , Response to the National 
Front' published in October 1978, the Natiqnal 

-~ecutive Committee suggests ways in which 
racialist activity can be curbed. The 
National Executive Committee propose that the 
National Front should be tackled both through 
the race relations laws •• ~ ahd where necessary 
through the Public Order Act. In the N'ational 
Executive Committee's view the activities of 
the National Front and similar organisations 
should be treated differently from those of 
the main political parties by strengthening 
existing powers against racists." 
{Labour~ Party 1979. Race Immigration and the 
Racialists. p.SO) , 

The re a're t ,wo main things to note about thi s statement. 

Firstly, racialism was presented as primarily a problem 

presenterr by the National Front and similar organisations, 

and secondly the main instruments suggested for dealing 

with them were the use of the law. 

The pamphlet from which the aboue statement was 
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- quoted did not explicitly attempt to equate the Nati~nal 

Front with Fascism or suggest that it was a Fascist 

organisation. It described the membership and ma in 

activities of the National Front and followed this section 

with the heading "Fascism - What it Inuolves" thus implicitly 

presenting the reader with a context in which to place 

their understanding of what was pxesented as extreme 

right wing politics and the lengths to which it can go. 

The pamphlet~s statement on Fascism firmly identified 

it with the strategies of racialism, the subject of the 

pamphlet. 

"Fascism, 66 often the ideology of despair 
and nihilism has two main components. 
First ••• nationalism Jand racism, both 
doctrines with an emphasis on division. 
The second component authoritarian go~ernment 
necessarily involves the complete , destruction 
of democratic processes ••• trade unions, 
political parties and pressure ~groups would 
need to be broken - as in Nazi Germany and 
Fascist Italy ••• Fascism tQ~ds to flourish 
in a period of capd:talist crisis . " 
(Labour Party 1979. Race Jimmigration'- and the 
Racialists. p.70) 

,-
This is a clear demonstration 0 f the way the Labour Party 

continues its practices of the 1930s, and places organi

sations with an explicitly racist ' political platform 

within the framework of the brands of Fascism which 

existed on the continent in the 1930s. This is further 

emphasized in the broad anti racist Labour movement 

o rgani satio n whi ch tak es the ti tl e the "Anti Nazi ' League 11 • 

This conjures up an imagery of the atrocities which befell 

the Jews in Nazi Germany, as a mode of explaining the . 
possible outcome and political implications of groups 

like the Nat~Qn_l Front. As in ~he 1930s, thi's is a way 

of presenting racism as an aspect of a much more widespread 

problem produced by the constant crises of capitalism. 

Anti Fascism was therefore necessarily a broad based 

struggle mounted around the maintenance of democratic 

liberties on which the trade union and labour movement 

was based. Once again this formulation does not acknow

ledge that racism is an issue in its own right. 

The shifting of anti racist struggles onto the ' 

machinery of the law also has a familiar ring about it 
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when considered in the light of Labour Party responses 

in the 1930s. In the late 19705 and indeed today, the 

Labour Qarty is officiall y still advocating the use of 

the Public Order Act to curb the activities of political 

groups who mimic the im agery of 1930s continental Fascism, 

and whose main public political platform contains attacks 

on communities constructed in relation to the categgry 

race. In the 1930s these assessments focused on the 

British Union of Fascists. At the present time the 

National Front and the British Mbvement are posed as the 

political force against which anti racist struggles should 

be directed. This is a very limited perception of anti 

racism. The Labour Party's suggested use of the Public 

Order Act has changed since the 1930s. It is no longer 

as nervous about protecting the extent of free speech 

and British political liberties as a universal political 

principle. The Labour Party is no longer afraid to exclude 

explicitly racist groups from political liberties. 

Race relations legislation was the l tither main plank 

in the Labour Party's anti racist programme. On this . 

issue the party was able to demonstrate that it took the 

issue of race seriously as a political problem in its 

own right and not just as a facet of other problems as 

its emphasis on public order and anti Fascism suggest. 

This is a complete departure from the Labour Party's 

treatment of race issues in the 1930s because a concern 

for race relatiions suggests the specificity of race as 

a political issue with a distinct set of political 

strategies. 

Succesive Race Relation~ Acts were passed in 1965, 

1968 and 1976 under Labour Governments. They were, it 

was officially suggested by the Labour Party, reciprocally 'l 

linked to immigration policy. It was thought that 

immigration control, in combination with a good race 

relations policy which legislated against discrimination 

on racial grounds, was the socialist answer to fhe 

presence in Brita!n of what was posed as an alien immigrant 

population living along ~ide the indigenous population. 
'" 

Jenkin~ in a parliamentary speech in 1976 made just this 
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' point. 

" ••• the third principle of government policy 
is that there is a clear limit to the amount 
of immigration that this country can absorb, 
and tha t it is in the interests of the racial 
minorities themselves to maintain a strict 
control over immigration. 11 

(Jenkins 4/7/76. Hansard col.1548) 

The 1965 and 1968 Race Relations Acts outlawed racial 

discrimination in a number of spheres of everyday life, 

and set up the Race Relations Board as a conciliatory 

mechanism und~r a very limited brief with no real 

statutory powers. 

The 1976 Race Relations Act was a little bolder as 

a legislative measure. Amongst other provision5it set 

up the Commission for Racial Equali~y with greater 

powers than the old Race Relations Boards. This legi

slated against discrimination in education, employment 

and the pro~ision of goods, facilities and services. 

The Act is significant for iis definiti6ns of ~ace and 

the discrimination against which it was attempting to 

legislate. It proclaimed itself ' as "An Act to make 

provisions with respect to discrimination on racial 

grounds and relations between people of different racial 

groups ••• " (1976 Race Relations Act p~1). Th±s opening 

statement makes it clear that the purpose of the Act is 

to deal with relations within the national political 

community as a whole where there is friction , between 

communities constructed in ,relation to the category race. 

The 1976 Race Relations Act was to deal with ' community 

relations as a whole in which certain groups were to be 

the subject of special legislation prohibiting discrimination 

against them. It defined discrimination as "treating 

less ... favourably". 
"It is hereby declared that ',for the purpose 
of this Act, segregating a person from another 
on racial grQunds is treating him less favourably 
then they are treated. 1I , 

(1976 Race Relations Act p.2) 

Raci a l gro unds lJ e re de fin e d as 11 Col ou r, ra ce, national i ty, 

ethni c or nation al origins 11 (p. 2). Thi s defini tion assumes 

that there is something which can be objectively referred 
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-to . as race and that colour and political community were 

also ingredients of ' racial' discrimination. This is a 

very i n cl u si ve de fin i t ion 0 f the pro b I em. It i s a 

construction of race so inclusive as to be almost meaning

less. It did however, manage to suggest that the idea 

of a multi racial community, Gpon which it was premised, 

was problematic. Multi racialism was quite definitely 

a departure from the Labour Party's official position in 

the 19305 when it did not admit that such a conception 

of th~ political community was viable. The problematisation 

of relati~ns in the community because of racial division 

reflects badly on those who required to be the subject 

of special anti discriminatory legislation. It tends to 

suggest that the existence of certain groups in the national 

political community creates problems. 

The problem aspect of Labour Party constructions 

of race was repeated in the ' second major'-~ issue whi ch 

focused on race, urban decay and deprivation. The Urban 

programme initiated by the Local Government Grants (social 

needs) Act (1969) under a Labour Government was to enable 

government to direct funds into inner city areas. The 

Home Office insisted that the problems of the inner city 

were not just to do with the importation of aliens. In 

this: context race was constructed in relation to immigration 
.' 

which had long been considered a problem by both parties.:. 

in 1969. In its notes on the urban programme the Home 

Office insisted that "large numbers of commonwealth 

immigrants" were only one factor in defining social need 

in the inner city. . (1969 Notes on the Ur-ban Programme 1) 

None-the-Iess the association of urban deprivation with 

aliens was clear euen if their presence was only one of 

the relevant factors. 

The Labour Party itself made the link between the 

inner city and aliens more clear in its pamphlet on 

racialism produced for the last Qeneral Election (1979). 

In defining racial prejudice as the product of the general 

squ e ezing of living standards, not least those of the 

poor, idigenous and hard pressed working class of which, 

the La bour Party was historically the political representative, 
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- it ' suggested that racial discrimination had a special 

place in the inner city. IIThere must be action to 

combat racial discrimination a nd disadvantage and revive 

the inner cities." (Labour Part}' 1979 Race, Immigration 

and the Racialists. p.46). 

The National Executive Committee statement on Race 

Relalations at the 1977 Annual Labour Party conference 

also placed an emphasis on what were traditionally the 

'problem' areas of the inner city as an appropriate part 

of the battle against racial discrimination. 

"We think it is essential that existing jobs 
should be saved in the deprived inner city areas 
and new jobs created. The Government, togethe r 
with all sectors of industry within the public 
sector, must also give a lead by activ~ly 
promoting equal employment policies ••• Unless 

, relevant provision is made for the ethnic 
minorities - particularly the younger members -
their difficulties will only increase,_ Since 
the future of race relations in Britain depends 
very much on the young generation, action to 
help must be taken now." 
(L abo ur ' Party 1979 Race Immigratio n and the Racialist p.4 

The problem aspect of the inner city was, it appears ,_ 

from section 6.2 on East London, a wellestablish~d 

ass 0 cia t ion wit h the imp 0 rt et i -o n 0 f P a u per a lie n s • The 

inner city was, even before the arrival of commonwealth 

immigrants to Britain ill-significant numbers, a focus 

for fears concerning publ~c order evidenced in the bread 

riots and unemployment ridts in East London in the mid 

nineteenth century (see St~man JOnes 1976 p.343) and 

the Fascist and anti Fascist demonstrations which 

accompanied Jewish settlement in that area, ' Pover:ty, 

inner city and alien, were ~l~eady closely associated 

in relation to public order well before the Labour Party 

made the link explicit in the debates which surrounded 

its urban programme as part of its race relations policy. 

Never-the-Iess, the Labour Party gave promine~ce to this 

association by restating it. 

All of the associations just outlined are not unre

lated to the nature of the political communities from 

which immigrants wer~ arriving. Immigrants were . 
arrivin-g in Britain ' from third world black ex colonies,-
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· parts of the empire wl:;lich were ' by definition ·poor. This 

was clearly understood in the reasons why they had 

migrated in search of employment. Connotatio n s of poverty, 

deprivatio n and social and economic underdevelopment had 

be e n clearly stated in the debates which surrounded the 

decolonisation process in India. As well as a second 

class na tionhood, Indians were widely understood to 

live in a general condition of disadvantage , which could 

be improved in seeking work in the mother country of the 

commonwealth. It is not unlikely that such a status clung 

to those who arrived in Britain' from ex-·colonies, politi'cal 

communities whose problems were closely associated with 

Britain's past. This would explain the different percep

tion of immigrants from the white (old) commonwealth or 

from other developed and westernised countries. In this 

respect the race issue as posed in the inner city was 

highly contextualised by colonial discourses and the ' 

conditions and assumptions of decolonisation which 

accorded a particular status to some immigrants and not 

to others. 

The distinction between the political and economic 

status o f different political communities did not feature 

in the Labour Pa~ty's assessments of the extent to which 

rac e , ethnicity and political community presented a 

problem to race relations. But it was implicit in many 

of the international structures in which th~ British 

Government participates, such as the foreign aid programme 

which si ngles out mainly e~-colonies in need of financial 

support, the structure of the United Nation~ in which 

the richer and politically important western powers 

preserved the right of vet6 with the key communi~t nations. 

Both of these institutions along with the commonwealth 

confernece and a variety of other institutions place 

poore r political communities, often presented as democratically 

infe rior, in a specific relation with western countries. 

Former colonies were also presented as lacking in maturity 

in tra de union and industrial practices. The status of 

th e political communities fro m which immigrants in Britain 

came , and which were making claims to a relation to the/ 

British political community through the notion of multi 
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ra~ialism, were important underlying constructions in 

the political discourses in which th ey were con s idere d. 

In the light of the comments just made it is not 

unreasonable to s ugg est that the presence of what were 

referred to as immigrants in the inner city exacerbated 

the problem s traditionally associated with the se areas 

as a focus for depriv a tion and decay. The belief that 

migrant peoples contributed to the worsening of these 

problems was not just related to a conception of their 

position in the British job, housing and education lottery, 

but was at least partly constructed in relation to th e 

position of s uch peoples as political communities in 

world politics. For example the title Indian, African, 

Carribean or even black firmly situates some peoples as 

under developed in social and economic terms. It might 

e ven conjure an image of political instability and 

inferiority in terms of parliamentary s:tyle' government 

as conducted in Britain. Such positioQ S were stated in .} 

the discourses surrounding decolonisation. In insisting 

that immigra ti on and race relations WBre acute in the 

inn e r city, the Labour Party was also guilty of invoking 

these associations. 

Immigration and nationality are issues in which 

race ' is constructed in a direct and obvious relation to 

political community. The statutory measures in which 

immigration a nd nationality are contained have succesively 

defined a nd redefined the British political community in 

the light of commitments given to those who .have migrated 

to Britai n from for~er parts of the empire. Immigration 

and nationality law, in which the Labour Party has been 

fully implicated, has policed the title British. Immigr~ 

tio n legislation a nd its mode of operation prescrib e d the 

extent to which peoples , from political communities which 

did not origina te in Britai n are a llowed to enter a nd 

live in the British political community, a nd in combination 

with nat'ionality l aw , those who ma y be nat urali se d or 

registetsd as British peoples . 80th of these i ss ues have 

been for almost twenty years the subject of a bi-partis ~n 

approach in British politics. None-the-less in many 
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- respects the Labour Party has in many instances preserved 

for itself a distinctive way of dealing with them. 

Prior to 1947, Indians along with the rest of the 

peoples of the empire , were British subjects with full 

rights of entry into the U.K. With independence and 

the creation of an Indian nationality there was concern 

that the status of Indians as British subjects should 

be maintained. This was to be achieved through the 

British Nationality Act (1948) "An Act to make provision 

for British nationality and for citizenship of the U.K. 

and colonies" (preamble ). Its main concern was that:-

"Every person under this act who is a citizen 
of the U.K. and colonies or who under any 
enactment for the time being in forae in any 
country mentioned in subsection (3) of this 
section is a citizen of that country shall by 
virtue of that citizenship have the status of 
a British subject." 
( British Nationality Act 1948. Public Acts and 
Measures . p.1243) 

The countries listed in subsection three referred to were 

Canada, Australia , New Zealand, Union of South Africa, 

Newfoundland, India, Pakistan, Southern Rhodesi~, and 

C~ylon. These were all dominions and members of the 

British commonwealth of nations and had created their 

own nationality on independence. The British Nationality 

Act passed under the direction of a Labour Government 

was an attempt to re-establish the citizens ; of dominions 

as British subjects. This was one of the ways in which 

the ties of former empire were re-stated and in this 

case enshrined in statute. 

The thinking behind this re-assertion of the ties 

of the empire was made explicit in the parliamentary 

debate which surrounded the passing of the Statute of 

Westminster Bill (1931) which granted independence to 

the white governed parts of the empire listed above, with 

the exception of India. The M.P. for Stafford Burton 

moved an amendment to the statute to ensure that none of 

the peoples in the newly created dominions would lose 

their British nationality. "British nationality is one 

of the bonds of the empire, or British Commonwealth as / 

this act seeks to call it ••• We all value our British 
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~ation ality, and it is particularly valuable to thos e 

in more distant parts of the world". (Gretton 24/11/31 
Hansard vol . 260 ) This tended to suggest that British 

nat ion ality was a prize conferring a certai n s t at us. 

Lansbury commented of the Statute of Uestminster, that 

it was a piece of "good socialist policyll (Lansbury 

24/11/3 1 Ha nsard vol.260) Stafford Cripps in congratu

lating the Na tional .Gov e rnment on guiding the bill through 

Tory opposition co mme nted "lJe are delighted to see tha t 

the empire is l a unch e d on a new era." (Cripps 24/11/31 

Hansard vol. 260) 

This re -as se rtion of imperial bonds, even if 

transformed into a new form which pleased the Labour 

Party, meant that the peoples of the ex-colonies had 

an unusual statu s in that they formally had membership 

of two politi ca l communities, Britain and the dominion 

from which they originated. The undue value placed on 

British citizenship must have relied on assessments of 

its val ue in r elation to the · status confererred through 

coming from Indi a , or one of the other dominions. Br_ 

virtu e of the Statute of \Jest minster, and the British 

Nati onality Act, the British political community had an 

extensive overseas branch,th099h there were differences 

between these nations constructed in relation to their 

distinctiveness as political communities. The commonwealth 

was a political community of a particular kind, not as 

close knit as the nation but its subjects all had the 

status of being British. 

Thi s unity of'subjecthood created amongst diverse 

polit ical communities was f irst challenged by the 1962 

Commonwealth Immigration Act. Whilst this did not 

ch a llen ge the rights Of . commonwealth peoples to retain 

th e title British, it selectively withdrew their ability 

to take up the rights and duties associated with citizen

s hip elsewhere in the world, the right to enter, live a nd 

work in the co untry of which a person holds citizenship. 

Th e r esult was t hat Brit a in had a situation in which 

s ubj ects were not all potential citizens. This was unique. 

Th e Commonwealth Immigration Act of 1962 was a Tory 
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measure which the Lab our Party was pledged to repeal on 

the grounds that former subjects of the empire had an 

un challenged right to enter the mother country. This 

was a position being defended by Conservatives during 

the 19505. Under whatever pressures, constraints and 

structuring mechanisms ( a description of which is outside 

th e scope of this dissertation) the Labour Party was, by 

1964, in fa vour of a restriction of immigration, in 

combination with race relations legislation. The Wilson 

white paper (1965) defined the categories of labour which 

should be allowed into Britain and the 1968 Commonwealth 

I mm igration Act began to shift its definition of those 

who should be eligible to assert their rights as British 

subjects from Britain~sl' labour requirements onto the 

concept patriality which placed a n emphasis on place of 

birth of immigrants and their ancestors . Patriality as 

a con struction of being British was re~asserted i n the ' 

1971 Tory Immigration Act, the last and most stringent 

control on entry to the U.K . Britain still has an out

standing i mmig ration commitment to relatives of former 

immigra nts a nd stateless persons who have been stripped 

of all nationality by the withdrawol of British citizen

ship fro m British subjects . 

The Labour Party, like the Tory party, has claimed 

that it will attempt to see that these commi tments ' are 

·· .. honou r e d. It stated its app ro val at the time 0 f the 

General Election in 1979 of allowi ng ·in the dependants 

of immigrants already i n Britai n on the basis that 

"racia l .' i.ntolerance has been Q.jJravated by the structure 

of our citizenship and immigration laws and PYO o~duresn 

(L abour Pa rty 1979 R~ce Immigration and the Racialists. p.52) 

Perhaps the main diffe-rence between Tory and Labour 

immigratio n policy is the readiness of the latter to state 

it s intention to allow ·the law to be interpreted more 

liberally and in a more humanitarian way . This ~an _ be 

do ne throug h the immigration proce~~re and does not 

require a change in the law. 

The position officially stated and followed by the 

Labour Party in relation to immigration could be th e 
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subject of extensive comment. 1 shall confine myself 

to one or two comments. Immigration restriction constructed 

on the principle of patriality implies that numbers of 

peoples arri ving in Britain, mainly but not exclusively 

from n ew commonwealth (black) parts of the former empire, 

constituted or exacerbated problems in relation to the 

pressure on the indigenous community in the scramble for 

resources. This was particularly true of the worker~ 

whom the Labour Party claimed to represent. It was also 

particularly true of the poorest sections of the political 

community and tended to focus on those resident in the 

inner cities and the anxieties with which they were 

regarded. lt is likely that tha Labour Party ' s involvement 

in immigration control is the product of community 

and constituency priorities which favoured the indigenous 

community rather than a community, or part of the community, 

which was perceived as immigrant or alien, even though 

it may have been British in terms of nationality. The 

association of immigration with race relations and the 

multi racial political community has managed to convey _ 

the . impression that the Labour Party was prioritising 

those already settled in Britain, . as opposed to new 

immigrants . The race relations legislation favoured by 

the Labour Party was a statement of the formal equality 

of all members of the political community whatever 

their racial or national affinities • . 

The most recent saga in the establishment of 

Britishness, and those who have the right to this title, 

was played out over the proposals for a definition of 

British nationality. This was to bring British nationhood 

into line with the restrictions placed on immigration by 

successive immigration controls. Both major parties are 

committed to rectifying what was presented as the anomolous 

position of British nationality. Both party's answer to . 

this problem was the passing of a British Nationality Act. 

The Labour proposals are contained in a discussion ' paper 

(1977) in which two categories of British were established. 

British citizenship which gave full right of entry and 

the right to live and work in the U. K. and British Overseas 

citizenship~ British overseas citizenship would 
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no~ confer any right to enter, live or work in the U.K. 

It was meaningless except that it retained the title 

British in a modified farm. British overseas citizenship 

·was to be awarded to all those who had been British 

under the 1948 Britis h Nat ionality Act, and peoples of 

countries which had subsequently attained independence, 

the former subjects of the empire. What could be the 

possible use of retaining the title British in a form 

which in many respects devalues the concept of nationhood? 

Citizenship of any other country confers special r~ghts, 

but British overseas citizenship, did little more than 

state the latest reformulation of the imperial bond. 

The Labo ur Party did not get a chance to implement 

the proposals outlined in its green paper on British 

nationality. Instead the Conservative Government has 

ready for the royal ' ~ssent, a Bill which will create 

a three tier naiionali~y; British citizenship, British 

Overseas Citizenship and Citizenship of British Dependant 

territories. The final category was included in the 

Labour Pa rty's definitions of British citizens~ becau~e 

after all these countries are still under British sovereign~y 

until their independence can be arranged. 

Labour Party opposition to the parliamentary passage 

of the Bill has been limited'. Few M~Ps have demonstrated 

an interest indicating once again that such measures are 

not considered integral to a definition of socialism. 

Th e bulk of the parliamentary opposition has come from 

Lester , Lyon and Hattersley. But the Labour . Party has . 
no t put up an orchestrated opposition, at least partly 

because it officially favours 'some kind of nationality 

legisl a tion. Opposition has centred _ {t~elf on the parts 

of the Bill ~hich prescribed the acquisition of Britishness, 

which is no longer possible through reg~stration but 

thrrugh natura lisation. "Guitability" for citizenship 

is no longer to be established through 'simply living in 

Britain , in future lIapplicants ,should be able to demonstrate 

a r eal int ention to throt.l in their lot with this country". 

( British r ation ality Bill 1980. p.7) This is supplementsd 

by the qualification that applicants for British citizenship 
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should be a bl e to demonstrate that they were not working 

ag a in st th e int e rest s of Britian. There are many more 

fac e t s t o t hi s which cannot be explored here. The Labour 

Pa rty, r ea l is ing th a t the status of some former immigrants 

will be t o sa y th e le a st tenu ouS under this new Bill, 

ha ve op pose d it on these grounds, that it could mean the 

po ssi ble rem ov a l of non patrial unregistered but none 

the l ess s et tl e d former immigrants. 

Aga in ' th e Labour Party has demonstrated its official 

support for ' the restriction of rights of former British 

subject s whilst maintaining a reformulated conception 

of th e commonwealth with all of its imperial history, 

and at the same time presenting itself as the champion 

of the mul t i racial society. 

" Britain is and will remain a multi racial 
s ociety. I"here can be no question of keeping 
bl a ck f amilies separate for even longer periods 
tha n a t present or of' repatriating black people. 
ha lf of whom were born here. Our purpose 
mu s t now be to build on the advantages that 
co me from a diversity of culture and to deal 
effe ct i vely with the threats to all of our 
co mmunity which come from discrimination and 
di sa dv a ntage experienced by minorities." ' 
(L a bour Party 1979. Race Immigration and the 
Ra cialists. p.56) 

This st a teme nt implies that ali British people whatever 

colour a nd wherever they come from are the community of 

the Labour Party. This is certainly a major shift from 

its position in relation to Jews in the 1930s. The 

Labour Party has gone on stating its belief in multi 

racialism long after it has ceased to be challenged in 

politica l discourse; (That is not to say that multi 

racialism i s not challenged outside of political discourse. 

Many white working class people ostensibly represented 

by th e La bour Party are challenging precisely the right 

of co mm uniti e s identified as lmmigrant to live in Britain) 

The na tion ality Bill with its attack on the rights of 

c e rt a in peopl e s to naturalise as - British does not repre

s ent a n atta ck on multi racialism. Yet the ~abour Party 

continu es t o s t a t e its commitment to multi racialism . . ~. 

which is unch alleng e d by the parl ,iamentary parties and ... 
th e non pa rli ament a ry groups with the exception of the 
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- Nation a l Front and the British Movement. 

A statement by Joan Lester at the 1976 Annual 

Confe r e nce of the Labour Party in the debate on race 

r el a tion s pl a ce s th e defence of the multi racial society 

in a wid e r context. 

" ••• whe n we allow the attacks on racial minorities 
to go by, we are paving the way for attacks on 
th e ve ry basis of this movement and on what it 
re sts . Have no illusion about that you cannot 
s e pa r a te the attacks on a minority from attacks 
on tra de unionism, on the welfare state and on all 
the other things that this movement has stood 
for over the years. if 

(L a bour Party 1979. Race Immigration and the 
Ra ci alists. p.56) 

This is quite extraordinary in its reliance on links 

betw e en organised labour and groups posed as IIracial 

minorities" made in the 1930s. The remarks of the 

1930s we re made in the context of the experience of the 

Nazi r e gim e in which Jews and socialists and trade 

unioni st s had been objects of attack. Apart from alluding 

to this conncetion, Lester appears to have no basis to 

her as s ertion . . that attacks on Ilracial minorities" 

were th~thin end to a wedge which would not stop until 

the org anised labour movement had been attacked . also. 

Perhaps we ~hould look not at the imagery of this 

statem e nt but its intention in terms of its community 

and constituencies. Lester is suggesting that · the 

defence of "racial minorities" is the constituency of 

the Labour Party as an arena .of struggle. But she was 

only suggesting this on the grounds that such an attack 

wa s an indirect at~ack on the Labour movement and th~se 

whom it re p resente d . So i n effect the constituency of 

the Labour Party was ultimately its own defence, the 

defenc e of minorities being only a facet of this. Why 

wa s it not possible to suggest to Labour Party supporters 

th a t r a ci s t attacks were their constituency and that 

"ra ci a l mina ri ties ll were thei r community? 

Th e s t a tem e nt just examined maintains the exteriority 

of "ra ci al minorities t l to the British political community, 

whil s t th e conce pt of a multi racial society includes ; 

th em a s a category in need of special legislation through 
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' which the formal equality of all the members of the 

community might be mai ntai ned. In fact the multi racial 

community is often broken down in many aspects of La bour 

Party discourse . fhe Black co mm unity, the Asian community, 

the West Indian community are a ll ways in which the 

community titled Britain is divided. The rest of the 

community outside of these de signations be ing simply 

the community. 

Th e Labour Party's multi racialism is ambiguous 

and qualified . Communities referred to as 'racial I are 

freq uently constructed out of this supposed unity in the 

process of political discourse depending on the context 

of the statement in which it is constructed. Multi 

raciali sm is constructed in particular circumstances 

to un derline the real unity of th~ British political 

community. 
'INearl y hal f our coloured people grew up here. 
~any more ha ve worked here for over twenty 
ye ars . The y speak with the accents of London, 
of Birmingham , La nca shire or Yorkshire. we 
face the same problems together and share the 
same hopes a nd fears. We all pay taxes, rates, 
and union dues. we all care about our children 
ab 0 u t h 0 u sin g , job s , p i: ice san d IYI a n ch est e rUn i t e d • 10 

(L abour Party 1976. Speaker's Notes Labour and 
Ra ci sm .) 

Th e Labour Party' s treatment of race and the problems 

constructed in relation to it is two-edged. On the one 

hand it asserts that all members of the community face 

the same problems as the statement above demonstrates .in 

its s upport of multi racialism. On ' the other hand the 

party has recognise9 that some groups in the community 

ha ve special problems in rel ati on to racism. HS in the 

1930s the Labour Party does not construct race issues 

as political problems in their own right, but as part 

of wider political problems with which it can identify 

the interests of those who hav e traditionally bee n its 

s upport ers . It has been extremely hesitan t in s ugg es ting 

that racism is a specific political problem with a specific 

set of strategies which are the constituency of British 

workers in general . 
", 

1 have attempted to demo nstrate in this conclusion 
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that the Labour Party had a particular way of posing 

constructions of the political commu~ity and the issues 

involved when it came to divisions of the community 

describ ed as racial. It has been possible to show that 

to some extent theorisations and constructions of r a ce 

a nd political community in the 1930s by the Labour Party 

have persisted and still inform present constructions 

in which the Labour Pa rty is implicated. I t would be 

possible to gain a detailed knowledge of these construc

tions by following the methodology of this dissertation 

and applying it to present day statements of the Labour 

Party in its dealings with race issues. Some elements 

of political discourse remain outside of the conditions 

in which they were constructed and articulated as 

problems. Former constructions of political community 

by the Labour Party, in which decolonisation was an 

issue, still inform its present responses to race issues 

a nd pose grave problems in respect of its ability to 

overcome the discourses in which it was steeped in the 

recon struction of the empire on tsocialist t gr00nds, 

the creation of Commonwealth. The Labour Partyts ability 

to construct itself in relation to race issues in a 

manner which will make it an effective in~trument of 

a nti racist struggles must thus be placed in question 

on the basis of its present record in these matters. 

In the creation of commonwealth the Labour Party 

created a particular kind of political community. 

Communities constructed in political discourse may be 

differentiated from communities constructed in other 

discourses i n order to isolate what makes t hem tpolitical'. 

Lommunity has a multiplicity of constructions. I shall 

only isolate on e or two of them in order to demonstrate 

what I mean by a political community in general terms. 

Community is constructed in discourses concerning them

sel ves with child care, mental health, medtcine and 

penal reform to refer to a mode of care which is non 

institutional. Community in this instance simply means 

society, divided into geographical units of co-existence. 

n sociological discourse community refers to 

units of co-existence also. These units can be base d 
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on any specified condition such as race, ethnicity, 

income group, class, or simply shari~g _ a set of streets 

and common li fe experience. A ·group may be designated 

a community in sociological discourse because it shared 

a set of interests for a particular reason, for example 

opposition to the council's new road scheme. Or a 

group may be designated a community because it shares a 

common geographical location. 

The designation of a group based on a common set 

of interests is the closest to the meaning of a political 

community. It may be possible to distinguish community 

constructed in sociological discourse from political 

discourse by taking for example the designation 'Asian 

community'. In both political and sociological discourse 

Asians have been presented as a community with reference 

to what are believed to be differences from other Britons 

presented as racial, cultural and to some extent geogra

phical. ~ociological discourses, as far as it is possible 

to lump them all together, tend to construct the Asian 

community in terms of a common experience of disadvantage 

derived from living in British society. In general its 

main concern is to establish a dimension of social 

inequality based on divisions which were thought to be 

racially constructed. ~uch concerns may be voiced within 

the institutional context of universities, social work 

or social welfare agencies. 

The Asian community in political discourse is 

presented in a different way. It is presented in relation 

of representation by a voice which does not necessarily 

articulate a common position on its behalf, but it makes 

a set of demands as the outcome of a common position. 

A political community is presented as a category of 

people in relation to a constructed set of constituencies. 

In addition , ' both the communi ty and its constituencies 

may be presented in terms of a set of strategies. This 

is certainly not true of communities in sociological 

discourse which primarily comment on situations rather 

than make an intervention. Political communities are 

therefore constructed in a direct relation to a notion 

of a gener~l will. That is, not only does the community 
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-have a common position,a common mentality as in sOclological 

discourse, it also has a set of eemands in relation to 

that position which may be articulated within the terms 

of current political debate. The Asian community is 

currently being r eprese nted in political discourse in 

relation to nationality legislation and police harassment. 

These are not issues of their making, but refer to the 

way they are presented in the processes which legislate 

for the society as a whole. The existence of will and 

voice, taken from the discourses concerning political 

philisophy which inform the notion of a political community, 

presume also the existence of a sovereign; that is the 

existence of the community as a single body. 

H community in the context of political discourse 

has an obvious relation to the processes of representative 

government, whilst sociological discourse does not 

necessarily have this relation. This is obvious in the 

translation of will into position, which can then be 

articulated as a voice amongst others in~he processes 

of poli ti cal arbi t ration. In B ri tai n the se p rimar.ily _ 

focus on parliament and on political parties and pressure 

groups. Hll political institutions attempt to influence 

the pronouncements made on behalf of the society as a 

whole. This may be through parliament, or through a 

challenge to parliament. Political representation refers 

to spokesmanship at the point of access of policy making 

or the movement to usurp that process and replace it 

with another. It is a direct translation of will into 

the terms of ~ebate ,and practices of current issues 

posed as integral to the pr~c~sse s of government or the 

usurpation of government. Political communities are 

those which have a position expressed on their behalf 

in the processes of arbritation. Asians may be seen as 

a political community in relation to their opposition 

to the new nationality legislation, and as a sociological 

community in relation to a process of social stratification, 

in which they are simply represented as disadvantaged 

with no Other specific aim in view but a general comment 
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" on inequality . 

Political communities are therefore pe culiar kinds 

of plural units within the society as a whole. Political 

co mm unities in fact reconstitute the social formation in 

terms of their central importance to it. This is clear in 

examining the L a bou~" Party'a representatio~ of wdrkers as 

c entral " to the" sociai f ormation as a whole, in recognition of 
their value in the social formation. This would amount 

to the overt recognitio n of the central importance of 

Labo u r in the creation of a general will and sovereign. 

The multi racial society in political dis~ourseis a 

plurality in which the importance of cultural and physical 

diversity is presented as constituting the society which 

results from it. Multi racialism is a statement in 

political discourse which argues against the devaluation 

of peopl e from othe r societies, just as the Labour Party's 

support for workers is posed against the construction 

of a society in which their efforts are marginalised. 

A political community as a group of peoples with 

a will and a voice presented and constructed in the act 

of political disco urse may well be a constnuction which 

is informed by divisions of the body politic made within " 

sociological disco~rse, but it is functionally different 

from a community in sociological discourse becau~e it is 

constructed in the act of r ep resentation in debates 

which concern themselves wi t h the government ~ of " tbe . 

society as a whole and the challenges presented to that 

mode of go vernment. ~olitical community may also be 

distinguished as a unit of a ny magnitude. It does not 

necessarily refer to t he divisions within a nati on; it 

may refer to the nation itself, as nation is bOut a 

particul ar construction of the political community as 

indicated in disco urses concerning political philosophy. 

Nations as well as int e rnational as~ociations such as 

the commonwealt h are political communities constructed 

in the act of represe ntati on in relation to specific 
i ssues . Just as the commonwealth is a con st ruction 

of national units, so the nations of which it is composed 

are also compose d of other plural units. 
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Just as the As ian community is represented in the 

act of pre senting a position against a mUltiplicity of 

oth er positions in a relation to the processe s of 

governm e nt, so the As ian political community is itself 

con stituted in rel a tion to the quality of its life as 

a political comm unity. what makes plural units referred 

to as ' races' distinct from other division s is their 

r el ation to na tional political communities outside Britain 

a nd the quality of government and democracy of those 

political communities measured against that of Britain. 

Those referred to as ethnic or racial minorities in 

current British political discourses are not able to 

escape that status which informs their construction as 

politica l commu nities. Workers for. example. do' 

not ha ve a relatio n to a foreign political community. 

Those referred to as ethnic or racial minorities in 

political discourse are therefore a unique form of 

political community as they have a referrent outside of 

Britain whereas oth~r political communities do not. The 

commonw ealth which the Labour Party was instrumental in 

creati ng was a political community .in which the constituent 

parts were differentiated in terms of the ~qualities of 

the political communities from which they came. The 

British Labour Party created in the British commonwealth, 

a politica l community in which Britain was still to 

som e extent the sovereign and ex-colonies the plural 

units of the British family of nations. 
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